




The Archaeology
of Shamanism

The meaning of ‘shamanism’ has been debated for almost three centuries, ever since the term
was coined to describe the activities of those who attained altered states of consciousness in
order to mediate between human beings and the supernatural world. The ritual practices that
characterised these perceived contacts with other realities have left highly physical traces in the
archaeological record of prehistoric peoples, and the potential for the recognition of shamanic
belief systems in the past is now being realised as never before.

In this timely collection, Neil Price provides a general introduction to the archaeology of
shamanism by bringing together recent work on the subject. Blending theoretical discussion
with detailed case studies, the issues addressed include shamanic material culture, responses to
dying and the dead, shamanic soundscapes, the use of ritual architecture and shamanism in the
context of other belief systems. Following an initial orientation reviewing shamanism as an
anthropological construct, the volume focuses on the Northern hemisphere with case studies
from Greenland to Nepal, Siberia to Kazakhstan. The chapters span a chronological range from
the Upper Palaeolithic to the present and explore such cross-cutting themes as gender and the
body, identity, landscape, the social perception of animals, prehistoric ‘art’, and shamanism in
the heritage and cultural identity of indigenous peoples. The volume also addresses the
interpretation of shamanic beliefs in terms of cognitive neuroscience and the modern public
perception of shamanism in the past.

This book is an essential study of ancient shamanism through its material remains. It serves
as a source of front-line case studies for specialists, while making these discussions accessible to a
broader public. Archaeologists, anthropologists, historians of religion and psychologists will find
the volume a valuable work of reference, as will those interested in alternative religions and
spiritual philosophies.

Neil S. Price is a Lecturer in Archaeology at the University of Uppsala, Sweden. He has written
extensively on the Viking Age, and has conducted research projects in France, Iceland, Russia
and Sápmi (Lappland).
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Chapter One

An archaeology of altered states:
Shamanism and material culture
studies

Neil S. Price

INTRODUCTION: ŠAMAN/SAMA:N/SHAMAN

When a dissident priest called Avvakum arrived in the lands of the nomadic, reindeer-herding
Evenki in the early 1650s, having been exiled to central Siberia by the patriarch of the Russian
Orthodox Church, no outsider had ever heard of a šaman, let alone written the word down or
explored the cosmological understandings that underpinned its meaning. By the time of his
execution for heresy in 1682, Avvakum’s descriptions communicated during his sojourn among
the Evenki had already laid the foundations for what anthropologists would later term the study
of shamanism.

Over the following 150 years, as Siberia was traversed by missionaries, political exiles (often
highly educated intellectuals), Tsarist agents and European travellers, more and more stories
were recorded of the intriguing beliefs and practices to be found among the tribal peoples there:
from the Nenets, Mansi, Khanty, Ngansan and Enets of the Uralic group around the Yamal
peninsula, the Ob and Yenisei river basins and the north Siberian coast; the Turkic-speaking
Yakut and Dolgan on the lower Lena; the Tungusic–Mandchurian peoples of central Siberia,
including the Even and the Evenki themselves; and the Yukaghir, Chukchi, Koryak and Itelmen
of eastern Siberia and the Pacific coast, amongst many others. 

The tales told by these early voyagers were startling, and aroused intense interest in Russia
and Europe. A fragmentary picture emerged of an ‘ensouled world’ in which everything was
alive, and filled with spirits – animals, natural features, even what to Western eyes were
inanimate objects. To such beings could be linked almost every aspect of material life: sickness
and health, the provision of food and shelter, success in hunting, and the well-being of the
community. The maintenance of good relationships with these spirits was thus of crucial
importance, and the most striking of the travellers’ stories concerned the special individuals who
attained states of trance and ecstasy in order to send out their souls to communicate with these
beings, to enlist their aid or bind them to their will, sometimes even to engage them in combat.
The operative sphere of these people, whom the Evenki called šaman, was revealed as a world of
mediation, of negotiation between the realm of human beings and the adjacent, occasionally
coincident, planes of existence in which dwelt the gods, the spirits of nature, and the souls of
the dead. The complex variety of equipment used in these ceremonies was also described: the
strange headgear and jackets hung with jingling amulets, the fur and feathers of animals, metal
images; the masks and veils; the effigies and figurines; and above all, the drums.
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Some of this data was published and widely discussed in scholarly circles, and during the
eighteenth century the Evenk concept of the šaman was taken up in Russian as a useful
collective for the similar figures that were encountered from one tribe to another across the
region. From the phonetic constructions used to record these concepts (the indigenous
Siberians had no written language), šaman or sama:n was soon normalised via Russian to the
western European languages, creating the more conventional ‘shaman’ (the Evenki pronounced
the word with the accent on the second syllable, ‘sha-márn’, but the alternative forms of ‘shár-
man’ or ‘sháy-man’ are now more common). At first, there were few that associated these
individuals, and the role that they played within their communities, with ‘religion’ in the sense
of an organised system of worship. The notion of a collective pattern of belief – shamanism –
arose first when the Christian missions began to seriously target the Siberian peoples for
conversion, and thus sought to identify a pagan religion towards the overthrow of which they
could concentrate their efforts (see Thomas and Humphrey 1994, and Znamenski 1999, for
recent studies of church/state perceptions of indigenous belief ). 

SHAMANIC RESEARCH IN RUSSIA AND BEYOND

This interpretation of exactly what shamanism was/is has been central to shamanic studies from
the very beginning. Already in 1853, the Finnish scholar Castrén challenged the idea that
shamanism could be described as a religion rather than as a pattern of behaviour, and this
debate continued throughout the late 1800s when the first major Russian works on the subject
appeared. By the beginning of the twentieth century, this social, psychological and (arguably)
religious phenomenon was already the subject of an established body of literature (see, for
example, Shashkov 1864; Potanin 1881–3; Agapitov and Khangalov 1883; Radloff 1884;
Pripuzov 1885; Mikhailovski 1895; Shimkevich 1896; Sieroszewski 1993 [1896], 1902; this
period of early research is summarised in Hultkrantz 1998). 

Similar practices had earlier been described from other parts of the northern hemisphere, for
example in Schefferus’ influential book Lapponia (1673) on the Sámi of Fenno-Scandia, but it
was not until the early 1900s when the American Museum in New York launched the Jesup
North Pacific Expedition that the beliefs of other circumpolar arctic and sub-arctic cultures
began to be specifically – though tentatively – described in terms of shamanism. The link to
Siberia was eased by the widespread accessibility of English-language publications such as
Bogoras’ (1911) and Jochelson’s (1908) reports from the Jesup Expedition, Czaplicka’s 1914
survey of the region, and Shirokogorov’s classic Psychomental Complex of the Tungus (1935).
Through the early twentieth century the notion of shamanism spread slowly in North America,
being applied to the ‘medicine-men’ of First Nations peoples, but even here the definitions
common in Siberia were being adapted to local circumstances (e.g. Dixon 1908). 

Although shamanism was widely adopted as a psychological and psychiatric concept in the
years between the world wars, as Hultkrantz has noted, ‘it is difficult to find surveys of [non-
Russian] shamanism before 1950’ (1998: 61). There were, however, many foreigners working
on the Siberian material. Finnish researchers were particularly active (e.g. Holmberg [Harva]
1915, 1922, 1927, 1938; Granö 1919–21; Donner 1922; Lehtisalo 1924, 1937; other
significant Western works include Stadling 1912 and Nioradze 1925), and post-Revolutionary
Russian research continued within the strict ideological frameworks of Marxist interpretations
(see Hultkrantz 1998: 65–7 and Balzer 1990). Until the fall of the Soviet Union, or at least the
late 1980s, the division between Western and Eastern studies of shamanism was almost total. 

Soviet writers such as Zelenin (1936, 1937, 1952) and Anisimov (1963) sought to explain
shamanism in terms of a particular concentration of power and shifting control of production,
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with an additional emphasis on medical interpretations often based on notions of mental illness.
The explanation of shamanism as due to a kind of ‘arctic hysteria’ induced by cold and deprivation
was raised by Ohlmarks in 1939 – significantly in the political climate of Nazi Germany – and
together with the idea of the shaman as mentally unbalanced psychopath this was adopted with
enthusiasm in Soviet Russia, where it became fundamental in the policies of suppressing this
perceived threat of independent thought and spiritual allegiance. Ethnocentric ‘explanations’ were
also given prominence, while other Russian scholars sought refuge in collecting raw data which
did not need to be forced into an ideologically inspired interpretative straitjacket (the research
from this period is summarised in Popov’s bibliography from 1932, listing some 650 Russian
works on shamanism; a German-language version appeared in 1990). The scholars who
maintained a most strictly empirical line, and thus avoided the regime’s appropriation of their
work, are now bearers of the tradition of Russian research in the post-Soviet era (e.g. Vajnstein and
Basilov – see Hultkrantz, 1998: 66, for an assessment of these writers’ significance).

At the socio-political ‘border’ of Russian scholarship, another major block of work
developed, again building on research from the late 1800s and focusing on shamanism among
the Nordic and Sámi populations of Scandinavia. More than 300 publications have appeared on
the shamanic complex of seidr and related rituals in Old Norse belief (collected and discussed in
Price in press, with further treatment in Price 2000a and b, 2001b; see also DuBois 1999 for a
recent cross-cultural study of Scandinavian religion). An even greater number of publications,
over 800, deal with Sámi religion (collected in Rydving 1993b; the works of Bäckman,
Hultkrantz, Manker, Mebius, Pentikäinen, and Rydving himself are especially central). Case
studies of the Norse and Sámi demonstrate particularly clearly the use of specialised shamanic
practices for aggressive ends, and also the prominence of sexual elements in shamanic rituals;
importantly, both of these traits are relatively common among the arctic and sub-arctic peoples,
a fact that belies the common association of shamanism almost exclusively with healing that has
characterised Western perceptions in the wake of Eliade’s classic work from 1964. 

The research history of shamanism in Western anthropology, comparative theology and
related disciplines has been charted many times, and this is not the place for yet another
introductory essay on the ‘meaning’ of this phenomenon (useful texts in this regard include
Eliade 1964, into the orbit of which most subsequent works have been drawn; Lessa and Vogt
1965; Wallace 1966; Edsman 1967; Motzki 1971; Furst 1974; Hultkrantz 1973, 1979, 1993,
1998; Humphrey 1980; Lewis 1981, 1989; Atkinson 1992; Ripinsky-Naxon 1993; Vitebsky
1995; Pentikäinen 1998; Pentikäinen et al. 1998; Bowie 2000: 190–218; Larsson 2000). We
may, however, note the importance of two key themes of relevance to the archaeological
interpretations of the present book. The first of these concerns the relationship of shamanic
belief systems to their environmental setting (e.g. Hultkrantz 1965; Pentikäinen 1996; Bowie
2000: 118–50), explored further below in a landscape context. The second focuses on the links
that are sometimes postulated between shamanism and another, equally hotly debated
anthropological construct: totemism (the classic introduction can be found in Lévi-Strauss
1962; see Layton 2000 for a recent review of this discussion). As the study of northern
shamanism has ebbed and flowed in popularity during the last century, three main forms of
interpretation have predominated. The Nivkh ethnographer Chuner Taksami, himself an ethnic
Siberian and acquainted with several shamans, has perhaps stated it best (1998: 14):

Shamanism is an historical phenomenon within a system of traditional faiths distinctive of
nearly all Siberian peoples. Some people consider shamanism as a variety of primitive
religion; others tend to think of it as a set of beliefs and customs centred on the shaman’s
personality; and others still associate shamanism with witchcraft and magical spells.
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Retrospective reviews of these changing fashions of interpretation, and more recent responses to
them, can be found in the international journal of shamanic research, Shaman, and in a series of
influential conference publications from the last three decades (e.g. Diószegi and Hóppal 1978;
Hóppal 1984; Hóppal and von Sadovszky 1989; Hóppal and Pentikäinen 1992; Siikala and
Hóppal 1992; Hóppal and Howard 1993).

One major trend however continues to polarise shamanic studies: the question of geographic
frames of reference. Even now, echoing the debates of the early twentieth century, some
historians of religion strongly resist the use of the term ‘shamanism’ beyond certain regions of
central Siberia. In one sense these objections seem baffling, given that – as we have seen – the
concept of shamanism has always been an externally imposed construction, and does not exist
anywhere at all other than in the minds of its students. Not even the Evenki have an overall word
for what the šaman does, though like several other Siberian peoples they have a broad vocabulary
for the different components of the shamanic complex. As both a term and a notion, shamanism
is entirely an academic creation, and as such it is certainly a useful tool serving to describe a
pattern of ritual behaviour and belief found in strikingly similar form across much of the arctic
and sub-arctic regions of the world. Even within this broad understanding, the meaning of
shamanism is entirely a matter of consensus, discussion and continuing redefinition; this extends
to terminology, many scholars now prefering to write of ‘shamanhood’ or ‘shamanship’. The
essential question is to whether we can truly speak of shamanism beyond the circumpolar sphere.

It is here that we enter a broader framework of interpretation, which moves outward from
Siberia and the circumpolar region on a sliding scale of inclusion to embrace shamanistic traits
in the ritual practices of South America, Oceania, Africa (particularly controversially), and
ultimately the globe – an approach recently typified by the work of Piers Vitebsky (1995). In
many cases this is still rooted in scholarly discussion, but in the broadest and most popular
understanding ‘shamanism’ has latterly come to cover virtually any kind of belief in ‘spirits’ and
the existence of other worlds, states of being or planes of consciousness – a definition that of
course encompasses the majority of the world’s religions, organised or otherwise, ancient and
modern. In this context the term ‘shaman’ has similarly been used to refer to almost any kind of
mediator, in any kind of medium, between one perception of the world and another. As a
result, those popularly described as shamans have included an astonishing variety of individuals
ranging from Jesus to Jim Morrison.

These are not the shamanisms of this book. Instead we follow the general direction taken by
related academic disciplines, as summarised by Mathias Guenther: ‘the view held generally by
scholars in the anthropology of religion and in comparative religion . . . [is] . . . that shamanism is
a religious phenomenon that can be formally delineated and differentiated from other, more
complex religions’ (1999: 426). Considering Taksami’s identification of shamanism as an historical
phenomenon (1998: 14), how far is it reasonable to talk of shamanism in the prehistoric past? The
answer, of course, can only be sought in studies of material culture, and thus archaeology. 

SHAMANISM AND MATERIAL CULTURE STUDIES

The inclusion of shamanism in archaeological interpretations has in general run parallel with its
adoption in anthropological and comparative theological circles, as discussed above. Until
relatively recently, however, such work was largely confined to the study of prehistoric ‘art’,
especially in the context of the Palaeolithic painted caves and the early identification of their
images as artefacts of ‘hunting magic’ (see Bahn and Vertut 1988; cf. Lommel 1967). In the
1960s and 70s, a concern for the material culture of consciousness received new impetus with
explorations of narcotics and hallucinogens in the archaeological record (in later years the work
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of Andrew Sherratt has been particularly important here, e.g. 1987, 1991). From the 1980s
onwards, shamanism has reappeared in archaeological interpretations with some regularity,
mostly in the context of the post-processual concern for ancient symbolism and the meaning-
content of material culture. Latterly, the emphasis on cognitive archaeology has increased this
trend. Individually, the ‘shamanically relevant’ publications of recent years run well into treble
figures, making separate citation meaningless here: what has been missing in this work is an
overview of the field as a whole – the stated purpose of this book.

There are, of necessity, many omissions. We do not discuss the rich shamanic heritage of the
Classical world, the ecstatic cults of the Greeks and Romans; to an extent, some aspects of early
Christianity and the desert religions of the Middle East may also be viewed in this light. In
many parts of Europe even down to relatively recent times, there were traces of shamanism in
the agrarian cults and local folkloric observances of the rural population (see Ginzburg 1983,
1990 and Klaniczay 1990: 129–50 for examples from the Mediterranean, the Baltic and the
Balkans). Similarly, available space sadly did not permit a discussion of African and Pacific
cultures, nor do we touch upon the belief systems of the central and southern Americas. The
‘shamanic world’, in all its diversity, is vast, and is impossible to cover comprehensively in a
volume of this kind – nor is this our aim. The shamanic traditions of all of the regions
represented here, and those that are not, could and do form the subject of book-length studies
in their own right. 

Instead, this volume has been conceived as an introduction to the field, focusing deliberately
on the northern hemisphere while taking occasional diversions to follow specific lines of
enquiry and interpretation. We begin with Siberia and Central Asia, the ‘cradle of shamanism’
discussed above, which has been curiously neglected in recent archaeological works on this
aspect of early belief. We then move eastwards to North America, Canada and Greenland, and
conclude by moving out of the arctic and sub-artic territories to Northern Europe and a group
of papers that explore new dimensions, even new definitions, of shamanism outside this
circumpolar sphere.

The geographical organisation has been chosen advisedly, because all of shamanic research is
characterised by cross-cutting themes that would soon render redundant any attempt to draw
them out in individual sections. In allowing the regional variations of northern shamanism to
emerge, we hope to simultaneously provide the reader with a comprehensive survey of
archaeological approaches to specific shamanistic themes through studies of prehistoric ‘art’,
both portable and parietal; constructions of gender, identity and the body, including their
articulation in dress and costume; landscape; architecture; mortuary behaviour; and
human–animal relationships. We also address issues such as the interpretation of shamanic
beliefs in terms of cognitive neuroscience, and the response to ancient shamanism among
modern Pagans. 

Shamanism and rock art
The field of rock art research is a special case, as it is here that the archaeological employment of
shamanic interpretations has undoubtedly been most prominent in the last two decades.
Perhaps as a result of the considerable influence that this exciting work has exerted on shamanic
studies in a broader sense (see Price 2001a), the application of shamanic metaphors to parietal
art has also aroused surprisingly vitriolic reactions from a small minority of researchers.
However, such Pavlovian responses have earned little sympathy in the wider profession, and
most recent collections exploring the current state of rock art research have included appro-
priately detailed reviews of shamanic approaches (e.g. Helskog and Olsen 1995; Chippindale
and Taçon 1998). For this reason we shall not concentrate on this material here. 
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However, the very significant prominence that rock art interpetations have assumed in the
archaeology of shamanism does require an overview of this work, here provided in chapter 2 by
David Lewis-Williams, the pioneer of these approaches in southern Africa and one of the most
internationally influential scholars in shamanic research. We here go back to the source for
explanatory models that have been much imitated in the subsequent work of others, tracing the
development of ideas that have set the pattern for this branch of shamanic interpetation in
archaeology: from entoptic phenomena and altered states of consciousness, dreams,
transformation and spirit animals, to the crucial concept of the rock surface as a membrane
between the worlds, through to recent work emphasising the past and present political context
of the art; Lewis-Williams’ paper also includes a bibliography of the major literature within this
field.

The first of the papers on Siberia and Central Asia, by Katja Devlet (chapter 3), also
considers rock art, but from a quite different perspective to the ‘southern African School’ by
putting forward an empirical discussion of imagery related to ritual costume and the shamanic
coat. Western readers in particular may be astonished by the detail of the motifs presented, in
many cases for the first time in an English-language publication: there surely cannot be a closer
correlation between recent, ethnographically recorded data and archaeological finds from the
distant past, though the exact (causal?) nature of their relationship is intriguing. Andrzej
Rozwadowski takes a different approach in chapter 5 by reviewing the above-mentioned
discussion of entoptic phenomena ‘ten years on’, presenting a critically-aware reappraisal of
images in the rock art of Kazakhstan, focusing not on individual motifs but on their
combination and landscape context.

Shamanism and portable art
The focus on shamanic interpretations of rock art has tended to obscure the role played by
images on portable objects, and by material culture related to shamanic practices but not
directly part of the shaman’s ‘equipment’. In chapter 11 Thomas Dowson and Martin Porr
move directly on from discussions of Upper Palaeolithic cave art to the plastic decoration of
sculpted anthropomorphic figurines found in Germany, arguing that they must be seen in a
similar shamanic context to the paintings that have received more attention. Their detailed
analysis of markings on the carvings, and their themes of human-animal transformation, suggest
new interpretations of early Stone Age beliefs. Patricia Sutherland analyses a different, and far
more extensive, repertoire of shamanic artefacts, from the Palaeo-Eskimo cultures of northern
Canada. In chapter 9 she reviews a wide range of objects, some puzzling, all beautifully carved,
that chart the arctic hunters’ relationship to their prey and the other beings (both real and in
spirit form) that seem to have populated their environment. Again, themes of transformation
and trance visions recur in this material, and we can trace a dim ancestry between the ‘X-ray’
depictions of animals and similar motifs in Siberian shamanism. Our third example of portable
shamanic ‘art’ comes from Siberia itself, where in chapter 4 Natalia Fedorova surveys a century
of interpretations that have been applied to the cast bronze figures of warriors, birds and bears
that emerged in the first century BC. She examines the case for shamanic iconography in the
metalwork in the light of changing ideologies and social stratification during the Iron Age, and
presents a new conclusion.

Shamanism and landscape
In chapters 6 and 7 we take a long step back from the individual, and examine respectively the
shamanic landscapes of the modern-day Siberian Khanty and the hill tribes of the Nepal
Himalayas. Peter Jordan and Damian Walter examine shamanic ritual and its practitioners in
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relation to space, both of performance and of perception: Jordan traces the significance of
different zones within the landscape, decoding their combined association with shamanic belief
and the seasonal procurement round; Walter contrasts two different types of ritual practitioners
– shamans and lineage mediums – and examines how their respective spheres of influence are
linked to spatial perceptions.

Both authors focus on the role played by material culture in articulating and expressing these
ideas, and confront the archaeological implications. Like Håkan Rydving’s innovative studies of
Sámi religion (e.g. 1987, 1993a), these works look further to the reconstruction of a partly lost
shamanic perspective from the memories that it has left behind, working within a ‘post-
shamanistic’ thought-world in which the old ideas are still potent but obscurely transformed.
This can even involve a kind of shamanism without shamans, which can perhaps best be
formulated as a ‘shamanic approach to life’ (Willerslev In press, on Yukaghir hunters in Siberia;
additional examples of the same phenomenon can be found in other accounts of recent
fieldwork among Siberian groups, such as Humphrey 1983 and Pentikäinen 1998). 

Shamanic architecture
Leading on from the broad canvas of landscape and ‘shamanic space’ we come to essays on
architectural constructions specifically built in connection with shamanic practices. In chapter
10, Hans Christian Gulløv and Martin Appelt provide one of our most extraordinary case
studies with their report of excavations in High Arctic Greenland, more than 1,000 km north of
the arctic circle at the point where the first immigrants are believed to have crossed over from
northern Canada. Referring to detailed ethnographies and archaeological data on the ancestral
Inuit and their predecessors, they discuss the construction of a megalithic stone structure used
for collective shamanic rituals, preserved largely intact by the freezing conditions for over a
millenium. In chapter 12, Aaron Watson similarly breaks new, though utterly different, ground
in considering the aural dimensions of shamanic practice. His sonic experiments inside
megalithic structures from the British Neolithic suggest that their design incorporated elements
that caused sound to behave in unusual ways, and that altered states of consciousness – even
trance – could be induced through drumming and other percussive practices. His
demonstration of how the movement of the drummer affected the sonic patterns and thus the
neuropsychological responses of the listeners is startling, as is the realisation that sounds made
inside one structure could be heard inside another nearby, while nothing could be heard by
those standing outside. What was the role of sonic performance in the function of megalithic
architecture in the Neolithic and early Bronze Age?

Shamanism and identity
From the earliest observations, scholars of shamanic practice have focused on the highly
complex gender constructions that are associated with almost all such rituals (see Schmidt and
Voss 2000 for recent overviews). The so-called ‘soft-men’ of Siberia and the ‘berdaches’ of the
Native Americans are well-known, if somewhat misleading, archetypes in this context, and the
sexual elements touched on above in relation to Scandinavian shamanism are of vital
importance here. These have formed the primary focus of attention for generations of Russian
researchers, as well as for more recent scholars such as Bernard Saladin d’Anglure and Sabine
Lang. This material is reviewed here by Sandra Hollimon in chapter 8, who argues that the
systems of multiple gender that characterise(d) many First Nations peoples in North America
should be accepted as the rule rather than the exception when examining the earlier prehistory
of the continent.
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The theme of social identity and the deliberate construction of shamanic experience is
echoed by Howard Williams, who in chapter 13 discusses the evidence for an ‘ideology of
transformation’ manifested in the mortuary behaviour of the early Anglo-Saxons. Using
shamanic metaphors, he argues that the social identity of the dead was renegotiated through
their cremation together with specially selected – perhaps even specially bred – animals,
merging different aspects of their natures in the transformative medium of fire.

Variation and change in shamanism and its sources
Another theme running throughout the book is the dynamic nature of shamanic practice and
belief – in all the examples presented these patterns of behaviour are never static, but instead
both change over time and vary from one region to the next. The common elements that
empower a shamanic interpretation are discussed alongside the individual traits that distinguish
its culturally specific expressions. We hope that this variation is also emphasised in the range of
contributions here, from the remote prehistory of the Upper Palaeolithic to fieldwork among
modern peoples. The use of anthropological analogy to bridge sometimes immense gaps of time
and location is a great temptation in shamanic research, and the scholars whose studies are
presented here all work with a deliberate concern for the distinctions between ethnographic data
and archaeological sources.

Many definitions for shamanism are offered in these pages, but all are individually outlined
by reference to the long tradition of shamanic research sketched above and ultimately dating to
the ill-fated Avvakum’s first observations among the Evenki in the seventeenth century. At all
times, this archaeology of shamanism remains sharply aware of its human sources: the
indigenous peoples on whom virtually all our understanding of shamanism is based. This is
important, as is the observation that the current resurgence of shamanic interpretation among
archaeologists is firmly a part of this tradition, and is unrelated to the growing popular interest
in shamanism in the context of alternative spiritual philosophies.

In this volume we have deliberately sought not to avoid this aspect of shamanic perceptions,
but wish instead to promote dialogue, believing that a willingness to meet – in a balanced way –
the challenges brought by these new perspectives on the past is a fundamental prerequisite for
archaeologists working in this field. For this reason, considerable space is devoted here to a
discussion of these issues, linking to a more extensive review later in the book.

MODERN PAGANISM AND THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF (NEO-)SHAMANISM

Several scholarly works have appeared in recent years treating the emergence of neo-shamanic
movements in the Western world (a selection are reviewed by Bowie 2000: 209–13; see also
Vitebsky forthcoming). However, modern Pagans of all persuasions have themselves been active
in publicising their beliefs, and some of these works, such as the monumental alternative survey
of prehistoric Britain produced by the musician and poet Julian Cope (1998), are certainly
worthy of serious consideration by archaeologists: a close reading makes it clear that the latter
share a surprising majority of concerns – if not approaches – with Pagans (see Darvill 1999). An
offhand academic rejection of differently-framed perspectives ironically risks alienating a part of
archaeology’s public which is actively interpreting, using and experiencing the past in precisely
the way that many theorists have long been advocating. It should also be noted that a
promotion of dialogue in no way obstructs archaeologists’ critical evaluation of different views
of the past (the spectre of ultimately empty relativism conjured up by many opponents of post-
processualism has long since been laid to rest).
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Many academics react with alarm to any association of their work with alternative religious
beliefs and the perceived professional ridicule that can attach to them, while others strive for
increasing dialogue and collaboration with groups of ‘neo-shamans’ and others working within
the broad traditions of modern Paganism. The contributors to this volume fall into both camps,
and the balance of papers is intended to reflect this ongoing debate and tension in
archaeological shamanic research. The majority of academic archaeologists probably see
themselves as somewhat astride this division, being generally materialists maintaining a
deliberately wide distance between their own work and the beliefs of modern Pagans, while
hopefully remaining open to dialogue. Clearly, mutual respect must form the foundation of any
effective reciprocity, but beyond this three distinct issues – often wrongly conflated – emerge in
the relationship between neo-shamanists and archaeologists. 

First, there are debates centring on the right of open interpretation and access (in every sense)
to the past, especially as physically represented by ancient monuments. This is the area of
broadest archaeological agreement with the position taken by many neo-shamanists, who request
a proportionate level of consultation on heritage management policies relating to the public
interpretation, and perhaps excavation, of places seen as spiritually significant. Unfortunately
polarised positions have occasionally been adopted on both sides here, but there are indications
of increasing mutual comprehension and sympathy. There are clearly also questions of balance to
consider, remembering that this does nevertheless concern a minority interest – if 16 per cent of
visitors to Avebury outside the periods of Pagan festivals come there for spiritual reasons (Wallis,
this volume), presumably 84 per cent do not – but this viewpoint could perhaps be equally
applied to sites associated with other faiths. Particularly in the wake of the controversial
excavations at ‘Seahenge’, the Bronze Age timber structure discovered in 1999 at Holme-Next-
The-Sea on the east coast of England and discussed by Wallis below, there are signs that
archaeologists and Pagan groups are moving into more productive positions in their relationship.

The second main issue in this context concerns the specific interpretative contribution of
neo-shamanist groups. Many Pagans argue that their beliefs, and particularly the ways in which
these are put into practice, provide them with a unique insight into the nature of what they
perceive as similar beliefs in the past. It is here that many archaeologists differ sharply from neo-
shamanist opinion, finding it hard to credit any link (beyond basic inspiration) between ancient
practices and modern neo-shamanic rituals often given the same names by their adherents. This
is not in any way an expression of doubt as to the sincerity of modern Pagans, but merely to
question the privileging of their understandings of ancient religion above those of anyone else.
From a purely academic viewpoint, with all its inherent biases and limitations, it is almost
always impossible to ‘reconstruct’ ancient shamanic rituals; the claim that this can be achieved
by other means – operative and spiritually empowered – remains to most archaeologists an
article of faith, with all its inherent biases and limitations. Here, too, there are those who argue
for greater common ground than is readily perceived, but there is little doubt that any progress
(as defined variously by the different parties involved) will be slow.

This question of shamanism as a living belief system lies at the heart of the third area of
concern, namely the relationship between the traditional cultures from which almost all our
knowledge of shamanism derives, and those who transform this knowledge into new practices
firmly rooted in the developed nations of the West. Many indigenous peoples regard neo-
shamanism as little more than an expression of ‘consumer religion’, an essentially familiar
process of cultural imperialism and carefully selective appropriation played out in a new form
by spiritually jaded Westerners, and exclusively on their terms. Harsh though this assessment
sounds, it is worth stating clearly, as there is a widespread sense of frustration among indigenous
groups who feel that archaeologists prefer to play down such differences in the cause of a liberal
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pluralism within the discipline. The multitude of stresses placed upon indigenous cultures
around the globe, very many of which are the inheritors of shamanic traditions in various
manifestations, frequently threaten the very continuation of their lifestyle in its most
fundamental form. In this context, the depth of bitterness felt towards neo-shamanists, who are
seen as collaborative agents of this process of cultural oppression, truly has to be seen to be
understood. As noted above, archaeologists in general have usually been bystanders in this
conflict, perhaps unjustifiably, as material culture studies has long been implicated in many
aspects of the debate on indigenous rights; however, those archaeologists who work closely with
indigenous groups almost exclusively take their part in these discussions – a further dimension
of the tensions between academics and neo-shamanists.

In this as in other aspects of these issues, we should of course note the difficulties of
generalising about ‘indigenous peoples’, ‘neo-shamanists’ or, indeed, ‘archaeologists’. All these
terms naturally cover a multitude of organisations and individuals, and here it should be
emphasised that the vast majority of neo-shamanists clearly have nothing but respect for the
indigenous groups who accuse them of stealing their spiritual heritage. They are profoundly
saddened by what they feel to be a misunderstanding of intent, and indeed regard their
embracing of neo-shamanism as a sign of even deeper commitment to the values of what they
often see as more psychologically healthy cultures, a way to greater harmony with the
environment and their fellow humans that is in active opposition to the very agenda with which
they are often identified by traditional peoples. 

However, indigenous spokespeople have been quick to point out that ‘good intentions’ also
abounded among the European empires that had the most devastating impact on their way of
life. There are, furthermore, darker sides to a small minority of neo-shamanic groups, who take
their beliefs into the realm of explicitly political appropriations of archaeology, especially on the
far right of the political spectrum. The activities of such groups, particularly in North America,
further complicate the relationship between modern Pagans (the vast majority of whom abhor
such extremism) and archaeologists. Another factor also arises here, as Piers Vitebsky (1995:
151) has noted when he describes how the values commonly found as a fundamental part of
neo-shamanic lifestyles – though by no means exclusive to them (such as vegetarianism) – are
frequently at odds with those prevailing in traditional shamanic cultures. He warns of a
worrying trend in which, because of this, a few neo-shamanic groups are beginning to look
unfavourably on the practices of indigenous peoples, and to find them wanting. This is clearly a
problem, and one which again goes to the core of related concerns in modern archaeology, as
articulated in the growing awareness of post-colonial context and the necessity of
acknowledging the indigenous voices of the Third and Fourth worlds.

In the final chapter of this volume, Robert Wallis addresses all these questions, arguing
persuasively from his dual position as both an academic archaeologist and active neo-shaman.
Clearly, modern Paganism can no longer be ignored by archaeologists working in this field, any
more than we can disassociate ourselves from other political issues of race, sexuality and gender.
Wallis claims that the archaeology of shamanism must in some way begin with the archaeology
of neo-shamanism: few archaeologists may agree with this controversial assessment, but many
are coming to see that such perspectives must at least be recognised and included in their work.

CONCLUSION

The research history of shamanic studies, in any discipline, has always followed a cyclical
pattern of definition and redefinition: the archaeology of shamanism is no exception to this.
However, as with the development of theoretical perspectives in archaeology, the incorporation
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of ideas that originated in anthropology, comparative theology and related areas of research
inevitably involves their transformation into something new, and uniquely related to material
culture studies. 

Much has been written in recent years about an ‘archaeology of mind’, with various
permutations of cognitive approaches on offer, and the search for ancient thought patterns,
‘world-views’ and ‘mind-sets’ is now part of the archaeological mainstream. However, there can
be few areas of archaeology so intimately bound up with these aspirations as the study of
shamanism, itself definable as a view of the world, a particular perception of the nature of
reality. We should not forget that in the shamanic societies contacted and documented through
early modern ethnography (and still existing under cultural siege in many parts of the globe),
the understanding of ‘shamanism’ that the community shared with the ‘shaman’ provided the
ultimate basis for the continuation of existence: the essential pattern of what it was to be a
human being in those cultures. There can be little doubt that this kind of perception – and
above all its impact on the material traces that constitute our research base – is fundamental for
our own comprehension of prehistoric peoples and the worlds in which they understood
themselves to move. 

Through an archaeological examination of shamanism we necessarily draw nearer these
intangibles that are so important a part of our research but yet so difficult to close with. The
papers in this book demonstrate a variety of avenues by which to approach these elusive
mentalities, and it is hoped that they may serve as a introduction for others wishing to pursue a
similar goal – a true archaeology of altered states.
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Chapter Two

Southern African shamanistic
rock art in its social and
cognitive contexts

J.D. Lewis-Williams

The images of San (Bushman) rock art1 are among the most captivating and best understood in
the world. This dual claim may read like the rhetoric of a tourist brochure or a chauvinist’s
hyperbole. It is nevertheless justifiable.

The first part of my claim is supported by the endless variety, delicacy, fine shading, and
animation that one finds in the, literally, many thousands of rock shelters scattered throughout
the subcontinent. These are the characteristics of the art that account for its popularity and
abiding interest. But they are also responsible for an assumption that has bedevilled study of the
art since the first researchers started to investigate it in the nineteenth century. It was almost
universally assumed that the images that we find so exquisite were made as ends in themselves
and that they had no social or symbolic significances; they merely depicted animals and people.

Arising from this notion, the art-for-art’s-sake explanation held sway for many decades.
Researchers claimed that the San made the images as objets d’art, to entertain and be admired by
their fellows; the paintings were thought ‘to record scenes and events, sometimes the loss of a
headman or ruler or some other misfortune, but more often a scene of beauty remembered for
its aesthetic qualities’ (Cooke 1969: 150). Even today, when we know a great deal about the
cognitive and cosmological significances of the images, it is hard to believe that the care that was
so obviously taken in shading and depicting tiny details was not admired at the time when the
images were made. A possible aesthetic component is, however, insufficient to explain the
meanings of the images. 

The images were made in socially contingent circumstances that were, of course, very
different from those of the researchers who study them and that in all probability did not
embrace twentieth-century Western notions of commodified ‘art’. The sheer beauty of the
images has blinded many a researcher to aspects of San society and belief that may have
impinged on the making and meaning of the paintings. Indeed, it was long assumed that
researchers could know nothing about the beliefs of the people who made the images and that
they should therefore concentrate on elucidating stylistic sequences in the same way that art
historians recognise ‘schools’ of Western art (e.g. Burkitt 1928). 

Today we know that such pessimism is unfounded and that there is as much evidence for the
second part of my opening claim as there is for the first. The images themselves are not the only
category of data that requires explanation; they are not the only life-line that we have to the
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ancient rock painters. Both nineteenth- and twentieth-century records have preserved a great
deal about San beliefs, myths, rituals and general way of life. Like all ethnographies, these
records are incomplete and must be seen in the context of the times and manner of their
recording. Still, whatever the limitations of the ethnography, the images cannot be explained in
isolation from it, any more than a Renaissance painting of the Nativity can be understood in
isolation from Christian beliefs, Church history, and the Bible. San image-making must be set
in its intellectual and social contexts; the ethnography and the images should be studied in
tandem as mutually illuminating corpora of data: the ethnography sends us to the painted rock
shelters with more informed ideas about what to look for; and the images return us to the
ethnography to seek explanations for their enigmatic features and, moreover, for their
apparently ‘literal’ components.

When researchers direct their attention to the ethnographic record, it soon becomes apparent
that the art is not a literal ‘narrative’ of San life: it does not ‘reflect’ daily life with its social
structures and economy. Nor are the animals depicted a reflection of the range of species that
lived alongside of the image-makers (Vinnicombe 1976; Lewis-Williams 1981); even hunting,
often taken to be a major theme of the art, is comparatively rarely represented (Pager 1971:
335–6). How, then, did San image-making articulate with the lives and beliefs of the image-
makers?

In the first place, it is necessary to recall that material culture, far from passively reflecting
daily life, is variously implicated in the construction, reproduction and subversion of beliefs and
social relations (Hodder 1982a and b; Shanks and Tilley 1987; Giddens 1984; Bordieu 1977).
In daily life, human beings manipulate material culture to achieve ends of which they are often
perfectly aware. By manipulating items of material culture they attempt, successfully or
unsuccessfully, to shift the locus of power, to exploit social relations, in short, to intervene in
their socio-political environment. Now, if rock art images are items of material culture, which
they surely are, they can be interrogated as socio-political interventions rather than as passive
reflections (cf. Conkey 1993). Moreover, an art as detailed and varied as that of the San holds
exceptional promise of success for such an undertaking. In rock arts where the imagery is largely
uniform and repetitive it is much more difficult to link notions of human intervention and
agency to specific images and features of images. With San rock art, researchers can go beyond
generalised, theory-derived assertions about ‘the art’ to precise demonstration that deals with
specific images and their intelligible features; in many other archaeological contexts this is a
difficult task indeed (Johnson 1989).

To show that the making of San rock art images was only one part of a concatenation of
social events and processes and that they were ‘used’ in multiple ways after their apparent
completion, I begin by sketching in outline the area of San belief and life with which the images
were principally concerned. I then show that the production and consumption of the art was
situated in a web of social relations that were negotiated and contested at all stages in the
production and use of images (cf. Conkey 1993; Dobres and Hoffman 1994; Dobres 2000).

SAN RELIGION IN ITS SOCIAL AND CONCEPTUAL CONTEXTS

Today there is some controversy about the terms that should or should not be used to denote
San religion (Lewis-Williams 1992). A century and a half ago, many southern African colonists
denied that the San had any religion at all, or indeed were intellectually capable of entertaining
religious beliefs. A lone voice of protest against this view was raised in the 1870s by Wilhelm
Bleek, the German philologist who was at that time working in Cape Town. He trenchantly
declared that San rock art expressed the ‘ideas that most deeply moved the Bushman mind, and
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filled it with religious feelings’ (Bleek 1874: 13). In the theological and political tenor of the
time, this was a shocking and subversive assertion. Indeed, Bleek made his claim in the context
of a theological dispute in which the Anglican Church charged Bishop J.W. Colenso with
heresy because he believed that the Zulu people, with whose evangelisation he was charged, had
sincere and genuine beliefs in God and evinced Christian virtues (Spohr 1962; Eberhard 1996;
Lewis-Williams 2000). Bleek represented Colenso at the heresy trial because the cleric himself
refused to recognise the authority of the Archbishop of Cape Town. In such a prejudiced
climate it is not surprising that Bleek’s insights were ignored, and it was many decades before
the existence of ‘San religion’ came to be recognised.

Bleek and his sister-in-law, Lucy Lloyd, worked largely in the 1870s, before anthropology
was a widely accepted discipline and before much was known about the religions of small-scale
societies. Devotedly, they took down verbatim what their informants told them about their
beliefs, but they evidently understood very little of it; nor did the Bleek family publish the key
texts concerned with San religion until the 1930s (Bleek 1933, 1935, 1936). There was,
therefore, no debate in the nineteenth century and the first decades of the twentieth about what
their informants’ religion should be called. Today, in the much more informed anthropological
climate of our time, a suitable label for San religion is sometimes disputed. This is no idle
logomachy for, as we shall see, the essence of San religion and what it has in common with
religions in other small-scale societies impact on our understanding of southern African rock
art. To grasp something of that, admittedly elusive, essence, I draw on the Bleek and Lloyd
records, which were contemporary with the making of the last images, and also on twentieth-
century records of San religion in the Kalahari Desert some 1,400 km to the north of where the
Bleek informants lived (Figure 2.1). Researchers have demonstrated marked parallels between
these two San groups, despite their considerable linguistic differences (Vinnicombe 1972a;
Lewis-Williams and Biesele 1978; Lewis-Williams 1981, 1988a, 1992; Guenther 1999); the
framework, if not all the details, of San religion was widespread.

The people whom the Bleek family studied were known as the /Xam-ka !kwe, or simply the
/Xam (for a series of articles on the /Xam San see Deacon and Dowson 1996; Deacon 1986,
1988; for verbatim /Xam texts see Bleek and Lloyd 1911; Bleek 1924; Guenther 1989; Lewis-
Williams 2000). They lived in the semi-arid interior of the southern African plateau (Figure
2.1), a region characterised by hot summers with scattered thunderstorms, and cold, dry
winters. They lived in bands, or camps, of on average about twenty-five people and moved
seasonally to exploit the scarce plant foods and waterholes that were liable to dry up or turn
bitter in the winter (see /Xam texts in Bleek and Lloyd 1911; Lewis-Williams 2000). They
hunted with bows and poisoned arrows. Farther to the east, a similar life-style prevailed in the
much better watered Drakensberg mountains, though with due regard to perennial streams and
more prolific plant foods. This is a densely painted area on the eastern and southern fringes of
the south-eastern mountain massif of South Africa and Lesotho.

Both in the land of the /Xam and in the Drakensberg, the San believed in a trickster-deity
known as /Kaggen, a word often translated as ‘the Mantis’ (Bleek 1924). The San did not,
however, ‘worship’ the preying mantis insect, as the colonists came to believe; the insect was but
one of /Kaggen’s many avatars, which included eland, eagles and snakes (for more on /Kaggen
see Schmidt 1973; Lewis-Williams 1981:117–26 and 1997; Hewitt 1986). The cosmos which
/Kaggen and the /Xam inhabited was three-tiered: there were spiritual realms above and below
the level on which people lived. The spiritual realms nevertheless constantly impinged on the
lives of people, and the San conception of the cosmos was less clearly formulated than ‘tiered’
and an anthropological description may suggest (Silberbauer 1981: 52, 95; Lewis-Williams
1996, 1997; Guenther 1999). 
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Ritual specialists moved between these realms. They accomplished this kind of trans-
cendence by entering an altered state of consciousness in a large ‘medicine’ dance, in more
solitary circumstances, or in dreams. Trance was induced not through the ingestion of
psychotropic substances but by intense concentration, prolonged rhythmic dancing, audio-
driving and hyperventilation (but see Winkelman and Dobkin de Rios 1989). In the spirit
world, they healed the sick of ailments often sent by malevolent spirits of the dead, caused
rain to fall, and guided the movements of antelope so that they ran into the hunters’ ambush
(Bleek 1933, 1935, 1936; Marshall 1969, 1999; Biesele 1978, 1993; Katz 1982; Katz et al.
1997). In the 1950s researchers in the Kalahari found that up to half of the men and a third
of the women in a San camp were ritual specialists of this kind, and the nineteenth-century
texts suggest that similar proportions obtained amongst the /Xam. These specialists did not
enjoy any political privileges and very few, if any, material benefits. Today those living in the
Kalahari still say that they brave the terrors of the spirit world for the benefit of the people
whom they represent and not for personal gain (e.g. Katz et al. 1997; but see Wilmsen 1989;
Gulbrandsen 1991).

The /Xam called these ritual specialists !gi:ten (sing. !gi:xa). A !gi:xa is a person who is full of
!gi:, a supernatural potency, or energy, that /Kaggen created and put in many ‘strong’ things,
chief of which was the eland, the largest and fattest of all African antelope. !gi:ten activated this
potency and caused it to ‘boil’ up their spines and to ‘explode’ in their heads, thus catapulting
them into the spirit world (an altered state of consciousness). In the language of the !Kung San
of the northern Kalahari such ritual specialists are called n/om k”ausi (sing. n/om k”au). N/om is
the equivalent of !gi:, and k”au means ‘owner’. Other San languages have their own words for
potency and those who manipulate it. There is thus no indigenous word to denote ritual
specialists in all San communities. In the absence of such a term, I use the now-universal
Tungus (central Asia) word ‘shaman’ and refer to San religion as ‘shamanism’. (For more on San
shamanism see Marshall 1969, 1999; Katz 1982; Biesele 1978, 1993; Katz et al. 1997; Lewis-
Williams 1981, 1987; Hewitt 1986; Lewis-Williams and Dowson 1999; Guenther 1999;
Keeney 1999.)

Shamanism is today a disputed category (Atkinson 1992). Some researchers feel that the
word has been used to cover too wide a range of beliefs and rituals (for definitions of
‘shamanism’ see, among others, Shirokogoroff 1935; Eliade 1964; Lommel 1967; Hultkrantz
1973; Bourguignon 1974; Vitebsky 1995). On the other hand, it usefully points to worldwide
phenomena. The many varieties of shamanism should come as no surprise: Christianity, too,
has widely different churches, ranging from Eastern Orthodox, to Roman Catholic, to
charismatic fundamentalist groups, but there is no reasonable objection to referring to all of
them as ‘Christian’. Similarly, there are sufficient commonalties between central Asian
shamanism, the so-called ‘classic’ shamanism, and that practised in North America and
elsewhere. San religious beliefs and rituals fall comfortably into this category, and the general
word ‘shamanism’ is therefore appropriate (Lewis-Williams 1992).

/Xam San myths show that /Kaggen was the original shaman (Lewis-Williams 1997). He
created potency and imbued the eland with it (Bleek 1924). When he created the eland, he
was in fact creating the foundation of San shamanism (Lewis-Williams 1997). Together with
the eland, /Kaggen protected other large antelope and tried to outwit San hunters and
cause the animals to escape from them (Bleek 1924, 1935). He was thus also a ‘Lord of
the Animals’, a figure common in shamanistic communities. To outwit /Kaggen, hunters
observed a series of ritual avoidances. Most importantly, ‘shamans of the game’, as the /Xam
called them, entered the spirit world to trick the trickster and to guide antelope herds into
the hunters’ ambush.
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SAN ROCK ART

Whatever other meanings San rock art may have conveyed, it was in large measure concerned
with the n/om, rituals and experiences of shamans (Lewis-Williams 1981, 1982, 1987, 1990;
Lewis-Williams and Blundell 1998; Lewis-Williams and Dowson 1999; Yates et al. 1985;
Dowson 1992; Deacon 1988; Walker 1996). The shamanistic images include: depictions of
trance dances in which the men dance with flywhisks and suffer nasal haemorrhages (an
indication in San rock art of altered states) while the women, depicted peripherally, sing and
clap the rhythm of potency-filled songs (Figs 2.2, 2.3, 2.4). The eland, the most n/om-filled
animal, is in many regions of southern Africa also the most frequently depicted and the one on
which the painters expended most care and energy. In addition, there are images depicting
shamanistic activities and hallucinatory percepts, such as out-of-body travel, transformation
into an animal, and fantastic rain-animals that were killed in the spirit world so that their blood
and milk would fall as rain.
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Figure 2.2 Rock painting of a shamanistic dance. In the centre, two or more figures dance and hold what appears
to be a rope studded with white dots; to the right, another figure holds the line above its head. This line represents
the mystical ‘threads of light’ that San shamans climbed to reach God’s realm in the sky where they pleaded for the
lives of the sick and for rain (Lewis-Williams et al. 2000). These ‘threads’ can be seen by shamans only; the viewers
of this painting thus see what ordinary people at a dance cannot see. To the left, five seated figures clap the rhythm
of a powerful ‘medicine song’ that will enable the shamans to climb the ‘threads of light’. Above the dance is a line
of conical men’s hunting bags, oblong women’s carrying bags, quivers, bows and other objects. Bags were symbols
of transition to the spirit world (Lewis-Williams 1996). Below the dance are numerous arrows. Men do not leave
dangerous poisoned arrows lying around; these painted arrows may therefore represent the invisible ‘arrows of
sickness’ that spirits of the dead shoot at people (Bleek 1935: 5) and that are seen by shamans only. To both the left
and the right are women’s digging-sticks, weighted with round bored stones. Women beat on the ground with
these stones to contact the spirit world (Bleek 1935: 35–7). Colours: dark red and white. KwaZulu-Natal
Drakensberg.
Copy by Harald Pager.



It is unlikely that every shamanistic vision was depicted; the circumstances of the experience
probably determined whether it should be ‘fixed’ or not. Nor is it possible to say that all
apparently shamanistic images were made by shamans, for we have very few records of the
identities of the painters. It does, however, seem likely that the images that depict visions were
made by those who actually experienced them. If ordinary people did paint, the images that
they produced are today indistinguishable from those done by shamans; if there were any non-
shaman painters, they drew on the same vocabulary of images as did the shamans, and their
images were thoroughly integrated into panels of shamanistic paintings. Similarly, images of
eland, though delicately shaded, exquisitely delineated and lacking any non-real features and,
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Figure 2.3 In this painted shamanistic dance scene, a number of men dance towards a group of seated, clapping
women, some of whom have babies on their backs. Marshall (1969: fig. 2) illustrates “Young men dancing their
strong approach steps” as they advance to seated, clapping women; a comparison between Marshall’s 1950s
photograph and this rock painting is striking. In the painting, the men hold flywhisks and what may be arrows.
Flywhisks are closely associated with the trance dance and are not used in everyday life. Some of the men are
wearing eared caps. These caps were made from the scalps of small antelope and sewn so that the ears stood up.
Game was believed to follow the wearer of such a cap and thus be enticed into the hunters’ ambush. A curious
therianthropic figure wearing dancing rattles is in the centre of the group. Unusually, its antelope head is at the
rear, not the head, of the figure. It represents transformation in the context of the shamanistic dance. Colours: dark
red and white. KwaZulu-Natal Drakensberg.
Copy by Harald Pager.



moreover, that may or may not have been made by shamans, are frequently shown in contexts
that are clearly shamanistic (Figure 2.5). Indeed, there is evidence, to which I shall come in a
moment, that suggests strongly that eland depictions were ‘reservoirs of n/o’ to which people,
perhaps not shamans alone, turned when they felt a need for transcendent support (Lewis-
Williams and Dowson 1990). It is therefore an error to believe that each and every image
originated in a specific vision. Some images may be a blending of numerous visits to the
spiritual realm or, such as in the case of eland, a fixing of n/om for various purposes. 

At this point a further word of caution is necessary. Rather than being a one-dimensional,
monolithic shamanistic statement, San rock art deals in subtle and oblique ways with a broad
diversity of (nevertheless interrelated) referents, including girls’ puberty rituals, boys’ first-kill
observances, marriage rites and diverse social relations (Lewis-Williams 1981, 1998, 1999). It
would, however, be wrong to suppose that these additional meanings are present in equal
proportion to the aspects and implications of shamanism and that they impacted equally on the
original San viewers. The context of an image focuses attention on one segment of its semantic
spectrum (Lewis-Williams 1990, 1998). In San rock art, the rock face (Lewis-Williams and
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Figure 2.4 In this shamanistic dance group standing and seated women are shown surrounding a single dancing
figure. They are clapping the rhythm of a medicine song. The dancer holds flywhisks and a large number of them
are next to him. As in Figure 2.2, there are bags and weighted digging-sticks. One of the women to the left has a
hand raised to her nose in a frequently painted posture. The nose was believed to be the seat of potency, and it was
from here that blood flowed when a trancer entered an altered state of consciousness (Lewis-Williams 1981).
Colour: dark red. KwaZulu-Natal Drakensberg.
Copy by Harald Pager.



Dowson 1990) and associated paintings focus on the shamanistic associations of images (Lewis-
Williams 1998). This claim for the primacy of shamanistic concerns may, perhaps, be contested
because we have no direct access to the original viewers and because, as some researchers have it,
meaning is created at the moment of interaction between viewer and image. I doubt the
usefulness of these reservations in the study of San rock art. Whatever the variations in personal
apprehension of the images may have been, there was, I argue, a notion in the mind of the
painter before he or she began to fashion the image, and that shared beliefs made it possible for
this notion to be accessed by the majority of viewers. 
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Figure 2.5 One of many rock paintings that show ‘non-real’ relationships between human beings and eland. The
emanations of blood and/or foam from the eland’s nose indicate that it is dying; the ‘hanging’ positions of its hoofs
suggest that it may be lying on its side or ‘floating’ in the spirit world. One figure attends to the eland’s head, a
common occurrence in the art, while two others hold the eland’s body. Above the eland, a man is depicted in the
typical bending-forward posture that shamans adopt when their n/om causes their stomach muscles to contract
painfully (Lewis-Williams 1981). This figure also bleeds from the nose, an indication that he is ‘dying’ in trance as
his spirit leaves his body on extracorporeal travel. This figure conceptually parallels the dying eland, the source of his
n/om. Above and to the right of the eland is a figure that may be therianthropic and that has a hand raised to its nose
(cf. Fig. 2.4). It is in a crossed-legged position that is frequently associated with shamanistic groups (Vinnicombe
1976; Lewis-Williams 1981). Four figures walk towards the left. Each is ‘infibulated’, that is, each has an enigmatic
line drawn across the penis (cf. Fig. 2.4). In front of them is another figure in an acute bending-forward posture and
a number of dots made with the tip of a finger. Such dots, which appear in many paintings, may represent n/om
(Dowson 1989; see also Lewis-Williams and Blundell 1997). Colours: dark red and white. KwaZulu-Natal.
Copy by Harald Pager.



In any event, San shamanism is not an ‘optional extra’ for a few people; it was and still is the
very framework of San thought and society (Biesele 1978, 1993). Its pervasive and persuasive
power is founded largely on altered states of consciousness that everyone has the potential to
access, even if only in dreams. Later, I describe an instance in which a woman who was not a
shaman received a revelation from the spirit world. Indeed, the shared human nervous system is
universally a powerful foundation that can be exploited in socio-political contexts. As
Bourguignon (1974: 234) points out, visions acquired in altered states are ‘raw materials for
potential cultural utilisation’. Making a similar point, Rappaport (1999: 219) notes:

Trance and less profound alterations of consciousness are frequent concomitants of ritual
participation . . . The relationship between alterations of the social condition and alterations
of consciousness is not a simple one, but it is safe to say that they augment and abet each
other.

To understand how rock art effected socio-political interventions within the framework of the
San shamanistic cosmos and how alterations of consciousness can ‘augment and abet’, as
Rappaport puts it, alterations of the ‘social condition’, I distinguish four stages in the
production and consumption of rock art images (Lewis-Williams 1995); to focus exclusively on
the act of making of the images would be to miss an important part of their influence. I show
that at all stages, shamanistic beliefs and experiences were directly or obliquely implicated. The
four stages that I consider are: (1) the acquisition of imagery; (2) the manufacture of paint; (3)
the making of the images; and (4) the subsequent use of the images.

THE ACQUISITION OF IMAGERY

The making of a San rock art image must have begun with an idea, or spiritual insight, and an
impulse to ‘fix’ that idea on the rock surface. There were at least four contexts in which San
shamans acquired insights into the spiritual world: the trance dance; special curing rituals that
did not entail a full dance; viewing rock art; and dreams. I deal with each of these in turn.

During the course of a present-day dance in the Kalahari, when a number of shamans are in
trance, a couple may draw the others’ attention to what they believe they can see, perhaps a
number of spirit-eland standing in the semi-darkness beyond the light of the central fire. The
others look in the direction indicated, and then they too see the same visions. There is thus, at
the very moment of revelation, a sharing of insights that makes for commonality of visions.
Moreover, the describing of visions after everyone has returned to a normal state of
consciousness is a further powerful influence on what people ‘see’ in future trance experiences.
Everyone, not just shamans, listens avidly to the shamans’ reports from the spirit world, and
such circumstances contribute to the construction and reinforcement of the community’s
concepts of supernatural entities. Then, when shamans or novices next enter trance, they tend
to hallucinate what they expect to hallucinate.

Reinforcement is, however, only part of the matter. There are, at the same time, forces
pulling in the opposite direction. Irrespective of how powerful the informing social influence
may be, the human brain in an altered state of consciousness is liable to produce novel, or
aberrant, hallucinations. There is an inescapable tension between, on the one hand, ideally
desired religious experience and, on the other, the untamed brain/mind with the unpredictable
experiences that it sometimes generates and that, in altered states, are liable to spin out of
control and transmute ecstasy into terror. It is out of that tension that religious travail is
fashioned; it is a site of personal and social contestation.
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In all societies, most people ignore these sports of the human nervous system because they
are seeking specific kinds of visions that they can understand and that will make them feel part
of a social group. But some people do seize upon hallucinatory novelties and then present them
to others as specially privileged insights that set them above others or, more forcefully, challenge
the whole power structure of the community. In some circumstances, the individual visionary
thus opposes rather than conforms to social constraints. Both these attitudes to the mental
imagery of altered states of consciousness are found among the San. In the past, the tension
between socialised and idiosyncratic mental imagery presented shaman-artists with an
opportunity to negotiate their social positions by manipulating, within socially accepted
parameters, certain classes of imagery and their associated painted images (Dowson 1994).

The physical choreography of the dance is one of the factors that focus the attention of the
community on the shamans and their visions. The configuration of the dance thus provides a
context for the generation and negotiation of different kinds of mental imagery. The trance, or
healing, dance is the one San ritual that brings together all people, no matter what their age or
gender. In the Kalahari today these dances are circular (Marshall 1969: Figures 1, 3, 4). In the
1870s, J.M. Orpen (1874: 10) recorded a similar circular choreography of the dance in the
south-eastern mountains:

It is a circular dance of men and women following each other, and it is danced all night.
Some fall down; some become as if mad and sick; blood runs from the noses of others whose
charms are weak, and they eat charm medicine, in which there is burnt snake powder.

The form of the dance was, however, open to manipulation, even as the visions themselves were.
Rock paintings show what appear to be a number of ways in which participants arranged their
relative positions (Figures 2.2, 2.3, 2.4), though we should not accept too readily that San
conventions of depicted perspective were the same as ours. One trend observable in the painted
record of the southern Drakensberg seems to have been a development from a dance form that
placed a number of shamans on an equal footing to one in which a single prominent shaman
was surrounded by smaller figures. As Dowson (1994) argues, these different kinds of paintings
project different conceptions of social reality and are evidence for the manipulation of rock art
imagery by groups and by individuals.

In all types of painted choreography, dancers are sometimes shown with lines emanating
from their noses. As we have seen, Orpen’s informant, Qing, told him that dancers fell down ‘as
if mad and sick’ and that blood ran from the noses of some whose ‘charms are weak’ (Orpen
1874: 10). Bleek and Lloyd found that /Xam shamans also suffered nasal haemorrhages and
that they rubbed their blood on those whom they wished to heal; they believed that its odour
would keep evil spirits of the dead at bay (Bleek 1935, 1936). Twentieth-century researchers in
the Kalahari did not encounter much nasal bleeding among shamans, but they were told that a
shaman may bleed in especially challenging or dangerous circumstances (Marshall 1960: 374,
1999: 87; Lewis-Williams 1981: 81). The wider importance of blood will become apparent as I
proceed.

In a ‘special curing’, the second context in which shamans achieve insights into spiritual
things, one or two shamans may enter trance without the women’s supportive clapping and
singing (Marshall 1999: 58–60). This happens when a person is deemed to be particularly ill.
Under these circumstances, a shaman may ‘see’ into the body of a patient and discern the cause
of the illness. The cause is then removed by the laying on of hands. First, it is drawn into a
shaman’s body; then it is expelled through a ‘hole’ in the back of the neck, a supernatural event
that is visible to shamans only and that appears in some rock paintings (e.g. Lewis-Williams and
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Dowson 1999: Figure 32d). Some shamans become renowned for their curing ability and may
be summoned from afar to perform a special curing if someone is gravely ill. San people seem
always to believe that the really powerful shamans live in areas other than their own, and a
certain amount of respect accrues from being summoned to heal at a distant place. Special
curings are thus a particularly fertile context for social differentiation and for sustaining
communication between distant camps. 

The viewing of rock art, the third context, may be dealt with more briefly. The painted
visions and experiences of shamans that accumulated over time in the rock shelters probably
also provided insights that could become part of other shamans’ experiences when they entered
altered states. As we shall see, panels of images were long-term ‘reservoirs’ that could be tapped
for power and insight. There was, therefore, probably a recursivity between rock art images and
shamans’ visions. This two-way interaction sustained the parameters, though not all the
idiosyncratic details, of San spiritual experience. The constraining effect of painted images may
not have been as tight as that exercised by written and printed texts in other societies, but their
influence should not be underestimated.

Dreaming is the fourth context that we need to consider. Bleek and Lloyd recorded the ways
in which nineteenth-century/Xam shamans made rain and went on out-of-body journeys whilst
in a dream (Lewis-Williams 1987). In a particularly striking and well documented twentieth-
century instance, Beh, a Kalahari !Kung woman, dreamed of galloping giraffes (Biesele 1993;
Marshall 1999: 75–6). When she awoke, she was able to sense in the rhythm of their pounding
hoofs the metre of a song. She was not herself a shaman, but when she sang the song to her
husband, who was a shaman, he instantly recognised it as a new, god-given source of animal-
potency. He, in turn, passed the song on to other shamans, and in a comparatively short time,
the giraffe ‘medicine song’ had spread across the Kalahari and was being sung alongside older
songs, such as eland and gemsbok. Beh and her husband became well-known people, though
not politically powerful. For Beh, the dream of galloping giraffe confirmed the reality of the
spirit world, but she nevertheless passed her revelation on to her husband who, being a shaman,
was able to harness it. As I have said, all people may experience unusual visions and dreams and
thus have their belief in the supernatural realm reinforced, but only a few seize upon them and
develop their potential.

This tension between personal revelations and socially sanctioned visions is evident in the
rock art (Dowson 1988; Dowson and Holliday 1989). Many rock art motifs are widespread.
The eland, for instance, is the most frequently depicted animal in most regions of southern
Africa (Maggs 1967; Pager 1971; Smits 1971; Lewis-Williams 1972, 1974; Vinnicombe 1972a
and b, 1976). Yet, idiosyncratic motifs do occur. For these motifs to have been intelligible to
other people they must have fallen within the broad, general framework of San symbolism and
experience. An apparently unique painting of crabs (Figure 2.6), for example, develops an
existing San metaphor of being under water, as a way of expressing some of the sensations of
trance experience: subjects in deep trance feel weightless and experience difficulty in breathing
and impaired, blurred vision (Dowson 1988; see also Biesele 1993: 71). Numerous painters
expressed these sensations by juxtaposing images of shamans in trance with depictions of fish
(Lewis-Williams 1988b). For whatever reasons, crabs, as a painted ‘underwater’ motif, did not
become accepted by other painters as images of fish did. So we can probably conclude that the
person who painted the unique images of crabs retained a special insight into ‘underwater’
experience and that this insight was not dissipated amongst shamans in general, as was Beh’s
giraffe song. Whether any prestige accrued from this insight and whether it developed into
political power are questions that we cannot now answer, though we can speculate that the
painting was made in a comparatively recent historical period when the egalitarian ethos of San
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shamanism was being undermined and
prominent individual shamans were
beginning to emerge (Dowson 1988; cf.
Guenther 1986).

So far I have considered only imagery
that derives from visions and the experi-
ences of altered states of consciousness.
Much other rock art is concerned with
ways in which the spirit world interpene-
trates the material world. Some paintings,
such as those of shamanistic dances, com-
bine observable reality (such as dancers
wearing ankle rattles) and spiritual reality
that was ‘seen’ by shamans only (such as
expelled sickness, supernatural potency
[Figure 2.7] , physical transformations
into part-animal, part-human therian-
thropes [Figure 2.3], and the ‘threads of
light’ that lead to the spirit world [Figure
2.2]); these paintings present the priv-
ileged views of shamans who can ‘see’
both their material surroundings and the
presence of spiritual entities. Indeed, even
some images that appear at first glance
to be realistic are in fact problematic.
Apparently realistic depictions of eland,
for instance, that could easily be taken to
be objets d’art representing real, individual
animals sometimes have features that
suggest that another, non-real, element is present (Figure 2.7; cf. Lewis-Williams 1987: Figure
5). It seems that too rigid a distinction between purely visionary images and purely realistic ones
is a Western imposition and unhelpful. If southern African rock art teaches us anything, it is
that, for the San, reality was a shifting, elusive notion that differed from the Western idea of
reality. It was this mercurial property that was so open to manipulation by individuals and
groups. 

THE MANUFACTURE OF PAINT

Little is recorded about the ways in which San rock painters prepared their paint. Perhaps early
writers who had an opportunity to investigate this considered it too prosaic a matter to warrant
their attention. There is, however, an important account that strongly suggests that the making
of paint was far from prosaic.

In the early 1930s Marion Walsham How arranged an interview with a 74-year-old southern
Sotho man, Mapote. How was at this time living in Qacha’s Nek, a small town in southern
Lesotho. As a young man, Mapote had learned to paint with San in their caves. He was a son of
Chief Moorosi, and had half-San stepbrothers, the sons of Moorosi’s San wives (How 1962: 33).
According to Mapote, the ‘true’ San painted at one end of a cave, while he and his half-San
stepbrothers painted at the other end. Researchers have not observed a distinction between
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Figure 2.6 A unique painting of two fresh-water crabs
surrounded by a thick black line. The smaller crab has no
pincers. These crabs are territorial, and they sometimes lose their
pincers in battles over territory. The painting may be a
metaphorical representation of a combat between shamans in the
spirit world. At the top right, there are two bags (cf. Fig. 2.2).
Colour: black. Eastern Free State. 
Copy by T. A. Dowson.



paintings at opposite ends of rock
shelters, so we do not know how general
this separation may have been, or, indeed,
how many southern Sotho people were
taught how to paint. It may have been
something that happened very seldom,
though, as Mapote implied, the relation-
ship between the San and the southern
Sotho was clearly close (Wright 1971;
Vinnicombe 1976). Either way, Mapote’s
statement suggests that the San whom he
knew maintained a distinction between
their own paintings and paintings made
by other people: painting, as they saw it,
was an essentially San activity, even
though others could, at least in the time
of social disintegration of which Mapote
was speaking, learn some of the skills. 

When How produced a piece of red
pigment that a friend had given her some
time before she met Mapote, he was
excited and declared it to be an authentic
San pigment known as qhang qhang; it
‘glistened and sparkled’ in contrast to
commercially available ochre which was
dull by comparison. Mapote said that
qhang qhang was dug out of the high

basalt capping of the south-eastern mountains. Many southern Sotho people regarded it as a
‘powerful medicine’ that would ward off lightning and hail (How 1962: 34). Not only the San
themselves but also neighbouring peoples thus believed one of the pigments to have
supernatural powers (Lewis-Williams 1981: 116). This is one of numerous shared beliefs of a
kind that neighbouring agriculturalists took over, and in the process transmuted (Hammond-
Tooke 1997, 1998, 1999; contra Jolly 1995). 

The transformation of this highly prised pigment into paint was, according to Mapote,
accompanied by ritual procedures. He said that a woman had to heat the qhang qhang out of
doors at full moon until it was red hot. It was then ground between two stones until it was a
fine powder. The production of red pigment was, therefore, at least in certain circumstances, a
collective enterprise in which people exercised different kinds of technical expertise. The control
of this expertise was probably implicated in the negotiation of social power (cf. Dobres 1988,
2000); although there was a strong element of synergy, there was also potential for the
privileging of one component of the paint-making process above others.

The role of a woman in the preparation of pigment parallels the part played by women at a
trance dance. They generally sit in a circle around a central fire. It is all the women together
who supply the vital, and vitalising, ‘medicine’ songs and the complex rhythmic clapping that
helps the dancing shamans to enter trance and thus perform curings and acquire visions. Within
the contexts of both the dance and the making of rock paintings men and women co-operated.
So constituted, the dance and the preparation of paint were both potential synergistic ritual
arenas for the negotiation of gender roles: the contribution of women to shamanistic rituals was
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Figure 2.7 A rock painting that shows an upside-down eland, a
convention for indicating death. The white lines that radiate
from it probably represent the n/om that is released when an
eland dies; this n/om can be seen by shamans only. The red and
white line on its throat may be related to the line studded with
white dots (Fig. 2.2). Below the dead eland is an eland calf.
Colours: dark red and white. KwaZulu-Natal Drakensberg. 
Copy by Harald Pager. 



crucial and defined, in part, what the San understood by ‘woman’ and ‘man’. At the same time,
individual women may have manipulated these gender relations and their participatory
technical acts to their own advantage (Parkington 1989; Solomon 1992, 1999; Stevenson 1995;
see also Dobres and Hoffman 1994; Dobres 2000). Indeed, in the Kalahari in recent times
women’s trance rituals have begun to emerge (Katz and Biesele 1986; Katz et al. 1997), and
similar movements may have taken place in the past as well. If women were also painters,
researchers have not been able to identify a distinctive category of imagery as having been made
by them. Still, the making of rock art may have been a site of gender contestation in the time of
social stress, though we should not make the error that many researchers do when they impose
largely Western ‘gender lines’ on San communities. Katz et al. (1997: 119) found that, for the
!Kung of the northern Kalahari, 

crossing ‘gender lines’ in working with n!om . . . just is not problematic – the ‘lines’ we
thought we saw didn’t exist! We had wondered about this remarkable fluidity earlier, and it
applied not only to gender roles in dancing but to each individual’s creativity in many areas,
including the receiving or composing of songs, story-telling, and beadwork.

Be that as it may, we can now return to How’s account of the way in which Mapote prepared
his paint. After some commercial ochre (How deemed her piece of qhang qhang too precious to
be used) had been obtained from a local store and ground to a powder, Mapote asked for
another highly significant ingredient for his paint: ‘the blood of a freshly killed eland’ (How
1962: 37). Qhang qhang, that highly desired substance, was, he said, the only pigment that the
San mixed with eland blood; other pigments were mixed with other media. If the blood were
not fresh, it would coagulate and not mix with the pigment and soak into the rock. As How
observes, the need for fresh blood implies that painting took place after an eland kill
(Vinnicombe 1976). Significantly, a large kill is one of the occasions that trigger a communal
trance dance (Marshall 1969). No eland blood was available, and Mapote made do with fresh
ox blood that How obtained from the local butcher who had just slaughtered an ox. Mapote
then set about painting an eland because, as he put it, ‘the Bushmen of that part of the country
were of the eland’ (How 1962: 38). Perceptively, Vinnicombe (1976) took the title of her book
from Mapote’s observation (for more on the San phrase ‘of the eland’ and its shamanistic origin
and connotations, see Lewis-Williams 1988a).

The importance of eland blood as an ingredient in the manufacture of red paint was
confirmed and enlarged upon in the early 1980s by an old woman of partial San descent,
known as ‘M’, who was living just south of the Drakensberg (Jolly 1986; Lewis-Williams 1986;
Prins 1990). Her father had been a shaman-artist, and she pointed to paintings that he had
made in a rock shelter. Her elder sister, who had died a few years before M was interviewed,
had been taught her father’s shamanistic, though not artistic, skills and had been known locally
as a rain-maker. According to M, the act of painting an image was not a single, isolated event.
On the contrary, a whole sequence of events started with a ritualised eland hunt. She explained
that a young girl accompanied a group of hunters who went out after an eland. This girl
‘hypnotised’ the eland by pointing an arrow at it; on the arrow was ‘medicine’ that had been
prepared by shamans. The participation of a young girl in a hunt, essentially a male activity,
again recalls the participation of both men and women in trance dances and suggests a further
arena for the negotiation of gender as well as other social and political relations. Although M
did not specify the age of the young girl, it is worth noting that the /Xam people spoke of a girl
at puberty as having supernatural power (Lewis-Williams 1981: 52); she could use this power to
transform men at whom she looked into pillars of stone or trees (Deacon 1988; Lewis-Williams
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2000). The preparation of ochre by a ‘woman’ and participation in the hunt of a ‘young girl’
may suggest differential participation by females in the production of rock art imagery at this
particular juncture in San history.

When the girl had exercised her power, people led the dazed eland back, again by
supernatural means (though the movements of exhausted or wounded eland can be fairly easily
controlled), to a place near the rock shelter, a sandbank that M pointed out in the adjacent river
(Jolly 1986). This is where they killed the eland. The people then prepared a mixture of its
blood and fat. M explained that eland blood contained supernatural potency (Jolly 1986: 6);
she used the Xhosa word amandla. In San scarification rituals, M said, this mixture of blood
and fat imbued the recipient with eland potency. She went on to explain that eland blood was
also used in the preparation of paint, and thus confirmed Mapote’s statement. Her words and
actions in the rock shelter to which she took us suggested that a painting made with eland
blood was a kind of storehouse of potency.

Further, it should be noted that a dying eland bleeds from the nose and foams at the mouth,
even as a shaman who, in the San’s own phrase, is ‘dying’ in trance bleeds from the nose (Figure
2.6). Qing implied this parallel when he told Orpen (1874: 2) that the therianthropic figures in
the art (shamans partially transformed into animals; Lewis-Williams 1981) had been ‘spoilt
[entered trance; Biesele pers. comm.] at the same time as the elands and by the dances of which
you have seen paintings’ (for a fuller explanation and interpretation of Qing’s complex
statement see Lewis-Williams 1980).

Two kinds of blood were thus involved in the production of rock paintings. First, shamans
bled from the nose when they entered trance to obtain visions of the spirit world, some of
which would find their way into rock paintings. At this time, their ‘dying’ in trance and
bleeding paralleled the nasal bleeding of a dying eland. Second, the potent blood of an eland
was, at least sometimes, used in the making of rock art images.

The whole process of manufacturing paint was thus socially situated and open to
manipulation. Different individuals could be differentially involved in the process, and this
variability could be used to contain or challenge the circle of power (cf. Dobres and Hoffman
1994; Dobres 2000). At the same time, it appears that different kinds of paint were recognised,
some with blood and some without, and, possibly, other kinds about which we now know
nothing. Clearly, for the San, rock paintings were far from any Western notion of objets d’art,
and the processing of pigments was more than just material technique.

THE MAKING OF ROCK PAINTINGS

The delicate workmanship and sureness of line that are evident everywhere in southern Africa
suggest that it is unlikely that all shamans painted; it seems more likely that only some acquired
this special skill. This inference is in accordance with /Xam overlapping categories of shamans
(Lewis-Williams 1981, 1992). Even as there were shamans of the game, shamans of the rain,
and healers, there may well have been ‘shamans of the images’ whose special skill was the
manifesting of the spirit world in the rock shelters. At some times and in some places, the
making of rock paintings may have bestowed a privileged status on those who acquired the
necessary skills (cf. Riddington 1988; Ingold 1993). As renowned healers are summoned to
distant camps, respected painters may have been requested to journey to a rock shelter and to
embellish it with images of power and insight.

If it is unlikely that all shamans painted, it seems even less likely that San shamans painted
while in deep trance. If not actually unconscious, they tremble violently and would be unable to
hold a brush and achieve the sure, delicate lines of the art. More probably, they painted while in
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a normal state of consciousness, recalling their vivid glimpses of the spirit world and making
n/om-impregnated images of those visions and of the animals that were their principal sources of
potency. Probably, the very act of painting assisted in the recall, recreation and reification of
otherwise transient glimpses of spiritual things. When painting, they were working with, and in
some sense reconciling, mental images that, in some instances, derived from hallucinations of
the spirit world and the depictive images that they emblazoned on the walls of rock shelters.
Like Wordsworth’s observation on poetry, San rock art should be seen as powerful emotion
recollected in (at least comparative) tranquillity.

The status of many San rock art images not as objets d’art but as ‘fixed’ visions is further seen
in the way in which some of them enter or leave cracks, steps or other inequalities in the rock
surface (Lewis-Williams and Dowson 1990). Sometimes an antelope, a snake or a rain-animal is
painted in such a way as to suggest that it is emerging from behind, or passing into, the rock
surface. This feature of the art is probably related to the San belief that the spirit world is
reached, in the first instance, by means of an underground journey. For some nineteenth-
century /Xam shamans this journey started by diving (in their trance experience) into
waterholes (Bleek 1935; cf. Biesele 1978). It seems probable that rock shelters were also
sometimes seen as potential entrances to the spirit world and that the rock face was a kind of
‘veil’ suspended between this world and the other world (Lewis-Williams and Dowson 1990).
Shaman-artists used both their technical and their esoteric spiritual skills to coax the animals
and other inhabitants of the spirit world from behind the ‘veil’ and then, using ritually
prepared, potent paint, to fix these visions on the rock face for all to see and share.

Unfortunately, we do not know if this fixing of mediating visions was accompanied by rituals
or how a shaman-artist prepared him- or herself for the task. For instance, was the fixing of
visions considered as dangerous as spiritual journeys to the other world? Perhaps, like the dance
in which they were acquired, the fixing of visions was also considered an appropriate occasion
for the singing of ‘medicine’ songs to strengthen shamans in their work. If the task of
‘materialising’ visions on the ‘veil’ was considered hazardous and in need of communal support
in varying degrees, this was another circumstance in which social relations could be challenged
or reinforced. Whatever the case, it seems unlikely that San painters were anything like the
detached ascetics of the Western Romantic fiction. On the contrary, San image-makers were
working with powerful substances, visions of the supernatural, and the ‘veil’ that thinly
separated them from the realm of spiritual power and terror. 

THE USE OF ROCK PAINTINGS

Once made, many San images continued to perform significant functions; they were not made
for one occasion only and then ignored. The rock shelters were not simply ‘galleries’ packed
with objets d’art. As I have already argued, many paintings were things-in-themselves, not just
pictures of things that existed elsewhere, perhaps out in the countryside or around a camp-fire.

Again, there is, unfortunately, little ethnographic information on precisely what happened to
these potent images after they had been made. Given the three stages that I have so far
described, it seems unlikely that paintings would simply have dropped out of the ambit of San
ritual and belief. On the contrary, such evidence as we do have suggests that they continued to
play an important function. 

In the first place, M’s statements suggest that the images were important visually, but in a
specific, non-Western way. She demonstrated how, long ago, San people danced in the painted
rock shelter to which she took Peter Jolly and me and how they raised their arms and turned to
the paintings when they wished to intensify their potency (amandla). As they danced and
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looked at the paintings, power flowed from the images and entered into them. This was, I
believe, her way of saying that the sight of the paintings deepened the dancers’ trance
experience. The images were reservoirs of n/om.

M then expanded on this notion that the images themselves contained potency. She said that
if a ‘good’ person placed his or her hand on a depiction of an eland, the potency in the painting
would flow into the person, thus giving him or her special powers. To demonstrate how this was
done, she held my wrist and arranged my fingers so that my entire hand was on a depiction of
an eland. As she did so, she unnervingly cautioned that, if a ‘bad’ person did this, his or her
hand would adhere to the rock and the person would eventually waste away and die. Her
actions recalled the ‘laying on of hands’ during a San curing dance: shamans place their hands
on people and draw sickness out of them and into their own bodies; they then expel the
sickness through a ‘hole’ in the back of the neck, and it flies back to the spirit world from
whence it came. A comparable process of transference of supernatural essence, it seems, could
take place between a person and a painted image imbued with power. In the case of paintings,
the images were thus mediators between the material world and spiritual realms and entities. 

The importance of touching, and not merely looking at, rock paintings is supported by
evidence from various parts of southern Africa. In the Western Cape Province patches of paint
have been rubbed smooth (Yates and Manhire 1991). It is not entirely clear with what the
patches were rubbed, but the smoothness of the rock, particularly in the centre of the patches, is
easily discerned. In addition, some Western Cape images were rubbed, possibly both before and
after the paint dried; their outlines are characteristically blurred and smeared. Rubbed images
have also been recorded in the Waterberg in Northern Province (Laue 2000; Peters 2000).
Similarly, the making of positive handprints that are common in parts of the Western Cape
Province and some other regions was probably closely associated with ritual touching of the
rock rather than (exclusively) with the making of ‘pictures’ of hands (Lewis-Williams and
Dowson 1999: 108; Lewis-Williams and Blundell 1997). 

There is thus evidence that some of the paintings were not made merely to be viewed. After
they had been made, they continued to be involved in rituals, and physical contact with some
images facilitated the acquisition of potency. M’s remarks suggest that the touching of paintings
was not open to everyone and that for some people it could be hazardous. Significantly, she was
implying differential access to the art and concomitant social differentiation.

More than that, the fixed visions already on the rock face probably contributed, as I have
suggested, to the dancers’ hallucinations, informing and constraining the stream of mental
images that the human nervous system produces in deep altered states of consciousness. All in
all, the painted images did not merely record events and experiences. They became sources of
potency and active components in a complex ritual of dancing, singing and clapping that
controlled the spiritual, or hallucinatory, experiences of shamans and, possibly other people’s as
well. Painted rock shelters were nodes on the landscape where the spirit realm was especially
immanent (Ouzman 1996).

There was, then, probably a recursivity in the ritual sequence of making and using rock
paintings: the paintings impacted on the formation of mental images, some of which were
destined to be ‘fixed’ on the rock face. Yet the recursivity loop was not ineluctable. Rather, the
recursivity was mediated and manipulated by shamans in specific historical circumstances. The
‘distance’ between new painted images and older ones was crucial in establishing the social
position of the makers. Similarities said one thing, differences another.

As time went by, certain rock shelters acquired more and more of these spiritual images. In
some shelters paintings were done one on top of another, thus building up multiple layers of
images, the oldest ones fading into a blurred red background. In some instances, paintings were
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carefully overpainted, apparently in an effort to renew them visually and spiritually
(Vinnicombe 1976: 141, 161, 164, 170, 180, 185, 187, 236, 329, 330; Yates and Manhire
1991). Exactly which paintings were chosen for renewal and which were not probably had
social significance, and the most densely and ‘renewed’ rock shelters were probably regarded as
places of exceptional personal or group power (Dowson 1988, 1994; cf. Ouzman 1996 on rock
engravings).

The roles played by these places and images no doubt varied according to the social
circumstances of their viewing. For example, when viewed from within a San community,
images would have reinforced or challenged social relations between San individuals and various
interest groups. When people from outside the San community, such as neighbouring Bantu-
speaking agriculturists, were present, for whatever reasons, images that would otherwise have
been divisive may, for the San, have performed a unifying role in the face of the contestation
implied by the presence of others. That is why it is necessary always to situate the
production–consumption trajectory as precisely as possible.

SAN SHAMANISM: AN OVERALL FRAMEWORK

I have argued that the constitutive role of San rock art images and their making need not be
merely assumed, or asserted, in the light of current material culture theory. Because of, first, the
variety and intricacy of the art and, second, the availability of detailed records of San belief and
society, the mechanisms and processes whereby the images achieved social and political ends can
be identified. Establishing exactly what those social and political ends were is a task that has still
has a long way to go, but, with at least some of the mechanisms now established, there is every
chance of success. 

Overall, it is essential to recognise the centrality and formative power of San shamanism and
the cosmos in which it operated. As with image-making, so too in myth-telling: the tiered
shamanistic cosmos, the shamanistic mode of transcending the levels, and the metaphors of
transcendence need to be understood if the myths are to make sense (Lewis-Williams 1996,
1997). It is all too easy to read San myths as if they were simple tales concocted for the
entertainment of children, and indeed it is as ‘children’ that the San have often been seen, a
view extending to their intellectual abilities and gaining spurious ‘support’ from their
comparatively short stature. This racist notion has been tragically formative in conceptions of
southern African history, and has undermined our understanding of the San’s complex rock art.

San shamanism may therefore be thought of as a dual framework. In the past, it provided a
cognitive datum line for San life as it was lived from day to day; at the same time, it was a
malleable set of concepts and relationships that was at the heart of the reproduction and
contestation of San society. Today, it affords a framework for research: an understanding of how
San shamanism functioned and how the images of San rock art were socio-political
interventions gives researchers some purchase on what would otherwise be an exceedingly
slippery southern African past. 
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NOTE

1 San rock art comprises both paintings and engravings. The paintings are found on the walls of rock
shelters across the subcontinent, though they are densely clustered in regions such as the Drakensberg
and the Cederberg. The engravings are found on open rocks on the plains of the central plateau,
where there are fewer rock shelters. It is with rock paintings that I am concerned in this paper; for
more on rock engravings, see Dowson (1992).
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Part Two

Siberia and Central Asia
The ‘Cradle of Shamanism’
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Chapter Three

Rock art and the material culture
of Siberian and Central Asian
shamanism

Ekaterina Devlet

INTRODUCTION

In Siberia and Central Asia – the ‘homelands’ of shamanism – there is no ancient tradition of
written language, and consequently no direct descriptive data on the lifestyle and belief systems
of the prehistoric population. Valuable insights can be however gained from the comparison of
rock art images with ethnographic material, which indicate that a shamanic world-view was
fundamental for the complex symbolism of the Siberians. Indeed, some of the rock art panels
can be understood solely in the context of shamanic ideas.

In this chapter I would like to focus on two chronologically separated rock art motifs: first
historical petroglyphs, which probably date to the last two or three centuries, and second their
probable ancient prototypes – images that have been claimed to date from the Bronze Age and
even earlier periods. I shall then compare images of both periods with the distinctive coats worn
by shamans, and with their various accoutrements and ethnographically recorded items of
equipment such as so-called spirit-containers.

SHAMANIC COSTUME AND ITS ICONOGRAPHY IN ROCK ART

In some of the Asian and American cultures with shamanic belief systems we find no special
ritual costume worn by the shamans, but among those who had such apparel it is clear that
these marvellous coats were always in some way embodiments of a shamanic world-view. The
cosmological iconography of these jackets – with pendants, breastplates and other attached
details – often depicts the tripartite division of the universe, and these associations may be
reinforced by the materials chosen for the coats’ component parts, for example the hides of
reindeer, elk or bear. The shaman’s costume was also invested with several additional layers of
meaning and complex symbolism. 

One example of this is the depiction of skeletons on the breast-piece or on the back as a
prominent feature of Siberian shamanic coats (Ivanov 1954). They may be explained as
representing the bones of the wearer’s shaman-ancestor, serving as the shaman’s shield,
protection and armour, and as the guarantee of his or her survival (Alexeev 1975: 152). Another
interpretation of these skeletal costume elements explains them as representations of a shaman
brought back to life after the dismemberment that occurs during the initiation process: the
depicted bones thus refer to the wearer’s own skeleton. 
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The same concept may be traced in
Siberian rock art anthropomorphs in the
so-called ‘X-ray style’, representing a
shamanic perspective on an intermediate
condition between death and revival (see
Devlet 2000). Figure 3.1 shows examples
from the Lake Baikal region, Mount Ukir
and Bolshaja Kada.

In the rock art of relatively recent
periods it is possible to identify images of
shamans, depicted as engaged in their
ritual activities. Being quite schematic in
form, these figures are nonetheless dyn-
amic. Some of the anthropomorphs shown
in these images are wearing fringed coats
and are engaged in a shamanic perfor-
mance with a drum. A range of such
images from the historical period in the
Altai region are shown in Figures 3.2 and
3.3 (see also Ivanov 1954; Okladnikov
and Zaporozhskaja 1972; Kyzlasov and
Leontiev 1980; Martinov 1985; Kubarev
1988; Okladnikova 1989). Such images
are known in the rock art of different
regions, and in addition they are found
pecked or engraved on stone plaques re-
covered from barrows. Those shown with
extended arms resemble the anthropo-
morphic figures which in time replaced
the cross-handles on drums of the kind
shown in their hands (see below, p. 49). 

Bands of lines hanging from the hands
and arms are common details of such
anthropomorphs, and sometimes a similar
fringe is shown in the form of lines or
triangular marks on the profile of the
figure’s back. Similar fringes may be seen

on the coats of recent Siberian shamans. The fringe of a shaman’s coat is an important element,
which marks his or her ornithomorphic nature (i.e. the ability to transform into a bird or to
gain its abilities such as the capacity for flight). By means of the latter, the shaman is able to
penetrate into the upper sphere of the universe and make contact with divine powers. This
ornithomorphic essence appears to have been the most ancient characteristic of the shamanic
coat, and by extension its fringe was the most crucial symbolic element in its decoration. It may
be suggested that the textile fringe represented and replaced the natural feathers of a bird’s
wings, an effect reinforced by the attachment of real feathers, tied so as to hang loose from the
elbows and shoulders of the coat. According to ethnological records, for some of the Siberian
peoples the fringe along the bottom of the coat symbolised a connection with the underworld,
and was intended to represent snakes; in some cases bears’ paws were also attached to the hem.
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Kada (after Okladnikov and Martinov 1972);
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A common belief throughout Siberia
is that in the mythical, timeless period
‘before’ the remembered time of human
beings (a concept somewhat akin to the
so-called Dreamtime of Australian abor-
igines) there were no distinctions in form
or essence between people, animals and
birds. Shamans could cross these bound-
aries of time and space to change their
essence and appearance, and it is this idea
that is reflected by the symbolism of the
shamanic coat. 

At the Niukzha rock art site in the
Olekma River basin, the idea of shamanic
flight is graphically depicted (Figure 3.4;
Okladnikov and Mazin 1976). Here we
see the shaman, represented with a drum
and hammer, and a very clearly depicted
jacket with fringes that spread out around
him as he moves, flying among the stars
and other celestial bodies. The exag-
gerated details of the fringe attached to
the bottom and sleeves of the shaman’s
coat stand here for the above-mentioned
ability to fly, and as a symbol for the
shaman’s role as a mediator between the
celestial and terrestrial parts of the uni-
verse. The rock art images thus confirm
the very ancient roots not only of these
garments, but also of the complex cosmo-
logical symbolism that they represent. 

Among the anthropomorphic person-
ages depicted in the pre-Bronze and
Bronze Age rock art from the Altai
region, Tuva and Mongolia, there are
frontal images of male and female figures
wearing long, fringed coats with bands
hanging down from the hands, arms, and
sometimes from the sides, chest and
hem (for examples see Novgorodova
1984; Okladnikova 1990; Kubarev 1988;
Kubarev and Jacobson 1996; Jacobson
1997). Most of these figures are shown
with raised hands, suggesting that they
are ‘praying’, perhaps appealing to celestial
realms or supernatural powers; others are
shown with extended hands, as if they
are flying. This, in combination with the
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Figure 3.2 Rock art images of shamans from the Altai region. 1.
Karakol (after Martinov 1985); 2. Altai (after Gurkin, cited in
Ivanov 1954); 3–4. Shalkoby (after Okladnikova 1989).

Figure 3.3 Fine line engraving of a shaman on a 
stone plaque from the Altai. (after Grichan 1987).

1. 2.

3. 4.



complicated treatment of the clothes suggests that these images represent individuals engaged
in ritual practices and accordingly attired in their ritual garments. 

Female images are usually shown with more complicated clothing, including a more
prominent skirt-like element. Fringes may be depicted on both sides of the torso, as well as at
the sides, breast and hem of the clothing. The evident differences between the male and female
representations in the rock art may be connected with the co-existence of male and female
shamans and persons involved in shamanic activity that is abundantly documented among some
of the Siberian peoples in the ethnographic records of more recent periods. 
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Figure 3.4 The Niukzha rock art panel, Olekma River basin: a shaman is flying among the celestial
bodies (after Okladnikov and Mazin 1976).
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THE SHAMANIC DRUM

We have seen how the rock art includes references to those elements of a shaman’s equipment
and attributes associated with his or her role as mediator between different spheres of the
universe. However, in addition to the coat there are many other relevant objects with a complex
symbolic dimension that are also depicted in the art. As is well known, the different Siberian
peoples frequently used drums as an essential component of their ritual activities. These drums
varied in their form, and alongside those with a predominantly circular shape in certain regions
one may also find drums with an ovoid construction (Prokofieva 1961). This pattern is repeated
in the drums shown in the rock art, on engraved plaques, and depicted on various other ritual
items: they are shown as both circular and oval in form, and vary from very simple designs to
quite detailed and elaborately decorated examples (Figs 3.2, 3.3, 3.5, 3.6 show a selection of
drum images of varying complexity from rock art sites on the Middle Yenisei and Middle Lena
rivers; Okladnikov and Zaporozhskaja
1972; Kyzlasov and Leontiev 1980;
Grichan 1987; Okladnikova 1989;
Bokovenko 1996; Miklashevich 1998). In
the Altai region, images depicted on
historical shamanic drums demonstrate a
striking similarity with what is shown on
the rock engravings. Images were painted
on a drum-skin and served as symbols and
repositories of secret knowledge. Some of
the paintings on existing drums are almost
exact duplicates of the images on the
rocks (Figure 3.6; Ivanov 1954). The
stability of these images, perhaps rein-
forced by a causal relationship between
the art and the decoration of drums in
historic periods, indicates the importance
and ancient roots of the concepts that lay
behind these designs. 

The drum may be seen in Siberia as
one of the essential shamanic attributes, of
crucial assistance in attaining an altered
state of consciousness. In addition, it
served as a shaman’s mode of transport-
ation for visits to other spheres of the
universe, as another form of armour and
protection, and as a model of the universe
itself. It also embodied the ancestral
owner of the drum and the shaman him-
or herself. Some Siberian people perceived
a drum as having once been a female
being, later transformed through its
possession by a new ‘owner’, the shaman.
The latter received the drum by under-
going a ceremonial marriage with the
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Figure 3.5 Rock art images of shamans. 1. Oglakhty, Middle
Yenisei River (after Miklashevich 1998); 2 Middle Yenisei 
River (after Kyzlasov and Leontiev 1980); 3. Mokhsogolokh-
Khaja, Middle Lena River (after Okladnikov and 
Zaporozhskaja 1972).

1.

2.

3.



being that it had once been: this ritual confirmed the drum as a living entity, and it was
following this act that images were created on it. The painting of the drum-skin with different
motifs was thus the final action in the process of drum creation (Lvova et al. 1988: 168–71).
The drum and drumstick together thereafter became personal attributes of the shaman, gaining
the ability to change the essence of things and to transform themselves into anything that the
shaman might need in the course of his or her activities. These needs might arise during a
journey to another world, or during a struggle with the shaman’s enemies.

Some of the imagery used on drums can be explained through reference to the ethnological
sources, and from there it is possible to extrapolate to the images depicted in the rock art; from
this material it is in turn possible to suggest that similar petroglyphs and paintings may also
have been sacral images (Ivanov 1954). In the rock art one can see several interesting variants of
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Figure 3.6 Paintings on shamans’ drums (after Ivanov 1954).



drums, in some of which the contours of the drum itself enclose an anthropomorphic figure
with extended arms from which apparently hang suspensions of some kind (Fig 3.2). In their
real prototypes, schematic anthropomorphic figures with extended arms and hands sometimes
replaced the cross-handle by which the drum was held (Funk 1995). These anthropomorphs
could also be decorated with features referring, as before, to various shamanic functions.
Examples of this include pendants that hung from the cross-handles, which resemble the fringes
along the sleeves and sides of the shamanic coat. In some examples of rock art images, and
drum-skin paintings depicting shamans holding such drums with anthropomorphic cross-
handles, there is a striking similarity between the anthropomorphs, as if they are duplicates of
one another. It may be that this symbolises the isomorphic nature of the shaman and the drum.
Some Siberian natives (for example, the aboriginal inhabitants of the southern Altai) believed in
complete identification between a shaman and his or her drum: the destruction of the drum was
equivalent to the shaman’s death (Lvova et al. 1988: 170–1).

According to the shamanic belief systems of Siberia and central Asia, spirits and souls were
considered as material objects. The rules and customs that regulated communication with these
spirits contained a number of restrictions that may be explained by the perception of their
material nature. Relationships between the world of spirits and the world of human beings were
in many ways conventional. Siberian aboriginal people sometimes constructed physical
representations of a dead shaman if his or her soul began to worry their living relatives (Ivanov
1979). Known as chalu, these objects frequently took the form of a small drum with an
anthropomorphic figure in the centre. The hands were formed by a string with suspended
conical metal pendants or bands. The same function could also be served by anthropomorphic
images of shaman-ancestors attached to a piece of fabric cut into vertical bands. There are
further cases from the Siberian ethnographies in which these anthropomorphic representations
of shamanic spirits were completely replaced by simple rectangular pieces of fabric, again cut
into coloured bands: these items had the same function and meaning as the figurines. Feathers
were frequently attached to such bands, symbolizing the shaman’s ability to fly. For example,
according to explanations recorded by Ivanov among the people of the Altai, a piece of fabric
with thirteen dark blue bands and a bird’s tail attached to it represented ‘a winged woman-
shaman’ (Ivanov 1979: 164). The same source notes that fabrics with bands could designate
both male and female shamans, in addition to ‘celestial maidens, the winged spirits of hunters,
those spirits possessing the ability to interfere with terrestrial life, and those capable of flight’
(Ivanov 1979: 164).

The exact timing of the drum’s appearance as a shamanic attribute is still a matter of dis-
cussion. Researchers have established that shamans could once perform their offices with the
help of a bow. From the evidence of a rock art panel at Yelanka on the Middle Lena River, it is
possible to suggest that these two shamanic attributes originally co-existed, as alongside
anthropomorphic figures in jackets with ovoid and circular drums a figure with a bow is also
depicted (Okladnikov and Zaporozhskaja 1972: Figure 119). Anthropomorphic figures holding
bows on the rock art panel at Oglakhty on the Middle Yenisei may also be interpreted as
shamans or proto-shamans (Devlet 1966: Fig. 24). We can suggest that this dynamic pair of
figures may be engaged in some sort of shamanic activity because of their head-gear – one wears
a hat topped with two horns and from the other emerge four rays.

The Siberian ethnological sources make it clear that many other items could replace the
drum for use in shamanic rituals. During the period when shamanic activity was suppressed by
the state it was actively dangerous to keep drums in the house, and at this time practising
shamans used frying-pans as drums (Balser 1995). Ethnologists have recorded how, depending
on circumstances, different tools could take on the qualities of shamanic equipment and be
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used instead of the drum. For example, during burial ceremonies an axe could be used in the
rituals for a dead man while a tool for digging up roots was used in the services for a dead
woman. After the ceremonies were over, these items were placed in a special location near a
birch tree; there are records of many such objects being visible there at any one time, despite
which they were never taken by anyone (Lvova et al. 1988: 193).

Drum-sticks are also depicted in the rock art. They may be quite schematic, but in some
cases it is possible to recognise types known from existing examples in the ethnological
collections – usually a curved stick or a stick with three points.

SHAMANIC HEAD-GEAR

Head-gear was a particularly important element of a shaman’s garments, and often decorated
with horns or antlers, and with bird feathers or other ornithomorphic features. The complex
symbolism of the antlers resembles that of the shaman’s jacket and attached details. As we have
seen, some details of the coat symbolised the bones of the wearer’s ancestor, which protected the
shaman in the course of his or her activities. In the same way, the antlers also represented a link
with a shaman-ancestor, it is thought through their resemblance to a plant’s roots in the context
of a metaphorical ‘family tree’. According to information recorded among the Nanai people, a
great shaman was buried in a special head-dress with antlers which were taken from the head-
gear that he used for shamanizing. The antlers were tied by a rope to a pole erected on the
surface of the grave. The Nanai believed that after some time the antlers left the grave and
moved themselves to their new owner (Smoliak 1991: 231).

When they were placed on shamanic head-gear, antlers lost their animal nature and gained a
new, symbolic meaning. This operated at several levels, as the antlers also represented the
number of helping spirits that the shaman could command, each tine of the antlers being a
container for a single spirit (Smoliak 1991: 227–33). Again, in this context the antlers were
perceived as the roots of a mythical tree, with different aspects of the shaman’s power
represented by, or ‘growing on’, its branches.

In the Altai, shamans who wore bands decorated with feathers and shells were called ‘birds’
(Lvova et al. 1988: 175). The inhabitants of the Lower Amur also put real antlers or iron copies
of them on their ritual head-gear, but they were often finished off with a bird figure. As in the
case of the shamanic jacket, the most important elements were artistically enhanced, and it is
these features that were the most long-lived, surviving predominantly unchanged over the
centuries as a conscious link with ancient traditions.

Shamanic head-gear furnished with rays or horns is also recognizable in the rock art. Recent
engravings of rayed head-gear from the historical period can be paralleled with similar carvings
from Neolithic and Bronze Age panels from the Upper and Lower Lena, Aldan, Olekma, and
Angara rivers’ basin (Figure 3.7; Ivanov 1954; Okladnikov and Zaporozhskaja 1972;
Okladnikov 1977; Sunshugashev 1990). Schematic, anthropomorphic figures with rays on their
heads are a particular feature of Siberian and Central Asian rock art (see Rozwadowski, this
volume). Their bodies may be curvilinear, and some of them are missing legs or hands, but they
are always depicted with rays either on the head or even replacing it. The differential treatment
of these figures in relation to others on the rock surface strengthens the impression that they
represent some supernatural being, and in this context we should recall the use of hallucinogens
and other mind-altering substances in shamanic practices.

The highly decorated jacket and other items of equipment formed the material
manifestations of a shaman’s special status. In tandem with the ethnological records, the
presence of these or similar items in excavated contexts or in rock art depictions lends support
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to the interpretation of the image or buried person as a shaman, or at least as someone who had
been involved in ritual activity.

In addition to the above-mentioned items, other grave-goods such as zoomorphic and
anthropomorphic amulets, certain bones of fish and birds, and assemblages of small sticks have
also been interpreted as items of shamanic equipment. Some of the better-preserved Neolithic
and Bronze Age burials have even enabled reconstructions to be made of early shamanic
clothing (Figure 3.8 shows one such woman’s grave from Ust’-Uda; Okladnikov 1955: Fig.
175). The reconstructions made from archaeological evidence accord well with the material
gathered by later ethnographers.

There is little consensus in the debate as to when shamanic practices first appeared in Siberia.
The crucial problem has always been the limitations of our data, and in this context it may be
seen that rock art motifs provide a unique opportunity for tracing the early roots of shamanic
concepts. Nevertheless, there are clearly difficulties in interpreting which images are ‘shamanic’
and which are not.

As the native Asian peoples became more culturally assimilated, the sacral motifs lost their
symbolism. The formerly sacred images and associated material culture moved to the profane
sphere, and were incorporated into daily life as objects of everyday use. The penetration into
Siberia of new religious beliefs gradually transformed most of these sacred features, which had
once been the property of a very restricted number of owners, into items of common knowledge.

On the decorated domestic utensils of the Siberian peoples in historical times one can find
images which have their roots in the ancient, traditional beliefs, and which retain the
characteristic features of sacral motifs. On tobacco containers made from birch bark, for
example, one can recognise shamans amongst figures from more recent traditions. Figure 3.9
shows three Yakut examples, which contain a variety of elements that clearly demonstrate the
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Figure 3.7 Rock art anthropomorphs in head-gear with rays. 1. Painting from Shishkino, Upper Lena River
(after Okladnikov 1977); 2. Lake Maloye, Middle Yenisei River (after Sunchugashev 1990); 3. Chasovnya,
Middle Lena River (after Okladnikov and Zaporozhskaja 1972); 4. Kozlovo, Upper Lena River (after Okladnikov
1977); 5. Suruktakh-Khaya, Yakutia (after Ivanov 1954).

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



co-existence of traditional shamanic beliefs alongside the new Christian teachings. These
containers were made during the period when the latter were gaining more and more followers.
In the upper example a sick person is shown lying in bed, with a cross on the shelf above. In
addition to the Christian protection afforded by the cross, a shaman is also trying to help the ill
person by means of a ritual which he performs in the opposite corner near a table with sacred
bowls. A similar scene takes place in the middle example, and on the third, lower tobacco
container we see a two-headed bird that was a recognized form of helping spirit for Yakut
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Figure 3.8 Burial from Ust’-Uda and a reconstruction of the ritual coat of a female shaman (after Okladnikov 1955).
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Figure 3.9 Shamans depicted on Yakut birch-bark tobacco containers (after Ivanov 1954).



shamans (Ivanov 1954). The ethnological
sources show clearly how new saints were
incorporated into the pantheons of the
native Siberian peoples (Basilov 1998).
People appealed to them for help, and
even asked priests to pray for their
intervention for good luck (Smoliak
1991). The composition of the images on
the Yakut tobacco containers resembles
that of some rock art panels with recent
engravings from the Altai, which depict
shamanic rituals in a yurt, the traditional
dwelling of the nomads (Figure 3.10
shows two examples from Shalkoby;
Okladnikova 1989).

Through the centuries the iconography
of shamanic images retained its important
basic features. As the technology of
armour, tools and other items improved,
cultic and ritual practice remained
conservative and preserved its ancient
roots. Until very recent times, only a very
few members of the community were
competent in the performance of these
rites. Their symbolic frame of reference
was passed on from generation to
generation, and was retained in the
material culture of sacral objects,
equipment and images.
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Chapter Four

Shamans, heroes and ancestors 
in the bronze castings of 
western Siberia

Natalia Fedorova 

INTRODUCTION

The northern part of western Siberia, the zone of taiga forest inhabited by the Ob’-Ugrian
peoples (principally the Khanty and Mansi), is a unique area which affords the possibility for a
continuous historical retrospective from the modern era back to prehistoric times. This is
especially true with reference to the roots of the complicated phenomenon of shamanism.

The unique and (in both the physical and cultural senses) somewhat monotonous Siberian
landscape, together with the specific environmental conditions which characterize it, have
formed preconditions for a very slow rate of adaptation in the emergent systems of the region.
This in turn has been reflected in a similarly slow pace of cultural change among the traditional
west Siberian peoples. One result of this is a cultural continuity which can be traced back for at
least five or six millenia, with the consequence that ethnographic data takes on a quite different
relationship to archaeological investigations from what is common in many other parts of the
world. In particular, this interplay of disciplines provides unusually direct and exact possibilities
to access the cognitive dimension of past cultures, in this instance the shamanic world-view of
the ancient Siberians.

Before proceeding to a more specific discussion, the Ob’-Ugrians themselves, whose ancestors
form the focus of the present chapter, may require a few words of introduction. The name is a
collective term for the modern peoples of the Khanty and Mansi, who following traditional
language classifications are strictly speaking members of the Ugrian branch of the Finno-Ugric
group within the Ural language family. Today they inhabit the taiga zone of the west Siberian
plain, in the basin of the middle and lower Ob and Irtysh rivers. According to the state census
of 1989, the Khanty numbered 22,283 persons and the Mansi 8,266. Several sub-groups can be
distinguished within both the Khanty and Mansi peoples: the Khanty are divided into
northern, eastern and western groups, while the Mansi contain distinctive northern, eastern,
southern and western branches. To a greater or lesser degree, all these groups are distinguished
from one another by their language and cultures (Golovnev 1995: 80). 

The traditional economic base of hunting and fishing still holds for the modern Ob’-
Ugrians. People live in small settlements, surrounded by areas used for the exploitation of these
resources. Their religious beliefs focus upon a broad range of spirits, in relation to which people
perform (or refrain from performing) certain rituals. In certain circumstances sacrifices are
offered to these spirits. 
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The origins of the Ob’-Ugrians and the date of their appearence in western Siberia have not
yet been fully established. Their ancient history, and the early stages of their ethnogenesis, have
been explored through archaeological investigations augmented by retrospective analogy to
more recent linguistic and folkloristic studies. It is important to understand that the entire
material cultural heritage of these people derives from archaeological excavations. The majority
of scientific researchers currently believe that the Ob’- Ugrians and their ancestors have
constituted the aboriginal population of the region since at least the Bronze Age. However, it
should be noted that the eighteenth-century descriptions of Ugrian society and culture do not
tally with what is known of their much richer historical past (the primary published work on
the culture of the Ob’-Ugrian peoples may be found in Gemuev 1990; Golovnev 1993, 1995;
Kulemzin 1984; Kulemzin and Lukina 1992; Sokolova 1982; Haydu 1985; Chernetsov and
Mozhinskaya 1974).

SHAMANISM AMONG THE OB’-UGRIANS

Research into shamanism among the Ob’-Ugrians has been characterised by a number of
different interpretive standpoints, often mutually exclusive. In their more extreme polarised
form, these can be summarised as follows:

• One understanding of shamanism sees it as a general conception of the spiritual, based
around the central idea of the ability of some human beings to achieve direct contact with
the world of the spirits. The researchers who share this point of view see the Ob’-Ugrian
people’s culture as being permeated by shamanism at every level, with, to some degree,
every elderly man both maintaining the images of the household spirits and also being in
contact with them in the role of shaman.

• An alternative understanding is exemplified by the work of K. Karjalainen, who wrote: ‘If
we would attempt to find the central idea underlying the whole structure of Ugrian
religious perspectives, then this can only be characterised as a belief in spirits. And, in so
doing, we should accept that this is a belief in the Ugrian spirits themselves, not a belief in
shamanism’ (Karjalainen 1927). This view is shared by one of the outstanding researchers
of the modern spiritual life of the Ob’-Ugrian peoples, Vladislav Kulemzin, who similarly
suggests that Ob’-Ugrian shamanism existed only in an underdeveloped form (Kulemzin
1976).

In relation to these two viewpoints, this chapter will address two main questions:

• What archeological sources can be used as evidence for ancient religious beliefs in this
region, in particular from the period from the first century BC to the tenth century AD?

• Who was the primary actor in the rituals connected with this belief system: the shaman or
the war chief, who later became transformed into the spirit-ancestor figure?

THE BRONZE CASTINGS OF WESTERN SIBERIA

The reconstruction of ancient religious beliefs from archaeological sources is naturally
complicated by the fact that the latter represent only fragmentary remains of an originally
highly diverse set of ritual practices. However, in this context we are nonetheless fortunate that
the archaeological sites of the western Siberian taiga contain proportionately greater
information than those of other Siberian regions. This is primarily because for most of the Iron
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Age (from the eighth century BC to the sixteenth century AD) much of the religious material
culture of western Siberia seems to have been in the durable form of cast bronzes – usually in
the form of anthropomorphic or zoomorphic figures. Often no larger than 10 cm in size,
amongst these small figurines or compositions we find represented virtually the entire local
fauna – birds, animals, even insects, fish and probably amphibians – in addition to human
figures. Some of the latter include depictions of material items characteristic of certain time
periods. However, the figures we interpret as animals, birds or people most probably represent
characters in mythological or epic narratives, and are also encoded with complex systems of
semiotics and meaning. 

Bronze casting in western Siberia developed in three stages: 

• formation (eighth to second centuries BC)
• zenith (first century BC to tenth century AD)
• decline (eleventh to sixteenth centuries AD)

Each stage was characterised by its own distinctive alloys and casting technologies, its own
system of figurative images, and its own iconographic repertoire.

The period focused upon in this chapter is the central phase, deliberately chosen as the time
when the art of bronze-casting flourished in western Siberia. More specifically, this period saw
the creation of anthropomorphic bronze images that combined the features of human beings
(always a man, a warrior) and of powerful, dangerous animals (often a bear or bird of prey).
They were produced in a highly regulated canon of compositions, with three types being
primarily encountered from the first century BC onwards: the male warrior, with attributes of a
helmet and sometimes weapons; the bird of prey, often an owl or eagle with open beak and
wings spread as if flying, with a human (warrior) face or figure on the breast; and the bear in the
so-called ‘ritual’ stance, with head laid down between the paws. There seems little doubt that
these bronze compositions reflect some aspect of the spiritual ideas of their creators, especially
given the nature of Siberian society at this period, and are among a handful of archaeological
sources which can be used as pointers to these conceptions. At the very least, they leave us in no
doubt as to the sophistication of such beliefs. 

Human-like figures first appear in the bronze castings of western Siberia around the eighth
century BC, but at this earlier period they are dominated by zoomorphic elements and the use
of symbols which today appear indecipherable (Figure 4.1). Many scholars concur on the
difficulty of interpreting these early bronzes, citing the impossibility of isolating any typological
sequences or even agreeing on what the objects actually depict, let alone signify; our under-
standing of these pieces therefore remains very insecure. However, from the first century BC
onwards, the bronze images change into forms which are much clearer and therefore relatively
‘readable’, though naturally the ideologies which lie behind them are difficult to decipher.

SHAMANS AND WARRIORS

One of the key images is that of the man holding two sabres in his uplifted hands, found not
only in the bronzes but also as engravings made with a knife-point on silver bowls imported
from Iran, Central Asia, Byzantium and Khazaria (Figure 4.2). Many researchers have
interpreted this image as that of the shaman (for example, Leshenko 1976), citing as evidence
the travellers’ ethnographies of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries which describe the
sabre dances of the Ob’-Ugrian peoples. These dances were led by the shaman (Zen’ko 1997:
65).
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Figure 4.1 The anthropomorphic images of the Early Iron Age. 1, 2. Finds from Rybinskye, Tomsk
region; 3, 4. Kulay sacred site, Tomsk region; after Polosmak and Shumakova 1991.



In my opinion, these cast and engraved
images of the sabre-wielding man can be
interpreted differently, still as dances but
instead conducted by warriors rather than
shamans. The sabres would in this case be
seen as primarily military symbols, and
the leader of the dance can be interpreted
as the war-chief, in his role as head of the
community order or league. The armour
depicted on these figures may also be
interpreted in this context, a suggestion
supported first by an exact correspon-
dence between the types of weapons and
armour shown on the figurines and those
actually used during the time periods in
question, and second by the fact that the
military equipment depicted is of a gener-
alized form typical of a vast region from
western Europe to China (Zykov and
Fedorova 2001). If the figurines were
intended to represent ancient shamans,
then their costume could be expected to
exhibit several features that are not, in
fact, present: these include a style more
characteristic of the particular area, rather
than the generic clothes that the figurines
in fact wear; a greater resemblance to the
traditionally relatively static types of sham-
anic clothing, rather than the periodically
changing fashions evident in the figurines
as they develop over time; and finally some
specifically shamanistic elements, such as
images of spirit helpers, special kinds of
head-gear, and so on of the kind discussed
by Devlet elsewhere in this volume. In

every instance in which a number of figurines has been found together, they are all dressed and
equipped in the same way: this is understandable if they depict warriors, but would be quite
unaccountable if they were intended to represent shamans.

One more important aspect of this theme concerns the engravings on metal vessels. The
sacred role that metal vessels seem to have played for the Ob’-Ugrian peoples seems to have
been originally connected with the practices of the warrior order mentioned above, and
especially with the communal feasts conducted at the commencement and conclusion of
military campaigns. 

The first metal vessels in the northern part of western Siberia were the Scythian or Hun
cauldrons of bronze, imported from the south and serving later as the models for a series of clay
imitations made further north. Their appearance in the first century BC coincided not only
with the period of the warrior images in the bronze castings, but also with the construction of
powerful fortification systems around settlements, and a new array of weaponry which was
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Figure 4.2 The images of warriors with sabres. 1. Casting plaque
from the lower Ob basin; 2. Engravings on a Khazarian silver
dish (after Spitsyn 1906).



deposited in burials and hoards. In my
opinion, it is to this period that we can
date the formation of the military orders,
together with the everyday practices and
ideological perceptions that went with
them. The engravings on the silver dishes
can be seen as indications that these
vessels belonged to such warrior groups,
or to their leaders. Consequently, when
these kinds of military societies ceased to
function, being kept alive only in the
heroic legends of the Ob’-Ugrians, the
leading role in the sabre dance passed to
the shaman. This is entirely consistent
with his role as a mediator between the
ancestor-heroes and the community, the
former now being perceived more as
spirits.

THE BIRD OF PREY

Unlike the humanoid figures, the image
of the bird of prey with spread wings,
open beak and a human-like face on the
breast was a new introduction among the
bronze castings of the region. Its origins
can be traced again to the first century
BC, before which images of birds were
rare and always appearing as a part in
another composition – for example as the
hats of humanoid figures (Figure 4.3).
From the first century BC onwards, the
image of the bird of prey became the most
common in the bronze castings (Figure 4.4). Sometimes they appear with three heads,
sometimes as a combination of three entire birds, and sometimes with a human face or figure
on their breast. The latter human image, superimposed on the bird, is always that of a helmeted
warrior. Such compositions were continuously produced until the eighth century AD, with
slight alterations in the detail of the designs. Amongst other elements, the image of the warrior
– still emblazoned on the bird’s breast – in turn begins to be elaborated with another level of
avian imagery. The warriors’ helmets carry images of the bird’s head and wings, and in cases
where a whole human figure is depicted, an image of an owl appears on their belt buckles
(Zykov, Koksharov, Terechova and Fedorova 1994: 84, Figs 82, 83). These types of images all
disappear in the tenth century. 

There have been attempts to explain this iconography as representations of the mythological
bird of Ob’-Ugrian legend, named Kars or Kalm. Some of these interpretations make long
excursions into Indo-Iranian mythology, but nevertheless I do not find them convincing
explanations of the images, and especially of their clearly widespread popularity. Moreover, the
Ugrian bird, Kars, is very seldom encountered in the legend cycles, and it appears always as a
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Figure 4.3 The anthropomorphic bird-headed images. The
Lozvinsky find, from the lower Ob basin (after Chernetsov
1953).
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Figure 4.4 The bird images. The Cholmogorskaya collection, north-western Siberia (after Zykov and
Fedorova 2001).



figure hostile to human beings. The key to deciphering this image may be twofold: first, the
combination of the bird of prey and the warrior’s face or figure was of indisputable importance;
second, sometimes the image of the bear is substituted for that of the bird, with the bear being
depicted with wings in such cases. It is extremely difficult to propose a comprehensive interpret-
ation for the detail of these images, but we can suggest that they reflect major transformations
in society, changes which it was necessary to set in an ideological context. For example, one
plausible suggestion is that the combination (superimposition) of the two images, those of the
bird of prey and a warrior, could perhaps symbolize certain individual qualities or abilities that
were not conceptualized in the same way in earlier periods. These innovations chronologically
coincide with the so-called ‘heroic epoch’ of the Ob’-Ugrians’ ancient history, being the period
of almost permanent military campaigns. The new social stratum of warriors needed to express
and legitimate themselves, particularly in the spiritual sphere, and this may have been
manifested in material culture.

BEARS IN BRONZE

The third type of bronze castings appearing around the first century BC is that of the bear
figures representing the animal in a special posture, shown from the front with the head laid
down between the paws, while the other parts of body are not seen at all (Figure 4.5; see
Fedorova 1993 for a more detailed discussion of bear images in the Iron Age of western Siberia).
This particular representation has been termed the ‘bear in ritual posture’, because it is exactly
in this fashion that the bear, in the form of its skin with head and paws attached, is laid out in
the Bear Festival of the modern Ob’-Ugrians. This Bear Festival forms the quintessence of Ob’-
Ugrian spiritual life, encapsulating their view of the world, their folklore and drama cycles.

Within the scope of the present chapter
it is not possible to present a detailed
discussion of the historical roots of this
highly complex phenomenon but, con-
fining ourselves solely to the development
of the bear’s image we may note two
points in particular. First, the Ob’-Ugrians
consider(ed) the bear not only as an
animal but mainly as a human being in
reverted form, a so-called bogatyr or ‘the
son of god’; all examinations of the bear
cult have noted these distinctive anthropo-
morphic traits of the bear figure, and the
special links between bears and humans
(Zen’ko 1997: 56). Secondly, the shaman
was never established as a leader or prim-
ary orchestrator at this festival (Karjalainen
1927). The appearance of the bear figures
in ‘ritual posture’ probably refers to the
initial stage of the bear cult rituals, when
the bear is a ‘guest’ at the festival: he is
seen as an extremely strong man trans-
formed into an animal, and in this form is
‘invited’ to the festivities. This symbolism
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Figure 4.5 The bear in the so-called ‘ritual posture’. 1. Barsova
Gora; 2. The Saygatinsky 3 cemetery, Surgut region. All artefacts
are previously unpublished, from the archaeological expedition
archives of the Ural State University and Russian Academy of
Sciences.



at the roots of the bear cult – a strong human transformed into a strong beast – can be readily
related to the appearence of new social ideas discussed above, and to the two main themes
involved, namely force and war.

CONCLUSION

It should be emphasized that the three new types of bronze castings discussed in this chapter –
warriors, birds of prey, and bears – not only appeared at the same time, and achieved the same
peak of popularity simultaneously, but also disappeared at the same point in time. There is no
doubt that this corresponds exactly with the emergence and flowering of major new trends in
ancient Ob’-Ugrian society. I wish to emphasize above all that the spiritual life of the early
northern west Siberians was more complicated than suggested by what remained of it centuries
later, from the 1700s onwards, when the first travellers and investigators came to the region and
wrote down what they encountered. Importantly, these patterns of early belief were not
confined only to shamanism. 

On the contrary, the (early) modern shamanic practices of the Ob’-Ugrians absorbed much
from the spiritual variety that existed in prehistoric times, and in particular from the ideology
and rituals of the warrior orders. The concept of the ancestor-hero was a typical and vital part of
this complex, making it all the more natural that these figures should have been transformed
into the spirits with whom the shamans would communicate – indeed, the spirits that would
come to define the nature of shamanism itself.
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Chapter Five

Sun gods or shamans? Interpreting 
the ‘solar-headed’ petroglyphs 
of Central Asia1

Andrzej Rozwadowski

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the shamanistic context of rock art has become one of the most discussed topics
not only among researchers working in this field, but also in wider archaeological circles.
Studies of the earliest European cave paintings and engravings have given rise to the hypothesis
that the oldest manifestations of shamanic practices could date back as far as the Upper
Palaeolithic (e.g. Lewis-Williams 1997). Moreover, although the prehistory of shamanism as
such is not a theme that concerns us here, there is one feature of this research which is of
importance, namely that the most advanced shamanistic interpretations of rock art which have
been proffered in recent years have concerned regions such as southern Africa and south-
western areas of North America. Central Asia, the territory where the phenomenon of
shamanism was first recognised and scientifically documented, has remained, one could say, on
the margins of such interests.

In order to understand how such a situation came about, two factors need to be considered.
On the one hand, there is the not-insignificant role of the deliberate Soviet isolation of eastern
scientific thought, almost exclusively confined to Russian-language publications, access to which
was often difficult to obtain. On the other hand, chiefly in the wake of the groundbreaking
work of Mircea Eliade (1964), research into shamanism took on different characters in the West
and in the East. Under the crucial influence of Eliade’s thinking, which shifted the emphasis in
the understanding of shamanism from religion to ‘techniques of ecstasy’, studies of shamanism
in western circles were carried out within the field of phenomenology. This was to have
important implications for the further development of research in which, from a shamanist-
phenomenological perspective, studies of rock art gained a new impulse (although one should
note that, for example, the shamanistic nature of western North American rock art had already
been suggested in the late nineteenth century – Whitley et al. 1999: 14). By contrast, this
perspective is often in opposition to the Asian viewpoint, which frequently perceives shamanism
rather as a local religion than merely a method of reaching ritual ecstasy. The ancient roots of
this religion are confirmed by the oldest written sources available in this region, particularly
Chinese chronicles, which as early as the turn of the first millennium BC refer to shamans
among the nomadic Xiong-nu people of the steppes (Potapov 1978: 9).2 Since this system of
beliefs has remained an important feature of numerous Asian people to the present day, i.e. for
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two thousand years, there are justifiable grounds for assuming that shamanism was an essential
cultural element in even earlier times. Hence, rock art emerges as a particularly interesting
archaeological source, allowing us to follow the prehistory of shamanism in Central Asia (cf.
Hoppál 1992). The value of rock art in this context has two chief aspects: first, it represents a
continuous cultural record from at least the Eneolithic and the Bronze Age; second, as we know
from ethnographical data, a number of examples of rock art were explicitly connected with
shamanic activity, at least in the early modern period.

CENTRAL ASIA, SHAMANISM AND ROCK ART

The rock art of Central Asia forms undoubtedly one of the richest complexes of rock imagery
currently known in the world. There are hundreds of locations of rock paintings and
engravings, spread over an area from the Upper Indus in the south, through the mountainous,
semi-desert and steppe regions of Tajikistan, Kirghizstan, Uzbekistan, eastern Kazakhstan and
eastern Turkestan, to southern Siberia in the north. The earliest of these are assumed to be of
Late Palaeolithic or Mesolithic origin (cf. Rozwadowski and Huzanazarov 1999), yet the real
tradition of image-making in Central Asia begins in the Copper and Bronze Ages, most
probably at the turn of the third and second millennia BC. The tradition of engraving is
thought to have continued up to medieval times (e.g. Sher 1980), although certain factors allow
one to suggest even more recent dates for some rock paintings (Jasiewicz and Rozwadowski
1998).

In archaeo-ethnographical research, from the perspective of a possible shamanic context,
greater attention has hitherto been afforded the petroglyphs of southern Siberia, where
shamanism appears to have enjoyed a relatively vigorous tradition, little ‘contaminated’ by other
belief systems. Here, mutual influences between shamanic traditions and the new, incoming
religions, particularly Buddhism (Lamaism), took a relatively ‘plastic’ form (the ancient Tibetan
Bön tradition, for instance, assimilated elements of shamanism and Buddhism), although one
should not forget the various forms of repression from both Buddhist and Orthodox missions.
Meanwhile, in the southern part of Central Asia, shamanism frequently functioned under the
cover of Islam (especially Sufism) and other eastern religions. This differentiation in terms of the
degree to which shamanic practices were manifested in particular regions of Asia partly explains
the uneven development of research into rock art from this perspective. For the petroglyphs of
the southern part of Central Asia, a more attractive interpretative strategy proved to be the
‘Indo-European theory’ (Francfort 1998). Since these regions are identified with the migration
routes of Indo-European peoples (in this part of Asia, particularly Indo-Iranian), in addressing
the question of the semantic interpretation of the art of the region, reference was very
frequently made to accounts preserved in the oldest texts of Indian (Rig Veda) and Iranian
(Avesta) tradition. This has also resulted in the still relative unfamiliarity of the shamanistic
context of rock art in this part of Asia, which comprises the subject of further discussion here.

Nevertheless, there is no doubt that shamanic practices were an important cultural element
in this region too, and the theory that shamanism was brought from the north by Turkic
peoples receives no confirmation in the light of research into the shamanism of southern
Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kirghizstan, Tajikistan and Turkmenistan (Basilov 1976, 1992).
Cultural analysis of this territory clearly suggests that shamanism in this part of Asia is
potentially just as ancient and locally rooted a religious practice as in the more northerly areas of
Siberia (Sukhareva 1960: 41–58; Bayalieva 1972; Snesarev 1973: 37–46; Snesarev and Basilov
1975; Konovalov 1984; Jettmar 1986: 289–95; Basilov 1986, 1992; Kośko 1999). Shamanism
should therefore also be recognised as an equally important interpretative context, alongside the
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‘Indo-European theory’, of the rock art of southern Central Asia (Rozwadowski 1999b). In
analysing a specifically defined group of these petroglyphs, I shall attempt to demonstrate that
these two interpretative contexts need not be mutually exclusive, and that the observation of
certain common dependencies between the two may play a part in a richer (deeper)
understanding of the tradition of rock art in this part of Asia.

‘SUN GODS’

Of the various rock art motifs of the southern part of Central Asia, there is a distinct class of
anthropomorphic figures, dated to around the second millennium BC, which are among the
most spectacular and, at the same time, most enigmatic rock images on this territory. They are
characterised by rather schematic bodies, sometimes in the form of a straight line representing
the torso, with two strokes to the left and right representing arms. Their most characteristic
features, however, are the elaborate forms of their heads, most often in the form of one or more
concentric circles, either filled or surrounded by point-dots and short lines radiating outwards.
These features, which at first glance resemble a schematic image of a radiating sun, informed
the name ‘sun-headed’ or ‘sun gods’ which was attached both to these petroglyphs and to other
rock images found at other sites in Central Asia (Kadyrbaev and Mariyashev 1977; Maksimova
et al. 1985; Kuzmina 1986, 1994; Martynov 1988; Martynov et al. 1992; Davis-Kimball and
Martynov 1993). These rock images are relatively uncommon, and their two main
concentrations can be identified in the southern part of Central Asia.3 The first is Saymaly-Tash
(Figure 5.1), located in the mountains of Kirghizstan, and the second is the Tamgaly Valley in
south-east Kazakhstan (Figure 5.2). In an attempt to elucidate some reservations concerning the
interpretation of these petroglyphs as solar gods, and to identify some features which may
suggest their shamanistic context, this chapter will refer to the petroglyphs of the latter site,
investigated by me in August 1997.4

The Valley of Tamgaly is situated in the low Chu-Ili Mountains in the steppe area of south-
east Kazakhstan, approximately 170 km to the north-west of the city of Alma-Ata. The
petroglyphs were discovered by A.G. Maksimova in 1957 (Maksimova 1958), and later
investigated further by other scholars (Maksimova et al. 1985; Mariyashev 1994; Samashev and
Rogozhinskij 1995). The interpretations proposed hitherto tended to identify the ‘sun-headed’
images with depictions of solar gods, owing to the wider assumption that the solar cult was a
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Figure 5.1 Examples of ‘sun-gods’ in Saymaly-Tash, Kirghizstan (after Martynov et al. 1992: figs 49–51).
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Figure 5.2 ‘Sun-headed’ petroglyphs in the Tamgaly Valley (3. Redrawn from the photograph in
Maksimova et al. [1985: fig. 9]; remaining images copied by author in 1997).



predominant religious idea among the Bronze Age populations of Central Asia (Pomaskina
1976: 23–6). One should bear in mind that this interpretation arose from the acceptance of an
evolutionary paradigm according to which totemic beliefs were assumed to have been replaced
by the worship of heavenly bodies. This shift was believed to have taken place at the time of the
spreading of animal husbandry and a cattle-breeding economy. Thus, numerous oval-shaped
rock images were often interpreted as expressions of sun worship, and only recently have new
propositions emerged to explain some of them, for example, in the context of astronomical
observations (Devlet 1999). Consequently, the anthropomorphic images with unusual oval
heads were taken to be representations of the main deity of this period – the sun god – and the
formal differentiation between such petroglyphs was claimed to express different functions of
the solar gods (Maksimova et al. 1985; Martynov et al. 1992; Mariyashev 1994).

However, this interpretation is questionable from a number of standpoints. First, since ‘the
resemblance in any degree is no sufficient condition for representation’ (Goodman 1968: 4), the
association between the round heads and the shape of the sun cannot be taken as proof of the
claim that the petroglyphs in question represent sun gods. A further reservation concerns the
assumption that rock images are direct representations of mythological personages. Last, but not
least, this interpretation removes the petroglyphs from the context which they create with other
petroglyphs at a given site, and ascribes them to one descriptive category, which thence becomes
an explanatory one.

In order to progress beyond generalising explanations, greater attention should be focused on
the analysis of given petroglyphs within their local context of a particular site. Furthermore,
although one cannot rule out a certain common denotative dimension to this kind of
petroglyph in the wider territory of Central Asia, such comparisons will be more justifiable
following the distinction of their specificities, expressed in terms of their relation to other rock
images at the particular site. Avoiding the isolation of the petroglyphs in question from their
local context, this chapter will instead attempt to examine the interpretations hitherto expressed,
by analysing the ‘sun gods’ of one site (the Tamgaly Valley) through the definition of their
possible symbolical context resulting from their relations to other petroglyphs found in the
same area.

FOLLOWING THE HORSE

In the Tamgaly Valley, approximately twenty such images have been recorded, some appearing
individually, some combined with animal depictions (bull, horse, goat), others with human
forms. The most spectacular scene featuring ‘sun gods’ is a large panel upon which are engraved
six large-format figures (Figure 5.3). Even here, in spite of the fact that the figures appear on
one single block of stone, previous researchers, in several publications, presented them as being
mutually separate images (e.g. Mariyashev 1994: Figs 2 and 3). Only first-hand examinations of
the Tamgaly figures permitted me to state that they form one ‘scene’. The petroglyphs are of
prehistoric date: a comparative analysis of rock art in Central Asia enables one to associate them
with the Bronze Age. 

Two forms on the left-hand side of the panel appear to constitute a more complex scene, in
which are arranged several animal images, as well as a row of small human figures in poses
suggesting dance. It is worth noting that two of these figures are distinguished by the short staffs
with semi-circular ends which they are holding in their upward-raised hands. This feature
appears to be a crucial interpretative lead, since several other petroglyphs of human figures can
be found in Tamgaly Valley which are distinguished by analogous hand-held staffs. A number of
these appear as individual petroglyphs, whilst others form more complex sequences. The latter,
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in particular, display certain specific features which allow one to suggest that they may represent
a symbolic context associated with shamanism.

The scenes which attract our attention specifically because of such associations in relation to
features appearing in a ‘sun god’ context are located on the opposite side of the valley to the
images described above. One of these scenes (Figure 5.4) presents five figures moving to the left,
a horse fallen in the opposite direction, the image of a dog in the upper part, and several motifs
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Figure 5.3 The big panel with ‘sun-headed’ petroglyphs newly traced by Muhiddin Huzanazarov and
Andrzej Rozwadowski in 1997, Tamgaly Valley (Scale: 10cm).

Figure 5.4 ‘Shamans’ associated with the horse, Tamgaly Valley (Scale: 10cm).



which are difficult to unambiguously
define. Each of the figures is holding in its
hand a kind of staff in the form of a
crosier, i.e. an object analogous to those
indicated above. This scene is of particular
interest due to several aspects which could
suggest an association of these petroglyphs
with shamanic practice and ideology.

The first, and clearest, kind of sham-
anic reference concerns the physical
appearance of these figures. Short growths
on the legs, torso and arms suggest a
disguise. One should note that analogous
elements are displayed by other figures,
appearing as individual petroglyphs, hold-
ing the above-mentioned staffs (Figure
5.5). Furthermore, the context of this
scene reveals a close similarity between
these elements of appearance and the
strongly defined horse’s mane on the right-hand side of the composition. Ethnographical data
concerning southern Siberian shamanism would support the assumption that we are dealing
here with either a realistic representation of people disguised in a horse’s hide or merely a
symbolic identification of human with horse. In the light of these sources, the ‘growths’ visible
on the bodies of the figures do not necessarily represent an actual dressing in a horse’s hide, but
may rather be bakhroms, i.e. dress accessories, usually of linen, attached to the outfit of the
shaman at the arms, back and chest. Where these were long, they symbolised bird feathers, or
the bird in general as a zoomorphological metaphor for shamanic journeying. Short bakhroms,
on the other hand, were identified with the coat of a particular animal (Shvets 1998: 215),
which, in this instance, corresponds well with their similarity to a horse’s mane.

The next aspect to consider is the staff which the figures hold in their hands. This can be
interpreted as being a shepherds’ crook. However, the scene in question does not evoke associ-
ations with the daily life of shepherds, just as the length of these staffs barely lends itself to a
purely functional interpretation. The five specifically attired human figures holding staffs are
walking away from the horse, which is heading in the opposite direction. The scene therefore
appears more likely to be of a symbolic rather than realistic nature. According to ethnographic
data for the local territory, crosier-shaped shepherds’ crooks were a common attribute of Central
Asian shamans (Basilov 1976: 153; 1992: 288). In regional terms, this is also one of the key
elements distinguishing the Central Asian shamanic complex from its northern Asian or
Siberian equivalent. In the latter, the main attribute of the shamans was the drum, which in
shamanic practices in southern Kazakhstan was used only sporadically. In this context, the
classical drum of Siberian shamans could be related to the tambourine used by the shamans of
Kazakhstan, which did not feature the drawings on its skin that are characteristic for Siberia. It
should also be mentioned here that, for example in Altai, the use of the staff sometimes
constituted an initial stage in the learning of the shamanic art by ‘apprentices’, who only later
began to celebrate rituals with the drum (Sagalaev 1992: 108).

Determining how long the staff has been an attribute of local shamans is obviously a very
complex process. Could it have fulfilled such a function in Bronze Age times? Theoretically, this
cannot be excluded, at least when one considers that Bronze Age culture was associated with the
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Figure 5.5 Examples of dressed humans with crosier-like staffs
(after Samashev 1999: fig. 5).



pastoral life-style (Kuzmina 1994). Thus, it cannot be ruled out that the shepherd’s crook may
already have gained the symbolic value in question, all the more so since, at that time, the
possession of livestock was most probably a sure index of status, both symbolically as well as
economically.

The symbolical-ritual significance of this attribute is also confirmed by petroglyphs in the
Karatau Mountains, where they appear in scenes with human figures, who, again, are disting-
uished by elements of their disguise (tails), and whose expressions suggest some form of ritual
activity, perhaps dance.

Also worth mentioning in this context is the culture of the local dervishes, linked to the
tradition of Sufism – a mystical version of Islam directed towards the direct knowledge of God
through contact with the senses. This led to a strong development of specific trance techniques
which enabled one to make momentary contact with God. To this end (especially in Central
Asia where Islam overlapped with local shamanic traditions), the Sufis adapted certain shamanic
techniques (the transmission of features between Sufism and shamanism was of a reciprocal
nature), among which trance experiences were of key importance (Sukhareva 1960: 44–58;
Gibb 1965: 108; Basilov 1992: 279–303). The stimuli for these trances were narcotics such as
hashish, opium and wine, as well as song, music and dance (Skl⁄adankowa 1996: 152). The
definite closeness which appeared between Sufist and local shamanic practices, emphasising the
importance of mystical experience, also led some shamans to enter, or to partially identify
themselves with Sufist monasteries (Basilov 1992). Also not without significance here was the
ideological pressure of Islam, propagated as the compulsory religion (Kośko 1999). The Sufis
adapted not only ideological aspects of shamanic culture, but also a number of attributes
relating to appearance or ritual guise. Of particular interest here is the use by Central Asian
dervishes of crosier-shaped staffs (Figure 5.6), of precisely the same form as those recorded in
petroglyphs of the Tamgaly Valley.

Any conclusions drawn on the basis of relatively recent ethnographical data relating to
shamanic practices in Kazakhstan are obviously hypothetical. Further proof of the difficulty in
transposing those data onto prehistoric times lies in the fact that in the analysis of the
shamanism of this region there is no record of the custom of taking on specific disguises, a
feature which is characteristic of Siberian shamans. Nevertheless, taking into account the
strength of the shaman’s link with the animal world throughout Central Asia, including
Kazakhstan, one can suspect that this custom could have undergone a transformation, under

the influence of the local cultural context
– in early times, mainly the Iranian
tradition, and later Islamic ideology –
within which these regions of Asia were to
be found as early as the seventh century,
and which, albeit to a much lesser degree
and significantly later, influenced the
culture of the regions of southern Siberia.

The relation between the disguised
crosier-wielding figures and the horse is
suggestive for the following reasons. In
the shamanism of Central Asia, the
shamanic staff is often identified, on a
symbolic level, with the horse. This is due
to the swiftness of this animal. The
shaman’s staff was, therefore, his horse,
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Figure 5.6 The staff of the Central Asian dervish (Museum of
the Culture of Uzbekistan in Tashkent).



which just as speedily could transport him to another world in order to carry out a particular
ritual. On the other hand, the horse was often not just a symbolic animal, but also an essential
element in shamanic rituals, during which it was even put to death. Although these data are
rather more connected with more northerly areas, the symbolic representation of the horse is
also confirmed in Kazakh traditions of shamanism. Of particular interest here is the chthonic
symbolism of this animal, which fulfilled the function of a go-between with the world of the
dead (Toleubaev 1991: 137–48). Transporting the soul of the dead to the other world was one
of the functions of the shaman, for whom the horse may therefore have been an essential
symbolic element. The suggested symbolic context is all the more interesting due to the fact
that right at the entrance to Tamgaly Valley, and in other locations nearby, can be found a
Bronze Age cemetery (Mariyashev and Goryachev 1993; Rogozhinskij 1999). It is, therefore,
certain that ceremonies connected with the burial of the dead took place here.

The symbolic representation of the transportation of souls to the afterworld may also be
indicated by the way in which the two main compositional elements are directed: the people
moving in the opposite direction to the horse. If the horse were a symbol of the departing soul,
it must have made its way to the world of the dead, i.e. the opposite world to that of humans.

MEANING FOUND IN THE ROCK

Thus, the supposed symbolic representation of passing over may have been linked to burial
ceremonies. The range of connotations could, however, be wider. On a symbolic level, the
‘passing’ motif is also a certain kind of transformation. Until now, our attention has been
concentrated on that which was represented. However, besides the representation itself, of
equally significant symbolic value could be how and where a given image was created. For
example, the row of five figures (Figure 5.4) begins from the image which is not only smallest,
but also the shallowest engraved, which is only noticeable on very close inspection of the rock
face. Each of the following figures was made deeper, and each is bigger than its predecessor.
Hence, one can observe a definite logic behind the presentation of these human images. They
begin with the smallest and shallowest, ending with the largest and most deeply made. In
addition, their principal ‘transformation’ occurs immediately after crossing the crack in the rock
which divides the sequence into three smaller and two larger figures. Thus, both the method in
which they were made and the selection of surface features of the rock appear to have been
intentional, serving to express a particular symbolism connected with the whole composition. It
is difficult to state for certain whether the crack concerned was of the same form at the time the
petroglyphs were created, or whether it only developed much later. Today, the stone blocks are
severely damaged, most probably as a result of earthquakes, which sporadically afflict this region
of Asia. Nevertheless, some other Tamgaly Valley petroglyphs give credence to the hypothesis
that stone cracks were deliberately selected for petroglyph compositions, in order to lend them a
specific symbolic overtone.

A few dozen metres away there is an enigmatic petroglyph of an animal, centrally divided by
two parallel cracks (Figure 5.7). Again, we can observe a certain transformation in the animal
appearing at the place where the rock is split. It is clear from the visible mane that this is the
image of a horse. To the right of the crack are shown its large head and neck; to the left we see
only the extreme hindquarters and big tail. The proportions here are clearly uneven. At the
point of the crack, where the large head and neck end, the small hindquarters and hind legs
begin. It is also significant that it is not just the form of the animal that undergoes some
transformation, but equally the technique with which it was made. The head and neck were
made in a deep and strongly defined fashion, whereas the hindquarters are more vague and
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shallow pointed. It is worth noting that
this transformation involves a horse: the
same animal which was a crucial
component of the scene analysed earlier
which also displayed clear signs of a
certain metamorphosis.

At a short distance from the scene dis-
played in Figure 5.4 is a further, barely
distinguishable petroglyph, made using a
loose and shallow point technique (Figure
5.8). It presents a human figure, or rather
part of a figure, since the only parts clearly
distinguished are the legs and part of the
torso, which ‘dissolves’ on meeting two

parallel cracks. Beyond that point, instead of the upper part of the torso and the head, is a
relatively large, incomplete oval, surrounded by point-dots. It should be noted that the form of
the ‘head’ of this figure belongs to the specific distinguishing traits of the enigmatic
anthropomorphic figures which previous studies have identified with sun gods. In addition, the
figure shown here is characterised by a tail ending in two balls. As we saw above, an analogous
‘extremity’ is displayed by the horse which undergoes a metamorphosis at the moment of contact

with two analogous parallel cracks. This
dispels the previous doubt that rock
cracks, at least in the case of these few
petroglyphs, played an integral role in the
compositions in question, emphasising in
a graphic way a certain transformation
experienced by man and horse.

The possible shamanic context of these
petroglyphs suggested above is thus pro-
vided with a further interesting argument,
in the form of the possible use of cracks as
a metaphor for the shamanic experience
connected with the passage between two
worlds: the earthly and the spiritual. This
signification of cracks in shamanic ideo-
logy and practice has been convincingly
suggested not just in Asian shamanism,
but also in other shamanic traditions, and
as such could appear to be a relatively
universal phenomenon of the graphic
expression of the shamanic state of trance.

In recent years, several lines of argu-
ment have been put forward in relation to
the deliberate linking of rock images with
those natural features of the rock surface
which could fulfil an essential signifying
function connected with shamanic exper-
iences. This has been suggested in relation
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Figure 5.7 The horse divided by two parallel cracks, Tamgaly
Valley (Scale: 10cm).

Figure 5.8 The transformed human figure associated with two
parallel cracks, Tamgaly Valley (Scale: 10cm).



to a variety of contexts, such as southern Africa (Lewis-Williams and Dowson 1990; Dowson
1998a; Ouzman 1998: 36) and south-western regions of North America (Turpin 1994: 85;
Whitley 1992, 1998). Equally, in Asian shamanic traditions narrow rock cracks have repeatedly
been identified with places through which the shaman, with difficulty (metaphor for a perilous
passage), enters the underworld (Kośko 1990: 77; Sagalaev 1992: 55–6; Vitebsky 1996: 70). An
interesting context here is that of the practice of Siberian shamans connected with the
consumption of toadstools, which led the shaman to enter an altered state of consciousness. One
of the more common reactions of individuals under the influence of the hallucinogenic effect of
this fungus was the impression of a making a great effort to squeeze their way into a small crack,
which appeared to them to be a door. Other accounts more generally referred to an impression of
passing through various kinds of narrow openings (Devlet 1998: 212–13).

The symbolic dimension of cracks in image-bearing rocks has also been noted in Siberia.
There exists among the numerous peoples of Siberia the belief that petroglyphs were made in
ancient times by local gods, with whom only the shaman could enter into direct contact.
Another frequently shared view is that the stones or rocks on which these images appear are
inhabited by the spirits considered to have created the petroglyphs, and that, in order to contact
these spirits, the shaman had to find his way into the rock/mountain (Sagalaev 1992: 60–78).
Ethnographic sources are rich in material related to the contemporary worship of such places.
Various kinds of offerings are placed there, such as animals or other goods (objects, food). One
intriguing feature of this worship is the squeezing of the offerings into the rock cracks, which it
would be difficult to explain exclusively by the wish to prolong the life of these offerings by
forcing them into the rock rather than simply laying them on the ground. Items placed into
such cracks include arrows, wooden implements for starting a fire, and sticks which may have
served in the past to suspend other ritual objects (Kochmar 1985; Tivanenko 1989: 93–7). An
Altaic reflection of the belief in a posthumous journey into a mountain is probably provided by
the frequent location of the graves of shamans at the foot of mountains, whilst their ritual
attributes were buried in caves considered to be entrances to the other world. Also, according to
Yakutsk legend, it was precisely through caves that a person could enter the underworld
(Alekseyev 1984: 51). By contrast, in Sayano-Altai, there is evidence of the custom of ‘burying’
the bodies of those who died at an early age actually in the cracks (Sagalaev 1992: 78).

Also of interest in this context would appear to be the function of the hatchet, which some
Altaic shamans used when performing rituals connected with the beginning of winter, in order
to break the ice which separated them from the kingdom of Ulgen (the ruler of the upper
world). They would then use the crack they had made in the ice to pass into that other world
(Potapov 1991: 141). Could the shamanic staffs pictured in the hands of the figures associated
with rock cracks in the Tamgaly Valley have had a similar function?

Hence, if the petroglyphs under analysis here were indeed connected with a shamanic
context, then their relations with rock cracks not only do not run counter to such an
interpretation, but actually strengthen its probability. Thus, there are two separate lines of
argumentation supporting the linking of the enigmatic ‘sun gods’ with a shamanic context: (1)
through ethnographic analogies (disguise in or imitation of animal hide, and shamanic staffs)
and (2) universal sensations accompanying trance experiences expressed by the crack as a
metaphor for a difficult passage.

This latter strand can be developed further. In recent years, of profound effect among
researchers of rock art has been the neuropsychological model proposed by J.D. Lewis-Williams
and T.A. Dowson (1988). This model met with extreme evaluations and, as Dowson (1999)
himself asserts a decade later, led to a methodological impasse in the sphere of shamanistic
interpretations of rock art. The greatest criticism was aroused by the application of this model
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to art of an unknown ethnographic context, and conclusions concerning its shamanistic
overtones drawn simply on the basis of the identification of entoptic images, which, as
Dronfield later showed (1996), can also be found in art which was not inspired by trance
experience. However, if the possibility exists of complementing the neuropsychological model
with other elements indicating a shamanic context for the art in question, the whole interpret-
ation should gain a more convincing justification (cf. the prime example of linking different
lines of evidence to suggest the shamanistic context of the Coso petroglyphs – Whitley et al.
1999), since there is no doubt that individuals entering an altered state of consciousness are
receptive to the perception of certain defined geometrical images which, to a certain degree,
appear to be universal (Siegel and Jarvik 1975). The only question which remains is whether to
treat such an argument as fundamental, or as complementary to others.

Among the most widespread entoptic images recorded are a range of variants of the oval
shape. These take the form of circles, concentric arrangements of point-dots, or lines radiating
from a central point (Horowitz 1975: 178–9). A significant proportion of such images display
crucial similarities to the head forms of the ‘sun gods’ under discussion here (Figure 5.9).5

Hence, if the ‘entoptic lead’ is accepted as complementary to previous considerations, one may
advance the thesis that the detailed analysis of these petroglyphs in their local context – the
Tamgaly Valley – allows us to suggest an interpretation at variance with their identification with
‘sun gods’. First, a shamanistic context would appear to be more credible; second, an acceptable
contention is that they rather represent graphic metaphors, at least partially, of trance
experiences – an essential distinguishing characteristic of shamanic practice:

Horse Crack ‘Sun heads’

metaphor of metaphor of entoptic
shaman’s journey ‘trance-formation’ phenomena
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Figure 5.9 ‘Sun-heads’ (cf. Figure 5.3) and entoptic imagery after Horowitz (1975: fig. 2).



SUN-HEADED IMAGES, SHAMANISM AND THE INDO-IRANIANS

The linking of these anthropomorphic figures with the horse motif does not exhaust their
associations with other petroglyphs of the Tamgaly Valley. In several cases, they occur in the
company of bulls. The intriguing aspect here is that in one of the scenes, the figure associated
with the bull is distinguished by elements very reminiscent of a crosier-shaped staff (Figure 5.2),
although these are not held in the hand, but rather appear to be attached to the shoulders. This
example suggests a potential link between these figures and elements identified as shamanic
staffs. From this, it would seem that ‘sun gods’ appear in association with both the horse and
the bull. Of course, it is difficult to judge whether all anthropomorphic figures of this type
belong to one cultural context, operating at an identical semantic level. Their symbolic repre-
sentation could have been diverse, even within one single site. The form of their presentation
could have been adapted by other societies, be it due to symbolic or to functional consider-
ations. Such a stylistic form could have been perceived as more effective, with the aim of
producing particular effects. Yet one cannot exclude the hypothesis that the majority are linked
to a single cultural, and perhaps also ethnic, context. If we accept such a possibility, then these
‘sun gods’ could be regarded from a perspective which need not completely exclude the earlier
interpretations, but may complement them constructively.

Researchers of these petroglyphs have, on more than one occasion, suggested a link between
them and the tradition of Indo-Iranian peoples thought to have inhabited the territory of
Central Asia in the second millennium BC, at the moment either just before their split into the
Iranian and Indian branches or just after this separation, which occurred at least as early as the
mid-second millennium BC. Datings of the rock art of Central Asia show that the petroglyphs
in question are probably linked to this chronological context. Moreover, the comparative
analysis of rock art and Indo-Iranian mythology suggest that the relations between the human
form motif, the horse and the bull are clearly visible both among petroglyphs and in that
mythology. Of particular interest is the fact that the arrangement of these elements plays a key
role in the reconstruction of Indo-Iranian cosmogony (Lincoln 1975). Besides this, an analysis
of the Tamgaly Valley petroglyphs enables one to confirm a crucial structural correspondence
between the grammar of this rock art and Indo-Iranian mythology (Rozwadowski 1999d, In
press).

Therefore, the linking of these petroglyphs with Indo-Iranian tradition is probably justified,
especially in terms of their temporal-spatial context. In previous studies, there has been a
conviction that these petroglyphs are of a purely mythological nature, perceived as representing
gods of the pantheon of Indo-Iranian mythology. The interpretations outlined in this chapter
could, therefore, be perceived as running contrary to previous hypotheses. A deeper analysis of
this issue, however, shows that this is true only to a certain extent. The shamanic context of
these petroglyphs which has been brought into relief here need not completely contradict their
association with either Indo-Iranian tradition or the wider Indo-European tradition, since a
thorough analysis of these brings to light many aspects which are strongly connected with
shamanistic practices and ideology (Eliade 1964; Ogibenin 1968; Bongard-Levin and
Grantovskiy 1974: 84–93; Rozwadowski 1999c), if, that is, we tend towards an understanding
of shamanism as a complex of certain forms defining the practice which involves making
contact with the other world by entering a state of trance.

A shamanistic context of Indo-Iranian tradition could be advanced both on a phenomeno-
logical level and in relation to Central Asian shamanic tradition. Since this subject lies beyond
the framework of the present article (cf. Rozwadowski 1999c), only its main aspects will be
indicated here.
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Perhaps the most striking aspect is that of soma/haoma – the sacred ritual drink with
hallucinogenic properties. The cult of soma has pride of place within Indo-Iranian culture, and
although probably not every soma/haoma was a hallucinogenic drink (Avesta informs that the
haoma plant was ‘of many kinds’ [Boyce 1975: 158]), in a large number of cases described in
Vedic and Avestan texts it induces a state which could properly be referred to as distinctly trance-
like (Flattery and Schwartz 1989; Jurewicz 1995). Also intriguing is the fact that the concept
which Indo-Iranian tradition has presented of the threefold division of the cosmos into upper,
intermediate and lower worlds is also one of the characteristic features of Central Asian
shamanistic ideology. Although this is a relatively universal concept of cosmological construction,
the fact that, according to mythological tradition, this division was established during a ritual act
closely connected with the consumption of the mystical soma may suggest a close link between
the soma ritual and the trichotomous perception of the world. Finally, an analysis of the ritual
context of Indo-Iranian tradition allows one to suggest that the function of the priest, very
strongly represented in Aryan culture, was developed from the more ancient shamanic practice.

The petroglyph analysis outlined here allows one to accept the hypothesis of the shamanic
character of the so-called ‘sun gods’ of the Tamgaly Valley. In the light of previous consider-
ations, one could also question the very hypothesis that these petroglyphs represent sun gods,
since they could be interpreted as a graphical metaphor of shamanic rituals and of the personal
experiences of the shamans performing particular rituals. Admittedly, one cannot exclude the
thesis that these are images of gods with which the person identified during a trance (cf.
Ripinsky-Naxon 1997: 71). It is, however, doubtful that they are simple representations of gods
along the lines of illustrations of myths. Hence the second fundamental question to be
discussed here, namely how to understand rock images in the context of their ontological status.

TAMGALY PETROGLYPHS VERSUS OTHER ‘SUN-HEADED’ IMAGES IN CENTRAL ASIA

As mentioned above, anthropomorphic images distinguished by the unnatural form of their
heads are also known from other sites in Central Asia. On the basis of certain perceived formal
analogies, researchers have tended to consider that they should be linked with an analogous
semantic context. However, the relations between form and semantics can be extremely
complex, and sometimes arbitrary. Admittedly, one cannot exclude the hypothesis of an
analogous symbolic representation attributed to a particular stylistic convention, yet it is highly
doubtful whether it is universally repeated in every instance. Thus by analysing the possible
symbolic context of the petroglyphs at one particular site, we can inquire whether the
interpretation of these motifs in the Tamgaly Valley could also be valid for the semantic context
of similar motifs discovered at other sites.

The visual similarity between the head forms of these petroglyphs and entoptic images, as
discussed above, could be accepted as a justified argument in favour of a shamanic interpret-
ation, especially with the independent support from other rock art studies elsewhere. This being
the case, the ‘entoptic lead’ becomes a potentially fruitful one, and as such should not be
ignored. In presenting the potential value of such an interpretative indicator, I shall refer to
several further examples of analogous petroglyphs, also distinguished by the specific head forms,
found at other rock art sites in Central Asia.

One of the more spectacular examples is located in the Sarmishsay Valley in the Nuratau
Mountains of central Uzbekistan (Figure 5.10 left). It shows the figure of a person standing
with slightly bent knees and arms extended forwards, probably holding some form of
attribute (rope?). The attribute is difficult to identify due to the exfoliation of the surface of
the rock on which the image was engraved. Lines leading outwards from the level of the hips
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suggest that this person may have had a tail attached. The head of the figure was replaced by
a proportionately very large oval shape, the inside of which was of a clear oval shape, while
the outside was finished in a zigzag form. The right side of this ‘head’ is not visible, due to
damage to the rock surface. However, one may suspect that originally it represented, or was
intended to represent, a whole oval. Thus, again we are dealing with a human figure with an
unnatural oval head form. Furthermore, as with the Tamgaly Valley petroglyphs, there is a
striking similarity between the head form here and visional images recorded in laboratory
studies (Figure 5.10 right).

As was mentioned above, after Tamgaly the second-largest concentration of so-called ‘sun gods’
in this part of Asia is the Saymaly-Tash site in the mountains of Kirghizstan. It is difficult to give a
competent evaluation here of the petroglyphs of this site, since they are familiar to me only from
publications, in which, once again, they are most frequently presented as single images, often
isolated from the context which they forge with other petroglyphs (e.g. Martynov et al. 1992: Figs
49–54). This, in turn, is a consequence of the priorities of the overall explanatory scheme to which
the documentation was subordinated. Starting from the a priori supposition that these images
were representations of ‘sun gods’, care was taken to present only those petroglyphs which fitted
this scheme. Hence the present impossibility of stating their relations to other petroglyphs or to
features of the rock surface, which, in the case of the Tamgaly petroglyphs, proved to be of crucial
significance. Nevertheless, in the light of
considerations hitherto available, it is
possible to make certain suggestions
relating to these petroglyphs. I would like
to draw attention here to the numerous
geometrical motifs noted in Saymaly-Tash,
which again display crucial similarities to
the frequently noted visional images. There
we can find both a rather ‘chaotic’ zigzag
pattern (Figure 5.11) and chain-like
motifs. The latter have remarkably close
analogies in art for which hypotheses have
recently been put forward that it was
inspired by states of trance (Figure 5.12).
This concerns European megalithic tomb
art (Bradley 1989: Figure 4; Hedges 1994:
Figure 11a; Dronfield 1995: Figure 5) and
the rock art of western North America
(Hedges 1994: Figs 5, 7) and possibly of
the Andes region of South America
(Hedges 1994: 115; also Pia 1999a,
1999b). The analysis carried out by
Hedges (1992, 1994) shows that the
origins of ‘crenellation design’ may lie in
visional experiences, the best record of
which concern Tukano Indians (e.g.
Reichel-Dolmatoff 1978). Therefore, it is
probable that the presence of similar
geometrical motifs among the petroglyphs
of Saymaly-Tash is not entirely coinci-
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Figure 5.10 The human figure with unnatural head (Sarmishsay
Valley, Uzbekistan) versus visual imagery (right – 1, 2, 3) after
Richards (1971: 90, 91). The dots indicate the centre of vision.



dental, but may result from the common
source of ‘mental imagery’ generated
through trance experiences.

The suggestions put forward in rela-
tion to the Saymaly-Tash petroglyphs
must, however, be qualified by the fact
that an essential component of the art at
this site is the image of a harnessed cart.
Even if we accept that these are repres-
entations of a clearly symbolic character,
their symbolism may be connected to
certain forms of agriculture known to
the artists of these petroglyphs. Such has
also hitherto been the context in which
the Saymaly-Tash petroglyphs have been
interpreted (Golendukhin 1971). This
represents one essential difference from
the rock art in Tamgaly, where the few
cart images that are present appear only
occasionally, and not in scenes with
the anthropomorphic figures under dis-
cussion here, in contrast to the case in
Saymaly-Tash.

ESCHATOLOGY AND INTERACTION

The interpretations of the Saymaly-Tash images put forward here should, of course, be treated
as suggestions rather than statements. Nonetheless, they arise from the analysis of similar
petroglyphs in the Tamgaly Valley, the shamanic context of which appears to be likely. Of
course, the meaning of these petroglyphs could have differed between various sites, yet it is
possible that the origins of this form of expression of human figures in this part of Central Asia
lie in shamanic experiences connected with entering an altered state of consciousness. Central
Asian shamanism, as indicated at the beginning of this chapter, is an extremely ancient practice,
evidence of which can be found in Bronze Age images discovered in tombs at Altai on the
Karakol River (Figure 5.13), to which the Tamgaly Valley anthropomorphic figures are
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Figure 5.11 Zigzag motifs in Saymaly-Tash, the site in
Kirghizstan with numerous ‘sun-headed’ petroglyphs (redrawn
from the photo no. 13 in Martynov 1992 et al.).

Figure 5.12 Comparison of double crenellation motifs in petroglyphs of: 1. Chile (after Hedges 1994: Fig. 8); 2.
Arizona (after Hedges 1994: Fig. 5g); and 3. Saymaly-Tash (after Martynov et al. 1992: 11).



sometimes compared (e.g. Devlet 1997). These have been noted on the stone slabs used to
construct kurgan graves, and on the basis of their archaeological context have been dated to the
turn of the third- second or the mid-second millennium BC (Kubarev 1988). This complex is
associated with the Okunievo culture. The similarities with the paintings and engravings from
the tombs in Karakol concern the enlarged form of the heads of these figures and the guise in
which they appear, which displays strong references to the ethnographically recorded ritual
disguises of Altaic shamans. The aspect which appears to be of particular interest in this context
is the fact that these figures appeared in art connected with a burial context, i.e. with the
symbolic journey of the deceased to another world, probably the underworld. D.G. Savinov
(1997) recently proffered the conclusion, based on an analysis of this kind of petroglyph in the
wider context of southern Siberia, that most probably these figures should be symbolically
linked to burial ceremonies. The interpretation of the Tamgaly petroglyphs advanced in the
present chapter leads to similar conclusions. Therefore, we could be touching on a common
symbolic context for such petroglyphs in Central Asia which are dated to a similar period
(Bronze Age), where a key role was played by the shaman in the function of a psychopomp.

In conclusion, I would like once more to refer to the problem of the ethnic identification of
the creators of these petroglyphs. As mentioned above, the majority of researchers have tended
to work from the traditions of Iranian, Indo-Iranian or Indo-European peoples. This is justified
insofar as the linguistic-archaeological context suggests that the expansion of the Indo-European
tradition towards Central Asia most probably began at the turn of the third–second millennium
BC (assuming, that is, that the homeland of the Indo-Europeans was the steppes of Eurasia –
compare the opposite view of Gamkrelidze and Ivanov 1984; Renfrew 1989). Such is indicated
by the historico-comparative linguistics thesis according to which the Indo-Iranian group of
languages, already distinguishable from the original Indo-European family, began at this time to
split into the Iranian and Indian branches (Allchin 1995: 56) – a split which must have taken
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Figure 5.13 Painted images on the slabs of graves (third/second millennium BC) in Altai (after Kubarev 1988: 
fig. 18).



place in a region of the Eurasian steppe difficult to define for certain (Mallory 1991). Taking
into account the fact that the nomadic culture of the first millennium BC (Sakas) was linked to
the Iranian tradition, it is highly likely that during the Bronze Age (second millenium BC)
Central Asia was at least partly populated by Indo-Iranian peoples, or by the already distinct
Iranian and Indian peoples. In questioning the interpretation of the petroglyphs under
consideration here as representing gods of the Indo-Iranian mythological pantheon, the
intention is not to state that Indo-Iranian mythology represents an unjustified interpretative
context. It is undoubtedly a proven source for semantic-symbolic interpretation of rock art in
Central Asia, as was also argued personally by the author of this chapter in other works
(Rozwadowski 1997, 1999a, 1999d, in press). If, in addition, we take into consideration the
presence in the Indo-Iranian tradition of certain ideas concerning a clear shamanic accent, it
turns out that the shamanic context suggested in this chapter need not necessarily entirely
exclude earlier interpretations. On the contrary, it would appear that it may significantly enrich
our knowledge of Indo-Iranian tradition and of rock art in Central Asia.
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Figure 5.14 Location of the sites with rock art imagery of potential shamanistic features in relation to the
hypothesis about expanding Indo-Europeans from the Eurasian steppes.



The assumed moment of appearance of this type of petroglyph in Central Asia steers us
towards the question of the possible social context which may have stimulated the creation of
these images. Their dating at the turn of the third-second millenium or the beginning of the
second millenium BC clearly corresponds to the period of expansion of the new Indo-European
cultural model (Figure 5.14), including the new model of life philosophy, which must have
come into contact with various forms of autochthonous cultural traditions. Any attempt to
define these traditions would, of course, be extremely hypothetical. What may well be
supposed, however, is that this period could have witnessed pivotal confrontations between at
least two distinct life philosophies – the newly arriving Indo-European model, and the local
model, which is more difficult to define (‘paleoasiatic’, ‘proto-turkic’). This could prove an
important lead to a more complete understanding of rock art traditions in this part of Asia (cf.
Jacobson 1993: 117–40), since shamanic activity is considered to have often become more
vigorous at times of cultural and ethnic tensions (Dowson 1994, 1998b). Therefore, it is
perhaps in the area of specific cultural confrontations that we could seek the origins of the
petroglyphs analysed here. From this perspective, their shamanic context takes on a new
dimension in relation to their linking with the tradition of Indo-Iranian peoples.

NOTES

1 This chapter was written while I was in receipt of a scholarship from the Foundation for Polish Science.
2 Erdy (1999) identifies motifs connected with shamanic rituals found among that part of the rock art

of southern Siberia which has been identified with the Xiong-nu culture of this period (probably the
ancestors of the Huns).

3 In Altai and in southern Siberia, further locations are known of somewhat similar rock images of
human figures with elaborate head forms, and others representing only human faces, which are often
described under the analogous name ‘sun-headed images’ (cf. Devlet 1997).

4 The research undertaken in Tamgaly was part of a wider project, focussing on an analysis of the
relation between rock art and Indo-Iranian mythology, carried out by the Adam Mickiewicz
University in Poznan in co-operation with the Institute of Archaeology in Almaty and the Institute of
Archaeology in Samarkand. I wish to express my indebtedness to Muhiddin Huzanazarov and Zaynulo
Samashev for their fruitful collaboration.

5 With reference to the interpretation of these petroglyphs as sun gods, it is worth considering a certain
variant of this explanation, according to which the two most spectacular anthropomorphic images in
Tamgaly (Figure 5.3) represented a pair of heavenly bodies – Sun and Moon (Mariyashev 1994: 34).
The figure characterised by rays projecting out from a circular head was supposed to represent Sun,
whereas Moon was represented by the figure with a round head, but without the rays typical for the
sun. This interpretation, albeit very close to earlier readings, does introduce an interesting lead,
hitherto unnoticed, which again points to a possible shamanic context. Namely, that the sun and the
moon belong to the most commonly found symbols of the upper world in the shamanism of
numerous Siberian nations (Kośko 1990: 57–76). They can commonly be found represented on
various ritual shamanic attributes, including the drum (Jankovics 1984). E. Devlet (1999) suggests
that the graphic symbols of Sun and Moon may be present among other petroglyphs, particularly the
so-called ‘spectacle-signs’ (two circular or oval shapes linked by one or more lines). The other
intriguing aspect of this scene deals with its vertical arrangement, precisely the row of small humans
‘dancing’ below the two big figures. Such a theme is often observed in the Altaic shamans’ drumhead
paintings. Furthermore, the possible interpretation of the central figure in the row as having sexual
relation with another inverted human can reflect the often reported idea of a sexual bond between the
shaman and his tutelary spirit (cf. Ripinsky-Naxon 1997: 36–40).
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Chapter Six

The materiality of shamanism as 
a ‘world-view’: Praxis, artefacts 
and landscape

Peter Jordan

Shamanism is not a ‘religion’ but rather a world-view system or a ‘grammar of the mind’
having many intercorrelations with ecology, economy, social structure for example.
Shamanic folklore in shamanistic societies is partly collective knowledge shared by the
clan, partly esoteric property known only by the shaman.

(Pentikäinen 1998: 59)

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter I shall investigate the social and material contexts in which shamanism forms a
means of communication. The Siberian Tungus word šaman, meaning approximately ‘person
with supranormal skills’, was introduced into western languages in the seventeenth century by
Protopop Avvakum. After being exiled to Siberia, this persecuted leader of the so-called Old
Believers witnessed Tungusic Evenki rituals led by a ‘shaman’ ritual specialist (Pentikäinen 1998:
49, 81). Following the introduction of the word into the international literature, and the
anthropological invention of the concept shaman-ism, contemporary usage of the word has
spread far beyond its original meaning in particular cultural contexts (Pentikäinen 1998: 81).
The distinction must therefore be made between specific Siberian groups who have a šaman,
and cultures with similar concepts but different vocabulary. Khanty hunter-fisher-gatherers of
western Siberia have the phenomenon (Pentikäinen 1998: 61) but not the word ‘shaman’ in
their native lexicon, the term elta-ku being used instead to indicate a person who beats on the
drum, summons helper spirits and cures illnesses (Kulemzin and Lukina 1992: 112).

In his classic analysis, ‘Ecological and phenomenological aspects of shamanism’, Åke
Hultkrantz moves beyond the simplistic assumption that shamanism forms either the traditional
religion of northern Eurasia, or indeed the religion of any ‘primitive’ society. Instead, he
carefully disects the concept of shaman-ism to argue that it is a configuration of very specific
values – a ‘complex’ (1996: 3). This shamanic complex displays several basic elements, turning
around the idea that the shaman must experience an ecstatic level of consciousness and be
assisted by helper spirits:

The central idea of shamanism is to establish means of contact with the supernatural world
by the ecstatic experiences of a professional and inspired intermediary, the shaman. 

(Hultkrantz 1996: 4)
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These abilities enable the shaman to be an agent of change in the social group, a priest, spirit-
healer or cultic official. Hultkrantz argues, however, that perhaps the most basic dimension to
shamanism is what he terms the ‘ideological premise’. In other words, the basic structures of
historically constituted and socially sanctioned cosmologies enable the shaman figure to make
communicative contact with the supernatural world, and to move between a number of different
domains inhabited by spirits, deities and human persons either living or dead. As Pentikäinen
argues, shamanism does not equate to a religion, with the associated Western assumptions that it
forms ‘just a sector of life among others’, but rather it represents a more comprehensive world-
view closely related to ecology, economy and social structures (1998: 61, 87). 

Anthropologists have devoted great effort to the investigation of shamanism as a form of
spiritual communication. Associated items of material culture including the shaman’s costume
and the heavily decorated drum, a central motif of northern Eurasian shamanism, have been
singled out for special attention as cognitive maps of the multi-layered universe through which
the shaman must fly (Pentikäinen 1998: 26–48; Pentikäinen et al. 1998). In this chapter,
however, I would like to adopt a more holistic focus and expand the investigation of shamanism
away from particular figures and their portable artefacts in order to explore its broader social
and material contexts. 

Thus, rather than presenting shamanistic cosmologies as timeless and overarching deter-
ministic structures I will attempt to explore how specific understandings of the world are
upheld by particular communities as forms of knowledge, which establish, through interactive
social practices (praxis), relationships of power and authority between those who know.
Moreover, these socially constructed world-views, reproduced and transformed through time
and over inhabited spaces, are not ‘free-floating’ but grounded in the essential materiality of the
human world. I will argue that the shaman be regarded as a member of a wider community,
thereby giving acts of shamanising and the ideological premise that facilitates and legitimates
them – a wider material and embodied social dimension (Figure 6.1). Drawing on a case-study
of the Siberian Khanty1 I will argue that the actions of the shaman form but one, albeit
celebrated, dimension to a much wider dialogue between human and spiritual domains.2 In this
broader field of communicative contact the actions of creation, use and deposition of material

culture form the essential media of com-
munication (Figure 6.2). Moreover,
investigating culturally constructed under-
standings of the inhabited landscape
forms an important dimension to this
study, for as Vitebsky notes ‘there can be
no landscape which is not already moulded
by human consciousness and does not in
turn form part of it’ (1992: 223).

SOULS, SPIRITS AND KHANTY
COSMOLOGY

There are several central themes running
through Khanty understandings of the
world, which can be argued to constitute
major elements of what Hultkrantz
(1996) describes as the ideological pre-
mise of shamanism: 
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• A three-tier construction of the
world, existing on either a vertical or
horizontal plane. The upper world,
where everything is white, is inhab-
ited by divine beings, including the
verkhnii khoziain (upper master)
Torum. The middle world, the
domain of humans and animals,
contains both black and white and
good and evil. The mighty River Ob’
runs through this world and drains
off somewhere to the north where it
empties downwards into the lower
world and flows in the opposite
direction. This black lower world is
populated by the human dead who
live their lives in reverse and by
illness spirits whose master is Kyn
Lung. From here illness spreads up-
wards into the middle world. In the
horizontal construction of the uni-
verse the upper world equates with
the warmer areas to the south, while
the underworld is located in the cold
northerly regions into which the main Siberian rivers drain, taking the souls of the dead
with them (Balzer 1981; Chernetsov 1963: Golovnev 1984; Kulemzin 1984: 171–2;
Kulemzin and Lukina 1992: 109).

• Human persons live out their lives in the taiga forests of the middle world. The Khanty
believe that humans (and bears) have four or five souls depending on gender and while
Chernetsov (1963) examines each of these in turn, others have argued that they amount to
two essential life forces located within a material body (Kulemzin 1984; Kulemzin and
Lukina 1977, 1992). The first of these is the free soul – an internal life force or lil’ – which
leaves the human body during dreaming, when it travels to the places seen in the dream.
Involuntary departure is also caused by fainting but if the lil’ soul does not or cannot
return then illness and death result. This ability to depart from the body for short periods
means that the free soul is particularly susceptible to being kidnapped or stolen. Evil
illness-causing spirits (either Kyn Lung or the spirits he controls) may take the soul to the
lower world, or it may be dragged away by souls of dead relatives who feel lonely on the
‘other side’ and cannot settle there. Thirdly the lil’ soul may be displaced by the intrusion
of illness-causing spirits in the middle world. In contrast to other human persons, the
shaman’s free soul may leave the body and wander into different realms although this
remains an inherently risky practice. The second soul is the body soul, which remains with
the body, yet can be destroyed when the physical integrity of the body is destroyed. This
soul or ‘life force’ is closely linked not only to the physical form of the body but also to the
shadow, reflection or impression that the body casts or makes. For this reason, sharp objects
should never be stuck into shadows or into foot-prints in the snow for fear that they will
cause the owner harm. Old clothes must be discarded with care for they maintain the
body’s impression, and are hence associated with its life forces. While the two life forces are
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to some extent independent they are both inextricably linked to the fate of an individual.
Thus, illness and death can result from the loss of lil’ but also from the destruction of the
physical body, which in turn impacts upon or destroys the body soul. While the Khanty
term lilenky describes living or animate beings (humans, animals) having the presence of a
(lil’) soul, the human dead are described as suram, that is not fully ‘dead’ but possessing
some life forces. In contrast truly inanimate objects are described as being entelilenky
(Kulemzin 1984; Kulemzin and Lukina 1977, 1992). 

• Not only humans may be termed lilenky. The presence of lil’ is revealed by the act of
breathing, transformation and the ability to move so that trees, animals, flowing water and
falling snow are also conceived to be animate or lilenky. Where these indicators are absent a
tree stump or stone may also become animate if a supernatural being (lung) settles within
it, for while human souls look like humans, and animal souls like animals, supernatural
beings can assume any form. However, material objects may also come to be regarded as
being animate if, through their physical form, they resemble other animate beings like
humans or animals. Hence, sacred anthropomorphic spirit dolls and other items of
material culture are thought animate as are natural feaures of the landscape, which may
resemble human or animal features (Kulemzin 1984; Kulemzin and Lukina 1977: 154–5).
For example, at a holy site on the Malyi Iugan there is a boulder singled out for special
veneration due to its close resemblance to the form of a bear’s head. 

There is also an inherent fatalism in Khanty approaches to death (Balzer 1987: 1086), first
because souls of the dead are reincarnated into the new-born living (see, for example,
Chernetsov 1963). Kulemzin and Lukina (1992: 108) note that for elderly or middle-aged
Khants the departure to the ‘other side’ was not regarded as a great tragedy, merely the
departure from one group of close relatives to those of another who ‘lived’ on in the underworld
of the dead. Here, time flowing backwards would ensure their eventual reincarnation, which,
according to informants on the Malyi Iugan occurred ‘within three years’. In the shorter term,
however, it was widely believed that the length of a person’s life has been decided in advance by
Torum, the supreme being, or by Pugos Anki the ‘Birth-Mother’ (Balzer 1987: 1086). However,
life could be cut short prematurely either by the intervention of illness spirits, as a result of the
breach or violation of obligations towards normally benign deities, or by the failure to observe
other taboos. In some areas Kyn Lung was seen as being equal in power to Torum (Kulemzin
1984: 117–29). 

KHANTY SHAMANISM

Shamanism amongst the Khanty has common themes with that of other Siberian groups,
although appears to have been quite idiosyncratic and to have developed to a less ‘mature’ degree
(Sokolova 1989: 155, 162). A great range of Khanty spirtualists is documented, including
singer-narrators, conjurers, the niukul’ta-ku foretellers of hunting luck, dream readers and sooth-
sayers. The use of the hallucinogenic mushroom fly agaric – mukhomor (amanita muscaria) –
was widespread, and unique mukhomorshchiki ate the mushroom in order to ‘socialise’ with
spirits (Kulemzin and Lukina 1992: 117–20; Sokolova 1989). 

I shall discuss two figures, the isyl’ta-ku healers and the elta-ku. It has been argued that only
the latter are true shamanic figures (Kulemzin, cited in Sokolova 1989: 155; but see Balzer
1987), the term elta-ku meaning literally ‘sorcery person’ (vorozhit’ chelovek in Russian; Kulemzin
and Lukina 1992: 112). The shamanic calling was a tortured and painful one, with those
‘chosen’ unable to refuse (Balzer 1987; Kulemzin and Lukina 1992: 112; Pentikäinen 1998:
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110–13). Elta-ku had true spirit initiations, which occurred in states of trance or ecstasy during
which spirits of accredation, usually directed by sky deities, tore apart the candidate’s earth-
bound soul and re-made it into a seeing and hearing shaman. In an agonising process of
symbolic rebirth, spirits pierced the initiate with arrows and stripped away his or her flesh right
down to the skeleton (Balzer 1987: 1087). After this process was complete the shaman was able
to see and act as posrednik, ‘intermediary’, with the supernatural spirits invisible to ordinary
people. While the shamanic call was made to both men and women, it was men who acquired
the most helper spirits, enabling them to become the strongest shamans and to fly to the sky
god. Balzer goes on to note that women became more powerful shamans only after the
menopause. In the shifting cross-cultural contexts marking Soviet Siberian collective village life
in the late 1970s, it was women who were more likely to maintain shamanic traditions while
their overall prestige in the wider community waned (Balzer 1987). 

Drums were often used in seances but tended to be devoid of any decoration (Kulemzin and
Lukina 1992: 112; but see Balzer 1987: 1087). However, endurance drumming for a full night
seance could not produce the desired results unless the particular helper spirits who could be
summoned by drumming cooperated (Balzer 1987: 1086). Iugan River informants describe
how the Khanty shaman’s free soul (iles) could leave the body. Separating the free soul from the
physical body was no easy task, even for the human dead, and only fully possible during
shamanic activities (kamlanie) during which strong exhalations encouraged the departure
(Kulemzin 1984: 25, 33). 

In further contrast with other Siberian shamanic traditions, Khanty shamans did not gener-
ally possess elaborate or distinctive clothing (Sokolova 1989: 155), although Balzer (1987:
1087) mentions special costumes with dangling brass or iron ornaments. Moreover, shamans
were non-professional and when not partaking in seances they hunted, fished and gathered like
other human persons. Even in death they were not awarded special treatment, but were buried
alongside their kinsfolk (Kulemzin and Lukina 1992: 112–13). Many other forms of ritual
activity, including the bear festival, animal sacrifices and visits to a range of holy sites, were
conducted without the participation of the shaman-figure (Kulemzin 1984: 118; Kulemzin and
Lukina 1977: 149; Sokolova 1989: 162). Indeed, the adoption of a narrow analytical focus on
shamanism alone would serve to obscure the rich diversity of Khanty ritual life. 

The basic role of Khanty shamans was healing (Kulemzin and Lukina 1977: 149; 1992: 114)
although the ‘patient’ could range in social scale, including:

• Individual clients, whose sickness was explicable through reference to either soul loss/theft
or, more commonly, to the invasion of the body by invisible illness-bearing spirits (either
Kyn Lung himself or his helpers) (Kulemzin 1984: 117; Kulemzin and Lukina 1977:
156–7; 1992: 106).

• Whole communities suffering from a more general malaise resulting, for example, from
famine in the lean ice-bound months of the spring. At these times it was the duty of the
shaman to restore a sense of harmony with the environment by cultivating favourable
contacts with the spirits who controlled food supplies (Balzer 1987: 1087, 1091), perhaps
suggesting the need for sacrifices (see Ingold 1986: 243–76 for a more general discussion).

Among some Khanty communities, for example those of the Agan River, shamans were
thought quite weak, able only to appeal to Torum so that he, in turn, would make contact with
Kyn Lung who would spare the kidnapped human soul. The use of the shamanic drum gave
noise and power to the words of the request, for Torum lived so far away (Kulemzin 1984: 120).
In other areas, such as Vakh, the shaman flew in person (i.e. their soul) to speak to Torum
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(Kulemzin and Lukina 1992: 114). In general, the shaman (elta-ku) and other intermediaries
(isyl’ta-ku) were able to be active on a number of world levels. ‘Diagnosis of a given problem
determined the arena of supernatural action’ and ‘helping spirits, usually in the form of spirit
birds, horses, bears, hares or snakes, guided the shaman toward battle or mediation with spirits
in multiple realms’ (Balzer 1987: 1087): 

• Lower world – the healers, isyl’ta-ku, were able to bargain for lil’ (free soul), which had been
stolen away to the underworld. After a person had apparently ‘died’ the room was emptied
and a fire lit to keep the patient’s body warm, allowing the lil’ the potential to return. The
healer lay down with the corpse for three days, travelling down into the tsarstvo (realm) of
Kyn Lung, a journey taking more than a day. There he explains to Kyn Lung that the lil’ of
the dead person has arrived prematurely, perhaps bargaining with him and leaving gifts.
There were two possible outcomes – Kyn Lung would release the soul and the ‘dead’ person
would revive; conversely, he would refuse and the corpse would die forever, losing all final
signs of life (Kulemzin and Lukina 1977: 159–60; 1992: 118). 

• Middle world – the shaman was also able to remove sickness spirits who had invaded the
patient’s body by acting on the body itself (Balzer 1987: 1088–9). Again, these were the
isyl’ta-ku healers who could cut open their own stomachs, remove innards and catch bullets
and arrows in flight. This enabled them to cure many illnesses whereby they ‘opened up’
the stomachs of patients in order to extricate the carriers of illness, which usually took the
form of a cherviak (worm) or similar creature (Kulemzin and Lukina 1992: 117). This
illness-carrier was immediately eaten by the healer as all spirits were thought to be
immortal and could only be destroyed by a shaman. Alternatively, the healer could open
himself up and transfer the illness away from the patient to their own body (Balzer 1987:
1088). Kulemzin and Lukina (1992: 118) recount fieldwork observations made by
Kulemzin, whereby an isyl’ta-ku from the Vakh River installed a menkam snake-like helper
spirit in himself with the use of a metal file, enabling him to engage in this latter form of
healing activity. 

• Upper world – shamans were able to fly faster than a speeding arrow and pierced the sky on
drums, flying to the golden residence of the sky god Torum in order to appeal for his
assistance (Kulemzin and Lukina 1992: 111). Balzer appears to argue that seances of this
form were more about the resolution of communal afflictions: the strongest shaman would,
along with helper spirits, travel to the realms of the upper world, returning as a peddler of
hope rather than a prophet of doom. Such seances also legitimated the authority of risky
decisions, for example a move to new territories (Balzer 1987: 1089–91). 

BROADER SOCIAL AND MATERIAL CONTEXTS TO KHANTY SHAMANISM

A number of issues arise from this discussion and relate to the conception of the shaman as an
individual able to negotiate with spirits in order to secure community welfare:

• First, the actions of the shaman are situated within the practices of a wider community
context. These uphold particular culturally constructed understandings of the world, which
provide Hultkrantz’s ideological premise to shamanism but which also have a material
dimension ranging in scale from portable artefact to enculturated landscape. Thus,
shamans were not so much the bearers of a society’s ideology but the otrazhatil’, or reflector
(Kulemzin and Lukina 1992: 114), of a wider sense of world-view expressed and
reproduced through socially sanctioned praxis (see also Pentikäinen 1998).
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• Second, this ideological premise or shamanistic ‘philosophy of mind’ (Pentikäinen 1998:
87), gives office to a particular gifted person. While the range of Khanty shamanistic
seances defies typology, the ‘unifying theme is the perceived need to deal with spiritual
emergencies’ (Balzer 1987: 1087) in order to benefit individual clients and the community
as a whole. However, this focus on the shaman encourages the tendency to view the social
collective, and the individuals comprising it, as being somewhat ambivalent, trapped
between opposing upper and lower world forces of welfare (Torum) and illness (Kyn Lung).
Within the narrow confines of these fatalistic structures the shamans constitute the only
agents empowered with the ability to enact change, awarding them sole responsibility for
ensuring the community’s security within a dangerous and hostile world. 

However, through an investigation of the individual’s ‘general life journey’ Kulemzin illustrates
how the shaman or healer may come to have only the most marginal influence on the fate on
the individual. For example, Khanty informants took pains to stress to Kulemzin that shamans
were only rarely asked to conduct ‘sorcery’ during the conduct of general procurement activity.
Rather, it was up to the individual hunter to provide material offerings and ask Wuhnt Lung, the
forest spirit, to give luck in hunting (Kulemzin 1984: 99). In other situations the influence
exerted by a complex range of ‘supernatural’ beings, including dead relatives, was of much
greater importance (Kulemzin 1984: 104–15). Thus, what appears to be the clearly defined role
of the shaman as a supernatural communicator and agent of change may, in fact, shade off into
a variety of other roles and practices, leaving the shaman at the narrow apex of a much larger
‘cone’ of communication (Figure 6.2). In order to explore these issues I would like to turn to a
contemporary case-study of the material culture of Khanty communities living on the upper
reaches of a river tributary to the Ob’. 

THE KHANTY OF WESTERN SIBERIA

While the Khanty are, along with Mansi, Ket and Sel’kup groups, the oldest indigenous
inhabitants in western Siberia, they have never lived in isolation but have traded extensively
with groups to the south and west. For the Khanty communities who reside on the middle
sections of the Ob’ River, three historical developments have had particularly profound
influences:

• First, the incorporation of northern Asia (i.e. Siberia) into the Russian Empire after the
sixteenth century brought the imposition of colonial administrative policies whose primary
focus was the extraction of yasak fur tax from the local taiga-forest hunting, fishing and
gathering communities (Forsyth 1992; Konev 1998). At the same time, and despite a shift
to a more dispersed settlement pattern, administrative territories appear to have been based
to a large extent on pre-existing social groupings, with these in turn related closely to the
drainage basins of the rivers tributary to the mighty Ob’ (Martynova 1995). In order to pay
the obligatory fur tax at annual Jahrmarkt trade fairs, indigenous communities were obliged
to spend most of the yearly procurement round away from main Russian settlement
centres, thereby sparing them massive face-to-face exposure to outside contacts. The basic
structures of this extractive colonial relationship amounted to de facto apartheid, which in
much of western Siberia continued largely unaltered right through the Communist period
(Shimkin 1990). 

• Secondly, indigenous belief systems were attacked by successive waves of missionaries
leading to a partial blending of native and Russian Orthodox religion. Shamans were
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singled out for special persecution in the Stalinist purges of the 1930s (Pentikäinen 1998)
leading many to assume that shamanism had died out entirely by the middle of the
twentieth century (Hoppál 1996). However, in the remoter areas seldom visited by state
officials, traditional beliefs and religious practices were maintained in secret and continue
to be respected and observed to the present day. The imposition of Russian-language
boarding school education on indigenous communities after the 1930s had major cultural
impacts, as did partially ‘successful’ collectivisation programmes conducted during the
1950s Krushchev era. 

• Third, and most recently, the large-scale industrial exploitation of Siberia’s mineral wealth
has wrought massive ecological destruction in areas occupied by indigenous communities
still practising traditional hunting and fishing lifestyles (Massey-Stewart 1995; Wiget and
Balalaeva 1997a, 1997b). In addition, the urban centres tied to mineral extraction have
boomed in recent years bringing into the remote taiga landscapes large influxes of migrant
workers who have shown little respect for either the local ecology or the traditional lifeways
of the Khanty. 

MALYI IUGAN KHANTY MATERIAL CULTURE

Amongst the widespread environmental destruction around Surgut, where ‘from the window of
a helicopter one can see 300 flames shooting up from oil rigs’ (Pentikäinen 1998: 103), pockets
of traditional living continue to survive, albeit under the lengthening shadow cast by advancing
mineral extraction industries (Massey-Stewart 1995; Wiget and Balalaeva 1997a, 1997b). This
case-study explores the broader social, symbolic and material dimensions to practices of Khanty
communities who maintain semi-nomadic lifestyles and reside on the upper stretches of the
Malyi Iugan River, part of the larger Iugan River basin.3

The local taiga ecosystem is comprised of stands of woodland interspersed with lakes and
extensive areas of bog. The climate is strongly continental, with warm summers and bitterly
cold winters with deep snow cover. The summer thaw brings extensive flooding in this region of
low-lying topography. The forests are home to numerous fur-bearing animal species including
fox, wild deer, elk, sable, bear and squirrel. The rivers and lakes are rich in fish, especially in the
summer and early autumn when migratory species return after the stagnant winter water has
been flushed out during break-up. This strong seasonality leads to an uneven distribution of
resources over the landscape at different times of the year. Traditional semi-nomadic Khanty
lifestyles, based around hunting, fishing and gathering, alternate between the winter dispersal of
household groups for forest hunting and their summer aggregation at riverside fishing sites. 

The term yurt is used in the ethnohistorical literature to describe a small community of
indigenous people who occupy different seasonal settlements in order to exploit general
hunting, fishing and gathering territories (Martynova 1995). On the Malyi Iugan River, yurt
communities comprise two to six households and are usually based around exogamous
patrilocal lineages or patronimia. While successive generations of male hunters, bearing the same
family name, tend to occupy the same territories, their wives are married into the yurt
community from other yurts in the wider river basin (comprising the Bolshoi and Malyi Iugan
branches of the Iugan River). At a broader level these lineages group to form non-localised clans
or sir, comprising bear, elk and beaver clans (pupi sir, nekh sir and makh sir). 

While ‘Russians’ (i.e. non-Khanty) are present in the local administrative centre located on
the lower reaches of the main Iugan River, the population of the Malyi Iugan River remains
exclusively Khanty in ethnic composition. This colonial settlement pattern developed after the
imposition of the yasak fur tax system, part of which involved the establishment of forts and
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later church-administrative settlements at strategic points on arterial rivers. The pattern
continued through the historical longue durée, with the Russian population of the taiga zone of
western Siberia residing predominantly in urban settlements on the main Ob’ River and having
little, if any, contact with forest ‘Ostiaks’ (Khanty) (Lukina 1985: 16). Middle and upper
reaches of tributaries like the Agan, Iugan and Vakh tended to remain indigenous ‘hinterlands’
providing fish and fur to the state economy, although more recently the inexorable advance of
mineral extraction activities has radically transformed this ethnic mosaic much to the detriment
of indigenous communities. 

For Malyi Iugan households the seasonal round comprises movement between isolated huts
located in winter hunting grounds (a period described as being v urmane, literally ‘in the forest’)
and riverside base-settlement, also termed yurt. The hunting season is punctuated by a mid-
winter break spent back at this base yurt when it becomes too dark and cold to hunt. Spring and
autumn are also spent in the base yurt or at local fishing cabins. In the Communist era the
whole community were obliged to take part in summer ‘expeditionary fishing’, which involved
travelling, often en masse, to rich fishing sites on the lower Iugan and main Ob’ Rivers. Thus a
distinctive feature of this procurement
activity is cyclical patterns of community
aggregation and dispersal. 

In order to secure success for the
forthcoming hunting season, the house-
hold must make pory gifts or fare
(ugoshenie in Russian) for the forest
spirit, Wuhnt Lung (lesnoi shaitan in
Russian), who despatches game to the
hunter. Although Wuhnt Lung is present
in every part of the forest he is thought
to reside in a series of kot mykh ‘earth-
houses’, which, in the flat and boggy
terrain, tend to be isolated island groves
surrounded by open bog. At the sunny
side of these islands white cloths are
hung from trees, vodka is drunk and elk
heads are cooked, consumed and the
bones/bottles deposited (Figure 6.3).
Each tract of the landscape has its own
local earth-house and offerings must be
left there when entering the area to hunt.
Formerly, domestic reindeer were sacri-
ficed at some of the more important
earth-houses. As yurt communities tend
to use the same hunting areas year after
year, knowledge of particular sites, and
the stories associated with them, tend to
be passed down within the group (the
following and subsequent quotations are
taken from fieldwork interviews con-
ducted in 1998 and 1999 on the Iugan
River [see note 1]):
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Petka A’s parents were poor and hungry, but his father dreamt that they should do pory at
byrishkin kot mykh (grandfather’s grandmother’s earth-house) so they went ahead and did
that. Next morning, when they checked, they found a sable in every trap.

The members of the household are also protected throughout the course of the mobile
seasonal round by the household idol who ‘sees and hears all and does not let the illness spirits
come close’. This anthropomorphic wooden idol is honoured monthly, often at times
corresponding to the provisioning of the household with goods. The dolls themselves are
fashioned from cedar wood and cut from trees growing on special earth-house island groves.
Newly married couples travel to the girl’s local grove where the male keeper (khoziain) of the site
cuts the doll from a live tree. The couple make occasional return visits to leave offerings but after
the death of the woman the doll is left ‘bez khoziana’ (with no keeper) and is returned to foot of
the same tree from which it was cut and left there to rot back into the ground (Figure 6.4). 

In addition, each of the yurt communities strung out along the river has a local holy site
spirit protector. These wooden images are housed in stilted ambarchiks or low open-fronted huts

in dense areas of forest some distance
away from the yurt. These places are
known as settlements (yurts) but are des-
cribed as being bozhestvennyi (i.e. sacred).
Here live divine beings, the original
residents of the land who were powerful
warriors, heroes and elders and who lived
in the distant past by hunting, fishing and
gathering in the same way that the
modern Khanty inhabitants do. Around
these sites are areas of forest closed to all
procurement activity, and while the game
in these areas is thought to belong to the
spirits, these zones of exclusion serve as
unique sacred nature reserves (Novikov
and Merkushina 1998). In order to
request community health, welfare and
hunting success, these sites are visited at
times in the seasonal cycle when the
community has aggregated again or is
about to disperse (Figure 6.5). Lengths
of white cloth and coins are left at the
site along with remains of ritual meals
consumed at the site, consisting of tea,
vodka, elk heads and other fare. Reindeer
and other domesticates are occasionally
sacrificed and while the sacred sites
remain fixed in place the wooden huts
and dolls are replaced at intervals (Jordan
In press a). 

The chief of these local yurt protector
spirits also resides in a stilted ambarchik
and is the powerful patron protector of
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the wider river basin community. This hierarchical cultic tradition is found on other Khanty
rivers (Martynova 1995: 90) with the main river deity being a son or daughter of Torum the sky
god. For example, on the Bolshoi Iugan River this figure is Iugan Iki, the Iugan Elder, while on
the Kazym River it is Kazym Imi, the Kazym Woman of that Kazym River. On the Malyi Iugan
this deity is Lon Lor Iki. As one informant explained, ‘Lon Lor Iki is the general and the other
local spirits are his officers’ (Figure 6.6). Other important deities of this rank include the animal
spirit master Vojwort Iki, who ‘lives between the earth and the sky’, the fish master As Iki, who
despatches fish up the rivers, and Kon Iki. This latter figure rides on a horse and circles the
world in an instant checking that all is well by acting as an intermediary between the high god
and humans living on the middle earth (see also Kulemzin 1984). Another first generation
descendant of Torum is Pugos Anki, the ‘mother of all’. Her daughters were sent to live on the
Malyi Iugan where they reside on the middle reaches of the river. They are tended by the local
yurt community and are a focus of worship for Khanty from the local and adjacent river basins.
Domestic animal sacrifices take place more frequently at the sacred sites inhabited by these
more important deities (Figure 6.7). 

In addition to these ‘settlements of the sacred’, Khanty believe that the souls of the dead live
on after death in the cemetery – the settlement of the dead (Kulemzin 1984: 146). The
cemeteries are visited at special times in order to hold special remembrance feasts, a time for
communion with dead relatives. If the dead are made to feel comfortable in the cemetery there is
less chance that their unsettled souls will wander back into the community at night. After
communal visits the path is closed symbolically with felled saplings and at other times the
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cemetery is strictly avoided, especially in the course of procurement activity. Each yurt
community has its own cemetery, often located inland or downstream but never upstream from
the base yurt for fear that ‘the diseases of the dead will contaminate the living’ (Jordan In press b). 

If more ritualised forms of communication take place at the hierarchical network of sacred
sites, linking the human collective with a range of spirit protectors, then these same
relationships of respect are maintained through more routine practices. From a Khanty
viewpoint, the outcome of hunting is as much about relationships with supernatural beings as
about an individual’s technical ability. The forest spirit, local holy site spirits and household
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Figure 6.7 The location of sacred sites and the cemetery at a base yurt on the Malyi Iugan River. Seasonal
movements take place between the outlying hunting areas (v urmane), where the forest spirit resides in earth-
houses, and the area around the yurt described as being “at home” (doma). 



spirits are all able to exert influence and,
for elk in particular, the animal spirit
master Vojwort Iki is thought to have
‘given’ the animal to the successful hunter.
After killing and consumption, the appro-
priate treatment and deposition of animal
bones is important if this respectful
relationship is to be nurtured (Jordan In
press a). Feeding the ‘clean’ heart and
head of elk to the dogs is thought
particularly offensive and elk heads are
often consumed at holy sites, forming one
of the best sorts of pory or fare for the
spirits. Relationships with the bear are
more complex but also involve appro-
priate treatment of bones and their depos-
ition in deep pools, whereas elk bones are
returned to the forest to a ‘clean place’. At
the elk kill site a piece of fur is cut out
from the animal’s throat and hung from a
tree so that ‘Vojwort Iki will know his elk
has been killed’. For the bear, special
carvings are made in cedar trees beside the
path leading back into the yurt. These
represent the head and paws of the bear,
parts of the anatomy where the soul is
thought to reside, and are cut so that
Torum, the master of the bear, will not
‘waste time looking for him’ (Figure 6.8).
The appropriate routine treatment of
animals is also vital for the maintenance
of the community’s continued welfare. 

DISCUSSION

I have gone some way in exploring the broader practices and social contexts which traditionally
legitimated and gave authority to the abilities and actions of the shaman/healer. This more holistic
analysis reveals that, far from being ambivalent pawns in a wider power struggle between opposing
forces of illness (Kyn Lung) and benign assistance (Torum), individuals and the wider collective
play an active but complex role in appealing for and securing their own health, welfare and
hunting success. At this expanded landscape and community scale individuals have some, albeit
constrained, ability to negotiate for their own fate, with the shaman playing only a very limited
‘trouble-shooting’ role in situations of crisis and uncertainity. In exploring the sets of relationships
which link the human collective with various spiritual agencies, one has the sense of complex
multiple webs of reciprocity stretching out over the landscape and flowing through time, so that at
no point is any one person outside interlocking sets of obligations. The relationship is unbalanced:
from the human side there is a general sense of tending relationships cautiously, by taking care to
ensure that conduct is suitable in its both its timing, nature and spatial location. Yet there is also
scope for interpretation, for the practical complexities of life bring forth the need for judgement,
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Figure 6.8 Carving of the bear on a cedar tree. The head and
paws depict successful hunts with diagonal slashes recording the
number of hunters who took part. 



or even the taking of risk. From the powerful spirit side, there is an unfolding sense of uncertainty
and unpredictability, for it is never clear whether human appeals will be successful, even if their
timing and the manner in which they were made was thought appropriate. 

Thus, rather than using Kulemzin’s (1984) concept of a linear life journey, I feel a more
appropriate metaphor would be the concept of an unfolding dialogue between humans and
supernatural beings of the lower, middle and upper worlds. There are two dimensions to this
dialogue: the media of communication and the locus of communication. To return to
Hultkrantz (1996: 4), if a shaman-ism is about establishing some form of contact with the
supernatural world then there are, following the Malyi Iugan Khanty case-study, additional
conceptual levels at which this might proceed (Figs 6.2, 6.7):

• Routine practice – the observation of taboos relating to animal bones, prohibitions on
hunting in, or walking or skiing in a full circle around sacred zones of exlusion (holy sites,
cemeteries). Inappropriate treatment of old clothing may lead to (body) soul loss. For this
reason clothes are hung from trees in the forest (see also Kulemzin and Lukina 1977: 151). 

• Preparation of pory at ritual sites – the dedication to the spirit and consumption of ‘clean’ elk
heads and vodka, and the deposition of bones and bottles; the offering of coins and cloths,
which must be ritually smoked. In addition, remembrance feasts are held in cemeteries to
prevent the souls of the dead
from feeling lonely and try-
ing to escape or send illness
(Kulemzin 1984: 115). 

• Blood sacrifices of domestic-
ates (reindeer, sheep, goats)
and the hanging of their
skulls and skins from trees. In
this way, not only is the
animal’s lil’ or free soul
released to the appropriate
deity but also their body soul,
relating to their physical
form. In this sense the ‘whole’
animal is offered up, even
though meat is consumed by
humans at the meal (see e.g.
Kulemzin and Lukina 1977:
153). In return, it is hoped
that the deity will supply
game, health or welfare to the
hunter or community as part
of a wider ‘economy of souls’
(see, for example, Ingold
1986 for an interesting wider
discussion). Skulls and skins
(and clothing and cloths) may
only be hung from pine,
birch or cedar, all of which
are upper world tree species
(Figure 6.9).
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• Shamanic practice – shamans or healers make direct contact with supernatural spirits,
either in this world or by travelling (via the departure of their free soul) to other realms.
Sometimes they return with instructions for further communicative action – sacrifices, gift
offerings, etc. (Balzer 1987; Kulemzin and Lukina 1977, 1992; Pentikäinen 1998).

Actions associated with the first three communicative levels are, to some extent, precaution-
ary, constituting token gestures to keep the world in a state of cosmological equilibrium. The
enactment of certain sacrifices and especially shamanic practices are more reactionary, involving
the diagnosis of a spiritual crisis and the subsequent advocation and then enactment of an
appropriate solution. Human persons are bound, at all times and in all places, into a complex
web of reciprocal relationships with supernatural beings. Yet while active requests to spirits are
generally made at holy sites – settlements of the sacred – they are subsequently fulfilled at other
times and in other places of the landscape through success in hunting, successful childbirth,
general health, welfare and so on. Without these wider contexts of time, space and social praxis
the holy sites and their material culture would have no essential authority or meaning. In this
sense, the multi-layered human:spirit dialogue is played out through time over the spaces and
places of an enculturated landscape (Figure 6.7). 

SUMMARY: THE MATERIALITY OF A SHAMANIC WORLD-VIEW

In this chapter I have ranged quite freely through historical time and space, treating the Khanty
to some extent as a unified ethnic group by blending material from my own contemporary case-
studies with earlier ethnographies in order to summarise what I feel are the salient contextual
dimensions to Khanty shamanism. These issues aside, the main points I have been attempting
to explore in this chapter are, first, that the shaman is a member of a community, second, that
artefacts associated with his/her practices (e.g. shamanic drums and costumes) form elements
within a much wider material context, and third, that the ideological premise to shamanism –
upheld, reproduced and transformed through socially sanctioned practices – is also grounded
within this materiality (Figure 6.1). Fourth, and moreover, while the shaman figure confronts
spiritual emergencies, thereby attracting particular analytical attention from ethnographers,
individuals and households groups within the wider community also have an important and
active role to play in negotiating for their own general welfare.

A narrow analytical focus on the actions or material accoutrements of a shaman figure would
suggest that ‘shamanistic practices need not leave any archaeological remains’ (Hultkrantz 1996:
28). However, if the actions of the shaman are contextualised within a wider suite of practices
then a number of themes can be opened out into a ‘thicker’ description of the material
dimensions to a shamanistic world-view: 

• The routine and ritual treatment of specific animal body parts (e.g. of the bear, elk and
domesticates) reproduces broader cosmological concepts linked to wider processes of
landscape enculturation, forming what Bourdieu (1977) would term the embodied
community habitus. 

• This wider enculturation includes the maintenance of sacred sites and constitutes the
singling out of natural places in the landscape for special veneration and subsequent
transformation through the creation and deposition of material culture (Figure 6.7). 

• Finally, the conceptual treatment of material culture is linked to ideas that objects, as a
result of their physical form (occuring naturally or as a result of human action), may come
to be perceived as being animate, that is, charged with life forces, and consequently
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demanding special attention. In addition, these animate artefacts may have particular
symbolic value in the relationships of communication and exchange, which link
human:spirit domains.

NOTES

1 Data collection and fieldwork was carried out over ten months in Siberia between 1996 and 1999. I
would like to thank all the people who made me welcome in their homes on the Iugan River.
Fieldwork funding was provided by a Hossein Farmy Scholarship (University of Sheffield), Emslie
Horniman Scholarship Fund (Royal Anthropological Institute) and an Ethnographic Fieldwork Award
(Finno-Ugrian Society). I am grateful to Mark Edmonds, Tim Ingold, Bob Layton, Mike Parker
Pearson and Marek Zvelebil for references and assistance with these applications. Many thanks to
Arkady Michaelev and Valery Shubin for allowing me access to the ethnographic film archives of
VIZAN Studios.

2 During fieldwork I collected data on the material culture of Iugan Khanty communities, while the
information on shamanism is drawn from the wider literature. Informants often mentioned that there
had been shamans in earlier generations although the extent to which shamanism has ‘survived’ the
Communist-era persecutions remains unclear and would require further fieldwork. Younger
generations often lament the declining numbers of remaining stariki (elders) who knew the traditional
legends and folklore in great detail. However, Khanty ritual practices display long-term continuity, the
veneration of sacred sites forming a key focus of ethnic identity at a particularly uncertain time for
both indigenous communities and Russian society as a whole. 

3 The Iugan Khanty are struggling to establish legally protected status for their clan lands in order to
protect them from the threat of encroaching mineral extraction. For more information please contact
Dr Andrew Wiget <awiget@NMSU.Edu>, who is an instrumental figure in these campaigns, and
Sophie Grig (Campaigns Officer) of Survival International, London.
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Chapter Seven

The medium of the message:
Shamanism as localised practice 
in the Nepal Himalayas

Damian Walter

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a significant shift in academic approaches to the study of shamanism has
resulted in a move away from the essentialism of many earlier definitions, towards a more
nuanced understanding of the localised specificity of shamanic practices. An important
consequence of this approach is that it is no longer possible to consider the role of the shaman
in isolation from other local ritual practitioners. In this chapter, I provide a description of
lineage mediums (kul-dhāmis) and shamans (dhāmi-jhãkris) in a predominantly Chetri (high-
caste Hindu) village in the district of Solu Khumbu in Nepal. Unless otherwise noted, all the
data presented below derive from my fieldwork undertaken there between 1995 and 1998, and
is more fully described in my doctoral thesis (Walter 2001). In contrasting kul-dhāmis and
dhāmi-jhãkris belonging to a particular Chetri patrilineage (kul ), I draw on an anthropological
perspective that situates embodied practice in material culture, and attempts to account for
differences between these ritual practitioners by drawing attention to the metaphorical
properties of their respective practices. 

Understood phenomenologically, space has no inherent meaning, but is itself a medium
constituted through human praxis. Space is intrinsically relational, and in examining space as
the locale of specific deities I argue that the kul-dhāmi can be satisfactorily studied in relation to
the spatially designated deities and practices of the dhāmi-jhãkri. Throughout this chapter, I
draw attention to the ways in which these respective practices are framed by various
orientational, spatial, percussive and transitional metaphors. In this context, metaphor is
understood not just as a matter of language, but

as a pervasive mode of understanding by which we project patterns from one domain of
experience in order to structure another domain of a different kind. . . . Through metaphor,
we make use of patterns that obtain in our physical experience to organize our more abstract
understanding.

(Johnson 1987: xiv–xv)

At an early stage in my fieldwork I became aware of significant differences in the ways in
which kul-dhāmis and dhāmi-jhãkris became possessed by their respective deities or spirits. The
male kul-dhāmi’s possession by the lineage deities appeared to be almost instantaneous, while
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the ability of the dhāmi-jhãkri to be possessed by his or her respective spirits was altogether a
more elaborate affair, involving drumming and the gradual entry of spirits into his or her body.
When I asked individuals to account for these differences in their respective practices, the
general answer was that it was much easier for the kul-dhāmi to become possessed because the
lineage deities were close by, while the spirits summoned by the dhāmi-jhãkri had much further
to travel, so not only did it take much longer for him or her to become possessed, but a drum
was also required to summon the spirits in the first place. 

In Nepal, the terms dhaāmi and jhãkri are often used interchangeably to refer to ritual
practitioners believed to possess the ability to embody localised deities or spirits. Despite this
apparent lack of distinction, ethnographic literature generally translates the terms into English
as ‘spirit medium’ and ‘shaman’ respectively. My decision to retain the use of the combinative
dhāmi-jhãkri and kul-dhāmi is in keeping with local parlance, and has the added advantage of
drawing attention to the terminological linkage between the two terms. In this sense, dhāmi
refers to the actual individual who performs the function, while the hyphenated kul- and -jhãkri
refer to possession by the lineage deities (kul-deutā) in the former case, and utilisation of the
jhãkri’s equipment to gain access to spirits in the latter. 

It is in this emphasis on technique that a meaningful distinction between these ritual
practitioners suggests itself. More specifically, distinctions are often made according to the kind
of equipment needed to utilise a particular kind of technique. A dhāmi-jhãkri, for example, is
most easily differentiated from other ritual practitioners by the typically shamanic equipment he
utilises to access his possessing deities: typically a drum (dhyãngro), bells worn around the waist,
long necklaces (mālā) of rudrācche and ritho seeds worn bandolier-style around the neck and
shoulders, a particular kind of head-dress, and a white garment (jāmā) that typically resembles a
long skirt that reaches to the ankles. This emphasis on the equipment of the dhāmi-jhãkri
becomes even clearer when it is noted that the term jhãkri is used not only to refer to the
human practitioner, but also describes some of the spirits he gains access to. The most common
tutelary spirit of the dhāmi-jhãkri is the ban-jhãkri, a diminutive therianthropic spirit that
inhabits the surrounding forest (ban). These forest spirits also make use of drums, mālā and
bells, thus adding weight to the specific association between the word jhãkri and the dhāmi-
jhãkri’s ritual accoutrements. The use of the drum in this context serves to metaphorically
connect the ban-jhãkri to its human counterpart, the dhāmi-jhãkri. 

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SPACE

In contextualising the actual practices of the kul-dhāmi and dhāmi-jhãkri it is necessary to
describe some of the spatial properties that accrue to what Gaston Bachelard refers to as “the
intimate values of inside space” (1994: 3). The Nepalese house (ghar) is suffused with symbolic
significance. As Marc Gaborieau writes in his study of the Indo-Nepalese (Hindu) house in
Central Nepal, “The house is both the family and residential unit in a patrilineal, patrilocal and
virilocal society” (1991: 34). In terms of physical structure, a typical Chetri house in the area
where I did my research tends to be rectangular in shape, and is built of rough stone coated
with compacted earth, the exterior walls measuring on average 20 ft in length by 14 ft in width
(Figs. 7.2, 7.3). The roof is thatched, and both the interior and exterior walls are plastered with
lime. Each house consists of two storeys and a loft area. Houses are usually quite widely
dispersed due to the nature of the steep slopes on which they are built, with the result that
many houses are quite distant from their immediate neighbours. 

The main entrance to the house is reached by crossing a veranda covered by thatched eaves
supported on wooden pillars. Access to the interior of the house is denied to members of ‘low’
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castes, such as members of tailor and blacksmith castes. To all intents and purposes, especially as
far as visitors are concerned, the ground floor of the house is the interior of the house. Access to
the upper levels is restricted to members of the immediate household. Both the veranda and the
floor of the house are plastered with a smooth layer of clay and cow dung. Towards the rear of
the house, the hearth (aghyānu) consists of a roughly shaped square depression set into the floor,
delimited by stones, and containing a three-legged metal stand to hold pots and cooking
implements placed over the fire. 

Besides the hearth, the other main feature of the ground floor of the house is the specially
constructed room that houses the lineage deities. This room is generally referred to as kulko
kothā (‘kul-room’), and consists of a small room built into the angle formed by the rear and side
wall of the ground floor of the house. The kul-room’s outer wall – some 5 ft long – is built
parallel to the rear wall of the house, the interior of the kul-room measuring 3 ft in width. The
entrance to the kul-room is barred either by a doorway or makeshift barrier that can be lifted
out of the way when access to the room is required. The interior of the room is empty except
for nine small clay braziers (dhup-battı–) in which incense is burnt every month on the morning
of the full moon. Each of the clay braziers corresponds to one of the deities associated with the
lineage. All nine named deities are understood to be related, with the two most important
ancestral deities of the lineage being conceptualised as ‘brothers’ (dāju-bhāi).

The area directly alongside the kul-room is also imbued with ritual significance, so that the
ritual prohibitions that apply to the kul-room also extend, in large part, to an area of floor
roughly coinciding with the general length and breadth of the kul-room, and extending from
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Figure 7.1 A Chetri dhāmi-jhãkri dances and drums on the veranda of the house during a familial healing ritual
(cintā). A distinctive S-shaped drumstick (gajo) is used to beat the drum.
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Figure 7.2 A Chetri house in the Solu Khumbu district of Nepal.
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Figure 7.3 Sketch plan of the ground floor of a Chetri house.



the entrance of the kul-room to the adjacent corner of the ground floor wall. This area is
differentiated from the rest of the floor of the house by being slightly raised above ground level,
but there is nothing else to indicate the particular restrictions that apply, and in terms of
construction it is merely a raised continuation of the smooth clay and cow dung floor of the
living area of the house itself. In most households, particular care is taken to keep this area
swept clean, but even in households where no such care is taken, the same restrictions on access
apply. Only certain members of the household, and appropriate members of the lineage, are
permitted to set foot on this raised platform, and only when intending to gain access to the kul-
room. 

Worship of the lineage deities is restricted to senior male members of the lineage, and care is
taken to ensure that anyone approaching the kul-room is in a state of ritual purity. Despite the
unassuming appearance of both its exterior and interior, the kul-room remains the most
important ritual space within the interior of the house. Any transgression of the various
prohibitions that restrict access to its interior is considered inherently dangerous, and risks
invoking the wrath of the lineage deities themselves. In such circumstances, threatened
afflictions of the guilty party range from vomiting and bloody diarrhoea to losing the power of
speech and paralysis. 

Apart from the kul-room and the ritually proscribed area immediately alongside it, the actual
living space of the ground level of the house consists of a single area without obvious partitions.
In practice, however, this single area is subdivided into two different sections, despite the fact
that there are no obvious physical indicators of differentiation. These subdivisions correspond to
the immediate interior of the house to which most visitors are generally allowed access (an area
extending roughly about halfway into the house), and the innermost half of the ground floor to
which access is generally restricted to family members, relatives, and members of the same
lineage or caste, including members of higher castes, such as Brāhmans. 

The innermost part of the house is considered the most pure (cokho), and encompasses not
only the previously described kul-room ‘complex’, but also the hearth on which most of the
family’s meals are cooked, and around which members of the family gather during meal-times
both to eat and to talk amongst themselves. Depending on the particular household, this hearth
is built either a short distance in front of the kul-room or in front of the raised area adjoining
the kul-room. The majority of houses also possess a more elaborate cooking stove (culo),
commonly situated beneath the stairs, but to all intents and purposes the rudimentary hearth
(aghyānu) serves as the central cooking fire of the house, and takes precedence over the culo
because of its closer physical proximity to the kul-room and its precinct. The roughly triangular
area formed by the central hearth, the kul-room, and the raised area of floor next to the kul-
room, together constitute the most significant ritual space inside the interior of the house. 

The ground floor forms the collective heart of the household. The second floor, by contrast,
is used as storage space for the household’s food reserves. The upper level is loft space, and is
located beneath the rafters of the roof itself. It is here that the pūrbiyā deities are located. These
deities are associated with agricultural crops, and are propitiated with blood sacrifice before the
new harvest can be consumed. These deities are more commonly associated with another major
ethnic group in the area, the Kulung Rai, but are propitiated by Chetri householders because of
this association with agricultural produce. These deities are kept spatially separate from the
lineage deities that occupy the ground floor of the house, and great care is taken not to position
the pūrbiyā deities directly above the kul-room two levels below. Insofar as the harvesting,
storage, preparation, and consumption of agricultural produce remains integral to the
household as a functioning entity, pūrbiyā are conceptualised as household deities, and it is in
this capacity that their presence is tolerated by the lineage deities.
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The lineage deities’ acceptance of pūrbiyā, however, does not extend as far as the tutelary
deity and attendant forest spirits associated with the dhāmi-jhãkri. This is most clearly apparent
in the explicit exclusion of the shamanic drum, the dhyãngro, from the interior of the house. On
no account is the drum allowed to pass over the threshold. Because of this ban on the drum
being allowed inside the house, the dhāmi-jhãkri is necessarily restricted to the veranda of the
house when performing his rituals. When not in use, the drum is kept in an annex building or
hung from a wooden peg beneath the eaves on the outside of the house. 

In a South Asian context, leather is widely regarded to be an impure or polluting substance.
As such, it might seem reasonable to assume that the main reason why the drum is barred from
the interior of the house is because of the use of animal skins in its manufacture. In contrast to
the use of domestic animal skins to cover other kinds of musical instruments, however, what
immediately distinguishes the dhāmi-jhãkri’s drum is that the leather used in its construction
has to be taken from a particular species of mountain goat, the ghoral. Unlike the majority of
domestic animals, Chetris consider wild animals – particularly those that inhabit the forests and
mountains – to be cokho (pure). In itself, the leather used in the manufacture of the drum
cannot explain the proscription on the drum’s entry into the house. Distinguished by its
permanent exclusion from the interior of the house, the drum quite explicitly embodies the
antipathetic relationship between the household lineage deities and the ban-jhãkri, the tutelary
deity of the dhāmi-jhãkri. 

The spatial organisation of the house and the spatial positioning of the lineage deities inside
the house – positioned, as they are, in a separate chamber in the innermost part of the house –
tends to give rise to a general model that equates progressive restriction on access with increased
movement into the depths of the house, what Gaborieau describes as “zones of intimacy and
purity arranged in increasing order of importance” (1991: 53). Such a model, with its emphasis
on linear progression and movement, only suggests itself when due attention is paid to the
embodied experience of place. As Richard Lang has written, “Thinking of the house as
embodied, as a kind of second body, means to see it in all its aspects not as a thing but as access
to things” (1989: 204). The house embodies not only the principles and values of those who
live within its walls, but is imbued with the same intricacies of identity that accrue to its human
inhabitants. 

The Nepali term ghar refers to both the physical structure of the house and its human
inhabitants as a collective entity. Such a house does not exist in isolation, but forms part of a
collective of similarly built and maintained houses. The network of paths and obligations that
link these houses clearly demonstrate that the inside impinges on the outside, and vice versa.
The distinctions I am drawing attention to can only ever be partial. The threshold of the house
merely serves to delimit the effective spheres of inside and outside respectively. In the present
context, however, my emphasis remains on these ritually designated differences between the
interior and exterior. In what follows, I concentrate on the role of the shamanic drum – both as
a physical and symbolic object – in providing a material basis for this distinction. 

THE SHAMANIC DRUM

The drum (dhyãngro) is the main ritual implement of the dhāmi-jhãkri. The drum used by
dhāmi-jhãkris in the area of my research consists of a circular wooden frame covered on both sides
with a leather membrane, and a carved tapered handle fixed into the underside of the frame. The
drum is held in one hand, and a drumstick is used to beat out the rhythms. There is no simple
corollary, however, between the beating of the drum and the ability of the dhāmi-jhãkri to enter
into a state of ‘receptivity’ in which contact with particular deities or spirits can be achieved. 
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Possession of a drum performs the symbolic function of representing physically the dhāmi-
jhãkri’s mastery of particular spirits. More specifically, it indicates the nature of the dhāmi-
jhãkri’s relationship with his tutelary deity, the ban-jhãkri. During the formative period of his
novitiate when the ban-jhãkri first makes its presence felt – commonly characterised by an
extended period of illness – the dhāmi-jhãkri possesses none of the equipment which later forms
an essential part of his repertoire. It seems clear that the ban-jhãkri remains master of these early
encounters until such time as he indicates to the dhāmi-jhãkri (usually communicated through
a dream) that he is now entitled to perform with a drum. Prior to this moment, the novice
dhãmi-jhãkri often performs with nothing more than a metal plate, which substitutes for a
drum. From the moment he acquires a drum the relationship between the dhāmi-jhãkri and his
tutelary deity becomes characterised more by reciprocity than by mastery. This reciprocal
relationship is metaphorically embodied in the drum itself. This idea of the drum as the
physical embodiment of the dhāmi-jhãkri’s relationship to his tutelary deity also accounts for
why the drum is periodically ‘fed’ with blood on specific occasions (guru-pūjā). Other spirits do
not share the same kind of relationship with the dhāmi-jhãkri, and in these particular cases the
drum – together with other elements of the dhāmi-jhãkri’s equipment and repertoire – is used
to summon, defend himself against, subdue, or generally gain mastery over these other kinds of
spirits, ghosts, or deities. 

Perhaps the most important point to emphasis is that the ban-jhãkri is specifically associated
with the forest. This association is necessarily both physical and symbolic. In this sense, the
forest is represented as being spatially distant from the social domain of the house and village,
and at the same time to be representative of all that is contrary to the principles that underlie
this same social domain. That the dhāmi-jhãkri shares many of these attributes with his tutelary
deity is evident in the tales that are told by many dhāmi-jhãkri describing their initial ‘capture’
by ban-jhãkri, and the days or weeks they subsequently spend in the ban-jhãkri’s lair deep in the
heart of the forest. The forest is often described as the domain of wild animals, ghosts and
bandits. It is a dangerous and threatening zone, free of the constraints that normally impose
order on the social world. From the dhāmi-jhãkri’s perspective it is also a domain rife with
symbolic associations and transformative potential. It is the ultimate source of his own power
(śakti), and binds him to a distinctly non-human habitus. The sound of the drum when played
beats out a web of associations that stretch from the centre of the village community to the
heart of the surrounding forest. 

Seen from this perspective, the dhāmi-jhãkri’s drum no longer becomes the means by which
he achieves the desired result of being possessed by his tutelary deity – that is, it cannot be
understood in purely Western terms as providing the physiological means by which entry into
an ‘altered state of consciousness’ is achieved – but rather the means by which he marks out the
differences between himself and the kul-dhãmi. This is expressed in terms of a locally
meaningful idiom, in which the spaces that separate both types of ritual specialists from their
respective possessing deities are understood as constituting both metaphorical and spatial
degrees of differentiation. 

‘ALTERED STATES OF AWARENESS’

In preference to terms such as trance, ecstasy and altered or alternate states of consciousness, I
suggest that the notion of an altered state of awareness merely supports the idea that in a
culturally recognised ‘trance’ state – however defined – the subject learns to identify and give
precedence to different visual, aural, somatic and mental criteria, without necessarily implying
that he or she becomes disassociated from his or her immediate surroundings, and without
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prioritising etic categories concerned with the truth or falsity of what is believed to be taking
place. To this extent, my discussion of the dhāmi-jhãkri’s drum and the notion of an ‘altered
state of awareness’ can be seen as being fundamentally equivalent if both are understood for the
purposes of the present argument as constituting transitional metaphors. 

What characterises both kul-dhāmis and dhāmi-jhãkris when embodying their possessing
spirits is the fact that they ‘shake’ or ‘tremble’ (kāmnu). The ‘shaking’ is understood by both the
ritual practitioner and his audience as indicating that particular spirits or deities are entering his
body. The shaking starts as a barely perceptible tremor and slowly or more rapidly develops in
intensity until his entire body seems to shudder uncontrollably. Despite the fact that the
embodied expression of possession by their respective deities is described in very similar ways by
both the dhāmi-jhãkri and kul-dhāmi, these practices are also clearly differentiated from one
another. Perhaps the most obvious distinction to draw attention to is that while the dhāmi-
jhãkri is generally regarded as being a solitary practitioner, the kul-dhāmi very rarely calls on the
lineage deities (deutı̄ bolāunu, literally ‘to call or summon the deities’) unless at least one other
kul-dhāmi is present. The pronouncements uttered by the kul-dhāmis while embodying the
lineage deities are generally of a communal nature, and are often addressed to the lineage as a
collective entity rather than to individual lineage members. It is not uncommon for three or
four kul-dhāmis to perform together. 

MATERIAL CULTURE AND SOCIO-SPATIAL CONTEXT

Because the drum of the dhāmi-jhãkri is barred from the interior of the house due to the
presence of the lineage deities, the shamanic ‘seance’ (cintā) is invariably performed on the
veranda of the house. A small ‘altar’ (thān) is built on the veranda of the house at the start of the
cintã and serves as a focal point for the dhāmi-jhãkri throughout the course of the evening’s
performance. The thān – consisting of a bed of husked rice, quartz crystals, black ammonite
fossils, and horns and skull fragments of various deer and antelope – is generally positioned
against the outside wall of the house. This orientation of the thān so that the dhāmi-jhãkri sits
facing the house reiterates the central focus of the majority of these healing rituals, the
treatment or curing of an individual within a family within a household. The most important
features of the thān are the small earthenware lamps (diyo) that are lit to mark the presence of
the deities during the ritual. 

Once the thān has been prepared, the dhāmi-jhãkri takes up position in front of it in a cross-
legged position. What most characterises the early stages of the cintā is the dhāmi-jhãkri’s
extended chanting of his personal mantra and the gradual onset of the trembling that marks the
arrival of the deities. During this initial period the drum is usually handled by one of his helpers
rather than by the dhāmi-jhãkri himself, and the drumbeat is slow and monotonous, a mere
accompaniment to the dhāmi-jhãkri’s voice. The trembling that marks the onset of possession
becomes only gradually apparent. It is often difficult to discern at first, often little more than a
slight tremor in one of the dhāmi-jhãkri’s hands or his crossed legs. As he continues to chant his
mantra, the trembling becomes more and more pronounced until his whole body starts shaking
quite vigorously. It is at about the same time that one of the helpers – taking his cue from the
dhāmi-jhãkri – reaches forward and lights the wicks of the small lamps on the thãn. It is only
once all these preliminaries have been taken care of that the work of the cintā begins in earnest. 

The most obvious difference between the dhāmi-jhãkri and the kul-dhāmi is that the latter
requires none of the outward trappings of the former. In marked contrast to the dhāmi-jhãkri
with his drum, plate, bells, mālā, and special clothing, the kul-dhāmi’s practice is characterised
by a paring down of equipment and clothing. Unlike the dhāmi-jhãkri, the kul-dhāmi is
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required by the lineage deities to wear light-coloured clothing, and is not permitted to wear
either a jacket or any kind of headgear. In the same way as the thān serves as the focal point for
the dhāmi-jhãkri during the course of the cintā, so the kul-room performs a similar function for
the kul-dhāmis when summoning the lineage deities. The kul-dhāmis sit on the floor facing the
outer wall of the kul-room. The area where they sit coincides with the roughly triangular area
formed by the central hearth, the kul-room, and the raised platform next to the kul-room,
which I have previously described as constituting the most significant ritual space inside the
house. The kul-dhāmis sit in front of the kul-room in the same cross-legged position as the
dhāmi-jhãkri adopts in front of the thān. Apart from incense, the only ritual equipment the kul-
dhāmis use consists of bundles of leaves and slender twigs (syāulı̄ ) bound with thread. 

Sitting in a cross-legged position, each kul-dhāmi holds the spray of leaves in front of his
chest with both hands and shakes them vigorously. Simultaneously, the kul-dhāmi starts to call
on the lineage deities. As the rustling of the leaves fills the room, the kul-dhāmi is almost
immediately possessed by the kul-deutā. He displays little of the gradual onset of possession
characteristic of the dhāmi-jhãkri. Instead, he jerks and ‘shakes’ with an intensity that is only
matched by the dhāmi-jhãkri when his cintã is well advanced. What also characterises the kul-
dhāmi at this early stage is that his speech takes on a rapid, urgent tone, in which words and
exhalations of breath coincide with increasing rapidity. This loud, aggressive tone is in marked
contrast to the quiet, almost inaudible, way in which the dhāmi-jhãkri marks the start of his
own practice. At particular moments during the course of the evening, one or all of the kul-
dhāmis will get to their feet and dance to the entrance of the kul-room. The kul-dhāmi does not
take the most obvious route to the kul-room, but instead traces a short circuitous route which
leads from where he is sitting, around the outer edge of the hearth so that the hearth is between
himself and the kul-room, before stepping up onto the raised platform and entering the kul-
room. Once inside, the kul-dha–mi bows (dhognu) to the clay braziers representing the lineage
deities before retracing the same route back to where he was originally seated.

FRAMEWORKS OF DISTANCE, PROPERTIES AND POLARITY

I initially envisaged the relationship between the kul-dhāmi and the lineage deities as being one
of verticality – both in terms of the inherent hierarchical nature of their relationship, and
because, in a more abstract sense, there seemed to be no clear distinction between the places
occupied by both the kul-dhāmi and his possessing deities within the interior spaces of the
house. By contrast, the dhāmi-jhãkri’s relationship with his or her possessing spirits seemed to
be one of horizontality – the hierarchical nature of this relationship was not present to the same
degree, and, more importantly, the spirits were situated outside, at some distance from the
dhāmi-jhãkri. When summoned, the shamanic spirits had to move between places, which I
tended to equate with horizontal distance. 

I realise, however, that such a framework for thinking about the differences in practice
between the kul-dhāmi and the dhāmi-jhãkri is not all that helpful, not least because the
landscape of Nepal is anything but horizontal, characterised as it is by deep-sided valleys, steep
hillsides, and imposing mountain-ridges, and to continue to describe it as such – even if only as a
theoretical construct – is to downplay the very characteristics of place which form an important
part of these ritual practices. A further problem is that any discussion of vertical and horizontal
distinctions remains inherently abstract, and constitutes what the philosopher Edward Casey has
described as “Anesthetized conceptions of space” (1993: 49). In such a model, there is no space
for the lived characteristics of place, or for the particularities of agency and praxis.
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In Casey’s discussion of the inherent properties of place, he draws attention to the ‘lived
aspects’ of various binary pairs of attributes which are crucial to the relationship between body
and place. In particular, he highlights two sets of related polarities – here–there, and near–far –
which he describes as general traits of the body’s experience of place. This aspect of his
argument provides a useful framework for discussing some of the means by which the kul-
dhāmi’s practice can be differentiated from that of the dhāmi-jhãkri. In particular, it
demonstrates the immutability of the relationship between corporeality and the lived experience
of place, with the result that the ‘structural’ similarities and differences I have drawn attention
to between these different ritual practitioners become much less rigid in practice. In other
words, the distinction between inside and outside, for example, becomes maintained in practice,
rather than being an inherent quality of abstract space itself. 

In relation to the initial framework I proposed above, the vertical–horizontal distinction is
more usefully replaced by the here–there, near–far distinction outlined by Casey. In such a
model, the lived body itself serves as the basis of orientation. The body is always here in place,
but is necessarily also implicated in the plurality of theres that surround it (Casey 1993: 66).
Despite the tension that exists between these two terms – the imminent potentiality of here
becoming (t)here, and vice versa – Casey maintains that this particular dichotomy fails by itself
to fully reflect the lived experience of place. In order to add ‘depth’ to this initial binary pair,
Casey introduces a second set of terms, near and far. Unlike here and there, near and far are
“matters of degree” (1993: 57). As Casey states, “We can engage more or less fully in nearness or
farness” (1993: 57). Here and there are absolute terms; near and far, by contrast, are expressions
of gradual difference and “continuous transition” (Casey 1993: 57). The broad field of
experience is characterised as being either ‘here’ or ‘there’. By contrast, objects, places and
people within that same field of experience are characterised as being ‘nearer’ or ‘farther away’
from other people, places and objects. 

All of this is in accordance with Casey’s notion of ‘non-simple location’, the idea that none of
these categories is solely reducible to “geographic actuality” (1993: 57). The here–there, near–far
binary pairs are never just straightforward categories designating relative distance. To describe
something as just here or just there is to ignore the role of the lived body (the body-in-place) in
providing meaning to these particular categories. The near–far dyad, in particular, possesses a
dynamic quality, which indicates that near or far refers not only to relative closeness or distance,
but possesses a metaphorical quality as well. ‘Nearness’, for example, refers as often to traits of
shared commonality as it does to shared physical proximity. 

What I am mainly concerned with arguing is that the apparent ‘immediacy’ of the kul-
dhãmi’s possession by the lineage deities – compared, that is, to the dhāmi-jhãkri’s more gradual
possession by different deities – can be explained by reference to this same set of principles.
Here, however, it is precisely the twofold ‘nearness’ of the kul-dhāmi’s relationship with his
possessing deities – the sense of shared commonality exemplified by the existence of the lineage,
and the close physical proximity of the kul-dhāmi to the ‘housed’ lineage deities themselves –
that helps to account for this difference. The kul-dhāmi’s possession requires none of the
trappings of the dhāmi-jhãkri precisely because he shares these traits of ‘nearness’ with his
possessing deities. The sense of movement engendered during the kul-dhāmi’s possession – his
physical circumambulation of the hearth and entry into the kul room, and the vigour of his
shaking – demonstrates the immediate parameters within which this sense of ‘nearness’ is
realised. This association between the kul-dhāmi’s ritual practice, and the hearth and kul-room
of the house is reiterated on a broader communal level during devāl ı̄, an important celebration
in honour of the lineage deities, during which the spatial component of the kul-dhāmis’
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performance expands from a concern with the immediate parameters of the house to the
communal parameters of the patrilineage itself. 

This argument can equally be extended to the fact that the shamanic spirits, by contrast, are
‘far away’, both in terms of distance because of their association with the forest, and also in the
more immediate sense that they share none of the inherent commonalities of identity which are
intrinsic to the relationship between the kul-dhāmi and the lineage deities. The situation is
made more complicated, by the fact that this simple dichotomy between the ‘nearness’ of the
lineage deities and the ‘farness’ of the shamanic spirits becomes more problematic in practice.
Despite being both literally and metaphorically more ‘distant’ than the lineage deities, it is
precisely in the dhāmi-jhãkri’s ability to summon these spirits that his skill as an intercessor lies.
The spirits travel between places, but it is a movement necessarily dictated by the dhāmi-jhãkri’s
summons: from (t)here to here, from far to near, from the places which they inhabit to a place
where their presence is temporarily required or requested. It is the occasion and performance of
the cintã itself that creates the ritual space in which practitioner and spirits alike come to occupy
the same place. Once the spirits have been summoned the dhāmi-jhãkri displays all the
immediacy of the kul-dhāmi’s possession. What continues to differentiate the dhāmi-jhãkri’s
practice from that of the kul-dhāmi, however, is the presence of those ritual accoutrements – the
drum, plate and bells, in particular – that are used to summon the spirits in the first place. 

Returning briefly to Edward Casey’s ‘dyadic structures’ outlined above, it is useful to consider
one further point he makes in highlighting the differences between here–there and near–far. As
he writes, “the near–far is thoroughly spatio-temporal in its experience and presentation. Where
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the here–there is primarily spatial, the near–far can be temporal or spatial, and is often both at
once” (1993: 58). Just as the possessing spirits of the dhāmi-jhãkri are spatially distant from the
veranda of the house where he performs his ritual, so the gradual onset of his possession reflects
the fact that the spirits are temporally distant as well. By contrast, the ‘spatio-temporal’ nature
of the relationship between the lineage deities and the kul-dhāmi is very different. Sharing as
they do spatial, symbolic and metaphorical ‘nearness’, the temporal nature of this relationship is
negligible. The kul-dhāmi invokes the deities inside his own or another lineage member’s house,
and shares a sense of ‘nearness’ with the lineage deities as a consequence of both physical
proximity and a shared commonality of identity.

Spatial distance also constitutes symbolic and metaphorical distance. Unlike the kul-dhāmi
who operates in a context integral to his own sense of identity as a member of a particular
lineage, the dhāmi-jhãkri operates outside of any particular context that derives its significance
from pre-existing categories of identity. In order to operate outside the normal constraints
imposed by his situatedness within a caste-based society, the dhāmi-jhãkri necessarily needs to
‘distance’ himself from his normal social persona. In such a context, distance becomes
synonymous with difference, and the dhāmi-jhãkri’s ritual accoutrements serve to physically
accentuate this difference. The donning of the headgear and costume, the setting up of the
thãn, and the cacophony of sound that accompanies the performance of shamanic ritual – the
thumping of the drum, the whistles and shouts, and the accompanying clatter of the metal plate
– all draw attention to the symbolic and metaphorical distance that separates the cintā and,
more importantly, the dhāmi-jhãkri from the everyday. 

RESONANCE AND MEANING

The drum, in more than one sense of the term, resonates with meaning. As a concept, this is not
dissimilar to Victor Turner’s emphasis on the “polysemy or multi-vocality” of important ritual
symbols (1967: 50). By this, he means that a significant symbol often has many associated
meanings. As such, it serves as the focal point for a “fan” or “spectrum” of referents (Turner
1967: 50). Importantly, this notion of resonance refocuses attention on the drum as a percussive
instrument. It is first and foremost an instrument that sounds. The drum rhythms that are
beaten out on its surface support and structure much of the ritual activity that takes place
during the cintā. The percussive rhythm captures the attention of deities and spirits from
elsewhere, and summons them to attend. Control of rhythm indicates mastery of the ritual
space and, by implication, mastery of encounters with gods and ghosts alike. 

In considering why percussion is intrinsic to the dhāmi-jhãkri’s practice, while being of only
minor significance to the kul-dhāmi, I argue that the former’s greater reliance on percussion
serves as a metaphorical expression of spatial organisation to the extent that the ‘spatio-
temporal’ nature of the dhāmi-jhãkri’s relationship with his possessing spirits is fundamental to
his need for a percussive instrument capable of transmitting sound over specific distances and
attracting their attention. Percussion can also be usefully understood as an important indicator
of ‘transition’, particularly in a ritual context where it serves to indicate the process or period of
change from one state or condition to another.

According to Rodney Needham, the reason why percussive sound occurs so frequently in
ritual contexts is that it marks, better than any other medium, the different phases inherent in
transitional rituals that indicate the “formal passage from one status or condition to another”
(1967: 611). According to Bruce Knauft, “percussion is a primary metaphor which uses the
sensory effects of marked auditory stimulation to enhance and enrich the structure of ritual
transitions” (1979: 189). To the extent that both the rustle of leaves and the beating of the
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drum perform a similar function in creating the appropriate environment in which particular
rituals unfold, and in attracting the attention of the respective deities, percussion serves as an
important signifier of both the kul-dhāmi and the dhāmi-jhãkri’s ritual practice. Significantly,
though, the most important difference between the shaking leaves of the kul-dhāmi and the
sonorous pounding of the dhāmi-jhãkri’s drum is the essentially muted nature of the former in
relation to the latter. Unlike the dhāmi-jhãkri, the ‘transitional phase’ required by the kul-dhāmi
to change from one state to another is altogether less significant precisely because the change
from one state to another is less rife with significance itself. Possessed by the lineage deities, the
kul-dhãmi’s social role is enhanced, rather than altered, and the concomitant distance between
these two aspects of his persona remains one of degree rather than difference. As such, the kul-
dhãmi’s bundle of leaves carry little of the metaphorical and symbolic weight of the percussive
equipment in the dhāmi-jhãkri’s repertoire. 

CONCLUSION

In providing a framework for considering the different practices of both the dhāmi-jhãkri and
kul-dhãmi, I have attempted to explore the multiple ways by which the complementarity of
these oppositions is reflected in actual practice. What has been suggested is a distinction
between interior and exterior spaces, which encompasses within these admittedly broad
parameters a number of interrelated themes. I have argued that the drum embodies complex
metaphorical associations that reflect these differences between the dhāmi-jhãkri and the kul-
dhāmi, suggesting alternative avenues for exploring the significance of percussion in shamanistic
ritual. I have also drawn attention to the house as the locus of ritual and spatial differentiation,
and demonstrated the complex interplay between ritual and domestic spaces. 

The interior, exemplified by the house, is associated with caste and lineage exclusivity. The
possessing deities of the kul-dhāmi are household lineage deities and necessarily occupy the
same spaces as the kul-dhāmi. The kul-dhāmis, membership of the lineage, and the performance
of collective rituals associated with the lineage are connective links in an exclusive social order.
The specific nature of this relationship is represented in terms that make sense both spatially
and in practice by the apparent ease with which the kul-dhāmi becomes possessed by these
deities, exemplified by the almost instantaneous entry of the deities into his body. Intimately
associated with his possessing deities, the kul-dhāmi requires nothing more than the susurrating
rustle of leaves and twigs (syāulı̄ ) to indicate his embodied incorporation of the lineage deities.

The exterior, by contrast, is differentiated in a number of important respects. The spaces
beyond the house necessarily reflect a loosening of familial, lineage and caste imperatives. The
pull is towards the forest, and towards the undifferentiated spaces the forest represents. While
the kul-dhāmi necessarily belongs to a particular lineage, the dhāmi-jhãkri shares many affinities
with dhāmi-jhãkris from other castes and ethnic groups. The ritual practices of the dhāmi-jhãkri
and the propitiation of local deities can be seen as connective links in the wider social field. This
association necessarily relates back to the cultural anxieties shared by the members of individual
households for whom the dhāmi-jhãkri serves as an intercessor with the gods, ghosts and spirits
of the local environment. Here the emphasis is on the related themes of contact with spirits that
exist outside the immediate social order, and the concomitant greater social and spatial distances
that have to be traversed if meaningful engagement with these spirits is to take place. In closing,
it remains to emphasise that these different spatial ‘zones’ are necessarily contiguous, and reflect
some of the variety of ways in which individuals attempt to negotiate the ritualised and
permeable boundaries of their collective social worlds. 
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Chapter Eight

The gendered peopling of 
North America: Addressing 
the antiquity of systems of 
multiple genders

Sandra E. Hollimon

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the antiquity of systems of multiple gender in native
North American societies, with particular reference to the social role of the shaman. Central to
this discussion is the much-debated notion of a broad cultural continuity across much of the
circumpolar region, coupled with the contention that it was from eastern Asia and Siberia that
the population of North America ultimately derived. One aspect of this discussion has been
typified by Kroeber (1952: 314), considering linkages between northern Asian and North
American gender and belief systems, who stated ‘that the institution is a single historic growth’.
Perhaps La Barre (1970: 161) put it best, when noting that, ‘The worldwide distribution of
functionaries recognizable as shamans … testifies to their antiquity’ and that,

. . . the aboriginal New World, seen in its common essence, is a kind of ethnographic
museum of the late Palaeolithic – Mesolithic of Eurasia, whence came the American Indian
in very ancient times. Indian religious culture is of the same date and origin as their material
culture, and it is as copiously documented.

This sentiment is echoed by Furst (1977: 20), who notes that:

. . . we must assume that at least the fundamentals of the system were well established before
the earliest peopling of North America in the Late Pleistocene, so that these may well have
been part and parcel of the intellectual baggage of the first Paleo-Americans as they drifted
across the Bering Land bridge that once linked Siberia to Alaska. (emphasis in original)

The recognition of similarities in the material culture, physical characteristics, and socio-
cultural adaptations of Asian and North American natives has a long history in anthropology
(e.g. Jochelson 1930), and the study of these similarities has produced a large corpus of data.
Indeed, our most complete information about ‘transformed’ (alternative gender) shamans in
Siberian cultures comes from Jochelson and Bogoras, two exiled ethnographers hired by the
Jesup North Pacific Expedition, whose explicit purpose was to investigate the origins of
American Indians by examining cultural similarities on both sides of the Bering Strait (Freed et al.
1997: 9).
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The geographic distribution of societies that share fundamental similarities in belief suggests
a great time depth for these cosmologies. Therefore, in this chapter I reiterate Kroeber’s argument
that the first people to migrate to North America were members of societies that recognised
gender ‘difference’ (cf. Roscoe 1999: 8), the ability of an individual to change gender, and that
these qualities were frequently associated with supernatural power. Following this argument, it
is suggested that systems of multiple gender in native North American cultures have consider-
able time depth, and should be considered by archaeologists who interpret the material record
of these societies. As Kirkpatrick (1999: 397) notes:

Widely divergent cultures across the Americas have a broadly similar although by no means
unitary way of incorporating transgender homosexual behavior (Williams 1992; Lang 1998),
and this suggests that the original human migrants into the Americas 12,000 years ago had
similar cultures.

Nevertheless, some archaeologists and other students of prehistory have argued that societies
which lack an ethnographic or ethnohistoric record, or for whom these records have no
mention of alternative genders, apparently lacked such genders, and they need not be
considered in the reconstruction or examination of prehistoric gender systems (see Williams
1992: xiii-xiv). I argue, in contrast, that the distribution and antiquity of these belief/gender
systems suggests the ubiquity of alternative genders in native North American societies, and that
the deductive assumption should be that they were present, until effectively demonstrated
otherwise (see Callender and Kochems 1983: 444–6; Roscoe 1999: 202–3). 

SHAMANISM AND GENDER IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH

For the purposes of this chapter, the term ‘shaman’ is taken to include religious, ritual, or
supernatural specialists found in northern Eurasia (especially Siberia) and North America, north of
the present-day border of the USA and Mexico (see Schmidt 2000). Following Eliade’s (1964: 4)
definition, it is the ecstatic experience – the trance state or direct contact with the supernatural –
that is the salient characteristic, and technique, of the shaman. While there are certainly significant
variations within and among these traditions, it is the experience of manipulating supernatural
power, especially that perceived to be housed in sexual energy, that is of concern here. 

Recent studies of shamanism have approached the topic from a sex/gender theoretical per-
spective, highlighting the importance of gender ‘difference’, and sexuality-as-spirituality, as
unifying principles in these far-flung belief systems. As Basilov (in Hoppál 1993: 276) notes,
‘The ritual (including the shamanistic) “gender change” must be studied in a broad perspective,
as interconnected with facts associated with an archaic, dualistic world view’. Examples of these
analyses include those of Balzer (1981, 1996a and b), Basilov (1978), Bogoras (1930), Grambo
(1989), Hamayon (1984, 1996), Jochelson (1930), Ripinsky-Naxon (1997), Saladin D’Anglure
(1986, 1988, 1989, 1992a and b, 1993), Schmidt (2000), Siikala (1978), Taylor (1989), and
Van Deusen (1999). Indeed, the work of Saladin D’Anglure specifically suggests that among the
Inuit of arctic Canada, the category of ‘shaman’ is conceptualised in such a way as to constitute
a third gender, along with the genders ‘woman’ and ‘man’. In this formulation, his work echoes
that of Marie Czaplicka on Siberian shamans: ‘Socially, the shaman does not belong to either
the class of males or to that of females, but to a third class, that of shamans’ (Czaplicka 1914:
253). These shamans ‘have special taboos comprising both male and female characters. The
same may be said of their costume, which combines features peculiar to the dress of both sexes’
(Czaplicka 1914: 253).
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While it is not my intention to suggest that every instance of gender ‘crossing’, ‘mixing’, or
‘ambiguity’ is evidence of an individual’s status as a shaman, I do draw attention to the associ-
ation of gender ‘difference’ with supernatural power. This feature is so common in Siberian and
North American belief systems as to qualify it as a ubiquitous aspect of these religions. In other
words, not all shamans were of ‘alternative’ gender, nor were all alternative gender persons
shamans; nevertheless, spiritual sanction was required to be a shaman, an alternative gender
person, or both, in nearly all these societies (see Roscoe 1987: 85, 1999: 203, 276–7, notes 10
and 12). 

The geographic distribution of societies with shamanistic religions has long suggested to
anthropologists that these belief systems are of great antiquity, beginning with E.B. Tylor
(Eliade 1964: 333). Examples are numerous, and include the early examinations of Bogoras
(1930) and Czaplicka (1914; see Eliade 1964: 333–4, note 146 for a summary of sources prior
to 1950). Building on this foundation, Kroeber (1952) considered the linkages between Asian
and North American systems. The major synthetic works followed, epitomised by Eliade
(1964), and then considered by Bäckman and Hultkrantz (1978: 29), Furst (1994), Grim
(1983), Grambo (1989), and Hultkrantz (1981).

These theoretical issues have led some researchers to attempt to reconstruct ancient beliefs
and the systems of social relations in which they were embedded. The studies of concern here
are those which incorporate rather broad generalizations across large geographical areas,
comparing material culture, mythology and linguistics, but which nevertheless point to the
similarities that are most likely indicative of great time depth. Examples include the ‘Proto-
Uralic’ cosmology posited by Napolskikh (1992), which draws upon comparative evidence from
Siberia, Eastern Europe, Central Asia and North America; von Sadovszky’s (1989, 1993, 1996)
comparison of the Siberian Ob-Ugrian and California Penutian systems of shamanism; Zvelebil’s
(1993, 1998) work that suggests continuity from the Mesolithic to recent hunter-gatherers of the
circumboreal zone; and an evolutionary framework focusing on Upper Paleolithic and circum-
polar studies (Irimoto 1994: 430–1). These analyses join synthetic works whose examples
include those of Anisimov (1963), Bäckman and Hultkrantz (1978), Bogoras (1930), de
Laguna (1994), Grambo (1989), Hallowell (1926), Hultkrantz (1981, 1994), Ingold (1986),
Lowie (1934), and Vasilivic (1963). 

A significant conclusion of many of these studies is that the element of ritual transvestism, or
even the change of sex/gender of the shaman, is a very ancient feature of these disparate belief
systems. While there is certainly controversy concerning the possible Palaeolithic origins of
shamanistic religions in northern Eurasia, there does appear to be substantial agreement that
these belief systems have very ancient roots, and that the widespread distribution of several
elements argues for ancient and perhaps ongoing contacts and diffusion (see Balzer 1996a:
174–5; Eliade 1964: 333–6; Grambo 1989: 110). Specifically, Grambo (1989) considers the
northern geographic distribution of gender-transformed shamans to be an indication of an
archaic belief system. Features shared by Eurasian and North American religions include the
‘world tree’ or ‘cosmic pillar’ that unites a tri-partite cosmos of universe, earth, and underworld;
the ritual significance of animals that mediate between or among these realms, such as ravens
and bears; the presence of ‘shamanic flight’; and the shaman’s ability to pierce his/her flesh
without injury, among others (see Eliade 1964: 333–5; Hultkrantz 1994). 

SHAMANISTIC POWER AND SEXUALITY

The recognition of gender ‘difference’ associated with shamanism in Eurasia and North America
has been discussed by several authors (see Basilov 1978; Balzer 1996a and b; Basilov 1984;
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Bogoras 1930; Grambo 1989; Jochelson 1908; Saladin D’Anglure 1986, 1988, 1989, 1992a
and b; Siikala 1978). One notable observation among many of these studies is that shamanistic
power and reproductive capability (human fertility) are considered incompatible (Balzer 1996a:
177, note 2; Czaplicka 1914: 252; Hollimon 2000). For example, Bogoras (1904: 455–6)
reported the case of a Chukchi woman who was transformed into a man after receiving spiritual
instruction to do so, and she undertook this transformation after menopause. She had children
of her own when young, and then entered a mutual marriage with a young woman whose
children were fathered by a genitor, and the transformed person was recognised as the pater
(Bogoras 1904: 455–6).

In another example from the Koryak, a woman’s fertility is a threat to her shamanistic power.
Childbirth might result in a complete or temporary loss of this power, and a menstruating
woman is not allowed to touch the shamanistic drum (Jochelson 1908: 54; see also Czaplicka
1914: 252).

Alternatively, the gender ambiguity of male shamans may be interpreted as their appropri-
ation of birth symbolism and power from women. As an example, Fienup-Riordan (1994: 307)
describes Yup’ik shamans as ‘male mothers’ whose mediating activity ‘dramatically transcended
these [gender] boundaries so scrupulously maintained during daily life’. The ambiguous gender
of the shaman was sometimes reflected in ceremonial masks that depicted their helping spirits as
hermaphrodites (Kaplan 1984: 2; see also Black 1977: 99). 

The association between shamanic power and gender ambiguity has been documented
among societies that cover a wide geographic area. These include the Sámi of Fenno-Scandia
(Lundmark 1987); the Hungarians of Central Europe (Dömötör 1984; Hoppál 1993;
Klaniczay 1984; Kürti 1996); and the Central Asian Uzbek (Basilov 1978). Numerous Siberian
groups have also been described with regard to these phenomena, including the Khanty-Vakht
(Balzer 1981), Nivkh-Gilyak (Black 1973; Chard 1961; Shternberg 1925, 1999), ‘Samoyed’
(Hajdú 1968), Koryak (Czaplicka 1914; Jochelson 1908), Kamchadal-Itelmen (Czaplicka 1914;
Krasheninnikov 1972), Chukchi (Bogoras 1904; Siikala 1978; Van Deusen 1999), Evenk-
Tungus (Vasilevic 1968), and Ob-Ugrian (Sokolova 1989).

Among the Sakha (Yakut), the sexual symbolism of the shaman is manifested when the
shaman gives birth to animals in an altered state of consciousness (Popov, cited in Balzer 1996a:
177, note 2). Also among the Sakha, Jochelson (1908: 53, note 3) reported that on the third
day after giving birth, a woman is believed to be attended by the deity of fecundity. At this time,
the house is off-limits to men, but not to shamans. Sakha shamans also perform ceremonies in
order to instill women with sexual desire (dzalin) and promote the forces of reproduction
(Diachenko 1994: 270).

Perhaps the most profound example of this principle is the notion of a sexual union between
the shaman and the helping spirit (Ripinsky-Naxon 1993: 75, 77; 1997: 36). In many Siberian
cultures, the transformed shaman is believed to have a supernatural or spirit ‘husband’, hence
the shaman’s sex must change in order to receive this guidance (see Bogoras 1904: 452). Similar
beliefs of shaman/spirit intercourse are found among the Goldi of the Amur River area
(Shternberg 1925), the Sakha (Yakut) of Siberia (Shirokogoroff in Ripinsky-Naxon 1997: 36),
Nivkh (Gilyak) of Sakhalin (Shternberg 1925; see also Chard 1961; Grant 1999), the Yup’ik
(Fienup-Riordan 1994: 307), and the Inuit of St Lawrence Island, Alaska (Murphy 1964; see
also Foulks 1972) and Baker Lake (Butler 1974).

These beliefs are reflected in the oral traditions of cultures that recognise gender flexibility
(see Hollimon 1998). A common motif is the gender transformation of the shaman, whether
the change is permanent or temporary. Examples include the Inuit (Boas 1901–1907: 325;
Fleming 1956: 189; Rasmussen 1929: 302, 1931: 303–4, 500–1), the Koryak (Jochelson 1908:
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52–3, 304–5, 323), in Chukotka (Van Deusen 1999) and throughout the North Pacific (see
Meletinsky 1980; Novik 1990; Shternberg 1925; Utley 1974).

MEDIATION

Miller (1982: 275) describes the cultural importance of mediating figures in native North
American belief systems. Mediators display attributes of each member of a pair, such as female
and male, as well as qualities from a third dimension that are unique to mediators (Miller 1982:
275). In this way, Miller finds analogies between third gender males (‘berdaches’) and bears. The
human-like qualities of bears, their large size, and association with supernatural power led many
native North American groups to espouse a fictive kinship with these creatures, echoing beliefs
held widely throughout Siberia (Hallowell 1926; Miller 1982: 275–6). For example, on both
sides of the North Pacific, beliefs that the bear is merely a kind of human clad in a bearskin are
remarkably similar (e.g. Alekseenko 1968: 176–7; Balzer 1999; Miller 1982: 276; Unsgaard
1985).

Bears 
The importance of bears, especially as a mediating symbol, has been described throughout
Eurasia and North America (Balzer 1996a; Czaplicka 1914; Irimoto 1994; Kroeber 1952:
315–16; Miller 1982: 275–6). In western Siberia, the bear is seen as a mediating category
between the living and the dead (Gemuev 1989: 181), and in Eurasia and North America bears
are considered to be masters or guardians of other animals (Zvelebil 1993: 58). This symbolism
is reflected in the widespread occurrence of ‘bear doctors’ and the role of bears as spirit guides in
shamanic practice (Delaby 1984; Hallowell 1926; Kroeber 1952).

Those groups that recognise a supernatural significance of bears, and/or those who practise
bear ceremonialism, include the Ainu (Akino 1999; Kono and Fitzhugh 1999), Ket (Alekseenko
1968), Khanty (Balzer 1996a and 1999), Nanai (Diószegi 1968), Turkic-speaking Siberians
(Dyrenkova 1930), Ob-Ugrians (Kálmán 1968; Schmidt 1989; Sokolova 1989), Nivkh
(Shternberg 1999: 160–1), Sámi (Unsgaard 1985, 1987; Zachrisson 1985). While bear
ceremonialism is also widespread throughout North America (see Hallowell 1926 and Miller
1982), it appears to be particularly strong in the Northwest Coast culture area, fostering ties of
cultural and ethnic renewal between contemporary North American native groups and the Ainu
of northern Japan (Kono and Fitzhugh 1999: 118–19).

Ravens
Similar to the symbolism of the bear in these religions is the mediating figures of the raven.
While many birds are considered important spirit guides throughout Eurasia and North
America due to the association with magical flight, the raven has a particularly pronounced
role in the beliefs of many Siberian and Northwest Coast groups (Balzer 1996b; Jochelson
1908; Meletinsky 1980; Novik 1990; Van Deusen 1999: 168, note 11). The obvious
intelligence of the species accounts in some part for its role as a trickster in many
mythological traditions, but other behaviors also contribute to its mediating qualities (see
Balzer 1996b; Goodchild 1991; Driver 1999: 291, Table 1 for a summary). For example, the
raven was symbolically equated with a gender-changing shaman in an oral tradition motif
from Siberia (Meletinsky 1980: 126).

The great time depth of ravens’ symbolic importance is demonstrated by the apparently
intentional burial of two complete ravens at a Paleoindian site in British Columbia, c.10,500 BP
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(Driver 1999). While it cannot be determined whether humans deliberately buried these birds
in a ritual or ceremonial context, it seems likely that some aspect of ideology or symbolism is
reflected in this remarkable archaeological find, joining other sites in North America that
contain raven remains (see Driver 1999: 291–2 for a summary of this evidence).

Shamans
Referring specifically to the Inuit of arctic Canada and Alaska, Saladin D’Anglure (1994: 208)
provides a useful definition of the remarkable qualities of the shaman found in many cultures:

The shaman is the individual who, in addition to living in the visible world like everyone
else, is also able to function in the reality of myth. He is the one who can readjust the pillars
holding up the worlds, who can find babies pushed up from the ground and give them to
sterile women, who can bring back game animals to areas where none are to be found. He is
the one who through levitation frees himself from the pull of gravity, who through
metamorphosis, crosses the gender boundary, who through glossolalia speaks through the
language of others, and who through clairvoyance sees through the obscurity and across all
obstacles into the past or into the future. Like the great spirits, he also benefits from
telescopic vision together with a tenfold increase in strength and speed. Like them, he is
insensitive to pain. . . . He seeks aid from helping spirits of the opposite sex to transcend the
sexual boundary more easily.

This observation is echoed by the Sakha (Yakut) ethnographer Alexander A. Popov (cited in
Balzer 1996a:177, note 2), who noted that the most revered of shamans could mediate three
worlds: celestial, earthly, and underground (see also Irimoto 1994: 428–9; Miller 1982). The
principle of mediation, or unification of opposing qualities, is epitomised by the shaman in
many Eurasian and North American cultures. Ripinsky-Naxon (1997: 49) notes,

. . . shamans appear to combine in their persons the feminine (earth) and the masculine
(heaven) principles. . . . Consequently, such individuals are viewed as intermediaries, the
intercepting axis, between the heavenly and the worldly realms, a nexus for the divine and
the human.

THIRD AND FOURTH GENDERS

Among native North American societies, there is a strong underlying principle that
individuals who occupy an intermediate or ambivalent position are spiritually powerful (see
Fulton and Anderson 1992: 609; Roscoe 1999: 8, 26). Those who are more-or-less
permanently in a liminal position, or are what Turner (1969) calls ‘threshold figures’, are
those who can mediate between earthly and supernatural realms. Certainly this describes
shamans, but it can also apply to those who express differences in gender identity, sexuality,
or other aspects of self. Thayer (1980: 292), referring to gender diversity in Northern Plains
societies, clearly states this notion:

It was from this interstitial character that the berdache’s [sic] mediating powers spring: as
half-man/half-woman he had powers to mediate or cross sexual boundaries and roles, and,
since he was a creation of a vision like other shamans, he mediated as well between the divine
and human worlds.
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Similarly, folklorists and scholars of comparative religion in Eurasia recognise that boundary
transcendence is an important aspect of defining the sacred (Balzer 1996a : 174–5, emphasis
added):

. . . we can see varied gender transformations as one aspect of repeated and ancient attempts
to harness, define, and redefine the power of sex by explorations of gender ambiguity and
reversal in Siberian concepts of the sacred. 

An individual who can straddle gender boundaries should be able to span all boundaries
(Saladin D’Anglure 1992a: 18). Balzer (1996a: 176) continues, ‘Instead of seeing gender
reversals as deviant, we may see the mirror image: anomaly turned into sacred power.’ Ripinsky-
Naxon (1997: 49), describing Siberian shamans, notes, ‘. . . such individuals are viewed as the
intermediaries, the intercepting axis, between the heavenly and the worldly realms, a nexus for
the divine and the human’. Furthermore, shamans are capable of:

. . . the harnessing of both male and female sexual potential. For many this means having
male shamans accept female spirit helpers as guides, and vice versa, incorporating their power
and even their gendered essence in trance and during seances. It can involve tapping the
gendered spiritual force of a tree, for instance the female birch, to cure a male patient. And in
a particularly dramatic form, the greatest shamans, even if they are males, are able to
themselves give birth to spirit animals. 

(Balzer 1996a: 164) 

The way in which ‘different’ persons are regarded by their societies can include many aspects,
such as admiration, awe, and fear, and these feelings may be held simultaneously. Speaking to
his Nivkh (Gilyak) consultant, Grant (1999: 209–10) asked about turn-of-the-century ethno-
grapher Shternberg’s notes concerning hermaphrodites, and what native attitudes were/are
about such people. Ms Liutova replied:

It may also be a case of just being afraid of anyone born differently. Any time anyone was
born with an extra finger, or with any physical differences, people went out of their way to
treat them specially, to treat them well, in case they might have some special powers. People
felt that if someone was born differently there must be a reason. 

(Grant 1999: 210)

This echoes a sentiment expressed by a Lakota winkte (third gender male) with whom
spiritualist John Fire Lame Deer conversed. The winkte said that ‘if nature puts a burden on a man
by making him different, it also gives him a power’ (Fire/Lame Deer and Erdoes 1972: 149).

This recognition of persons with ‘extra’ supernatural power may explain the belief in some
societies that shamans with gender difference were the most powerful of all. For example,
among the Chukchi, ‘transformed’ shamans were the most greatly feared, even by untrans-
formed shamans, for they were considered to be the most supernaturally powerful of all
(Bogoras 1904: 453). Throughout North America, there are examples of religious/ritual
specialists who are gender variant (Callender and Kochems 1983; Fulton and Anderson 1992;
Thayer 1980). In some societies, third or fourth gender persons were shamans, according to
Eliade’s definition. These include the Ingalik (Osgood 1940), Inuit (Saladin D’Anglure 1986),
Maidu, Achumawi, and Shasta (Voegelin 1942), Mattole, Chilula, and Hupa (Driver 1939),
Modoc (Ray 1963), Mohave (Devereux 1937), Tolowa (Driver 1937), Wappo (Willoughby
1963) and Yurok (Kroeber 1925).
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

These principles are important to the interpretation of native North American archaeological
remains for several reasons. It is my contention that the first people to migrate to North
America from North Asia were members of societies that recognised more than two genders.
Therefore, archaeologists and prehistorians should operate from the deductive position that
multiple genders were present in these societies, until substantial evidence to the contrary
emerges. The lack of ethnographic or ethnohistoric information about ‘alternative’ genders is
not sufficient ‘proof ’ that such genders did not exist; many sources may have omitted
information about these genders, primarily due to ethnocentrism and an intolerance of native
religious and sexual practices (see Callender and Kochems 1983; Roscoe 1999; Williams 1992).
Therefore, we should assume that absence of evidence is not evidence of absence.

In addition, the accuracy of archaeological interpretations of prehistoric lifeways is predicated
on an understanding of the gender system, and its interconnections with ritual, cosmological,
economic, and symbolic systems. Gender is an underpinning for the division of labor, for
marriage and kinship practices, and for many other aspects of culture. As such, archaeologists
must consider gender, in the general sense, and multiple genders, specifically, if we are to more
fully understand the material record of past lives.
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Chapter Nine

Shamanism and the iconography 
of Palaeo-Eskimo art

Patricia D. Sutherland

INTRODUCTION

The Palaeo-Eskimos were the first widespread occupants of Arctic North America. They are
associated with archaeological complexes related to the Arctic Small Tool tradition, among them
the Denbigh Flint Complex, Independence, Saqqaq, Pre-Dorset and Dorset cultures. The
archaeological evidence of their occupation extends from southwestern Alaska to northeastern
Greenland. The Palaeo-Eskimos first appeared between 4000 and 5000 years ago, and con-
tinued in some regions of the Central and Eastern Arctic until well into the past millenium
when they disappeared from the archaeological record (Figure 9.1). Their demise is often related
to the eastward movement of ancestral Inuit people from their original homelands in Alaska
(McGhee 1996). 

An association between Palaeo-Eskimo art and shamanic thought has long been recognised,
and was explicitly stated in an important pair of articles published in 1967 by archaeologist
W.E. Taylor Jr. and art historian George Swinton. Taylor and Swinton, in company with other
scholars who have examined the art of the Palaeo-Eskimos, usually dealt with ‘shamanism’ or
‘shamanic thought’ as a distinctive and uniform entity characterizing the world-view and religious
beliefs of peoples occupying the circumpolar regions of the globe. If specific relationships have
been proposed between the shamanic art of the Palaeo-Eskimos and the religious thought of a
particular northern people, the suggested link has almost invariably been with Inuit culture, as
it is known from Arctic Canada and Greenland. 

Such an association between Palaeo-Eskimo and Inuit cultures seemed natural when Taylor
and Swinton were writing their articles in the late 1960s. At that stage in our knowledge of
Arctic prehistory, most archaeologists assumed some form of ancestor-descendant relationship
between the two widespread prehistoric cultures known from Arctic North America. Such a
relationship was implied in the name Palaeo-Eskimo which was derived from the speculative
historical ethnology of the early twentieth century, and was readily attached to Arctic Small Tool
tradition materials.

Although similarities had been noted between Arctic Small Tool tradition artifact styles and
those of the Siberian Neolithic, the tradition was viewed as having developed primarily in
Alaska, perhaps from early cultures of the Alaskan interior or the Aleutian Islands. The Arctic
Small Tool tradition was thought to have given rise to a series of more recent Alaskan cultures,
and to have made a major contribution to the cultural ancestry of the Eskimo peoples, if not
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providing its entire foundation. This relatively simple picture of Arctic prehistory has not stood
the test of time and more adequate archaeological knowledge. On the one hand, archaeological
work in northern North America has failed to discover a possible ancestor for the Arctic Small
Tool tradition/Palaeo-Eskimo materials which appear suddenly in Alaska at some time shortly
after 5000 years ago. The archaeology of northeastern Siberia, on the other hand, has extended
our knowledge of the existence of Palaeo-Eskimo-like Neolithic cultures at the same time period
(Mochanov 1969). As a result, the Siberian Neolithic origin of the Palaeo-Eskimos has become
a widely accepted view among prehistorians working in Arctic North America. Further, it is
increasingly likely that Eskimo origins are grounded in the ancient cultures of southern Alaska,
adjacent to the homelands of the linguistically related Aleuts (Dumond 1998). If the Palaeo-
Eskimo peoples of central and northern Alaska played a significant role in the development of
Inuit culture, this role is not clearly apparent in the archaeological record.

In view of the current reconstruction of Arctic prehistory, it no longer seems appropriate to
look exclusively to Inuit shamanic thought as a means of interpreting the imagery of Palaeo-
Eskimo art. Rather, the postulated Siberian origin of the Palaeo-Eskimos suggests that more
fruitful interpretations may be derived from comparisons with the shamanic thought and
practices of Siberian peoples. 

Before attempting to investigate such comparisons, one must acknowledge that archaeo-
logical evidence is clearly inadequate as a means of reconstructing the totality of a past belief
system. Although religious practices can to some extent be reconstructed from the physical
artifacts associated with these practices, the systems of mythological beliefs which give rise to or
validate religious rites and practices remain largely hidden. As well, even a superficial examin-
ation of the ethnographic literature indicates that circumpolar shamanism is not the broad and
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uniform entity which is implied in much of the work attempting to interpret the art of the
Palaeo-Eskimos. Rather, the traditional world-views and religious beliefs of northern peoples as
described over the past one or two centuries show significant diversity across cultural bound-
aries. It is also apparent that our knowledge of the shamanic beliefs of any individual culture is
limited both by the inherent complexity of belief systems and the inadequacy of ethnographic
interpretation and reporting of those systems. Saladin D’Anglure (1997) has recently pointed
out that the study of shamanism has been largely neglected among the Canadian Inuit since the
time of Rasmussen, as a result of the linguistic deficiencies of ethnologists, and their frequent
dependence on missionary hosts in Inuit communities. Similar problems have probably
constrained the study of shamanism among other northern peoples, or have resulted in an
incomplete or confused understanding of an extremely complex subject.

Given these constraints in the archaeological evidence and in ethnographic knowledge of
northern shamanic practice, is it possible to make useful observations on the relationship
between shamanic thought and the iconography of Palaeo-Eskimo art? It is the position of this
author that a limited range of observations can be made, and that the importance of these
inferences is augmented by the preservation of the Palaeo-Eskimo artistic system over a broad
geographical range and a time period of several millennia. This preservation allows a unique
opportunity to observe the dynamics of artistic change, and less directly the dynamics of change
in the belief system in which the art is based.

DESCRIPTION OF PALAEO-ESKIMO ART

The portion of Palaeo-Eskimo artistic activity which is archaeologically preserved consists
primarily of small sculptures carved in ivory, driftwood, antler, bone and occasionally soapstone.
The only exception to this statement comprises a number of localities along the southern shore
of Hudson Strait where petroglyphs representing human-like faces have been etched into
soapstone outcrops (Saladin D’Anglure 1962; Arsenault et al. 1998). These petroglyphs, as well
as the overwhelming majority of carvings, are associated with the last 2,000 years of Palaeo-
Eskimo occupation, the period ascribed to the Dorset culture; the art of the Palaeo-Eskimo
peoples of Canada and Greenland is therefore commonly referred to as ‘Dorset art’. Close to
one thousand such carvings have been recovered from archaeological excavations. The majority
of the objects which we call ‘art’ in Palaeo-Eskimo assemblages can be interpreted as personal
amulets used for hunting and other types of magic, and objects that appear to have been used in
shamanic ritual. Most of the sculptures portray humans or animals in a wide variety of realistic
and abstract representations. Almost all animals of the Arctic world are depicted, from bears to
swans to sculpins. However, the frequency of depiction of a species varies greatly, with humans
and bears being portrayed most often. 

The relative frequencies with which species are portrayed are far from constant through time
and space. There is, for example, a significant increase in the frequency of portrayal of humans,
seals, and bears during the ‘Late Dorset’ period, in the centuries between approximately AD
700 and 1300. This is the period which saw a major florescence in artistic activity, and which
produced the majority of Palaeo-Eskimo carvings in museum collections. Not all species
representations increased however; for example, the relative frequency of walrus depictions
declined during Late Dorset times. This may be related to the wide geographic distribution of
Late Dorset collections, for this period saw the expansion of Palaeo-Eskimos into many areas
where walrus were not a significant economic resource. Economic, environmental, and historical
factors, as well as those relating directly to religious thought, appear to have had some influence
on regional and temporal variants of Dorset art (Sutherland 1997a). 
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There is also a wide range of modes in
which species have been depicted. Walrus
are frequently represented only by
sculptures of the head. Caribou are
usually limited to the portrayal of an
isolated hoof. Representations of bears
vary from naturalistic depictions of the
entire animal, the head or the skull, to
realistic portrayals of an animal in a
‘flying’ posture with incised designs
representing the skeleton, to extremely
abstracted representations of this ‘flying’
form. These forms of depiction undergo
development over time, but not along a
single stylistic trajectory. While the ‘flying
bear’ figures develop from relatively
realistic forms in Early or Middle Dorset
times to increasingly abstracted forms
during the closing centuries of Dorset
existence, they co-exist in this Late Dorset
period with the most realistic portrayals
of bears known from any portion of the
Palaeo-Eskimo sequence. Depictions of
humans and animals also occur in

complex and enigmatic forms: on bell-shaped tubes, for which we cannot determine a function;
on double-pointed kayak-like carvings in driftwood, and on antler batons covered with relief
carvings of up to sixty faces, both human and spirit-like (Figure 9.2).

SHAMANIC THEMES

Three interrelated themes emerge from the corpus of Palaeo-Eskimo art, and suggest parallel
relationships with the shamanic belief systems of ethnographically described northern peoples:
human/animal transformation; shamanic flight; and the skeleton as an avatar of the soul. A
discussion of each of these themes follows.

Perhaps the most celebrated Palaeo-Eskimo depiction of the human face is a small
ivory maskette from the Tyara site in northern Québec, dating to about 2000 years ago
(Frontispiece; Taylor 1968). The upper margin of the forehead is concave and rises to a point
at either side, giving it an animal-like quality. This image recurs throughout the Dorset
cultural sequence, and more specific portrayals of humans with animal-like characteristics
occur in the form of occasional depictions of a woman with protrusions from the head
resembling the ears of a bear or a wolf (Figure 9.3). The depiction of an actual transformation
between human and bear is known from one small ivory sculpture from the High Arctic, in
which the head and torso of a bear are seen emerging from the lower body of a human
(Lemoine et al. 1995). The dramatic representation of human/animal transformation is
suggested by finds of carved sets of animal teeth with large canines, designed to be held in the
human mouth in order to give the wearer the striking appearance of a bear or wolf (Figure
9.4). Carvings of animals which incorporate the form of a human face may also represent
transformation. This is best seen in depictions of birds with the faces of humans peering from
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the belly or the side of the head, and in
the flat abstract representations of ‘bears
in flight’ incorporating human faces in
cut-out form. 

Among northern peoples, a human
capacity to transform into an animal is a
widespread belief, especially in the case of
a shaman taking the form of an animal
spirit-helper in order to visit a distant
realm of the universe. The trans-
formation from human to bird is
particularly common, and is related to
the concept of shamanic flight (Balzer
1996); among many traditional Siberian
peoples the shaman’s breastpiece and coat
take the symbolic form of a bird
(Prokofyeva 1963; Serov 1988: 241). The
bear is also widely perceived as an
important animal in terms of shamanic
power, both among northern Asiatic and
North American peoples (Pasztory 1982)
and is often represented on the attire
of shamans (Pavlinskaya 1994). The
appearance of evidence in Palaeo-Eskimo
art suggesting a belief in transformation
from human to bird and human to bear is therefore not surprising. On the other hand, the
corpus of art contains no examples suggesting transformation, or the combination of
characteristics, involving humans and walrus. This absence is striking in view of the walrus-
man imagery which seems to have a long history in the Inuit cultural tradition, and which is
represented in carvings, ivory
labrets, and clothing design
(Fitzhugh and Kaplan 1982:
146, 223; Issenman 1997: 101).

In Palaeo-Eskimo art, the
theme of shamanic flight is
thought to be depicted in some
of the transformation sculptures,
as well as in other representations.
The most notable set of carvings
are the various forms of ‘flying
bear’ representations discussed
earlier. These show, in varying
degrees of abstraction, a bear
with trailing limbs and the rear
feet tilted backwards (Figure
9.5). One common interpre-
tation of this depiction suggests
that it represents a bear spirit,
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Figure 9.4 Ivory shaman’s teeth, c.AD 500–1000 
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either the spirit-helper of a shaman, or the
shaman himself in bear form and in the
act of flying to another realm. Such an
interpretation is supported by the presence
of a skeletal pattern that is often incised
on the surface of the bear carvings,
suggesting that a spirit creature rather
than an ordinary animal is being port-
rayed. A wood carving representing a
human which seems to take the same
posture as the bear, with arms held close
to the body and feet tilted so that the toes
point backwards, may also represent a
figure in flight. This theme is also sug-
gested in the bear-human transformation
figure noted earlier, as well as in a number
of other representations of human figures.

The concept of flight appears to have a
widespread distribution among northern peoples (Balzer 1996). Its prominence in Inuit belief
encouraged scholars to interpret Dorset carvings of bears in this posture as flying bears, or even
specifically as the Tornarssuk spirit-helper figure of Greenlandic and eastern Inuit belief
(Swinton 1967; Taylor 1967). However, an alternative explanation, first proposed by Larsen
(1970) but not widely accepted, might be reconsidered: that these carvings represent a hanging
bear skin, such as those featured in the bear-cult rituals of Siberian peoples and American
Indians of the northern forests. Supporting this interpretation is the fact that some of the
Dorset bear figures have a ventral slit or groove, occasionally showing traces of red ochre, which
suggest that the animal represented has been eviscerated and that perhaps the skin alone, or skin
and symbolic skeleton are portrayed. While the ritual treatment of killed bears was practised
among Inuit groups, it does not appear to be a prominent feature of Inuit culture (Hallowell
1926; Larsen 1970), but may have been more important to their Palaeo-Eskimo predecessors in
Arctic North America. Evidence in support of such a suggestion comes from Late Dorset sites
on Dundas Island in the High Arctic, where the skulls and fore-leg bones of several bears were
found in the vicinity of the dwellings, and at least one bear skull had been painted with dots of
red ochre, suggesting that these bones had been retained for a ritual purpose (McGhee 1975;
personal communication 1996). This evidence, and perhaps the interpretation of ‘flying bear’
carvings as depictions of bear skins undergoing ritual treatment, hint at similar practices in the
cultures of Siberia and subarctic North America (Hallowell 1926). It may be that both
interpretations of the bear figures apply, in that the shaman and his helping spirits are often
linked to hunting magic and intercession, and that several distinct layers of meaning may be
attributed to specimens such as these.

A third interrelated theme, the spiritual importance of the skeleton in Palaeo-Eskimo belief,
has been proposed on the basis of its representation on depictions of ‘flying bear’ figures, as well
as on portrayals of humans, seals and other animals (Figure 9.6). Among northern hunting
peoples, the view of the skeleton as not simply a remnant of a dead animal, but as a container or
representative of the soul or spirit of the creature is a widely held belief (Pavlinskaya 1994). It
has been of particular importance to shamanic practice, with both Siberian and Inuit shamans
symbolically reducing themselves to skeletal form in order to attain the abilities of flight and
intercession (cf. Rasmussen 1929: 114). The incised X-ray motifs of Palaeo-Eskimo art are
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Figure 9.5 Ivory flying bear with skeletal markings, 
c.AD 0–500 (Photo: Canadian Museum of Civilization;
NhHd-1:2655).



consistent with such a view of the
skeleton, but the specific reasons
which led to the carvings of these
motifs are more difficult to
discern. It is apparent that the
artistic representation of the
skeleton is extremely stylised,
with bones represented as a
standardised series of lines and
joints by ‘+’ or ‘x’ marks. Such
stylization must be the result of
a long process of abstraction,
during which particular mean-
ings of the markings must have
undergone considerable muta-
tion. It is interesting to note that
the recently discovered frozen
body of the ‘Ice-Man’ from the
glaciers on the Austrian–Italian
border, bore tattooed ‘+’ marks on the knee and ankle, remarkably similar to those which appear
on the joints of Dorset ‘flying bears’ and other carvings (Spindler 1995: 168). This 5,000–year-
old find suggests that joint-markings must have had a widespread distribution in Eurasia at the
time that ancestral Palaeo-Eskimos reached North America, and that the interpretation of such
markings may be quite different than the explanations of beliefs concerning the skeleton given by
nineteenth- or twentieth-century informants on northern shamanic traditions. 

In addition to sculptures that carry the ‘X-ray’ motif, carvings representing isolated limbs,
sections of the vertebral column, and skulls of animals point to the importance of the skeleton
in the Palaeo-Eskimo belief system.

OTHER IMAGERY IN PALAEO-ESKIMO ART

Potential insight into Palaeo-Eskimo belief systems is also provided by a class of artifacts which
are found in limited numbers in Dorset culture assemblages. These are small, flat disks cut from
bone, usually from the thin portion of a scapula. They are perforated with a central hole, and
marked with radiating lines which often number eight or sixteen. Similar disk-shaped objects
are widely distributed among Siberian peoples, where they are commonly associated with the
clothing of shamans (Prokofyeva 1963: 137). They have been interpreted as representations of a
cosmological plane with the central opening or the ice-hole leading to a submarine or
subterranean world, and as representations of the sun and moon (Jochelson 1934; Lommel
1967; Martynov 1991). Many of the disks are also divided into multiples of four and may have
additional meaning, perhaps associated with the cardinal directions. As with so many other
elements of shamanic symbolism, a variety of interpretations suggests either a diversity of beliefs
or a multi-layered symbolic system which alluded to several levels of understanding. The
recurrence of such a specific form in Palaeo-Eskimo culture strongly suggests that the idea
derives from a Siberian connection and that Dorset people may have maintained similar views
of the world.

Comparable imagery is known from the ancient cultural traditions of Alaska, occurring in
the Old Bering Sea and Ipiutak cultures which existed contemporaneously with Dorset culture
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in the Eastern Arctic (Chaussonnet 1995:
65; Larsen and Rainey 1948: 138).
However, such images occur very rarely in
the later Inuit cultures of Alaska, Canada
and Greenland. The most striking
example, an ivory disk with sixteen
divisions, was excavated from an early
Inuit archaeological site in High Arctic
Canada, a region where Dorset people
may have survived and directly contacted
their Inuit successors (Sutherland, 1993:
329). The recurring appearance of
quartered or eight-sectioned circles in
contemporary Inuit art may be fortuitous,
or further evidence of the tenuous
survival of an ancient Palaeo-Eskimo
symbol into a later culture (e.g. Blodgett
and Bouchard 1986: 118, 119).

Imagery on other Palaeo-Eskimo
artifacts appears to represent complex

symbolism, but a symbolism which is not clearly related to that known from any other northern
peoples. An example of this occurs on bell-shaped ivory tubes carved from the root ends of
walrus tusks. These objects first appear about 2500 years ago as unadorned tubes, but an
example from about 2000 years ago has had the edges extended in the form of two bear-heads
facing one another across the top of the tube. A few centuries later the bears were replaced by
walrus with their bodies extending up the outer edges of the artifacts and their tusks
interlocking across the top. A pair of human faces have now been added to the opposite sides
of the tube, and on one Late Dorset example a bear and a seal are portrayed on opposite sides
above the faces (Figure 9.7). In another Late Dorset example, a seal–human transformation
figure is added. Lemoine et al. (1995) have suggested that the depiction on these tubes of
humans, walrus, and occasionally bear and seal may relate to a specific complex mythological
narrative. If that is the case, then this narrative may have been unique to the Palaeo-Eskimo
tradition and may have changed considerably over two millennia before disappearing with the
last of the Palaeo-Eskimos. It should not be surprising that a people as isolated as the Palaeo-
Eskimos would have developed a distinctive mythological tradition, portions of which may not
relate to the myths and beliefs of other northern peoples.

CONCLUSIONS

When William Taylor and George Swinton examined the shamanic associations of Palaeo-
Eskimo art, they dealt with the art as a unitary phenomenon which was interpreted as sharing
in a widespread and uniform shamanic belief system common to northern peoples, and which
shared specific attributes with the belief system of the Inuit people. Since the time of their
study, the corpus of known Palaeo-Eskimo art has grown significantly and now comprises
material from a broader geographical and temporal range. In examining the material currently
available in museum collections, the most immediate impression is of diversity (Lyons 1982;
Sutherland 1997b). The art of the Palaeo-Eskimos was obviously not static, but very dynamic,
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Figure 9.7 Four bell-shaped tubes, carved in ivory.
From left to right: (a) 500–1BC; (b) c.AD 0; (c) c.AD
1000; (d) c.AD 1000 (photo: Canadian Museum of
Civilization; QiLd–1: 12; K kHh–3: 914; NiHf–4:115;
SiHw–1: 453).



changing over time in many different directions and probably in reaction to many different
stimuli. Changes are apparent in the overall rate of artistic production, in the relative frequency
with which specific subjects or symbols are portrayed, in the degree of abstraction or complexity
of symbolic combinations, and in the forms of symbols themselves. The best example is in the
portrayal of bears, but changes of various kinds are also very apparent in the portrayal of
humans. For example in the enduring tradition of carving small ivory maskettes, the form
changes from the earliest known example, a serene tattooed face from 3,900 to 3,600 years ago
(Helmer 1986), to a vaguely animal-like face of 2,000 years ago, to the grotesque faces found on
maskettes carved about 1,000 years ago.

It is tempting to suggest that changes in the art of the Palaeo-Eskimos reflect a similar set of
changes which occurred in the symbolic system and the belief system with which the art was
clearly associated. Rather than seeing a ‘shamanic belief system’ as the product of an ancient and
continuous cultural pattern, possibly rooted in the beliefs of Palaeolithic hunters, we should
perhaps interpret the evidence for diversity and change in Palaeo-Eskimo art as evidence that
shamanic beliefs have also been mutable in the cultural traditions of the past several thousand
years. 

An acceptance of this view implies that interpretations of Palaeo-Eskimo art based on direct
comparisons with the belief systems of nineteenth- and twentieth-century peoples have been
somewhat naive. Rather than viewing evidence for similarities between Palaeo-Eskimo and Inuit
cosmological or religious beliefs as indicative of a ‘common symbolic reservoir’, as has been
suggested by Lemoine et al. (1995), we might more aptly visualise parallel symbolic streams
flowing from an ancient past and contributing in unique ways to the reservoir of beliefs among
the northern peoples of recent centuries. From this viewpoint, Dorset art is a uniquely preserved
cultural stream which can provide information on the reservoir’s formation.

Also viewed from this perspective, we should not be surprised at apparent disjunctions between
the symbolic system of the Palaeo-Eskimos and those of recent Inuit culture. If the Palaeo-
Eskimos originally derived from Siberia about 5,000 years ago, at a time when ancestral Inuit
were occupying southern Alaska, then one might expect the Palaeo-Eskimo religious and
symbolic systems to hold more in common with the descendants of similar 5000 year old
Siberian cultures. This may in fact be seen in evidence from Dorset art, which hints at the
importance of human/bird transformation, complex ritual associated with bears, and the
perforated disk as a symbol of cosmological order.

But Palaeo-Eskimo art cannot be seen as a simple transfer of Siberian beliefs and symbols to
North America. Rather, it should be interpreted as a palimpsest of layered beliefs: some
originating in the Siberian shamanism of 5,000 years ago, which must have been considerably
different than the shamanism of the past century; some perhaps adopted through contact with
American Indian peoples living in adjacent forested areas; some modified through contacts with
the evolving Eskimo cultural traditions of Alaska. Just as scholars have suggested that Christian
missionary influence has modified aspects of the mythology and belief systems of northern
peoples in recent times (Sonne 1986), contact and influences in the past must have also
produced significant changes. 

The most interesting aspect of Palaeo-Eskimo art may not be in specific interpretations of
the iconography, but in the insight which it provides into the malleable and dynamic nature of
the symbolic and belief systems of a hunting society.
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Chapter Ten

Social bonding and shamanism 
among Late Dorset groups in 
High Arctic Greenland

Hans Christian Gulløv and 
Martin Appelt

INTRODUCTION

The ‘Dorset culture’ is the term used by archaeologists to describe a homogenous artefactual
complex extending from Greenland to the eastern Canadian Arctic, the latter comprising the
northern Canadian archipelago and mainland coastal regions from east of Coronation Gulf to
subarctic Newfoundland. During the approximately 2,000 years of its existence – terminating
around 1300 AD in the High Arctic Smith Sound region and some hundred years later along
the southern shores of Hudson Strait – the Dorset culture complex was continuously
represented in the region around the Foxe Basin. However, no evidence of the culture has been
found in the northernmost Canadian arctic and in Greenland during the Middle Dorset, i.e.
the centuries around the beginning of the common era. Despite extensive investigations, no
remains of dog sledges (or dog bones), seagoing vessels and other means of transport have ever
been found, and the problem as to the arrival of the Dorset people in these areas remains
unresolved. 

Artefacts and faunal material from excavated sites indicate that the hunting of caribou,
walrus and seal formed the basis of subsistence for the Dorset people. Beautiful carved repre-
sentations of regional fauna and zoomorphic creatures, together with incised decorations on
tools and weapons, were all common in the Dorset culture and have long been thought to
indicate a developed complex of shamanistic thought, the coherence of which has been
documented through similarities in workmanship and subjects chosen (Sutherland, this
volume).

At the beginning of the second millennium AD, people of the Neo-Eskimo Thule culture
and ancestors of the modern Inuit spread eastwards from Alaska. They were whale-hunters, well
equipped with effective and fully developed means of transportation. Reaching the eastern
Arctic they seem to have met the Palaeo-Eskimo Dorset people in the terminal phase of the
latter’s culture. From around 1300 AD onwards in the High Arctic the Dorset disappear from
the archaeological record, but their use of soapstone for seal-oil lamps and snow-knives of the
type used for building igloos subsequently became incorporated into the technological
repertoire of the Thule culture.
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WHO WERE THE ‘STRONG TUNIT’?

In Inuit oral tradition stories were told about the ‘Tunit’ people (sing. Tuneq, etymologically
suggested as referring to the concept of strength or firmness), and examples have been recorded
from all regions of Greenland and Arctic Canada east of Coronation Gulf. The stories derive
from the remote past when the Inuit were not the only inhabitants of the country in which they
live at the present time. Another tribe similar to them shared their hunting grounds, but they
were on good terms, both tribes living in harmony in their villages. According to the stories, the
Tunit were much taller than the Inuit and were extremely strong, being able to lift large
boulders which were far too heavy for the Inuit. It is said that they were able to hold on to a
harpooned walrus as the Inuit hold a seal. The Tunit did not build any kayaks, but as they were
aware of the advantages afforded by their use in hunting they stole the boats from the Inuit,
who did not dare to defend their property as the Tunit were by far their superiors in strength.
One story relates how a young Tuneq had taken the kayak of a young Inuk without asking him,
and had damaged it by knocking in the bottom. The Inuk got very angry and ran a knife into
the nape of the Tuneq’s neck while he was sleeping. The Tunit then became afraid that the Inuit
would kill them all and preferred to leave the country for good. They assembled at a certain
place, and in order to deceive any pursuers they cut off the tails of their jumpers and the women
tied their hair into a bunch protruding from the crown of the head (this seems to have been of
importance in relation to the supernatural world as a means of ‘cheating’ evil spirits, and it
seems also to have functioned as an ethnic marker). Many old songs either mention the Tunit or
are reported to have been sung by them.

The story is a typical one told by the Inuit about the Tunit. This version was noted down by
Franz Boas, who in the 1880s spent a year among the Baffin Islanders (Boas 1964: 226–8). The
core of the story – the fact of friendly co-existence, the strong Tunit, and the conflict – is
common to many of the versions known. But who were these Tunit and where did they
disappear to? The question has engaged archaeologists since 1925, when the Dorset culture was
for the first time interpreted as a prehistoric society older than that of the Thule (Jenness 1925).
A further advance was made in the 1950s when joint Danish-Canadian investigations were
carried out in the Foxe Basin region of the central Canadian Arctic, and local Inuit could add a
number of additional illuminating stories which included descriptions of the Tunit’s dwellings
and tools. After having excavated a number of Palaeo-Eskimo structures in the area, the
excavator Jørgen Meldgaard concluded that, ‘it became obvious that the Tunit had nothing to
do with the Thule culture – they were the Dorset people!’ (1955: 176).

In subsequent decades, archaeologists were unable to find any in situ evidence for the con-
temporaneity of the Dorset and Thule cultures. The oral traditions about the Tunit were
therefore seen as a rationalization created by the neo-Eskimos when entering the eastern Arctic
with its abandoned Dorset sites. But in spite of generally poor archaeological results in specific
relation to this problem, the time gap between the two cultures was reduced after excavations in
High Arctic Canada seemed to indicate that some of the Thule winter houses must have been
built ‘very shortly after the Dorset settlement had been abandoned, perhaps even in the same
season’ (McGhee 1996: 218).

IN SEARCH OF THE DORSET PEOPLE AT THE ‘GATEWAY TO GREENLAND’

Over decades of investigations the enigmatic Dorset culture has revealed parts of its character,
but much remains to be done before the people themselves appear in flesh and blood as
described in the oral traditions about the Tunit.
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The stories emphasize how Tunit women were seen as very desirable by Inuit men, who then
married them and brought them to live in Inuit villages. If we are to believe these tales, this
would provide an explanation for a continuation of Tunit cultural traditions among the Inuit,
an example being the use of snow-knives. When the Tunit decided to leave their homelands for
good, a decision which must have been made somewhere in central Arctic Canada, then two
routes would have been possible: one to the south, crossing the Hudson Strait where terminal
Dorset culture remains from northern Québec province have been radiocarbon dated to the
fifteenth century AD; and an alternative route northwards, to the Smith Sound area.

Here, at the so-called ‘Gateway to Greenland’, joint Danish-Greenlandic-Canadian
archaeological investigations were carried out over three field campaigns in the late 1990s. The
project focused upon the Late Dorset remains that had been surveyed in the early 90s by the
local museum in Qaanaaq, in the Thule district. The project was part of a larger programme
entitled Man, Culture and Environment in Ancient Greenland, which has identified three sets of
cultural categories which can together describe this relationship: resource utilization and
management; migration and diffusion; and cultural contacts and exchanges (Arneborg and
Gulløv 1998).

The Gateway to Greenland project has produced a large number of new finds from the Late
Dorset, excavated and recorded for the first time in Greenland within a well-defined cultural
context. Supplemented by some fifteen radiocarbon datings made on terrestrial materials, the
investigations suggest that a substantial settling of Late Dorset took place within a period that
lasted about 500 years, from approximately 800 AD to about 1300 AD (Appelt and Gulløv
1999).

The initial settling of the study area around 800 AD corresponds to the general settling of
the eastern High Arctic archipelago (Schledermann 1990), probably an expansion from the
southern core areas (Maxwell 1985). The Terminal Dorset lasted at least one century after the
emergence of the Thule culture in the region, and surveys in other parts of the district clearly
demonstrate that the settlement pattern identified by the project is but one aspect of a larger
settlement system. The chronological overlap with the early Thule culture, as well as supposed
face-to-face contact with Norse hunters in the study area, no doubt led to changes in the
political landscape of the Late Dorset, but the results of these cultural meetings are almost
invisible (Gulløv 2000).

With our present knowledge of the distribution of Late Dorset sites, the Greenland Late
Dorset group seems to have been isolated from other Late Dorset groups when the pioneers of
the Thule culture arrived – an isolation that may have meant that the group had reached the
limit of its social flexibility and was unable to respond to further changes caused by the
newcomers. Unfortunately, we are still unable to make any sort of firmly founded assumptions
on the subsequent fate of the Late Dorset groups: did they end in acculturation, through
migration further north and east, and/or did they die of new viruses brought in by the
newcomers? However, their influences are still to be seen in the material remains of the Thule
culture, and also survive in the oral tradition of contemporary Greenlanders (Gulløv 1997). In
the following we will accept the Tunit in the oral tradition of Inuit as a reality within our
archaeological concept of the Late Dorset.

EXCAVATION OF A MEGALITHIC STRUCTURE

The Late Dorset sites within the study area were situated on small promontories, minimizing
the distance to open water or the ice edge. One site consists of four to six house structures. The
architecture of the excavated houses showed a squared ground-plan divided by the well-known
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Palaeo-Eskimo mid-axial feature for cooking and storing purposes. On the mainland, close to
each site, a megalithic structure was also situated.

Such megalithic structures, normally termed ‘longhouses’ in the archaeological literature,
were recorded from 33 sites containing at least 43 structures, all thought to be Late Dorset in
age (Damkjar 2000). They are distributed between four regions: the Ungava Bay/Hudson Strait
area with thirteen structures; Victoria Island with eleven structures; the Arctic islands south of
Ellesmere Island (Somerset, Bathurst, Devon, Little Cornwallis and Bylot) with nine structures;
and the Smith Sound region with 10 structures (Damkjar 2000; figure 10.1). Interior length
ranges from 8 to 45m, the average width being 4.5 m. Average datings of the structures mainly
fall into the period from the eighth to the thirteenth centuries (Damkjar 2000).

Other Late Dorset structures have been recorded from the megalith sites, especially the so-
called hearth rows. Several of the megalithic structures have been archaeologically tested, and a
few have been excavated, but one very well-preserved example has recently been the subject of a
total internal documentation (Appelt and Gulløv 1999). No Late Dorset dwellings were found
at the site in question.

The site is situated on the Greenland side of the 40 km wide Smith Sound on the mainland
in Hatherton Bay, 1 km south of the adjacent Late Dorset site at the small promontory
Qeqertaaraq. Its most striking feature is a so-called ‘longhouse’. Associated with this are no
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fewer than eight hearth rows, as well as a large number of caches, all from the Late Dorset. The
core area of the site, which is about 100 m from the coast, seems untouched by human activity
in either earlier or later periods. The only features which cannot be assigned to the Late Dorset
are a few Neo-Eskimo tent rings and meat caches found on the beach northwest of the
‘longhouse’. The main site can thus be described as undisturbed, and all structures are well
preserved (Figure 10.2). 

The term ‘longhouse’ is of questionable value, as this kind of structure never seems to have
been used as a house in the normal sense of the word. The long-walls appear in the rectangular
structure as rows of raised stones, half-ton boulders and stacked slabs. The slightly convex gable
walls were built in the same way. The walls enclose an area of 4.5 by 15.5 m (Figure 10.3).

In most places the walls still stand 60–100 cm high on their original positions, and although
several openings in the wall-line could be seen in both long-walls, the occupation layer could
only be seen expanding through the wall-line in two places. It therefore seems likely that the
structure only had two entrances in each end of the western long-wall. An approximately
50 cm-wide break in the central, northern gable wall may also have functioned as an entrance.
This possible third entrance is formed like a door-step, some 30 cm high. A similar type of
entrance is found in another Hatherton Bay ‘longhouse’. Some of the stones in the walls have
been tilted systematically at some point after the structure went out of use.

The two long-walls were constructed using two different techniques, the main part of the
eastern wall being raised in a natural frost crack that had only been slightly modified. Both the
internal and external faces of the wall were retained by the use of wedge-stones placed at the
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base. In six places, larger wedge-stones served as platforms for fireplaces containing small
amounts of burnt material, the latter consisting primarily of blubber-soaked moss. If the same
regularity that we generally see in constructions of this kind is applied to all the structural
elements, we may suggest that there were originally nine of these fireplaces spaced at
approximately 1.5 m intervals. Several of the wedge-stones had been removed and lay up to 2 m
from their original location. The stones in the western wall were placed in a ditch excavated
some 10–15 cm into the ground and were leaning against a low inner wall of turf, which
unfortunately could only be recognized in short stretches along the central part of the wall. 

Two rows of vertically placed flagstones originally divided the interior of the structure
lengthways. In the following this feature will be referred to as the ‘mid-passage-framing’.
Large parts of the eastern mid-passage-framing were still preserved, while the stone lining in
the western section was badly disturbed, with only six stones still lying in their original
position (Figure 10.4). The southern end of the western side was completely deprived of
stones, but traces of the mid-passage-framing were seen in the form of a narrow low trench,
approximately 4 m long, in which stones were probably set. The average width of the mid-
passage was about 80 cm. The stones used for the construction of the mid-passage-frame were
mainly oblong pieces of granite, ranging in length from 35 to 60 cm, with one stone being
about 90 cm long.

In the northern part of the mid-passage an area about 1 m2 was paved with flagstones. On
both sides of the axial feature a large number of slab stones were found, often lying in stacks of
up to seven to eight. The slab stones seemed to be placed at random, with some resting on thin
layers of humus, indicating that they did not form a part of the structural design of the areas
between the mid-passage and the walls. The slab stones are more likely to have been part of a
pavement covering the interior of the axial feature – a possibility strengthened by the fact that
when placed side by side they covered an area of approximately 11.5 m2, roughly corresponding
to the sise of the space represented inside the axial feature.

The inside of the mid-passage had only a 2–3 cm thick layer of vegetation resting directly on
a layer of gravel. Apart from a few retouched flakes, bone, antler and tusk fragments, the upper
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part of the gravel layer seemed sterile, but under 5–15 cm of gravel two rows of pits were found
along the inner edges of the mid-passage-framing and a third row was found on the central axis. 

The well-preserved pits along the mid-passage-framing were shaped like boxes that were
rectangular to trapezoid in outline, and from approximately 10 x 18 cm to 20 x 32 cm in size.
The pits were dug down some 7–10 cm into the sub-soil and each box was shaped by a stone
slab placed flat in the bottom, while the sides were plastered with one or more slabs set on edge.
The pits seems to have been placed in sets, with the majority of these spaced some 90–140 cm
from the middle of one pit to the next (Figure 10.5). 

A surprising feature of these sets is that their bottom stone slabs also had features in common
with each other, in that the same type of stone was used in each pit. One had a grey soapstone-
like bottom stone while another has reddish sandstone. Other stone types used were banded
gneiss, grey sandstone and red granite. All these types of stone can be found in the vicinity of
the site, mainly in the low hills to the north, south and east. A vertical cross-sectioning of the
pits did not give any clear image of the original shape prior to the placing of the bottom and
side stones, as no organic material was found on the sides or under the stones. 

Our suggestion is that these stone pits served as foundations for a number of long and
narrow stones found tipped over in connection with six of the pits. In most cases the base of
these 40–70 cm long stones fitted exactly into the pits, and even though preservation conditions
were excellent none of the pits contained whalebones or pieces of wood indicating that they
should have had a function as foundation pits for roof-carrying posts. At the end of the
excavation we were left with some 53 oblong stones that were found in or close to the mid-
passage. These oblong stones are very similar to the stones found making up the mid-passage-
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frame. We therefore suggest that some 28 of the oblong stones were originally placed in the
mid-passage-frame, while the remaining nineteen were used as uprights in the stone-lined pits
on the inside of the framing. 

A third row of pits without stones was found along the central axis of the mid-passage at the
same level as the upper part of the stone lined pits. The eight 2–3 cm deep pits were seen as
small concentrations of charcoal. The distance between the charcoal concentrations ranges from
125 cm to 240 cm and they are more evenly spaced in the northern half of the mid-passage,
suggesting that one or two pits are missing in the southern half.

The areas on both sides of the central axis revealed a very thin cultural layer which in most
parts did not exceed 5 cm in depth, and had accumulated directly on the gravel subsoil. The
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number of artefacts in the structure is generally low. Inside the axial feature some seven
flakes, one harpoon head, a copper harpoon blade and a fragment of a biface were found,
while the surrounding areas contained about 970 flakes, some 49 formed lithic artefacts, and
around twenty formed and recognizable artefacts of organic material. The largest quantities of
finds came in the form of very small flakes from the re-sharpening of bifaces, blades and
harpoon heads. Among the formed artefacts, blades and bladeknives comprise by far the
largest categories (36 pieces out of 50 total). In addition, thirteen harpoon heads – non-
functional miniature harpoon heads and full-sized functional harpoon heads, one of which
had facial features – constitute 72 per cent of the recognizable artefact types made of organic
material.

The most numerous finds category consisted of flakes, for the most part under 5 mm in
diameter. They were mainly found in seven relatively tight concentrations along the outside of
the mid-passage on both sides, ranging in size from 1 to 3 m2. The general impression is that
the spread of flakes was probably produced through a limited number of knapping sequences,
representing one or a few episodes. The overall distribution of the flakes, as well as other
artefacts, point to some sort of wall-effect between the mid-passage and the areas on both sides,
as only seven of 976 flakes were found inside the mid-passage (Figure 10.6).

Despite several test pits dug on both the western (towards the coast) and eastern side of the
longhouse, we only found a limited amount of bone material and lithic waste, and did not
succeed in defining a regular midden area in proximity to the structure.

A heavily vegetated small area with no structures was found 10 m north of the longhouse. An
excavation here revealed an approximately 5 cm thick layer of brown humus and gravel with a
substantial amount of bones (mainly walrus), a few flakes and a harpoon head of walrus tusk.
The debris accumulated in this area seems to originate from a more conventional midden area
of approximately 25 m2 on the edge of a plateau just above it. In the upper midden area several
walrus bones could be seen on and in the vegetation.

To the south-west, below the edge of a large outcrop, five huge stone enclosures were
situated. The walls were constructed of larger stones and measured approximately 1.5 x 4 m.
They were interpreted as caches for walrus carcasses.

To the north-east some ten structures were situated scattered over a distance of roughly
50 m. Each consisted of two to three flagstones in line, framed by two parallel slab rows and
covered by a flagstone. Nothing can be said about their function. West of the megalith
structure, three remains of small indeterminable features were observed.

A total of eight rows of hearths were located around the longhouse. The rows were from 15
to 33 m long and contained eight to ten hearth units. Even though differences could be seen
between the rows, the majority of the hearth units consisted of a broad slabstone flanked on two
sides by upright blocks, while several smaller slabs formed a storage platform on one or both
sides. In two cases the rows formed double, parallel lines: one row being constructed as
mentioned above, while the others were constructed as simple hearths, i.e. a vertical flagstone
surrounded by round, head-size stones. In two other cases, the hearth units were directly
connected to each other and framed by two parallel rows of stone. In one of the largest and
heaviest rows, a lid was placed on top of the two upright sides.

Several hearth units in one of the rows had a small round stone placed on top of the central
flagstone; its function is unknown. This phenomenon has however also been observed at Late
Dorset sites in Canada, and it has been proposed that they are ‘closing stones’ placed there when
the site was abandoned. Although the hearth rows are in principle constructed in the same way,
there is much to indicate that they were not built at the same time. There is, for example, a
striking difference in the state of preservation and the degree of overgrowth from row to row. 
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Five hearths of a different type were excavated. Two did not produce any material, while two
hearths produced a limited amount of burnt material. Finally, one hearth produced substantial
amount of burnt wood, bones and moss. No artefacts were found in connection with the
excavations.

To summarize the investigations at the site, we may stress that at present three so-called
longhouses are known from Greenland, located in the Hatherton Bay area. Late Dorset sites are
exclusively found in the Thule District, i.e. from the southern part of Washington Land to the
northern part of Melville Bay. Admittedly, only a limited amount of surveys have been under-
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Figure 10.6 Distribution of flakes in the megalithic structure.



taken both in the Thule District and in the areas south and north thereof (Andreasen 2000).
With the evidence at hand the presently known distribution of sites seems to indicate that the
Greenland sites should be seen as an integrated part of a regional Late Dorset group, with its
most extensive settlement in the general area of Bache Peninsula, Ellesmere Island, only some
50 km west-north-west of Hatherton Bay (Schledermann 1990).

All the hearth rows described above contained between eight and ten hearth units and may
perhaps indicate the presence of eight to ten families using the site, and the same goes for the
number of fire-places and axial charcoal pits in the main longhouse structure as suggested by
Schledermann on the basis of his work on Ellesmere Island (1990). This relationship leads us to
assume that this longhouse probably should be perceived as a highly developed form of hearth
row rather than an actual dwelling. Arguing further along these lines, it may explain not only
the representation of both organic and lithic artefact types – the opposite of what is normally
found in dwellings – but also the constructional details, such as the construction of the axial
feature with its colonnade of upright stones (Figure 10.7). 

Judging both by the position of the pits found in the central axis of the mid-passage – under
the 5–15 cm of ‘sterile’ gravel – and the radiocarbon datings, the longhouse may have had its
origin as an actual hearth row, later transformed into the structure presently seen. The burnt
material in the pits would then be the limited remains of the original hearth row. The same
course of development can perhaps been seen in the Ellesmere Island longhouses, as no well-
defined hearths, only small concentrations of charcoal and burnt bone, were found in the
excavated longhouses (Schledermann 1990).

Furthermore, the lack of artefacts and the very limited amount of burnt material found in all
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but one of the hearth rows (in spite of excellent preservation conditions) lead us to believe that
hearth rows did not serve as places of everyday cooking. Rather, they can be seen as symbolic
fire-places within the framework of an occasional communal gathering, perhaps with the
women gathered around the outside hearth rows and the men inside, as suggested by the types
of artefact found inside the longhouse.

We therefore argue that there is good reason to replace the term ‘longhouse’ with the term
‘Arctic megalithic structure’, indicating a more non-utilitarian function or more specifically, a
form of symbolic representation of communal gatherings and spiritual activities. The
impression of a non-utilitarian function for the Greenland megalithic structure is reinforced by
the almost complete lack of artefacts in the mid-passage, as indicated by the clear wall-effect
which indicates that some sort of cover had separated it from the surrounding areas.

Other writers (Maxwell 1985; McGhee 1996; Plumet 1985; Schledermann 1990) have
noted that the longhouses probably had a strong non-utilitarian aspect to them, emphasizing
their use as places for short-term gatherings, much the same as the aasiviks, the summer
gatherings of the historical Inuit. It also seems to be commonly agreed that the longhouses
never have had a common roofing, although it is suggested that each family raised a tent inside
the structure (Damkjar 2000).

If the number of hearths can be taken as an indication of the number of families at the site,
we suggest that around fifty people were gathered corresponding to the number of people living
in two small winter settlements (cf. McGhee 1996: 206). One of these may have been one of
the settlements in Hatherton Bay. If we assume that each hearth-unit represents one family,
there is a surprising stability in the number of people using in site through the approximately
300 years we assume it has been used. This may indicate that the site was visited by a relatively
stable group residing in the area over several centuries, perhaps occasionally meeting with the
groups in the area of Bache Peninsula on Ellesmere Island with respect to Hatherton Bay.

A general weakness of the excavations on the site in Hatherton Bay is the limited excavation
of the areas between the structures. In the time available to us for fieldwork we chose to
prioritise a total excavation of the inside of the megalithic structure, and were thus unable to
reach a more complete understanding of the site as a whole. Excavation between the structures
may very well reveal a large number of structures latentes that may be a key to the function of
these types of site.

SHAMANISM AND COSMOLOGY

Among the architectual traits at the megalithic site, the mid-axial construction and the fire-
places appear as something different from the structures known from subsequent Neo-Eskimo
sites. Nevertheless, the mid-axial or mid-passage phenomenon has been a very stable feature in
dwellings of the eastern Arctic since the emergence of the first Palaeo-Eskimos in the later half
of the third millennium BC (Knuth 1967) and continued as such during the following ca.
3,500 years. As they were the first humans to enter these then-virgin hunting fields, they were
assumed to have brought the idea for the division of the dwelling with them from outside. The
archaeological data point to the west, to Alaska where the Denbigh culture has been defined as
the basis of the Palaeo-Eskimo tradition (Giddings 1964). But in this part of the palaeo-Eskimo
Arctic we lack evidences of the mid-axial structure in sites investigated.

Looking for similar structures, Knuth (1967: 47ff.) has drawn attention to western Eurasia,
especially the Sámi (Lapp) lands in northern Fenno-Scandia and the Kola Peninsula, where
dwellings occur with a mid-axial structure described and depicted in eighteenth-century
ethnographic sources. The descriptions come very close to the Palaeo-Eskimo dwellings, and in
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both cases the fire-place is situated in the middle of the axis. Following the Sámi sources, the
entrance passage is at one end of the axis where fuel is stored, and the rear of the dwelling,
behind the fire-place, is described as a holy place where the drum was placed and the shaman
performed.

In analyzing the conceptual meaning of the space in the Sámi dwelling, Yates (1989) notes
that it represented the order of the cosmos, consisting of two worlds – that of life and that of
death. The two worlds met in the hearth, where the passage between the living and the dead
was mediated within the terrestrial realm. The areas to either side of the hearth and the axial
structure were transitional zones, where male and female principles met in neutral space, the
liminal area belonging to both worlds.

The male : female opposition was echoed in several different forms: male–female; sacred–
profane; clean–unclean; death–life; back–front; hunting–milking; hunting blood–menstrual
blood; north–south; winter–summer (Yates 1989). All material items in the household were
included in these oppositions, and personal belongings were imbued with the gender of their
owner. Thus, household space can be argued to be the locus for the gender ideology of the
Sámi, created and controlled on behalf of men. From this we can see that the architectural
attributes of the dwelling also have a role to play in this process of structuration, and in the
definition of concepts in space and in the mind.

The mid-axial structure in the region seems to have been introduced 2,000 years ago in the
early Sámi Iron Age, as the oldest dwelling with this kind of feature hitherto excavated has been
radiocarbon dated to the beginning of the Christian era (Olsen 1994: 121). However, despite
the architectural similarities between the Sámi and eastern Palaeo-Eskimo regions, and the clear
cosmological interpretation of the structure of the latter inferred from the former, we have no
archaeological evidence to fill in the greater part of the geographical gap between these two
remote areas.

However, we believe that the idea behind the mid-passage in both regions is to be sought in
Siberia, as has been suggested with regard to the Palaeo-Eskimo fire-place (Plumet 1989). There,
concepts about the universe have a close connection to rivers. According to this cosmology, as
Vasilevich (1963) describes it from nineteenth- and twentieth-century ethnography, the principal
river of the shamans flows from the upper world of new and reborn creatures towards the east,
and falls into the lower world of the dead in the north. Among the great shamans only few have
penetrated below the rapids of the river in their travels during a performance, and have managed
to return. The boundary between the upper and lower worlds was pictured by the shamans as a
very real thing, guarded by spirits who should prevent the souls of the dead from penetrating
upstream along the shaman’s river from the world of the dead into the real world.

This cosmology was also an integral part of the construction of the shaman’s tent, which
with its axial ground-plan, is connected with the mythical shamanistic clan river (Anisimov
1963). Furthermore, the central hearth is considered to be the fire belonging to the whole clan,
and the clan fire, equated with the unity of the clan hearth and the communal beginnings of
clan life, is regarded as the dwelling-place of the mistress of the clan hearth (Anisimov 1963).

Although the Siberian ethnographic sources referred to above are Tungusic, and thus related
to a group spread north along the rivers in the second millennium AD, it has been argued from
linguistic and material studies that an older local population living in the region shifted to a
Tungus language (Arutiunov 1988). In other words, the conceptual meaning of space expressed
in the dwelling-structure was rather old when it emerged 2,000 years ago in western Eurasia, in
a culture where maritime hunting never resulted in the formation of sedentary societies similar,
for example, to those of the Eskimos (Fitzhugh 1997; Pitul’ko 1991). We may then assume that
the structure of the eastern Palaeo-Eskimo when it emerged some 2000 years earlier had the
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same conceptual Siberian origin, which lasted until new orientational ideas were introduced
with the spread of maritime Neo-Eskimo cultures (cf. Fortescue 1988).

SOCIAL BONDING AS AN INTERPRETIVE ELEMENT

With the Siberian analogies referring to riverine settlements and the cosmological concepts
embedded in structures described above, we have a frame of reference for the interpretation of
the megalithic structures of the eastern Arctic.

In relation to this, we argue that with its frame of large stones and huge boulders, mid-axial
passage, and distribution patterns of artefacts belonging to the male sphere, the megalithic
structure may have had a shamanistic purpose. We further suggest that the place of performance
in High Arctic Late Dorset culture changed from the individual dwelling-structure to a
communal structure at some distance from the settlement.

Building a megalithic structure would have been a collective effort in which social bonding
had to play a role. The row of mid-axial pits with their content of charcoal and burnt bones –
the symbolic hearth row – can be interpreted as representing the reincarnation of animals
through purification by fire, which took place before the setting-up of the mid-passage structure
with its colonnade of upright stones; at a later stage, paraphrasing the Siberian analogy, the
stone and boulder wall may have been erected to protect the inside space from outside spirits
(Anisimov 1963: 97).

In the case of the Greenland Late Dorset, the original single fire was enlarged to a multiple
row of fires which expressed the strength of one distinctive feature when society was under
pressure. Influence may have been felt from major events in the western North American Arctic
in the later half of the first millennium AD, when new marine-adapted Neo-Eskimo cultures
spread eastward. This may have had an impact on the Palaeo-Eskimo Late Dorset even before
the cultures met in a way that has left traces in the archaeology (cf. Mason 2000). During the
medieval ‘warm period’, c.800–1200 AD, climatic changes took place which caused correspond-
ing changes in the societies of the northern hemisphere, including the Late Dorset in the eastern
Arctic whose social organization was challenged when newcomers began to compete for
resources (Damkjar 2000).

Social bonding became in this way an interpretive element, visible in the archaeological
description of a complete Late Dorset site compounding both the dwellings and the communal
megalithic structure.

VESTIGES OF AN URALO-SIBERIAN COMPLEX

At the beginning of the second millennium AD, the last phase of the Palaeo-Eskimo came to an
end with the megalithic structures of the Late Dorset culture. Its special architectual features
clearly expressed ideas embodied in historically and ethnographically known Arctic Eurasian
shamanism. Emerging from the Siberian mainland, these features reached their western limit
some 2,000 years ago, having been introduced in the eastern Arctic 1,500 years earlier. As in
linguistics where we find the most conservative representatives of an original stock to be the
most geographically peripheral ones, Balto-Finnic in the west and Eskimo in the east, so we find
the same to be true in the archaeology (cf. Fortescue 1998).

Hypothesizing such a linguistic homeland suggests, in conjunction with the evidence of an
archaeological perspective, that the core area of Uralo-Siberian culture might have been
somewhere within a wide area of the forested regions of southern Siberia, centred on the region
between Lake Baikal and the Sayan, extending eastward up the Lena/Aldan valleys (Dumond
1987: 51) and westward almost as far as the Ob (cf. Fortescue 1998: 219).
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On linguistic evidence the Samoyed-Finno-Ugric split occurred about 2,000 years ago, but it
is a matter of ongoing debate as to how long the Sámi have spoken a Finno-Ugric language, and
perhaps they represent a still earlier northern population that had shifted to a Uralic language
(Fortescue 1998: 182). With regard to the situation in the eastern region, and the problem as to
when the first Palaeo-Eskimos appeared on the shores of the Bering Strait, we do not know if
they represent the immediate linguistic ancestors of the modern Inuit. However, the language
they spoke would in all likelihood have been an offshoot of the same Uralo-Siberian complex,
and the date of their appearance may be considered against recent estimates of the
approximately 4,000 years that have elapsed since the Aleut and Eskimo began to go their own
ways (cf. Fortescue 1998: 188; Fiedler 1992: 151).

On the evidence mentioned above we may maintain that the introduction of the mid-axial
structure and its shamanistic elements expressed vestiges of a cosmology of common Uralo-
Siberian origin, which appeared when newcomers arrived in western Eurasia and the eastern
North American Arctic some 2,000 and 4,000 years ago respectively.

CONCLUSION

Our chapter has focused on the shamanism of the Late Dorset, aspects of which we argue can
be interpreted from a recently excavated Greenlandic megalithic structure. Such structures,
often labelled as longhouses despite their strong non-utilitarian aspect, have been reported from
the greater part of the easternmost Arctic. Although long dwelling-houses are known from the
Dorset culture (though details of them have not been published – see Rowley and Rowley 1997:
274), something different took place in the eastern Arctic with the introdution of the
megalithic structures described.

The reason for its appearance has been explained with reference to external factors deriving
both from changes in nature and from new population events in the west. Coping with these
challenges, the Dorset people came increasingly to rely on the strength of their cultural tradition.
Collective efforts were invested in the construction of megalithic structures, the function of
which was shamanistic and comparable to the later neo-Eskimo qassi, the men’s house (cf.
Gulløv 1988).

The maritime adapted neo-Eskimos, who reached the eastern Arctic sometime in the early
second millennium AD, can be seen for the first time in the archaeology of the western shores
of the Bering Strait where their sites are dated to the beginning of our era. We can also see
continuing cultural influence from further south within Asia, as far at least as the Amur, and
from Iron Age China beyond. The split between the recent Yupik and Inuit Eskimo languages
probably has its roots in these events (cf. Fortescue 1998; McGhee 1988).

Hereafter, the mid-axial feature with its reference to the river as a route from life to death was
no longer seen as an element in the dwelling structures of the neo-Eskimos. However, this
Palaeo-Siberian idea probably lies behind the treatment of the dead as observed as late as the
early eighteenth century in Greenland: when somebody died in a house, the body was not be
taken out through the entrance passage customarily used by the inmates, but instead through
the window; if a death occurred in a tent, then the corpse was removed through the rear (Egede
1925: 376).

Though the ‘Dorset culture’ is an archaeological construction, the Tunit people have to be
taken seriously as a prehistoric reality, as they became a part of the Inuit cultural tradition in the
eastern Arctic. The scenario described above is open to radical revision if we do not accept this
to be the case.
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Chapter Eleven

Special objects – special creatures:
Shamanistic imagery and 
the Aurignacian art1 of 
south-west Germany

Thomas A. Dowson and Martin Porr

In the summer of 1931 a German archaeologist by the name of Gustav Riek began excavating
deposits at Vogelherd cave in the Swabian Mountains of south-west Germany. During the
excavation he recovered a number of small ivory statuettes in layers of Aurignacian age
(c.32,000 BP), the best known of which is the Vogelherd horse (Figure 11.1). The analysis of
these statuettes is said to have captured Riek for the rest of his life (Wagner and Wehrberger
1994: 13). Since Riek’s excavations at Vogelherd, two other caves in the Swabian Mountains,
Hohlenstein-Stadel (1935–9 and 1956–60; Wetzel 1961) and Geißenklösterle (1974–83 and
1985–9; Hahn 1988) have revealed further statuettes dating to the Aurignacian. Altogether
sixteen identifiable carved statuettes of Aurignacian age have been recovered from all three sites.
The 14C and AMS dates obtained from the two subsequent series of excavations confirmed
Riek’s interpretation of the dating of the Vogelherd statuettes.

Riek’s initial finds at Vogelherd greatly
influenced the character of subsequent
Palaeolithic research in south-west
Germany. The various excavations of
Palaeolithic sites undertaken in the last
sixty or so years in the Swabian Moun-
tains, mostly concentrating on cave
deposits, were supported largely as a result
of Riek’s recovery of the Swabian
statuettes from Vogelherd. For Germany
and Central Europe, at least, this art was
and still is widely recognised as the
‘earliest evidence of artistic expression’
(Müller-Beck and Albrecht 1987 – our
translation) which in turn strongly shaped
the interpretation of the statuettes in
German archaeology.
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Figure 11.1 The Vogelherd horse. Length c.48 mm (reproduced
here with the permission of the Institut für Ur- und
Frühgeschichte, Abteilung Ältere Urgeschichte und
Quartärökologie, Universität Tübingen).



PREVIOUS INTERPRETATIONS OF THE SWABIAN STATUETTES

For Gustav Riek, writing in the 1930s, the exclusive reproduction of animals we find in the
Swabian statuettes provided conclusive evidence for both the characterisation of Aurignacian
communities and the prominence and prestige that hunting held within those communities.
Aurignacian ‘man’ was first and foremost a hunter, and ‘the power of the hunter was celebrated
in artistic expression’ (Riek 1934: 297 – our translation). Later, in the 1980s, it was primarily
the antiquity of these statuettes that led Müller-Beck to place this art at the origin of humanity’s
technical competency. For Müller-Beck the statuettes represent the first expressions of
humanity’s ability and desire to explain the environment (1987: 17). In a striking diagrammatic
representation of this position, Müller-Beck places the Vogelherd horse at the origins of such
technical advances as the printed page, the radio and the television. It was through these
statuettes that Aurignacian peoples are said to have obtained information and learnt things
about their environment which enabled them to produce the necessary resources for their
continued existence. Interpretations such as these, either of European Palaeolithic art in general
or more specifically the Swabian statuettes, are no longer tenable (for discussions of these
interpretative strategies see, for example, Rector 1985; Ucko 1987; Conkey 1997; Tomásková
1997; Dowson 1998).

More recently, Joachim Hahn has analysed these objects in a more sophisticated manner. Not
only did he explore the taphonomy, the supposed stylistic conventions and the functions of these
objects, he has also ventured ethological interpretations drawing on identifiable behavioural
features the artists carved. For Hahn, the art provided a code for a complex set of visual
messages which centred around an ideology of power and strength, possibly having a peda-
gogical function (Hahn 1986, 1993). And, much like Riek’s pioneering work, Hahn’s book
Kraft und Aggression – Die Botschaft der Eiszeitkunst im Aurignacien Süddeutschlands? (‘Power and
aggression: The message of the Aurignacian art of Southwest Germany?’) has became one of the
best-known archaeological publications in recent years from this region. 

In the wider context of European Palaeolithic art research, however, these statuettes have
been largely overshadowed by the seemingly more spectacular parietal art of France and, to a
lesser extent, Spain. The large bulls in Lascaux or the delicately shaded bison from Altamira
have been continuously presented as much more visually arresting than the small, albeit excep-
tionally carved, Swabian statuettes. These figurines simply do not compare to the prehistoric
grandeur of the Magdalenian art of France and Spain, and the geographical location of such
‘spectacular’ sites as the painted caves enables the creation of a history of art that begins in
Lascaux and ends in the Louvre. Consequently, the inclusion of the Swabian statuettes in
international discussions merely serves to illustrate two, somewhat mundane points: first, these
objects provide empirical evidence for the apparent antiquity of mobiliary art, and second, they
also provide evidence for its regional distribution. 

Interestingly, on another level the Swabian statuettes do not fit into certain preconceived
ideas about the development of Palaeolithic art. Since its ‘discovery’, research on the Upper
Palaeolithic art of Europe has been informed by Eurocentric and stereotypical ideas that the
intellectual West holds to be true for the history of art as well as for the history of humanity.
The Upper Palaeolithic art of Europe, located in the ‘prehistoric’ period of conventional
histories of art, has become the obvious candidate for the origin of the Western artistic tradition
itself. This ‘prehistoric art’ has its own internal development over thousands of years, moving
from simple, crude markings in the Aurignacian to surprisingly spectacular images, such as
those found in Magdalenian Lascaux. Within this scheme of thinking the Swabian statuettes are
an anomaly. They are undoubtedly very well carved, showing considerable artistic/technical
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expertise, but they are also amongst the oldest – they should not be so ‘well done’ according to
a traditional art historical approach. Consequently, they are sometimes acknowledged as a
challenge to accepted wisdom (see, for example, Clottes 1993), but that challenge is only ever
nominal and passive. The statuettes are all but dismissed, never actually playing an active role in
our academic and popular constructions of Upper Palaeolithic art in Europe. Outside the
Palaeolithic archaeology of Central Europe, certainly up until the mid 1990s, these statuettes
did not feature in any sustained discussion (see also Hahn 1986: 39).

However, with the discovery in 1994 of Grotte Chauvet (in the Ardèche region of France),
the statuettes have been receiving added attention (see, for example, Clottes 1996, 1998), the
reasons for which are two-fold. First, the paintings in Chauvet have been dated to the
Aurignacian, around 31,000 years ago, making them more or less the same age as the statuettes.
Second, there are many paintings in Chauvet that depict felines and other dangerous animals:
the same has long been noted in the Swabian statuettes. In fact, this repertoire of animal
imagery for both Chauvet and the Swabian assemblage compares well with other supposed
Aurignacian sites in the Dordogne region of France, which have as many as three times more
dangerous animals than later Gravettian sites in the same region (Delluc and Delluc 1991).
What was once a unilinear trajectory ‘from Lascaux to the Louvre’ is currently being replaced
with a longer sequence that begins with Chauvet. Again, the Swabian statuettes merely provide
empirical, corroborating evidence for what is observed in Franco-Cantabrian Palaeolithic art;
never are they empowered to actively influence or determine interpretative trends. The Swabian
statuettes continue to be of merely passing interest, perpetuating a Francocentric perspective on
the origins of art. This represents another example of how ‘art’ objects such as the Swabian
statuettes – like the figurines of Willendorf and Dolni Vestonice – have been ‘lift[ed] effortlessly
out of their local settings into a pan-European tradition of symbolic expression’ (Tomásková
1997: 281).

In this chapter we start from a position that does not see the Swabian statuettes as art objects
in a generally pan-European (and specifically Franco-Cantabrian) Palaeolithic artistic tradition,
with further links to the position that the latter holds in the history of art. Ucko (1987) has
forcefully argued against the concept of a linear evolution of prehistoric art from simple to
complex imagery, suggesting that it is highly likely that there were in fact different, perhaps
contemporary, traditions of artistic practice in the Palaeolithic of Europe. However, specific
analyses of Palaeolithic art to take such a conclusion into account have not been forthcoming
(but see Tomásková 1997). We propose to offer such an analysis here, emphasising that a more
specific study of the kind that we devote to the Swabian statuettes does not simply offer insights
into the diversity of artistic practice during the Palaeolithic in Europe, but rather – if followed
up elsewhere – will go some way to providing an alternative to the unilinear version of the
history of art that is currently widely accepted, and hence continuously reinforced.

We theorise the meaning and social role of the Swabian statuettes in a specific, regional and
local context, and advance an interpretation of them by drawing on an understanding of
shamanism. Over the last decade or so the shamanistic interpretation of Upper Palaeolithic art
has developed considerably. In 1988 two papers were published which gave this approach a new
direction and a firmer methodological basis. One attempted to find a link between bird
ethology and certain images of birds in Upper Palaeolithic cave art (Davenport and Jochim
1988), while the other explored a neuropsychological link between the visions seen in an altered
state of consciousness and Palaeolithic imagery (Lewis-Williams and Dowson 1988). What was
once an off-the-cuff explanatory remark on certain enigmatic images has now developed into a
more theoretically and methodologically rigorous interpretative framework (see, for example,
Lewis-Williams 1991, 1997a, 1997b; Dowson 1998; Lorblanchet and Sieveking 1997). In this
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chapter we explore both the ethological and neuropsychological aspects of the Aurignacian art
of south-west Germany. In so doing, we do not simply offer speculations on the ‘meaning’ of
these statuettes, but more specifically we construct an informing context, which then enables us
to begin an exploration of their role in negotiating social interaction.

THE AURIGNACIAN ART OF SOUTH-WEST GERMANY

The Aurignacian technocomplex is generally recognised as the oldest period of the Upper
Palaeolithic in Europe. The Aurignacian is exclusively associated with anatomically modern
Homo sapiens, and two modern skulls were recovered from the Aurignacian deposits of
Vogelherd (see Riek 1934: 302–8). Most of the sites with Aurignacian deposits in the Upper
Danube area are cave sites, situated in different tributary valley systems. Art objects were
excavated in three sites situated in the Achtal and the Lonetal: Vogelherd, Hohlenstein-Stadel
and Geißenklösterle (Hahn 1983: 276; 1993: 230). At Vogelherd conventional radiocarbon
dating yielded results from 23,060 to 31,900 BP years for the Aurignacian levels (Hahn 1986:
11; 1993: 230). The Aurignacian level at Hohlenstein-Stadel was dated by conventional 14C
methods to 31,750 + 1150–650 BP (H-3800–3025) and by AMS to 32,000 BP + 550 (ETH-
2877) (Hahn 1995: 88; see also Hahn 1993: 231). Datable material from the upper
Aurignacian level, containing the statuettes, at Geißenklösterle has produced a large number of
AMS dates which fall between 32,300 + 700 (OxA-5708) and 36,800 ( 1000 (OxA 4595), with
a mean value at 33,500 + 350 (Hahn 1995: 88–90; Richter et al. 2000: 86).

The Aurignacian in south-west Germany has come to be regarded as a regional unit because
of different features that make up the artefact inventories. Both stone and organic artefacts show
a patterning that can be distinguished from other regions in Europe. For example, the extensive
use of mammoth ivory for the production of rods, pendants and batons is exceptional.
Furthermore, among the ivory beads is a stylistic form that has to date only been found in this
region. Finally, the occurrence of the Aurignacian figurative mobiliary art in this region is
unique (Hahn 1986: 25; see also Hahn 1977, 1987). From the three sites mentioned, there are
twenty-one identifiable and five unidentifiable objects. Of the identifiable objects seventeen are
figurative, the others being a stone pendant, an oval bone retoucher, an engraved large mam-
malian bone and a painted stone from Geißenklösterle. In the following discussion we focus on
the figurative objects. 

The statuettes are generally rather small, around 5 cm in length. Only the ‘anthropomorph’
from Hohlenstein-Stadel is exceptional in this regard (296 mm in height). All but one of the
statuettes were manufactured from locally available mammoth ivory; the other, the mammoth
half relief from Vogelherd, was made from mammoth bone. There are both animal and
anthropomorphic figurines. The animals carved are exclusively large, terrestrial mammals, such
as felines, bears, mammoths, bovines and a possible rhinoceros. The species diversity of the
carved animals represents only a fraction of the animals present in the faunal assemblages
recovered from all three sites (Hahn 1986: 156–60), indicating an intentional rather than a
random choice of subject matter. The specific ways in which the Aurignacian artists chose to
carve their animal and anthropomorphic statuettes also indicate that further choices were
considered in producing these objects.

The carving of the animals’ heads always displays the obvious facial features such as the
mouth, ears and eyes. In certain instances a distinctive expression is included. The body of the
carved animal is usually well represented, and in some examples perhaps somewhat exaggerated.
Musculature is often present as the bodies emphasise full, rounded forms. In contrast to this,
the extremities, as in the hooves and feet, are reduced in size or sometimes not included.
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Because the omissions are not the product
of taphonomic processes, and very slender
forms can in fact be carved in ivory, the
artists must have intentionally chosen not
to include hooves and feet. The
significance of this feature needs to be
considered in any discussion. Finally, the
animals are always symmetrical along the
longitudinal axis; in each case the legs are
parallel to each other (Hahn 1993: 232). 

The anthropomorphic representations,
on the other hand, were clearly created
with a different set of decisions. The
heads are either schematic, without facial
expressions at all, or they are animal heads
displaying all facial features, as in the
human-lion statuette from Hohlenstein-
Stadel (Figure 11.2). The body is either
shortened or left in natural proportions.
The limbs are also generally represented
naturalistically, apart from the statuette
from the Vogelherd level IV, which has no
limbs at all (Hahn 1986: 154–5; 1993:
233).

The detailed and obviously intentional
ways in which the Swabian artists chose to
depict their subjects allows an inter-
pretation of the facial expressions and
postures and to identify behavioural ex-
pression. In two of the lion statuettes the
neck and head form a horizontal line,
while the ears are twisted backward (Figure
11.3; Hahn 1993: 234). Lions during
aggressive or threatening behaviour typic-
ally adopt this posture. Two of the lion
statuettes, the single head from Vogelherd
(Figure 11.4) and the therianthrope from
Hohlenstein-Stadel (Figure 11.2) exhibit
an alert face indicated by the cocked ears
and closed mouth. Similarly, the bear from
Geißenklösterle (Figure 11.5) is standing
in an upright position with extended arms,
which is typical of a threatening or
attacking position. Finally, the unusual
position of the Vogelherd horse (Figure
11.1) has been identified as one of a
stallion impressing females. Hahn (1993:
235) concludes that although ‘the number
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Figure 11.2 The reconstructed human-lion statuette from
Hohlenstein-Stadel. Height c.296 mm (after Hahn 1986: 
Tafel 17).

Figure 11.3 A lion statuette from Vogelherd with pointed ears.
Note also the patterning of the dots and long incisions. Length
c.57 mm (reproduced here with the permission of the Institut für
Ur- und Frühgeschichte, Abteilung Ältere Urgeschichte und
Quartärökologie, Universität Tübingen).



of Aurignacian mobiliary art objects is too small to offer any
significant quantitative values, the number of postures which
deviate from ordinary neutral ones seems rather high’. As the
statuettes show a selection in favour of strong and large
animals, carved with powerful expressions and postures of
aggression, strength and alertness, the statuettes reinforce
notions of power and strength (Hahn 1993: 240). As yet, no
distinguishing behavioural features have been identified in the
statuettes of mammoths. Nonetheless, they do represent a
strong and powerful animal.

Having discussed the ethological characteristics of these
statuettes we now turn to consider other features that, we
argue, point to hallucinatory origins. In the Swabian
statuettes, there are two features we draw attention to in
this context. The first is the human-lion statuette from
Hohlenstein-Stadel (Figure 11.2), and the second are the
geometric patterns incised on the surface of these statuettes
(see, for example, Figs 11.3 and 11.6). Despite the fact that
we are arguing for hallucinatory/neuropsychological inter-
pretations already offered for Upper Palaeolithic art in
general, here we explore the detailed nature of hallucinatory
imagery in these objects to make specific, not general
interpretations.

Although in a poor state of preserv-
ation, there is no doubt that the so-called
‘lion-man’ from Hohlenstein-Stadel is a
conflation of both human and feline,
possibly lion, anatomies. The head is
clearly that of a large feline while the
body and the posture are anthropo-
morphic. The extremities do not resemble
human hands or feet but rather the paws
of a feline. Hahn (1994: 103) was quite
explicit in claiming that nothing supports
the assertion that this statuette might
represent a human wearing a mask, as has
often been suggested for depictions similar
in character found in the Palaeolithic cave
art in such sites as Les Trois Frères and
Gabillou.

A number of researchers have inter-
preted these parietal images as sorcerers in
costume, some going so far as to compare
them with Witsen’s often reproduced

picture of a Siberian shaman (e.g. in Clark 1971). More recently, research drawing neuro-
psychological accounts of altered states of consciousness has suggested that these human-animal
images are graphic representations of experiences where humans feel they are transforming into
animals during deeper stages in their altered states of consciousness (Lewis-Williams and
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Figure 11.4 The head of a lion from
Vogelherd. Note the erect ears and small
incsions at the neck. Length c.30 mm (after
Hahn 1986: Tafel 15).

Figure 11.5 A bear statuette from Geißenklösterle in an
aggressive posture. Height c.49 mm (after Hahn 1986: 
Tafel 22).



Dowson 1988; Clottes and Lewis-
Williams 1996). The transformation into
an animal is in fact one of the most
frequently reported hallucinatory experi-
ences of deeper stages of altered states of
consciousness. In one such report a
person said:

I thought of a fox, and instantly I was
transformed into that animal. I could
distinctly feel myself a fox, could see
my long ears and bushy tail, and by a
sort of introversion felt that my
complete anatomy was that of a fox. 

(Siegel and Jarvik 1975: 105)

The Hohlenstein-Stadel human-lion is a clear example of such an experience. This
interpretation is further supported by the somewhat peculiar posture of the statuette and the
position of the feet or paws, which do not allow the statuette to stand upright on its own. The
posture of the ‘lion-human’, and the way in which its ‘feet’ are carved, gives the distinct
impression that it is ‘hovering’ or ‘suspended’ above the ground. A sense of floating is yet
another widely reported hallucinatory experience of altered states of consciousness. Two
different and universally accepted hallucinatory experiences – the transformation of a human
into an animal, and the sense of floating – are included in this particular statuette and thus
point to an interpretation that is informed by experiences obtained in altered states of
consciousness. 

Moving on, we now turn to the geometric patterns incised on the otherwise naturalistically
carved animal statuettes. The designs consists of dots, straight and curved lines, angles, and
small crosses. They are cut in rows or in more complex patterns such as grids and, in one case, a
more complex motif made up of multiple arcs, zigzags and dots (Figure 11.6). Shorter notches
tend to emphasise the legs and their muscles, as well as the neck (as in Figure 11.4) and the
back, while longer incisions are found on the torso of the statuettes (as in Figure 11.3). Series of
parallel rows of dots tend to run along the axis of the statuette (again, also in Figure 11.3). 

These patterns have been interpreted as a technique for indicating natural markings such as
fur colour or fur length (Wagner 1981). Dismissing such an explanation and drawing an
analogy with Australian Aboriginal art, Hahn (1986) has suggested these patterns could refer to
the animals’ skeletal features. The geometric designs themselves, and more importantly their
repeated distribution on the bodies, suggest this interpretation is not plausible either. In any
event, we reject this sort of simple, look-alike method of analogical argument (see Lewis-
Williams 1991: 150–1). The geometric patterns are clearly not realistic, representing neither
internal nor external characteristics of the anatomy of the carved animals.

A much more plausible interpretation, one that relies on far less assumptions about
Aurignacian peoples’ artistic abilities and sensibilities, is that these geometric patterns represent
the entoptic phenomena seen in almost all altered states of consciousness. Further, and more
significantly, a characteristic of hallucinations experienced during deeper stages of trance is that
they tend to be superimposed on and intimately associated with iconic imagery. We suggest,
then, that Aurignacian artists used the geometric patterns to show that these statuettes were not
simply carvings of animals people might have encountered in their day-to-day lives. Rather,
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Figure 11.6 A schematic rendition of a more complex motif of
multiple arcs, zigzags and notches on a statuette from Vogelherd.
Length of statuette c.63 mm (after Marshack 1976: 276).



those artists used a principle of visual hallucination – the superimposition of entoptic and
iconic imagery – to forcibly remind people that these were special objects relating to special
animals.

In this section of our chapter we have examined the imagery of the Swabian statuettes in
terms of animal ethology and neuropsychology. In so doing we have demonstrated that these
objects exhibit an intentional use of animal behaviour, and experiences that derive from altered
states of consciousness. The aggressive, threatening behaviour of the lions and bear, and the alert
expressions of the lions, were carved to convey notions of power and strength; additionally, in
the case of the horse, the desire and need to impress or win over others is conveyed. Thus not
only power and strength, but also, and as importantly, ability is communicated here. At the
same time, the inclusion of hallucinatory experiences, the transformation into animals, and the
visual juxtaposition of entoptic and iconic imagery points to an intentional use and
manipulation of altered states of consciousness in the Aurignacian communities of the Swabian
Mountains. It is this uniting of altered states of consciousness and animal behaviour in the
statuettes that leads us to explore shamanism in the following stage of our interpretative
exercise.

SHAMANISM AND THE AURIGNACIAN ART OF THE SWABIAN MOUNTAINS

The methodology of shamanistic interpretations for Upper Palaeolithic cave art to date has
created a somewhat monolithic interpretation. Not only have the Swabian statuettes been
incorporated into a meta-narrative of Franco-Cantabrian art, but they have also been used in a
meta-narrative for Upper Palaeolithic shamanism. From the outset of this section, we therefore
stress that in using the term ‘shamanism’ we do not imply a unified, universal religion with an
identifiable body of ideas and representations which are independent of time and space. We
understand shamanism not in an essentialist way, but as a combination of certain shamanistic
elements which are manipulated in different ways in various communities, during historically
specific social and political circumstances. The most important elements are the occurrences of
hallucinatory visions and altered states of consciousness, and the general or even institution-
alised acceptance of these experiences as an access to a different reality for specific social and
political purposes. While the occurrence and the experience of altered states of consciousness is
a human universal, connected to the structure of the central nervous system, the meaning, value
and socio-political significance ascribed to these experiences is not (Lewis-Williams and
Dowson 1988). Consequently, any exploration of ‘shamanism’ should never be analysed in
isolation from social structure and cultural meanings.

‘Shamanism’ is wide-spread among so-called hunting and gathering societies, where visions
acquired in altered states of consciousness often constitute the central metaphors and images
used in belief systems and religion. In these cases shamanistic elements appear in close
association with a world-view and a perception of the environment which is fundamentally
different from a Western one. Among hunting and gathering people the environment is
perceived as being populated by creatures who have consciousness, history, personality and
spiritual power, just like humans. Indeed, hunter-gatherers generally do not make a sharp
distinction between human society and nature’s beings (Ingold 1992, 1996). It is especially in
the context of shamanistic experiences of mythological stories that we find that both worlds are
interchangeable. In these cases it is animals especially that play a crucial role in taking up
human qualities and vice versa.

Anthropologists have long since recognised that animals play a very special role in the
ideology and imagination of hunter-gatherers, not just as food and as potential sources of risk
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and uncertainty. For these people animals are also sources of images and metaphors, and as
objects of an intense concern far beyond any utilitarian necessity. Guenther (1988), for
example, has suggested that animals might play this role in human social life because they
present every human being, and maybe especially the hunter, with the fundamental question as
to who ‘we’ are in contrast to ‘them’. The ambiguous answer to this question can only result in
highly differentiated and ambiguous relations between animals and humans, which also varies
with socio-economic conditions (for example, Cartmill 1993). In the case of hunting and
gathering people the mutual relations between humans and animals (and other creatures) is
characterised by trust, equality, respect and independence, mirroring apparently some basic
characteristics of hunting and gathering societies in the intra-human sphere (for example, Bird-
David 1990; Ingold 1994). These considerations form the basis on which to develop our
interpretation of the Swabian statuette art. 

The intimate combination of human and lion anatomical features in the Hohlenstein-Stadel
statuette, as well as the representation of the ‘floating’ somatic hallucination strongly suggests
that this particular object represents a person transformed in altered states of consciousness. It
could very well be just a graphic representation of hallucinatory experiences people would have
had. But given that these experiences are manipulated in social actions, we choose a more active
interpretation and argue that this statuette is evidence for people with a shaman-like role in the
Swabian Aurignacian communities. The statuette actively negotiates the experiences a ‘real’
shaman has to undergo in order to facilitate a socially and historically specific set of social
interactions. In the other animal statuettes the geometric designs, originating visually in
entoptic imagery, reminded Aurignacian people in the Swabian Mountains that these were not
normal animals. 

We argue that these represented shamans who had been transformed completely in their
hallucinatory experiences, much like the person who transformed completely into a fox, cited
above. They were also three-dimensional representations of shamans’ bodily experiences in
altered states of consciousness. The hallucinatory geometric patterns, as well as their dimension-
ality, added to the reality (albeit supernatural reality) of those experiences. But these shamans
did not only transform into the physical reality of the animals, suggested through the
naturalistic qualities, they also gained their behavioural realities. The artists chose to depict
animal behaviours to give them real qualities and abilities in the supernatural world, supporting
our belief that these images represented actual and active shamans as opposed to simply
documenting hallucinatory experiences. 

Entering an altered state of consciousness is often considered a dangerous activity – there is a
very real risk of death. In addition, both benevolent and malevolent forces inhabit the world
these shamans believe themselves to be visiting, a world made up of good and evil spirits. The
latter are obviously the most threatening, but shamans have to be strong and powerful to
negotiate both of these in order to perform the work they do. 

Animals need to be alert. When faced with danger they adopt threatening postures and act
aggressively in an attempt to warn off the source of danger. If these actions fail, they attack.
These are the very features of animal behaviour the Swabian artists used in their carvings. In the
spirit world the Swabian shamans would have had to be alert. In doing battle with the evil
spirits they would have been forced to adopt threatening postures, be aggressive and be prepared
to attack. The Vogelherd horse-shaman in its attempts to impress pointed to the shamans’ need
to communicate their ability and suitability. It is these qualities that were important for the
Swabian shamans, these behavioural expressions that gave significance to these shamans. Thus
careful attention was paid to expressive detail, often at the expense of straightforward
anatomical detail (such as the lack of hooves and feet).
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We have not assumed the presence of ‘shamanism’ from the start – we have let the details of the
art suggest such an interpretation. Interpreting these animal statuettes as shamans is not the end of
the interpretative process of these objects. Shamanism provides merely an informing context for
these objects. If we accept this interpretation of what they depicted, and how, we can go further
and explore their role in negotiating certain social relations – those relations that impacted on, and
were influenced by, shamans and their work. For this we turn, finally, to the archaeological context
of their recovery, but at the same time remaining sensitive to the objects themselves.

It is generally accepted that the statuettes were complete when left in the caves; all fractures
and loss of body parts occurred after deposition (Hahn 1993: 237). The Vogelherd statuettes,
from both Aurignacian levels, were found near hearth constructions in the interior of the cave.
The distribution of statuettes in the Geißenklösterle Aurignacian levels was not concentrated,
rather they were recovered from deposits which include other occupational debris (Hahn 1986:
37). At Hohlenstein-Stadel, deposits indicate one or very few occupations, and the statuettes
were found in the inner recess of the cave.

Hahn (1986) notes that the ochre traces on some of the statuettes can most efficiently be
explained by having come into contact with hides, or, more specifically, clothing. At least four
of the figurines from Vogelherd exhibit piercing, suggesting they were fastened to hides or worn
as pendants. This is also supported by the occurrence of polish on the protruding parts of some
of the statuettes, which provides evidence for a prolonged use and handling; or perhaps even
being transported in a pouch (Marshack 1985: 95–100). Further, experimental work has shown
that it took in the region of 40 hours to produce the Vogelherd horse (Hahn 1993: 232). 

Despite the general patterns of production and use observed and noted above, the execution
of the various statuettes displays markedly idiosyncratic features. These different lines of
evidence, we believe, indicate an intimate and highly individual relationship between each
object and their primary consumers. Within the bounds of acceptable social theory (for
example, Bourdieu 1977; Giddens 1984; Wolff 1981) it can be argued that the material
representations of hallucinatory and spiritual contacts, as well as the powers attached to them,
were located within individual persons. These objects negotiated individuals’ intimate and
powerful relationships with the spirit world, an exercise that drew on the powers of animal
imagery and metaphor. They represented special creatures (‘shamans’, if you like) and the work
they did for the community (some form of ‘shamanism’), which played a part in the
functioning of the Aurignacian communities in the Swabian Mountains.

The fact that the statuettes were in a recess of one cave (Hohlenstein-Stadel) possibly
indicates they had a segregated, individual (or small group) significance. All over the world caves
have particular religious and spiritual significance. In the anthropology of shamanism caves
(albeit an obvious candidate) are commonly thought of as entrances to spiritual realms. Perhaps
an Aurignacian shaman, or a small group of them, performed their work in relative exclusion,
deeper in the cave, closer to the spirit world(s) they operated (in). The fact that the statuettes
were also recovered from occupational debris, and that they may have been worn on clothing,
indicates that they also had a public significance. 

The ‘owning’ of these special objects by shamans provided a physical icon of their super-
natural powers, and a reminder of their positions in their communities. These positions were
contingent on their ability to harness animal powers to perform symbolic work. The source of
these powers, then, were the subject of detailed artistic expression. That the anthropomorphic
statuettes are more schematic and lacking in facial features suggests that shamans – if indeed
these too represented shamans – as people did not have any privileged position in their com-
munity. These statuettes are featureless and faceless, while the detailed animal statuettes
provided tangible evidence of a ‘real’ spirit world, and the manipulation of ‘real’ powers. By
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harnessing these powers, shamans mediated the individual negotiations of the spiritual realms
they worked in, and with the public spheres that they also moved in and worked for. Further
detailed and site-specific explorations will permit future elaboration of these social relations that
the shamans were implicated in.

In no way do we intend this to be the final word on these special objects, even if a
shamanistic interpretation were to be accepted unconditionally. This initial exploration is just
that, an attempt to move the explication of shamanism in the Upper Palaeolithic beyond the
somewhat monolithic interpretations and the stereotypical characterisations of the debate that
exists at present. There are still many features and specific details that require careful
consideration and much further thought. For instance, there appears to be a distinction
between the somewhat aggressive postures of the lion and bear statuettes, and the non-specific,
admittedly perhaps as yet unidentifiable, behavioural qualities of the mammoth statuettes. A
clue to this distinction may lie in the difference between animals who live in patrilineal groups
(e.g. lions), and those that are organised in matrilineal groups (as can be inferred for
mammoths; see Haynes 1991: 56). This line of enquiry is certainly worth exploring to shed
light on those social relations negotiated by gender that impacted on, and were influenced by,
the shamanic practices in the Swabian Aurignacian. But for now, we close our considerations of
these spectacular objects with a telling statement by Tim Yates (1993: 72), who attempted
something different for the rock carvings of Sweden: ‘Archaeological data is not limited, only
the minds that interpret it.’

NOTE

1 We recognise that the use of the term ‘art’ is highly problematic (for a recent, considered discussion see
Tomásková 1997). We do, however, believe the term can be rehabilitated. Like Wolff (1981) we find
the generally accepted definition of ‘art’, the one most archaeologists attempt to move away from, to
be as restrictive and misleading for contemporary art as it is for prehistoric art. 
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Chapter Twelve

The sounds of transformation:
Acoustics, monuments and 
ritual in the British Neolithic

Aaron Watson

So at last they summoned a shaman. And he arrived in his shaman dress and horned hat,
warmed his tambourine over the burning embers, then shook it hard. He banged it in an
increasing rhythm, himself twirling in the full firelight of the tent, his sacred robes
twirling, his lips flecked with foam. After a time, his soul departed on the sound of the
drum to the mountain-top in the western heavens where there is no day but continual
night, where there is always mist and the moon is but a thin crescent.

And there he communed with the spirits.
Extract from a Siberian folk tale, translated by Riordan (1989: 90)

INTRODUCTION

Sound is an almost universal component of ritual. Across the world, sound and rhythm are
frequently combined to structure ceremonies through the orchestration of movement and
dance. They can also be an important means of creating connections with the supernatural.
This is of particular interest given recent research which suggests that the interiors of many
prehistoric monuments in the British Isles may have been conducive to the creation of powerful
acoustic experiences. Archaeologists have previously considered whether these megalithic
structures, constructed between 4000 and 2000 BC, may have been places where people gained
access, or journeyed, to other worlds. This is interesting given that the use of sound to induce
altered states of consciousness is often considered integral to shamanistic performance. This is
not only the case in those Siberian societies that practise(d) shamanism, but also in other
communities across the world where comparable practices have been observed. Given that one
of the central roles of shamanism is to manage interactions between the living and the
supernatural, could an understanding of such techniques assist in the interpretation of Neolithic
and Early Bronze Age structures in the British Isles? 

A CATALOGUE OF DEAD MONUMENTS?

Due to the contrasting nature of their evidence, archaeological and ethnographical fieldworkers
have tended to emphasise rather different facets of ritual and ceremony. In western Europe,
archaeologists have long recognised that a variety of monumental buildings dating to the
Neolithic period were foci for ritual. This is suggested by the absence of evidence for the
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‘domestic’ occupation of these places, as well as frequent associations with the remains of the
dead and specialised artefacts. Until recently, however, fieldwork has tended to underplay the
interpretation of how these places might have been used in favour of describing their
architecture. More traditional approaches have entailed precision survey, schematic depiction,
classification and discussions of typological origin. In contrast, ethnographers have the oppor-
tunity to observe living societies and are able to describe the often elaborate and theatrical
nature of ceremonial procedures, frequently emphasising the roles of different actors, their dress,
vocalisation and movements. In the most part, therefore, ethnographers have provided a rich
source of detail about the variety of ritual experience, while archaeologists have traditionally
tended to describe the venues where they believed rituals took place in prehistory. To a large
extent, non-interpretative archaeology has left us, quite literally, with a catalogue of dead
monuments.

SENSING THE WORLD

It is only over the past two decades that prehistorians have begun to seriously question this
hiatus. There is increasing recognition that it is insufficient to only describe the past, and that
by attempting to explore the ways in which people might have experienced the world we write a
rather more animated and challenging prehistory. Such fresh approaches have considered the
ways in which the format of monumental architecture might have affected the movements and
views of participants (Thomas 1993a, 1999; Barrett 1994), and also reconsidered the relation-
ships between these structures and the wider landscape (Tilley 1994, 1996; Richards 1996a,
1996b; Bradley 1998, 2000). In addition, it has been acknowledged that the visual primacy
which has come to dominate modern perception in the western world (Tuan 1979; Pocock
1981; Porteous 1990; Rodaway 1994) has influenced our ‘views’ of the past. Indeed, it has been
shown that many societies place emphasis upon other senses: scent and smell are integral to
ritual practices to some (Classen et al. 1994), while sound is important to others (e.g. Carpenter
1973; Gell 1995). Yet it is only recently that archaeologists have begun to address what
ethnographers have known all along – that human activities, especially in the sphere of ritual,
are inherently multisensual. To redress this balance, the senses are increasingly being reintegrated
into the study of the past. There have been new approaches to colour symbolism (Gage et al.
1999), touch and texture (MacGregor 1999), and a growing concern with how multisensual
encounters with monuments can be reconstructed and communicated (Pollard and Gillings
1998; Mills 2000). Here, I will focus upon a particular aspect of experience – the world of
sound. 

Sound has long been recognised as an integral component of the ways in which people
experience the world (Gibson 1966; Schafer 1977; Pocock 1989, 1993; Rodaway 1994).
However, it is only recently that archaeologists have begun to consider the role of sound in
prehistory. In western Europe, the acoustic properties of caves containing Palaeolithic imagery
have received some attention (Dams 1984; Reznikoff and Dauvois 1988; see also Scarre 1989),
while artefacts interpreted as sound-producing devices have been recorded in the archaeological
record (Lund 1981; Megaw 1960, 1968, 1984; Purser 1997). Research has now begun to
examine the acoustics of megalithic monuments (Devereux and Jahn 1996; Watson and Keating
1999, 2000). It has even been suggested that oral societies are more receptive to sound in their
environment than those who use the written word, although this might be better defined as a
distinction between literary and aural societies, as this specifically emphasises the use of the ear
(Rodaway 1994: 83). There are instances of non-literary communities favouring the audible
world, as emphasised in Carpenter’s (1973) study of the Inuit. These people, however, occupy
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arctic regions where there are often few visual landmarks. In prehistoric Britain, the circum-
stances are likely to have been rather different. Far from being a world devoid of visual foci, it
has been suggested that the landscape was perceived as a series of places which were imbued with
meanings (Tilley 1994). In the early post-glacial period such locales might have been pre-
dominantly natural, such as streams, mountains, caves and conspicuous geological outcrops.
Through time, altered places would have increasingly featured – artificial forest clearings,
occupation sites, and in the Neolithic, monuments. While we should not underestimate their
visual qualities, encounters with all of these places would have been inherently multisensual
experiences. In particular, the sound of a place can constitute a significant part of its identity
(Schafer 1977; Pocock 1989). Environmental sounds have been found to significantly influence
the ways in which a society responds to the world, whether in terms of navigation, mimicry,
memory, language or music (Chatwin 1987; Feld 1982, 1996; Rundstrom 1990; Gell 1995;
Kawada 1996).

However, the ways in which the auditory universe is understood will vary not only between
cultures, but also in relation to the sensory abilities of individuals (Rodaway 1994). In this
respect, how might we begin to interpret the role of sound in prehistoric Britain? I would like to
emphasise some very general principles. For instance, encounters with sound are very different
from encounters with the visual world. Every hearing individual is at the centre of auditory
space. While the eye focuses, pinpoints and locates each object in physical space, the ear favours
sound from any direction (Carpenter 1973: 35). In many ways, sound is rather more transient
than the visible world. It is ‘non-continuous, fragmentary in space, and episodic in time’
(Porteous 1990: 51). Sound is a sensation, and belongs to the realm of ‘activity’ rather than
‘artefact’ (Schafer 1993: 31). Sound brings the world to life. It can appear to fill spaces, create
atmospheres, and have an intense emotive power (Tuan 1974; Pocock 1988; Seeger 1994:
696–8).

Sound, in combination with rhythm, frequently provides a means by which ritual discourse
can be structured (Jackson 1968). Vocalisation, song and dance can all be repetitive means of
specialised communication that discourage dissent (Bloch 1974). The use and control of sound
not only separates an audience from performers or participants, but also promotes the
endurance of ritual procedures by minimising the opportunity for aural interruption (Schafer
1993: 36). At the same time, sound is invisible, and its behaviour is not readily explained
without the hindsight of modern scientific procedures. These elements combine to create the
special and magical qualities of sound. While interpretations of the auditory universe may vary
between cultures, it is the structured and specialised use of sound itself that is an almost universal
component of ritual. Indeed, ceremony can involve some of the loudest noises a society can
produce (Needham 1967; Huntington and Metcalf 1991).

WORLDS OF SOUND

Some of the most intriguing possibilities for the use of sound in prehistory concern passage
graves, a distinctive series of predominantly Neolithic monuments constructed across the west
and north of the British Isles. Well-known examples include Newgrange and Knowth in
Ireland, Bryn Celli Ddu and Barclodiad-y-Gawres in Wales, and Quanterness and Maeshowe in
northern Scotland, but there are many others. Their layout can be diverse, yet all possess a
narrow and restricted passage that leads from the outside world to a rather more spacious
internal chamber. In many instances, it was here that the remains of the dead were placed (e.g.
Renfrew 1979; O’Kelly 1982; Eogan 1986; Davidson and Henshall 1989, 1991). Burial need
not have been their only role (Fleming 1973). Human remains are absent at some sites, while at
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others there is evidence to suggest that activity was episodic, and may have included the removal
of material as well as deposition. 

Indeed, the distinctive architecture of these monuments would seem to suggest that the
chambers were repeatedly visited. Thus mortuary rites at these monuments were not only
situated within a wider social context, but also permitted access to what might have been
characterised as ancestral remains (see Barrett 1988). In this sense, passage graves might be
understood as settings for rituals which involved the living as well as the dead, perhaps as
shrines where people venerated mythical ancestors (Whittle 1996: 247). The presence of
substantial quantities of skeletal material at some sites need not negate these possibilities. At
Quanterness, for instance, human remains were predominantly confined to the side chambers,
while the floor of the main chamber remained a comparatively open space within which fires
were burnt (Renfrew 1979: 158). 

Performances within these buildings may have been diverse, yet their confined interiors
could only have accommodated a relatively small number of people at any one time. In many
ways the central chamber was a liminal place, physically separated from the outside world by a
claustrophobic passageway. This necessitated participants to undergo a potentially uncomfort-
able transition that could be interpreted as a metaphor for a journey between worlds (Richards
1992). There have also been suggestions that passage graves were a nexus between many
alternative dimensions, including places where communication between the living and the dead
could take place (Dronfield 1996). The abstract rock art motifs carved upon a number of
passage graves in Ireland share similarities with entoptic imagery experienced during altered
states of consciousness (Bradley 1989a; Lewis-Williams and Dowson 1993; Dronfield 1995a,
1995b). Concentric circular motifs in Irish passage graves, for instance, might represent tunnel
vision experiences or signify points of entry into the next world (Dronfield 1996: 54).

These interpretations are entirely consistent with the acoustic properties of these buildings,
where the transition between inside and outside is strongly emphasised. Tests at Camster
Round, a passage grave in north-east Scotland, showed that the covering cairn acted as a filter,
severely distorting those sounds which emerged from the central chamber into the outside
world. The one part of the exterior where sounds emerge most clearly is around the passage
entrance, a ‘forecourt’ area distinguished by dry stone walling (Figure 12.1). In addition to the
visual transition from daylight to darkness, and from open to confined, the behaviour of sound
itself reinforces a division between participants within and an audience outside. The vague and
unrecognisable sounds which emerged may even have served to emphasise the power and magic
of the place, reinforcing the potency of those permitted access (Watson and Keating 1999). A
covering mound of clay at Maeshowe, a passage grave in Orkney off the northern coast of
Scotland, permits little sound to dissipate from the interior, although distorted sounds can
emerge through the passage entrance (Richards 1993: 151). 

The construction of large stone-built monuments would have had an unprecedented impact
upon the auditory universe in the Neolithic and the significance of this cannot be
underestimated. Neolithic communities were constructing places within which the propagation
of sound was artificially bounded and controlled to a greater extent than had ever been possible
before. Schafer has even proposed that most ancient buildings were constructed not so much to
enclose space as to enshrine sound (1993: 36–7). Monuments like passage graves established an
acoustic separation between the sounds of the environment and the sounds of people,
suggesting that a rather different relationship between people and the environment was being
expressed. Inside these buildings it was possible to largely shut out the sounds and sights of the
natural world, creating a silent and dark space. Against this artificial silence it was possible to
construct entirely new worlds of sound. Using vocalisation and simple musical instruments, it
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would have been possible to generate sounds that were of a volume and intensity which far
exceeded the majority of sounds in the natural world. Yet these sounds did not extend far
beyond the confines of the monuments, and could not have been recreated anywhere else in the
surrounding landscape. Within monuments it was possible to compose an entirely new auditory
universe from the architecture of sound itself.

SOUND AND RITUAL – AN EXAMPLE FROM SIBERIA

Intriguingly, many of these elements – separation, controlled use of sound, trans-dimensional
journeying, contact with the dead – are often integral to shamanism as it is frequently defined
(Eliade 1964; Lewis 1971; Vitebsky 1995). Could shamanistic procedures in any way therefore
broaden our comprehension of the ways in which megalithic monuments might have been
used? To illustrate some of the possibilities, I will reference extracts from the classic portrait of
shamanistic ritual among the Chukchee of Siberia by Waldemar Bogoras (quoted from Lessa
and Vogt 1979, 302–7). Such ethnographic accounts should not be uncritically applied in the
interpretation of prehistoric remains, especially given the chronological and cultural distance
between these living communities and the distant past. In any case, this is by no means
intended as either a direct or literal comparison. The Chukchee shamans performed within
rather ephemeral structures, while I will focus upon the large Neolithic stone-built passage grave
of Maeshowe (see Davidson and Henshall 1989). This monument was chosen because it has
been restored to its prehistoric condition in a manner which would only have a negligible effect
upon the behaviour of sound (see Figs. 12.2 and 12.3). What I hope to illustrate is how such
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Figure 12.2 Maeshowe passage grave.

Figure 12.3 An elevation and plan of Maeshowe (after RCAHMS 1946, 308).



shamanistic practices might allow us to break down some of the disjuncture between the
elaborate theatre and spectacle of ritual, and the silent monuments of the archaeological record.
Bogoras’s narrative will be juxtaposed against my own suggestions for activities within passage
graves, and is italicised for clarity:

The typical shamanistic performance is carried out in the following manner. After the evening
meal is finished and the kettles and trays are removed to the outer tent, all the people who wish to
be present at the séance enter the inner room, which is carefully closed for the night.

Maeshowe is surrounded by a platform where people might have congregated outside the
mound. To gain access to the central chamber it was necessary to move through a restricted
passageway (Figure 12.4), further separating participants from the outside. A large stone block
can be pivoted into place to seal the entrance.

[T]he inner room is especially small, and its narrow space causes much inconvenience to the
audience, which is packed together in a tight and most uncomfortable manner.

Passage graves can be characterised by
the confined space of their interiors. For
this very reason, entry of the public into
Maeshowe now has to be regulated. It is
quite possible to accommodate more
than 20 people in the chamber (Figure
12.5), but with increasing numbers
movement becomes awkward. It would
also have been difficult to see or touch
images scratched into the walls (Bradley
et al. 2001), or to view the midwinter
sunset upon which the passage is aligned
(MacKie 1997). It seems that here, as in
similar monuments elsewhere, there
must have been some kind of separation
between those permitted within, and
those who remained outside.

In olden times, shamans used no stimul-
ants; but at present they often smoke a
pipeful of strong tobacco without ad-
mixture of wood, which certainly works
like a strong narcotic.

We cannot be sure of the extent to which
the users of Maeshowe utilised psycho-
active substances to help induce altered
states of mind, although this was not
beyond possibility in the context of later
Neolithic Europe (Sherratt 1991). There
are additional issues, however. The inter-
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ior of the chamber has no source of
natural illumination, except a faint light
from the passage entrance during the
day. There is evidence from other
monuments in Orkney that fires burnt
within monuments. A burnt area within
the central chamber at Quanterness
(Renfrew 1979: 158) has already been
noted, and there are also suggestions
of fire at Quoyness and Cuween Hill
(Davidson and Henshall 1989: 59). Not
only do fires emit light, but also fumes
that would have rapidly accumulated in
these confined and poorly ventilated
places. It is feasible that particular
materials could have been combusted to
induce effects upon consciousness, or at
least powerful odours. Even without
such chemical infusions, the poor
exchange of oxygen might itself have
ultimately had an effect upon a group of
people confined to the chamber.

At last the light is put out and the
shaman begins to operate. He beats the
drum and sings his introductory tunes, at
first in a low voice; then gradually his
voice increases in volume, and soon it fills
the small closed-up room with its violent
clamour. The narrow walls resound in all
directions.

If no light was refracted from the entrance, the interior of Maeshowe would be in total darkness.
Prolonged sensory deprivation in this kind of environment could itself have had effects upon
the mind (see Zuckerman 1969; Suedfeld 1980: 28–72; Dronfield 1995b), a possibility which
will be further explored in the future. Sounds introduced into this stone-lined environment,
however, would not be absorbed by the walls, but reflected and echoed. This is particularly the
case at Maeshowe, where the precise joining of the dry-stone walling creates a virtually
unbroken surface from which sound can reflect. For this reason, sounds within this resonant
cavity are heard quite differently, appearing fuller and louder.

Moreover, the shaman uses his drum for modifying his voice, now placing it directly before his
mouth, now turning it at an oblique angle, and all the time beating it violently. After a few
minutes, all this noise begins to work strangely on the listeners, who are crouching down,
squeezed together in a most uncomfortable position. They begin to lose the power to locate the
source of the sounds; and, almost without any effort of imagination, the song and the drum
seem to shift from corner to corner, or even to move about without having any definite place
at all.
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In the semi-darkness of a passage grave chamber, it is understandable that sounds might become
directionless. However, a very similar effect was noted during acoustic tests within these
enclosed monuments. Standing waves are acoustic phenomena caused by the reflection of
prolonged sound waves between the walls of buildings, producing audible zones of low and
high intensity sound. Their presence has been recorded at a variety of ancient sites by Devereux
and Jahn (1996), who suggested that the effect could be evoked by chanting. The actual effects
of inducing standing waves are both varied and striking, and have been recorded in detail
(Watson and Keating 1999: 330). When a standing wave first becomes apparent the nature of
the sound becomes expansive, and is perceived to behave in rather unusual ways. Sounds can
become detached from their source and move around the chamber, and it even becomes
possible to hear the movement of people within the monument caused by slight modifications
to the waves. Standing waves can also seriously distort speech to the extent that it becomes
almost unrecognisable, and at some frequencies can appear to ‘possess’ participants, as the sound
seems to originate from within the body of the listener – a sensation which could be distinctly
uncomfortable and unnerving. With practice, it might even be possible to control the
movements of such sounds within monuments like Maeshowe.

Among the Chukchee, spirit voices are sometimes portrayed by the shaman through ventrilo-
quism, while Bogoras guessed that some of their rather more physical manifestations were
conveyed by the shaman with the help of human assistants:

The ‘separate voices’ of their calling come from all sides of the room, changing their place to the
complete illusion of their listeners. Some voices are at first faint, as if coming from afar; as they
gradually approach, they increase in volume, and at last they rush into the room, pass through it
and out, decreasing, and dying away in the remote distance. Other voices come from above, pass
through the room and seem to go underground, where they are heard as if from the depths of the
earth.

It is not possible to account for ventriloquism in prehistory, but we can say that the passage
grave would have provided an ideal environment to create auditory illusions. One very powerful
sound was created at Maeshowe by loudly banging a drum whilst moving along the passage
towards the chamber (Watson and Keating 2000). In darkness, listeners might not see the
player or the drum, but they hear inexplicable changes in the nature of the percussion, and a
dramatic increase in volume until it is almost deafening in intensity. Even in a modern context,
an audience in the chamber commented upon the extraordinary and powerful qualities of this
sound. Many different acoustic effects can be conveyed depending upon the position of the
listener in relation to the monument. It was noted during experiments at Camster Round that
drumming inside the chamber was heard to be rising up from beneath the ground from some
places around the external perimeter. Intriguingly, drumming within Camster Round could be
heard within the chambers of Camster Long nearby, but not across the open ground which
separates these cairns (Watson and Keating 1999: 330). Likewise, sounds could have transferred
between the separate chambers within the Orcadian sites of Huntersquoy and Taversoe Tuick,
each of which is accessed along independent passageways (Watson and Keating 2000). It is also
possible that sounds could have been introduced into these monuments from the outside. An
open slot above the passage at Newgrange could have been used for oral communication with
the interior (Lynch 1973), irrespective of whether it was occupied. At Maeshowe, the blocking
stone does not seal the passage entirely, allowing for a similar possibility. Equally, distorted
sounds emerging from the passage entrances might have taken on a magical quality. It has been
suggested that passages leading into comparable monuments in Scandinavia may have been a
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means by which the souls of the dead could exit from the chambers (Gräslund 1994). In this
sense, not only would the slots present at Newgrange and a small number of Orcadian passage
graves permit the dead to depart when the entrances were blocked to human access, but they
encouraged any emerging sounds to be understood as a manifestation of the spirits themselves. 

SOUND AND TRANCE

I used Bogoras’s account of Chukchee shamanism to try and recreate a sense of theatre and
spectacle that might have accompanied the use of a monument like Maeshowe. Yet it has long
been recognised that shamanistic techniques extend beyond display and illusion and into the
realm of altered states of mind (Eliade 1964; Lewis 1971; 1996: 105–21). Indeed, it is frequently
through the medium of trance that communication with the spirit world becomes possible.
Altered consciousness can be induced in many different ways, ranging from the ingestion of
chemical stimulants, controlled breathing or fasting. Sound, and percussion in particular, is not
only a common element of shamanistic practice (e.g. Potapov 1978; Sommarström 1989;
Vitebsky 1995), but might itself contribute to the inducement of alternative states of mind
(Neher 1962; Needham 1967). In some cases such states might be induced by repetitive
drumbeats, but it is also likely that the nature of some sounds, especially those with low
frequencies, might influence transcendental experience (Tuzin 1984).

INFRASOUND

Experiments at Maeshowe suggested that under certain circumstances, people inside the
monument could be subjected to high amplitude infrasonic frequencies. These extreme sounds
are not created by musical instruments themselves, but rather by the interaction between
propagating sound waves and the structure of the monument itself. This is known as Helmholtz
Resonance, and the potential for passage graves to act in this way has been described in detail
(Watson and Keating 1999: 331–4). The critical element is that the movement of certain sound
waves through the confined passage and open chamber can set up a resonant frequency which is
powerfully amplified to levels far in excess of the original source. Two points are of particular
importance here. First, a primary way that this effect can be generated is by using percussive
instruments. Second, the resonant frequency of Maeshowe was found to be beneath the
threshold of human hearing (2 Hertz), but could still have had a physiological or psychological
influence upon people. Even in the modern world, low frequency sounds have been known to
induce effects upon people that have been described in terms of supernatural phenomena
(Tandy and Lawrence 1998).

The preliminary results of tests conducted at Maeshowe with the assistance of David Keating
suggest that high levels of infrasound could be generated under certain conditions. The
displacement of air resulting from movement through the interior, and particularly along the
passage, generated a 2 hertz response at 120 decibels (dB). Controlled breathing elicited a
similar response at over 105 dB. Interestingly, a single drum played consistently at 2 beats per
second (the frequency necessary to incite resonance) registered at a little over 110 dB. With
different kinds of drum and more people, it should be possible to exceed 120 dB. Although
reactions to infrasound can vary between individuals (Nussbaum and Reinis 1985), a 2 Hertz
frequency has been associated with a series of physiological symptoms. At the powerful
amplitudes which have been recorded inside Maeshowe, these range from pressure in the middle
ear and slight headaches above 100 dB, to extreme vibration and imbalance over 125 dB (Evans
1976). Volunteers exposed to short bursts of infrasound created by drumming within the
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passage grave of Camster Round did report some unusual sensations, including dizziness,
feelings of ascent, and modifications to breathing patterns and pulse (Watson and Keating
1999: 333). Irrespective of these effects, it has been shown that loud repetitive drumming can
itself have an impact upon listeners (Walter and Walter 1949: 82; Neher 1961). Further tests are
required to examine the possible contribution of infrasound to ritual procedures inside
Maeshowe. While the use of percussion to assist the onset of altered states of consciousness is a
known shamanistic technique, it is feasible that Helmholtz Resonance itself might have only
have acted in combination with a whole variety of other acoustic phenomena to affect listeners.
Infrasound need not have been deliberately evoked in prehistory, but its presence would only
have served to enhance the special or magical qualities of these monuments.

DISCUSSION: THE SENSES AND TRANSFORMATION

We might not be able to interpret the specific meanings that were attributed to the events
within passage graves in prehistory, but we can speculate about how such experiences would
have been set apart from the everyday. While it has been acknowledged that the sanctity of
monuments may in part have been derived from the symbolic representation of cosmological
and social principles of order (Richards 1993: 148; Thomas 1993b; Parker Pearson and
Richards 1994), the multisensual nature of these experiences has tended to be underemphasised.
The passage from one dimension to another may have been expressed through the convergence
of unfamiliar sights, smells, tastes, textures and sounds. The process of entering these monu-
ments effectively separated participants from the outside world. This not only involved a
significant transition from daylight to darkness (Bradley 1989b), but also required entrants to
move in unconventional ways in order to progress through the confined entrance (Thomas
1990: 175). In the low light, the senses are heightened, and the journey to the chamber
juxtaposes a succession of intense sensations: a cramped posture, darkness, the texture of stone,
changes in temperature, strange scents and exotic sounds. Irrespective of individual differences
in sensory perception, or their precise interpretation, most people would recognise the unusual
character of the event because of the manner in which such stimuli were combined in ways
which transcended the usual range of experience. Using certain vocal frequencies, for instance,
it is possible to induce enormous stones to appear to shake and become alive (Watson and
Keating 2000: 261). Nor were such qualities entirely confined to passage graves. A pilot test to
examine the acoustics of Stonehenge has suggested that the inside of this monument was also
conducive to some distinctive effects. Rather like passage graves, it is the way in which a
participant encounters a succession of experiences which might have been particularly
important. Again, this transformation is mediated through controlled movement (a narrow
aperture in the outer sarsen circle), the stone textures, colours and shapes, and the containment
of sound within the interior. While we cannot be certain whether all of these buildings were
initially designed with the generation of such specific effects in mind, it seems likely that these
phenomena would have been an almost unavoidable aspect of their use.

‘SO AT LAST THEY SUMMONED A SHAMAN’?

Neolithic megalithic monuments seem to have been venues within which people could engage
with their environment in rather exceptional ways. Perhaps these were places where boundaries
could be dissolved – boundaries that ordinarily governed space and time, and which separated
the living from the supernatural. Such events are likely to have engaged people through all of
their senses, constructing new worlds from unfamiliar sounds and sensations. Indeed, it may
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have been carefully arranged transformations in experience which marked a passage into other
realms. While we cannot definitively demonstrate that individuals whom anthropologists would
define as shamans were present in Britain over 4,000 years ago, it does seem feasible that there
might have been people who managed such elaborate events, specialists who possessed the
required knowledge, and who could orchestrate the theatre and the spectacle. Irrespective of
what name we might choose to give them, it was these individuals who transcended the
boundaries to mediate between the everyday and the ancestral, or spirit worlds, of the Neolithic.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter I have made careful use of ethnographic evidence to emphasise the importance
of the senses in ceremony, and to illustrate how we could begin to reintegrate the theatre of
ritual into silent, empty monuments. To support the suggestion that we may be able to take a
rather more reflexive approach to monuments, the results from acoustic tests performed at
passage graves have been presented. The results suggest that these buildings were not simply
facilities for the disposal of the dead, and were far more than symbolic or metaphorical gateways
to other dimensions. Rather, their structures permitted the creation of extraordinary experiences
that could have been understood as the physical manifestation of these powers – venues where
other worlds were actually brought into being. Such interpretations emphasise sensations rather
than actors. Could there have been individuals who possessed the knowledge and ability to
manage the potentially elaborate, protracted and striking ceremonies within monuments? Were
these people the prehistoric equivalent of the shamans that we encounter in the ethnographic
literature? There remain many possibilities to be explored. For instance, places like passage
graves might not only have provided settings for ritual specialists to mediate with the
supernatural, but also constituted environments within which a broader section of the
community could directly encounter such forces. While it is tempting to transplant the shaman
from ethnography to prehistory, this would not only disregard the specific context of these
individuals within their own societies, but might bind our understanding of the Neolithic
within a series of cross-cultural generalisations. Archaeologists have a unique potential to
explore ritual, and the use of monuments, over tremendously long periods of time, and such
comparisons may ultimately only serve to limit interpretations of the past. At the end of the
day, perhaps it is our own quest which lies closest to that of the shaman – to break down
preconceptions and journey to the limits of the available evidence.
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Chapter Thirteen

An ideology of transformation:
Cremation rites and animal sacrifice 
in early Anglo-Saxon England

Howard Williams

INTRODUCTION

Over the last two centuries, numerous studies have tried to reconstruct the character of the
religious beliefs and rituals of the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms prior to their conversion to
Christianity during the seventh century AD. In recent years too there have been published
works dedicated to identifying the character of early medieval pagan beliefs (Hines 1997;
Griffith 1996; Jolly 1996; Owen 1981; Wilson 1992; on the conversion see Mayr-Harting 1972
and Higham 1997). Paganism has been sought in the literary evidence such as the writings
of Northumbrian monk the Venerable Bede, who mentions the existence of a pagan priest, a
sanctuary and ceremonies linked to the agricultural cycle (Hines 1997: 379; see also North
1997). A range of other sources including hagiographies, homilies, poems (such as Beowulf) and
healing charms have all been mined for pagan survivals and pagan-Christian syncretism
(Glosecki 1988, 1989; Jolly 1996; Meaney 1989; Robinson 1993). Place-name studies have also
been used to ascertain pagan beliefs and places of worship (Gelling 1978; Meaney 1995; Wilson
1992). However, the only contemporary evidence comes from archaeological research. Images
on metalwork and pottery have been interpreted in terms of pagan mythologies (Chadwick
Hawkes et al. 1965; Myres and Green 1973; Reynolds 1980; Wickham-Crowley 1992; Wilson
1992), while certain excavated structures have been interpreted as pagan shrines and temples
(Blair 1995; Hope-Taylor 1977: 154–69). However, it is most common for interpretations of
Anglo-Saxon paganism to focus upon the large corpus of excavated graves dating to the fifth to
seventh centuries AD. Objects found in funerary contexts have been seen as having magical or
amuletic functions (Meaney 1981; Wilson 1992). The mortuary rites themselves, such as the
use of cremation or the provision of grave goods and burial mounds, are often thought to
indicate pagan practices and/or beliefs in the afterlife (Reynolds 1980; Wilson 1992). Finally,
some studies have attempted to identify pagan ritual specialists from their distinctive grave
furniture (Dickinson 1993a; see also Knüsel and Ripley 2000; Wilson 1992).

Despite these many approaches, Anglo-Saxon scholars are often cautious, sceptical and
sometimes openly critical of these attempts to reconstruct Anglo-Saxon paganism, not only
from sources derived from the later, Christian Anglo-Saxon period, but also from early Anglo-
Saxon archaeological evidence (e.g. Hines 1997: 385–91). For the burial evidence, the complex
local and regional variability evident in excavated Anglo-Saxon cemeteries is often taken as
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evidence that pre-Christian religion was not a static, uniform and enduring phenomenon but
varied within and between communities, perhaps according to social and political structures
(Filmer-Sankey 1992; see also Wood 1995). An alternative view of this mortuary variability is
that religious affiliations were impermanent or had little direct relationship to mortuary
behaviour. Instead, mortuary practices are regarded as a context for social, political and
ideological activity, rather than explicitly religious beliefs and practices (see Hedeager 1992;
Hines 1997: 383). For example, the validity of inferring religious affiliation on the basis of the
provision of grave goods, body posture or the orientation of graves has come under serious and
critical scrutiny, particularly in relation to Christianisation (Boddington 1990; Schülke 1999;
Young 1977, 1999). A related perspective is seen in the argument that only through interaction
with the Church did mortuary practices take on an overtly and belligerently pagan character
(Hines 1997: 387). At the cemetery of Sutton Hoo, mortuary practices have been interpreted as
part of an ideological resistance to the Kentish and Merovingian agents of Christianisation in
early seventh-century East Anglia (Carver 1992, 1998). More frequently, in the last two decades
the majority of studies of burial archaeology have avoided the question. The pagan status of the
graves is either regarded as an implicit assumption that requires little further study, or else the
character of paganism is thought to be not worthy of study or beyond the scope of archaeo-
logical enquiry. Instead, discussions have focused on the social context of ritual practices and
ritual deposition while remaining circumspect concerning their specific religious connotations
(e.g. Härke 2000; Lucy 1998, 2000). Hence recent studies have focused instead upon the
inference of social organisation, structures and identities from the symbolism and variability of
mortuary practices (Crawford 1998; Härke 1992, 1997a; Huggett 1996; Lucy 1998; Pader
1982; Stoodley 1999, 2000). In addition, debates have raged around the scale and character of
Germanic migration and the nature of ethnicity by focusing on the burial data (e.g. Hamerow
1994; Härke 1990, 1997b; Lucy 1998, 2000). Much of this discussion has taken place in
relation to inhumation graves, although the study of the cremation rites of early medieval
England has followed comparable trends (see Crawford 1997; Hills 1993, 1999a; Richards
1984, 1987, 1992, 1995; Ravn 1999; for review of this issue see Williams 2001a). 

While these discussions of social structure, ethnicity and, to some extent, symbolism and
ideology are important and valuable, they have shifted the focus of enquiry away from the
religious and cosmological qualities that burial rites may simultaneously hold. This might be
seen in the context of Anglo-Saxon archaeology’s traditional focus upon issues deemed
appropriate by historians (such as migration and kingdom formation) as well as a collective
realisation of the many inherent difficulties in discussing Anglo-Saxon religion and ritual. For
example, when discussing Anglo-Saxon cremation rites, consideration of their symbolic and
religious meanings has been limited to their social function (see Williams 2001a). In early
medieval Europe cremation is regarded as the archetypal pagan rite: for example, the
Capitularies of Charlemagne against the Old Saxons show that cremation rites could be
regarded by Christians as pagan (King 1987: 205; see also Effros 1997). Yet how were they
pagan? To date, there has been no detailed consideration of the precise ways in which the form
and content of cremation and post-cremation rites could be linked to pre-Christian ideologies,
cosmologies and world views. It is argued here that this is a weakness of current perspectives,
since it is only through an appreciation of the religious values, symbols and metaphors of
mortuary practices than we can adequately appreciate the importance and efficacy of cremation
within the ethnic, social and political structures of the fifth to seventh centuries AD (see Andrén
1993; Härke 1997b; Hedeager 1998, 1999; Williams 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001b). 

In order to pursue this argument, the chapter focuses upon one aspect of the cremation rite –
the sacrifice of animals – to draw out some themes that may indicate links between the
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cremation and post-cremation treatment of the dead and pre-Christian ideologies that may have
shamanistic connotations. Despite the many difficulties involved, this chapter argues that
cremation rites constituted part of a wider ‘ideology of transformation’ in early Anglo-Saxon
England that served to forge individual and community links with the supernatural, to define
religious and social identities and to articulate myths of origin.

CREMATION PRACTICES AND ANIMAL SACRIFICE IN EARLY
ANGLO-SAXON ENGLAND

Firstly, let us briefly review the archaeological evidence for animal sacrifice in early Anglo-Saxon
cremation rites. The excavation of cremation burials of the early Anglo-Saxon period has
taken place since the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (e.g. Myres and Green 1973;
Williams 2001a). However, it is only recently that attention has turned to the study of the
cremation rite itself rather than the form and decoration of the urns frequently used to contain
the cremains (Myres 1969, 1977a). This knowledge has been derived from the detailed study
and publication of large, well-excavated cemeteries. Notably, the excavation and post-excavation
analysis of the cemetery of Spong Hill with over 2,500 cremation burials has greatly increased
the sample of published graves (Hills 1977; Hills and Penn 1981; Hills, Penn and Rickett 1987,
1994). Other important cemeteries include those at Newark and Sancton (Kinsley 1989; Timby
1993). In turn, this research has made possible the systematic osteological analysis of cremated
remains (Bond 1993, 1994, 1996; McKinley 1993, 1994; for early studies see Wells 1960 and
Wilkinson 1980). There remains huge potential in future research: in particular, excavations
directed by Kevin Leahy at Cleatham in Lincolnshire produced 1,014 cinerary urns that would
be an ideal project for future osteological analysis (Leahy 1998). However, the information
collated so far allows us to reconstruct, in broad terms, the sequence of cremation rites in the
fifth to seventh centuries AD. 

As in many societies, the cremation of the dead was only one stage of a complex ritual
(Figure 13.1). Before cremation, we can assume that the body was prepared for the pyre with
artefacts and clothing in a manner comparable to inhumation graves. After being consumed by
the flames, the remains were usually collected and placed in ceramic vessels, although occasion-
ally bronze or organic containers were used. We can identify a considerable variety in the burial
rites, both within the same cemeteries and between different cemeteries and regions. For
example, the ceramic urns used to contain the cremated remains are extremely varied in terms
of both their form and decoration (Myres 1977a; Richards 1984, 1987; see below, pp. 199–200).
The spatial organisation and context of the rite also differs between cemeteries and regions.
Cremation is found alongside inhumation rites in most areas. In eastern England between the
middle fifth century and the early seventh century AD, cremation cemeteries (where
inhumation was either rare or absent) were much larger than broadly contemporary inhumation
cemeteries (where cremations are few or absent). These large cremation cemeteries may have
served as central burial places for several communities who may have been dispersed over a wide
region (e.g. Hills 1977; Kinsley 1989; Leahy 1998; McKinley 1994; Myres and Green 1973;
Timby 1993). In southern England and the West Midlands, cremation rites were employed in
different ways. Large, predominantly cremation cemeteries are absent, but at some sites
cremation is found alongside contemporary inhumation graves in comparable numbers; such
sites are consequently labelled ‘mixed-rite’ cemeteries (e.g. Cook and Dacre 1985; Down and
Welch 1990; see Williams 2001a). 

One of the most important contributions of osteological studies has been the realisation that
animal sacrifice was much more common in cremation rites than had previously been thought
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Figure 13.1 The conjectural and simplified sequence of rites during early Anglo-Saxon cremation
practices informed by archaeological and osteological evidence.



possible (Bond 1994: 121; McKinley 1994; Richards 1987: 125). The sites of Spong Hill and
Sancton are particularly important, given the high quality of the excavation and post-excavation
analyses. At these sites, almost half the cremation burials contained animal remains (46.4 per
cent of graves at Spong Hill – McKinley 1994: 92) suggesting that animal sacrifice was a
widespread aspect of the funerary rites. Given that animal bones could have been missed when
retrieving bone from the pyre, or missed by archaeologists during analysis, the overall per-
centage of funerals involving animal sacrifice and burial may have been far higher. A range of
animal species have been recognised, although the cremation rite prevents a species-specific
identification in the majority of instances. When species identification is possible, the bones of
horse, sheep/goat, pig, cattle and dog have been found in a series of combinations. Infrequent
occurrences included the bones of birds, deer, fox, fish, beaver and hare, while bear claws may
suggest that occasionally the hides of this animal were placed on the pyre with the dead
(McKinley 1994: 92). Horse and sheep/goat are by far the most common species. At both
Spong Hill and Sancton, Julie Bond argues that horses were probably the most frequently
sacrificed species, though the fact that the remains of sheep/goat are more diagnostic in the
heavily fragmented cremated bone assemblages has produced the impression that these are the
most common species (Figs 13.2 and 13.3). At the unpublished cemetery of Elsham, Richards
(1987) noted that sheep/goat were the most frequent species. 

A variety of evidence suggests that animals held a special importance in the cremation
process. Firstly, while animal sacrifice is also found in association with inhumation graves,
particularly in eastern England, it is much less common (see below, p. 201). Even if similar
numbers of animals were sacrificed at the funerals of individuals disposed of by inhumation,
they were not buried in the graves with the dead. It therefore seems as if a special link between
animals and the dead was constructed through the cremation rite, in a way not replicated in the
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inhumation rite. Furthermore, the species selected for sacrifice do not appear to fully reflect the
economy of early Anglo-Saxon England. Bone assemblages from settlements are dominated by
sheep/goat, and these are also frequent in cremation cemeteries. However, whereas the remains
of horse and dog are often included in cremation burials they are extremely rare on settlements
(Crabtree 1995: 23–5; Richards 1992: 139).

Animals were probably sacrificed for funerary feasting, but this does not seem to have been
the primary concern in their slaughter. Even though there is widespread evidence of butchery,
the motivation seems to be for the beasts to accompany the deceased through the ritual process
(Richards 1987: 125). The animals’ flesh may have been partly consumed by mourners, perhaps
as an important ritual act, yet the close relationship between the dead and animal bones may
have been an equally important stimulus for the sacrifice. Pigs and sheep/goat seem to have
been butchered and placed on the pyre as joints of meat. They may have therefore provided
food for the mourners and the dead, but also associated the dead with any special qualities or
attributes that these animals may have been believed to have. However, at Sancton and Spong
Hill, Julie Bond has observed that in many cases dogs, horses and cattle accompanied the
deceased as whole animals. Few butchery marks were found on the bones of these species,
suggesting that although they may have been dismembered to make cremation easier, they were
not prepared for consumption and most animal parts were represented in the burial (Bond
1993: 304; 1994: 126, 128; 1996: 83). This also contrasts with the Spong Hill settlement site
where there is evidence that horses as well as cattle were prepared for consumption (Bond 1994:
123). Therefore, as Julian Richards has cogently argued, feasting was a secondary consideration
and does not explain the close association of animals and people throughout the funerary
process (Richards 1987, 1992). 

So, animals are particularly associated with cremated remains, and the species selected for
funerary sacrifice differ from those present in and around settlements. Their relationship with the
cremated dead is further emphasised by the fact that Julian Richards (1987) and Mads Ravn
(1999) have identified a number of links between the identity of the deceased as revealed by
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osteological and artefact data, and the species of animals interred with the dead. For instance,
adults, and adult males in particular, were more frequently buried with animal remains (McKinley
1994: 99; Richards 1992: 139; see also Williams 2000: figs 2 and 3). Young adults are particularly
linked with the provision of animal remains, although all categories of the dead could receive
animal sacrifices (Figure 13.2). Overall, male graves contain more animal remains than female
graves, although both males and females could receive the same range of animal species (Figure
13.3). Using correspondence analysis, Ravn identifies even closer associations between a particular
group of adult males with martial equipment, buried with horses and with urns adorned with
animal-shaped stamps (1999, and see below, pp. 200–1). Hills (1999a) also sees animal remains,
especially horses, as more common in wealthy cremation graves at Spong Hill, and at this site,
horses are uncommon in infant and juvenile burials.

These observations suggest that different species and combinations of species may have
formed part of a complex symbolic system for signalling the identity of the dead, including
elements of status, gender and age categories (Richards 1987, 1992). However, two qualific-
ations are required. First, despite these correlations the ubiquity of the rite across cremation
cemeteries must also be recognised. While the sacrifice of animals may have been used by
mourners to articulate their identity, status and wealth as well as that of the deceased, animal
sacrifice was not an exclusive concern of a warrior elite (contra Ravn 1999). For example, while
horses may be more common in male adult graves, they are not found exclusively in such
contexts. Second, the inclusion of animal remains on the pyre and throughout the rest of the
ritual process suggests that much closer relationships were being articulated between animals
and the dead person. Animals were not simply placed on the pyre, they were consciously
retrieved and placed in an urn with human remains and artefacts. This relationship suggests
something more than the animals acting as status and identity symbols: it may instead indicate
that the cremation and post-cremation treatment of animals and people was intended to forge a
link between the two, as they were both transformed and altered by the technologies and
practices of the funeral itself. In other words, the aim of the animal sacrifice may not have
been to ‘represent’ the deceased’s social identity, but to contribute to its transformation and
reconfiguration.

Consequently, cremation rites set up symbolic associations between animal species and the
physical remains of the dead through the ritual process. In Anglo-Saxon cremation burials, the
dead and animals underwent the same transformation by fire, perhaps on the same pyre. Their
bones were retrieved, combined and buried in the same urns, almost as if the identity of the
dead, constructed through the funeral, incorporated elements of both human and animal.
Furthermore, animal accessory vessels have been identified at Spong Hill and Sancton. These
are burials of animal remains in cinerary urns placed adjacent to human cremation burials.
Here, horse is predominant but usually combined with other species (McKinley 1994: 93). It
seems as if the analogy of person and animal is taken one stage further in this case. Faunal
remains are accorded the same respect as the human occupant of the grave and given their own
cinerary urn. In a few cases, they are even given their own grave goods.

CONTEXT AND INTERPRETATION: ANIMALS AND FUNERALS IN
ANGLO-SAXON ENGLAND

Let us now turn to the wider context of animals and death as revealed in early Anglo-Saxon
archaeological evidence. Animals are not only found in cremation urns; on occasions they are
depicted on them, particularly on urns dated to the sixth century (Fig. 13.4). Again, a variety
of species are portrayed, including horses, sheep and deer in both stamped and inscribed
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decoration (Capelle 1987; Eagles and
Briscoe 1999; Hicks 1993; Hills 1983;
Myres and Green 1973: fig. 4). Horses
are the most commonly portrayed beasts
among the stamped designs (Eagles and
Briscoe 1999: 101), but there are also
mythical creatures including the ‘wyrm’
designs on some urns (Lethbridge 1951).
These portrayals represent distinctive
animals, but there are also more abstract
designs that have been seen by J.N.L.
Myres as zoomorphic (Myres 1977b).
On a few urns, the linear, inscribed
ornamentation may have been employed
intentionally to give impression of eyes or
a crested animal body with hair (Myres
1977b). Sometimes the plastic decoration
(bosses and knobs) on urns are framed by
stamped patterns and dots that may have
meant to be regarded as eyes. Some of
these interpretations are questionable,
but among the more convincing examples
are two urns from Newark, one depicting
two birds on the lid of an urn (now
lost), and another with a series of bosses

shaped as animals (or perhaps portraying bear skins; Kinsley 1989). In all cases, the aim seems
not simply to present the animals in a realistic way, but to portray them wholely or in part in
an idealised, sometimes abstract form (see also Richards 1992: 139). Admittedly these vessels
form only a small proportion of the total number of cinerary urns, but they hint at more
sophisticated relationships between the deceased and the animal because they are evoked on as
well as in the urns. Indeed, the animals on the urn may be regarded as symbolically ‘framing’
and ‘containing’ the dead (see Hills 1999b).

Julian Richards has discussed how animal symbolism also extends to the metalwork found in
fifth and sixth century graves (1992: 137–41). From eastern England the most commonplace
female brooch type from cremation and inhumation cemeteries, the cruciform brooch, often
has a beast’s head as its foot, sometimes resembling a horse or serpent with flaring nostrils
(Åberg 1926: 28–56; Hines 1984; Richards 1992). Sometimes the animal-headed brooch feet
are themselves used as pottery stamps on cinerary urns (Briscoe 1985; Richards 1992). It may
also be worth noting that stamped decoration would often be applied with bone tools, perhaps
a further way in which animals were associated with the funerary context (Richards 1995: 60).
Such acts may help to set up numerous allusions between people’s bodily attire and animal
identities. A range of artefacts from southern and eastern England are decorated with Salin’s
Style 1 animal art, in which the themes of transformation and ambiguity loom large (Dickinson
1993b and forthcoming; Leigh 1984; Kristofferson 1995). As David Leigh has discussed,
animals are depicted that, when viewed from a different perspective or angle, constitute a
human face or mask (Leigh 1984: 39; see also Hawkes 1997: 332–3). So, we have a number of
themes. Not only are animals important in their depiction as well as their sacrifice during
funerary display, but the art and cremation seem to have served parallel functions. Both the
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Figure 13.4 Urn from burial 2443 from Spong Hill (after Hills,
Penn and Rickett 1987: 133, drawn by Kenneth Penn and
reproduced by kind permission of Norfolk Museum and
Archaeology Service).



portrayal of animals and the cremation of sacrificed beasts served to transform animals, and
mingle or confuse their forms with those of people. 

It is in these same regions of eastern England that animals are found whole or in part
together with inhumed individuals (Vierck 1971; Wilson 1992: 97–103). The frequency is
nowhere near as high as in the cremation graves, but once again a wide range of species occur,
with the horse again being prevalent. As in cremation burials, horses are more likely to be
inhumed next to adult male individuals. On other occasions they are placed in relative isolation
within the cemetery (Dickinson and Speake 1992: 108–12; Vierck 1971; Kinsley 1993: 58–61;
Serjeantson 1994: 66–8). They are usually found whole, as with the recent discovery of a horse
with a male weapon burial from Lakenheath in Suffolk. However, individual body parts have
also been discovered. Some of these might represent joints of meat, while others, such as the
horses’ heads retrieved from the Great Chesterford cemetery, and an articulated foreleg from
Broughton Lodge, may suggest more ritualised acts of deposition (Evison 1994: 31–5; Filmer-
Sankey 1992; Kinsley 1993: 46; Serjeantson 1994: 66–70). 

However, even in these cases the association with cremation is not far away. Animal sacrifice
seems much more common in eastern England where cremation is most prevalent (Vierck
1971), and cremation was employed in many of the same cemeteries where inhumed horses are
found. Elsewhere, symbolic or partial cremation accompanies sacrificed animals. At Wanlip,
Leciestershire, a man and horse were inhumed on a layer of charcoal and ash (Liddle 1980: 18)
while a horse at Great Chesterford showed signs of partial cremation (Serjeantson 1994: 68).
Similar rites occur for both cremated and inhumed animals. For instance, the decapitation of
the horse at West Heslerton parallels evidence for the same practice from a cremation burial at
Sancton (Bond 1993: 304; Powlesland and Haughton 1986). This suggests a ritualised element
to the slaughter of these animals (assuming that decapitation can hardly have been the easiest or
quickest means of killing a horse). It is important to note that this relationship between horses
and burial continues but changes its context into the early seventh century. They are found at
high-status barrow burials such as the cremation graves beneath mounds 3 and 4 at Sutton
Hoo, and also inhumed beneath mound 17 (Bond 1996; Carver 1998). Horse bones were also
retrieved from the cremation barrow burial at Asthall in Oxfordshire (Dickinson and Speake
1992: 110–12). Clearly animal sacrifice was still an important visual and symbolic element of
these complex and theatrical elite mortuary rites (Carver 1998; Williams 2001b).

To date there have been few direct interpretations of the specific relationship between
cremation rites and animal sacrifice in early Anglo-Saxon England. Julie Bond, Catherine Hills
(1999b), Julian Richards (1987, 1992) and Mads Ravn (1999) have all noted the importance of
animal sacrifice as a statement of wealth and status, reflecting the social identity of the deceased.
The rite of animal sacrifice is believed to allow us to identify aspects of early Anglo-Saxon social
structure and cultural connections between eastern ‘Anglian’ England and the homelands of the
Anglo-Saxons on the Continent. Crabtree (1995) and Richards (1992) also regard animal
sacrifice as a symbolic act related to wider religious and ideological programs in society.
Richards (1992) suggests a totemic function for particular animal species as denoting certain
social categories. Crabtree (1995) also sees the sacrifice of whole animals in the broader context
of other animal remains used in funerary contexts: the provision of food offerings, animal bone
amulets and artefacts made from animal bone. While I would concur with these views as not
only sensible but appropriate given the available evidence, these explanations remain partial. No
attempt is made to explain why certain animals were appropriate for symbolising wealth and
social identity, as opposed to other material resources available in society. Nor is there any
attempt to address specifically the relationship between animals and the cremation process: the
ritual transformation of the dead by fire from one social, cosmological and ontological state to
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another. I wish to build on these important discussions by suggesting that shamanistic themes
of transformation and journeying might explain the particular form and content of cremation
rites and animal sacrifice. 

DEATH, ANIMALS AND SHAMANISM: ANTHROPOLOGICAL PARALLELS

It might be relevant to discuss two forms of analogy to help place this interpretation in its wider
context. Firstly we can discuss the known significance of animal sacrifice at funerals in societies
where shamanism is practised. Anthropological accounts provide us with a broader perspective
in understanding the social, cultural and religious attitudes of people towards animals and the
significance of animal sacrifice in particular (e.g. Ingold 1986). There are many difficulties in
archaeologists using ethnographic analogies from societies in different parts of the globe, and
assuming that the same meanings and associations motivated comparable formal behaviour (see
Hodder 1982). Unfortunately, the character of the fragmented ethnographic literature for this
topic makes it inevitable that discussions do not focus on a contextual use of analogy from a
single community but draw upon the accounts from a number of different societies (see Ingold
1986). However, they may still provide some evidence to support the interpretation of early
Anglo-Saxon animal sacrifice suggested above. In particular, the ethnographic evidence does
seem to show that the sacrifice and close physical association of animals with the corpse can
relate to metaphors of soul journeying and shamanistic transformations.

First, let us briefly consider some relationships between shamanic rituals and death rituals.
Shamans are involved in death in a variety of ways. As healers they attempt to prevent death,
through intercession, journeying and combat with supernatural forces. In some cultures they
are prohibited from funerals because shamanistic seances can bring back the dead (e.g.
Bogoras 1911: 520), but in many societies they are among the ritual specialists involved in
funerary rites. In other cultures they can be the masters of mortuary ceremonies (e.g. Nebesky
de Wojkowitz 1951). As Mircea Eliade has noted, in many shamanistic societies the shaman’s
journey to supernatural realms often involves travelling along the same routes as the dead are
believed to take, and the shaman’s journey can be regarded as a symbolic death (Eliade 1964,
1977: 17). While in healing shamans may rescue the spirit of their patient from the afterlife,
following death they often act as psychopomps, directing the dead to the afterlife. These ideas
are widespread and may set up a recursive relationship between shamanic journeys and a
society’s perceptions and knowledge of mythical funerary geographies. In some societies,
shamanic rituals take place at the burial site, and the bones of the dead are incorporated into
seances and rites because of their power over the living (Kan 1989). Furthermore, shamans
form a very special category of the dead and may be likened to the dead during life (Kan
1989: 119–20; Vitebsky 1995: 94–5). Indeed, shamanic initiations often involve a symbolic
and sometimes violent death through dismemberment, or devouring by animal spirits,
followed by the symbolic reassembly and rebirth of the body (Glosecki 1989; Vitebsky 1995:
59–63). 

Consequently, we can see a number of relationships between shamanic and funerary rites.
Both can be perceived as a journey, and both involve death and regeneration articulated in
terms of disassembly and dissolution followed by reconstitution (Czaplicka 1914: 181;
Humphrey and Onon 1996; see Bloch and Parry 1982). As Piers Vitebksy shows for the Sora of
Orissa, shamanism can be central to the ways in which memories of the dead are configured,
and cosmologies are made (Vitebsky 1993). It is hardly surprising that in some societies at least,
such as the Tlingit of the American Northwest Coast, direct analogies are made between the
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shaman’s initiation – involving ‘death’ and the subsequent disarticulation and rearticulation of
the shaman’s body – and the cremation and post-cremation treatment of the dead (Kan 1989:
51, 105–6). 

Could animal sacrifice relate to this relationship between shamanic rituals and death rituals?
It is frequently noted that shamans evoke animals in a variety of ways during their rituals,
including the mimicking of animals or their sacrifice (e.g. Czaplicka 1914: 240; Eliade 1964:
190). Animals can act as intermediaries with the supernatural or as steeds on journeys to other
realms. As mentioned above, animal spirits are also believed to choose the shaman and to
devour him or her, disassembling and reassembling the shaman’s bones according to a defined
order during initiation (Glosecki 1989: 24). In the funerary rites of some societies where
shamanism is a central practice, it therefore appears that animal sacrifice at funerals can be
considered to enable the dead to undergo their proper transformation. A variety of metaphors
may be suggested, and the animal may be regarded as a sacrificial substitute for the deceased, as
a steed, as a guide, or perhaps as the ‘soul’ of the deceased itself.

Such associations of animal sacrifice with cremation rites can be found in many societies
around the world. In ‘tribal’ India for instance, there are accounts of animal sacrifices
punctuating and articulating the social, cosmological and ontological transformation of the
dead among the Khasis of Bengal (Gurdon 1914; Århem 1989), the Todas (Rivers 1906; Walker
1986) and the Sora of Orissa (Vitebsky 1993, 1995). Animal sacrifice seems also to be a
consistent feature of funerals in Siberian societies where shamanism is a prominent form of
religious belief and experience. Among the Buryat, people were often cremated together with a
horse, and three days later the remains were collected into a sack and placed in a hole in a pine
tree (Czaplicka 1914: 156). Two reindeer are slaughtered and placed on the pyre among the
Chuckchee (Bogoras 1911), and a similar fate befell the reindeer that drew the sledge to the
cremation site among the Koryak (Jochelson 1908: 111). In each case, the animals employed
are undergoing the similar roles to the animal helpers in the culture’s shamanic rituals. Among
the Yakut (who bury their dead), Sumner recorded that animals sacrificed at the funeral were
the steeds of the dead riding to the next world (1901: 98–104). The Gilyak of Sakhalin and the
lower Amur sacrificed dogs while the cremation pyre burned, with the animals’ heads turned in
the direction that their spirit should send a message to the next world. They were then eaten at
the pyre site (Black 1973: 71). The Gilyak perceived a special affinity between people and dogs,
which are the only domestic species and believed to be mediators with the divine (Black 1973:
89–93). Humphrey and Onon discuss a similar conception among the Daur Mongols: an old,
castrated horse of the deceased is saddled outside the house from which a string ‘rein’ is attached
to the dead person’s body. It is then killed and its heart, liver, lungs and spleen removed and
placed beside the coffin. The animal is believed to be the soul’s mount on the journey to the
afterlife (Humphrey and Onon 1996: 195). All these societies practice shamanic rites, with
beliefs in soul journeying and close animal–people relationships in death. Just as the shaman
rides on an animal, or changes into an animal for a journey to other realms, so the sacrifice of
animals allows the same transformation for the dead. 

None of these societies practice behaviour identical to that found in early Anglo-Saxon
England. However, these examples clearly bring home the powerful symbolic importance that
animal sacrifice can hold in facilitating the proper transition and reconfiguration of the dead
through funerary rites. Such cases illustrate that, rather than simply being a convenient means
of disposing of the deceased’s moveable wealth and providing food for the mourners, the
sacrifice of animals within the cremation ceremony can be seen in relation to animistic and
shamanistic ways of viewing the world, in which rituals renegotiate animal–person relations.
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DEATH, ANIMALS AND SHAMANISM: SCANDINAVIAN SOURCES

Scandinavian sources provide much more evidence of the relationships between animals and
death, through a shamanistic ‘ideology of transformation’ (there are many publications on the
topic of seidr – the possible Norse shamanism – of which some relevant English-language
examples include: Ellis 1943; Ellis Davidson 1964, 1981, 1988, 1993; Buchholz 1971; Dronke
1997 (trans.); Eliade 1964; DuBois 1999; Glosecki 1989; Grambo 1989; Price 2000, 2001).
These accounts provide a second source of analogy for our consideration.

Numerous animals have associations with death, the dead and what appear to be shamanistic
rituals in Scandinavian sources, but the horse in particular clearly had sacred and funerary
associations in pagan mythology (Ellis Davidson 1988: 49–57). Snorri tells us that Baldr’s horse
was led to the funeral pyre and sacrificed, suggesting that this was an integral part of funerary
practices (The Prose Edda, Faulkes 1987: 50), while two horses are sacrificed in Ibn Fadlan’s
account of a Viking Rus funeral (Jones 1968). We also learn elsewhere of horse sacrifice, how
horses sacred to Freyr were kept near his temples and that live horses were valued in augury and
divination (Flint 1991: 266). They were sacrificed and eaten during religious festivals and, and
once sacrificed, their heads raised on poles could be invested with magical power (a practice
related in Egils saga Skallagrímssonar,Fell 1975: 100).

Ódinn’s horse Sleipnir may represent an instance of the horse conceived as a shamanic
animal (Eliade 1964; Ellis Davidson 1964: 142; Price 2000, 2001) With eight legs and runes
carved on his teeth, he carried Ódinn to the entrance of Hel in order to gain wisdom and
knowledge from the seer’s grave, and also bore his son Hermodr to Hel to seek the resurrection
of his brother Baldr (The Prose Edda, Faulkes 1987: 50; The Poetic Edda – Larrington 1996:
243). These qualities are not restricted to the steed of Ódinn, as Baldr rides to Hel on the horse
sacrificed at his funeral and the horse of Freyr has the ability to take Skirnir on a journey to
Giantland to woo Gerdr for his master (The Poetic Edda, Larrington 1996: 63). In these cases,
horses are vehicles of journeying between worlds and hence communication with the dead.

There are also hints that animals could be integral to the nature of the social person during
life, and were thus particularly important at the time of death. Horses and other domestic
animals could have been regarded as guardians, external souls of individuals and shaman’s
familiars. The term fylgja found in Scandinavian tradition relates the concept that animals could
be the fetches or ‘souls’ of individuals, equivalent to animal guardians (Glosecki 1989: 183).
They are often seen in dreams and omens, and could include a wide variety of animals
depending upon the personality of the deceased (e.g. Turville-Petre 1964: 229, 227–30). These
ideas are taken to extremes with the idea that individuals could shape-shift into an animal form
that represents an extension of the social person. Thus the bear heroes of Scandinavian tradition
not only have the attributes of bears, but in some stories can go into a trance in order to emerge
in their bear form to fight in battle (as in Hrólfs saga Kraka, Jones 1961: 313). 

These concepts of shape-shifting and soul journeys in the form of animals seem to extend to
the dead themselves, for even the souls of the dead are sometimes depicted as animals in the
saga literature (Ellis Davidson 1981). For instance, in Eyrbyggja Saga Thorolf Twist-Foot returns
after his death to haunt the farmstead near to which he had been buried. He is exhumed and his
body dragged to a small knoll by the sea (Eyrbyggja Saga, Pálsson and Edwards 1972: 95). This
is effective for a time, but then he begins haunting again. This time, his body is once more
exhumed, cremated, and the ashes scattered on the foreshore. However, a cow with a broken leg
(like Thorolf himself ) licks the stone where the ashes were scattered and eventually gives birth
to a brutally uncontrollable bull. This animal eventually kills Thorodd, the new owner of the
farmstead, and disappears forever into a nearby river (Eyrbyggja Saga, Pálsson and Edwards
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1972: 155–60). This hints that spirits of the dead could be conceived as taking on animal
forms (Ellis Davidson 1981). Inescapably this literature is medieval in date, and written in a
thoroughly Christian context with an idealised and romantic vision of the pagan past. Despite
this, these sources represent more subtle associations between the dead and animals that
broaden the possibilities for understanding the evidence from early Anglo-Saxon graves to
include themes of soul journeying, shape-shifting and transformation.

DEATH AND ANIMALS: ANGLO-SAXON WRITTEN AND PICTORAL SOURCES

From Anglo-Saxon culture there are hints that animals held more than an economic and
functional value, and may have been the focus of a range of religious values, superstitions and
prohibitions. For instance, the Venerable Bede informs us that cattle were sacrificed as a part of
pagan seasonal ceremonies (Hines 1997; Wilson 1992), and that the pagan priest Coifi was
prohibited from riding a stallion (Historia Ecclesiastica II 13, Sherley-Price 1955; but see North
1997). Certain activities, such as horse racing, were deemed unseemly for men of God (Historia
Ecclesiastica V 6, Sherley-Price 1955) but not necessarily pagan, although horses were still the
focus of cultural practices abhorred by papal legates to England in the eighth century (Meaney
1981: 132). Further hints that horses in particular had a special religious status as well as
cultural importance come from the equine names of the mythical heroes Hengist and Horsa
(Yorke 1997). The poem Beowulf depicts horses as important participants of funerary rites, even
though this source cannot be regarded as a direct portrayal of pre-Christian burial ritual
(Beowulf lines 3168–77, Alexander 1973; contra Ellis Davidson 1993: 135). There are however,
two sources that hint at a tradition linking horses with death. The late Saxon ‘charm for a
Sudden Stitch’, begins:

Loud were they, lo, loud, when they rode over the burial mound;
they were fierce, when they rode over the land.

(Griffith 1996: 189; Jolly 1996: 139)

The charm depicts the causes of an illness as riders traversing a barrow. Whatever the creatures
imagined were, the link between the horse, the supernatural and the burial mound is apparent.
In this context, the early eighth-century Franks’ casket is interesting. The whale-bone casket is
adorned with carvings which, at the centre of a scene on one end of the box, portray a horse
that according to Leslie Webster embodies the themes of death, wilderness and exile (Webster
1999). Despite being constructed in a Christian context, it seems that the pagan scenes were
deliberately selected and juxtaposed against Roman and Christian images, hence the front of the
casket depicts Wayland the Smith in his forge (a scene from a pagan story with shamanistic
elements known from later Scandinavian sources – Dronke 1997) being placed next to the
Adoration of the Magi (Webster 1999). Following Webster, we can regard the scene on the right
hand end as one of pagan significance in which a horse and a bird are associated with a burial
mound covering a person. Meanwhile, a creature that may resemble a horse – half-animal, half-
human – also sits on a barrow. The runes around the scene refer to this beast as ‘Hos on the
sorrow-mound’ (Webster 1999; see also Semple 1998). It requires special pleading to use these
fragments of evidence to reconstruct the importance of animals in funerary rites of the fifth and
sixth centuries, but they at the very least suggest that animals, horses in particular, were the
focus of religious and cultural values beyond their value as moveable wealth. In turn, this
provides a context where we can imagine their potential importance in the symbolism of
funerary rites.
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DISCUSSION

Returning to early Anglo-Saxon burial rites, I believe these pictoral, literary sources and
anthropological accounts provide a useful context within which to interpret the mortuary
practices of the fifth to seventh centuries AD. Against the conventional wisdom of Anglo-Saxon
archaeology, but in line with other archaeological and anthropological studies of animal sacrifice
in mortuary contexts from other areas and periods (e.g. Piggott 1962), we can regard the
presence of animal remains as more than personal possessions and food offerings that reflected
the deceased’s social identity (contra Bond 1996; Hills 1999a; Lucy 2000: 112–13). Instead, we
can suggest a religious, and specifically shamanistic, interpretation for the sacrifice of animals in
early Anglo-Saxon cremation rites. The symbolic role of animals in early medieval art has been
widely discussed (e.g. Hawkes 1997; Hicks 1993). Specific discussions of the shamanistic
elements of animal art among Migration Period societies have been presented by many authors
(Chadwick Hawkes et al. 1965; Dickinson forthcoming; Gaimster 1992, 1998; Hedeager 1999;
Kristofferson 1995; Wickham-Crowley 1992). Inevitably, the meanings of this art may have
been multi-layered, multivocal and context-dependent. However, the themes of deliberate
ambiguity, as well as the transformation and metamorphosis between elements of animals and
people, may have held specific associations with shamanic rituals. Through their production,
use, display and burial with the dead, objects with such images may have been used to
symbolise privileged access to ritual knowledge and political authority (Dickinson 1993b: 39) as
well as myths of common origin (Hedeager 1998). 

However, as far as this author is aware these arguments have not been extended to the rituals
surrounding death in themselves, nor specifically to the cremation practices of Anglo-Saxon
England. There is the possibility that these art styles, and the sacrifice of animals in cremation
rites, may have both related to an ‘ideology of transformation’ in early Anglo-Saxon society.
Cremation served to destroy and rebuild the identity of the deceased into a new ancestral form,
in many ways analogous to a shamanic initiation embodying themes of death and regeneration
(Bloch and Parry 1982; see also Eliade 1964). By making sacrificed animals undergo a parallel
transformation, the aim seems to have been to regard the animals either as integral parts of the
deceased’s new identity or as agents for the transformation to that identity. In other words, the
animals and the person combined to create the social, cosmological and ontological status for
the dead. Perhaps the animals may have been regarded as metaphors for, and synonymous with,
the dead and ancestors. Long after the funeral, remembrance of the sacrifice and its association
with the deceased through the cremation and post-cremation rites served to conflate these
identities (Williams 2001a and b). Certainly we are left to consider whether early medieval
people had clear and bounded concepts of the social person in death. Perhaps instead they saw
the dead both individually and collectively, and both physically and metaphorically, merging
with non-human elements and qualities (Bloch 1989). 

We cannot ‘prove’ the existence of shamans and shamanism in Anglo-Saxon England, nor is
the aim of this paper to ‘explain’ all aspects of Anglo-Saxon mortuary practices between the fifth
and seventh century using the labels ‘shamanic’ or ‘shamanistic’. 

However, these terms are useful because they helps us to understand animal sacrifice and the
cremation rite in a new way that draws our attention away from traditional areas of discussion
and debate. It helps to emphasise the ‘transforming’ nature of early Anglo-Saxon mortuary
practices, both in their form and content. This approach may also provide further insights into
the potential social and religious significance of cremation practices in early Anglo-Saxon society
as a context for mediating knowledge and power between the living and the dead. Animal
sacrifice would have placed increased demands on the breeding and rearing of animals, but
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perhaps also on patterns of exchange and consumption. The ritual uses of animals may equally
have important implications for the way early medieval communities perceived their world and
the place of animals within it. 

Furthermore, the uses of animals in cremation rites in terms of journeying to other worlds,
or in forming part of ancestral identities, may enable us to perceive cremation rites as a pathway
to political authority and identity creation in the societies of post-Roman Britain. Archaeo-
logists have become used in recent years to ascribing an active political and ideological context
to the forms and styles of objects and their ritual contexts of use (see Hedeager 1993, 1998,
1999). In this sense, the introduction and use of Germanic cremation rites in England in the
fifth and sixth centuries was not simply a thoughtless perpetuation of timeless tradition for
immigrant groups, but was enmeshed in potent symbolism linking the living community to
ancestors and imagined, perhaps contrived, myths of origin. Perhaps we should regard animal
sacrifice and cremation rites as a part of a ‘style’ or ‘technique’ of death with comparable
implications – a way of creating the social person in death and situating him/her, together with
the rest of the community, in relation to a distinctive view of the cosmos, myths and histories.
Thus in early Anglo-Saxon England, horses and other animals were central to people’s day-to-
day lives, yet the close links between animal sacrifice and cremation rites suggest that animals
were fundamental to the identities and memories of the communities of both the dead and the
living.
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Chapter Fourteen

Waking ancestor spirits: 
Neo-shamanic engagements 
with archaeology

Robert J. Wallis

[T]he Pagan renaissance is obvious. Bookstores are full of books on the ancient native
religions. In Great Britain, you cannot avoid the Pagan network. They even have
university professors who are openly Pagan. In Iceland, Paganism became an official
religion in 1973. Everywhere in Europe…[w]itness the return of the Druids, the shamans
and the priests of the Gods.

(Christopher Gerard, cited by Henry 1999: 3)

[W]e moderns have nothing whatsoever of our own; only by replenishing and cramming
ourselves with the ages, customs, arts, philosophies, religions, discoveries of others do we
become anything worthy of notice.

(Nietzsche 1983 [1874]: 79, cited by Jakobsen 1999: 147–8)

INTRODUCTION

The subject of this chapter contrasts markedly with other contributions to this volume. Rather
than exploring shamanisms of the past, I discuss contemporary – neo-shamanic – readings of
those shamanisms. Neo-shamanism is a spiritual path among Westerners that utilises aspects of
indigenous shamanism and representations of shamanism in the past, for personal and
communal spiritual empowerment. This may sound like quite an interesting subject, but hardly
central to the concerns of an ‘archaeology of shamanism’. However, I seriously question the view
that dismisses neo-shamanic interactions with archaeology as simply ‘fringe’ or ‘eccentric’.
Specific instances, from rituals and protests at archaeological sites to reconstructions of Viking
and Celtic ‘shamanism’, require that archaeologists are aware of and involved with the political
and ethical sensitivities of neo-shamanism. More than an afterthought, an ‘add-on’,
supplemental to the main area of discussion, neo-shamanism must be taken seriously. And
rather than beginning with shamanism in the past, an archaeology of shamanism necessarily
begins with neo-shamanism, in the present.

AUTOARCHAEOLOGY

I came to this study as a trained archaeologist, but also with a personal involvement in neo-
shamanism. This has created many tensions for me, tensions that I am forced to resolve on a
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day-to-day basis. Most of all, my ‘coming out’ as a so-called ‘neo-shaman’ is controversial. But
where conventional anthropologists might promptly reject my ethnography based on my being
‘native’, recent movements in ethnography confront the fallacy of the insider–outsider
dichotomy (see, for example, papers in Young and Goulet 1994). This fledgling ‘experiential
anthropology’ challenges those anthropologists concerned with going native to alter their view.
Their fear is a colonialist hangover, a fear of descent into ‘savagery’. Experiential anthropology
deconstructs the paralogism of absolute ‘objectivity’ and ‘detachment’, and replaces them with
the nuanced understandings the ‘insider’s’ view can bring. In challenging the impasse of going
native, my theoretical and methodological considerations may be broadly characterised as ‘post-
modern’, traversing specific concepts of alternative archaeologies (see, for example, Denning
1999), post-colonial discourse (see, for example, Ashcroft et al. 1998), queer theory (see, for
example, Dowson 1998), and multi-sited ethnography (Marcus 1995). These ideas coalesce into
what I call an ‘autoarchaeology’ in which self-reflexively considering and taking into account
our own socio-political locations and motivations is crucial to understanding the past, to
‘queering’ archaeology (Wallis 2000). 

As an autoarchaeologist I am being up-front about my own standpoint. If, as an archae-
ologist, I were to explore neo-shamanism without acknowledging my own involvement, or if,
with an active role in neo-shamanism I downplayed my archaeological training, I would be
compromising my integrity in both these ‘worlds’. Autoarchaeology facilitates an ongoing
addressing and redressing of my own partiality, my own perspective, in a politically explicit way
that does not claim dubious credentials of objectivity and impartiality. Indeed, rather than
threatening my academic credentials, I think they would be seriously open to question if I
ignored or left unsaid my experiential, ‘insider’ approach for fear of ostracism. My intention is
that such political explicitness actually promises a far more open-minded discussion. In making
explicit my own positionality however, I in no way wish to imply that I have a moral high
ground over other researchers, since my work is simply one way of telling. My aim is to get
people who may currently think neo-shamanism has nothing to do with them, to think again,
and to thereby open up dialogue between the disparate interest groups.

NEO-SHAMANISM AND CONTEMPORARY PAGANISM

Archaeology has yet to recognise the implications neo-shamanism has for its ideas and subjects
of study. Archaeologists tend to dismiss neo-shamanism as ‘fringe’ and regard the New Age,
Paganism, and neo-shamanism – as with all alternative archaeology – negatively (but see Finn
1997; Denning 1999). This neglect of research is unprecedented and does not reflect an
insignificant research area. Neo-shamanic engagement with the past is considerable and
accelerating, thereby implicating and requiring the attentions of archaeologists. Neo-shamans
approaching shamanisms in the past are most often contemporary Pagans, who fall into three
categories (in order of popularity): Wicca (contemporary witchcraft), Druidry and Heathenry.
Wicca (derived from the Anglo-Saxon wicca, possibly meaning witch) is an initiatory religion in
which practitioners revere divinity in nature as manifest in the polarity of a goddess and god
(with female often privileged over male). It has been considerably influenced by shamanism, for
mention of it appears in many core texts (see, for example, Farrar and Farrar 1984; Starhawk
1989). Some Wiccans even term their religion ‘Shamanic Wicca’, ‘Shamanic Craft’ and
‘Wiccan-shamanism’ (see, for example, Adler 1986: 430–4; Luhrmann 1989: 134, 329).
Practices such as inducing trance, working magic, divination, interacting with spirits and animal
familiars, and healing via supernatural means, are certainly reminiscent of many shamanistic
practices.1 Of interest to archaeology is the way in which Wicca often claims descent from
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prehistoric European shamanisms. This idea was popularised in the first part of the last century
by Margaret Murray whose first book The Witch Cult in Western Europe (1921) argued ‘the
victims of the early modern witch trials had been practitioners of a surviving pagan religion’
(Hutton 1999: 194–5). Her second contribution, The God of the Witches (1933), ‘asserted the
doctrine that the horned god of the greenwood had been the oldest deity known to humans,
and traced his worship across Europe and the Near East, from the Old Stone Age to the
seventeenth century’ (Hutton 1999: 196). 

The more feminist and goddess-oriented branches of Wicca, by virtue of a common ancestry,
in many ways resonate with the Goddess movement. Goddess spirituality has been heavily
influenced by the work of Marija Gimbutas (see, for example, Gimbutas 1974), for whom the
famous Turkish site of Çatal Hüyük is a goddess site par excellence (see, for example, Jencson
1989; Meskell 1995; Hutton 1997). The current engagements between adherents to Goddess
spirituality and archaeologists there are somewhat strained, due to conflicting approaches and
interpretations. Despite Hodder’s claims for a self-reflexive archaeological process at the site that
accommodates both archaeological strategies and alternative goddess views (see, for example,
Hodder’s website: http://catal.arch.cam.ac.uk/ [accessed 17 August 2000]), other archaeologists
see the practice being far removed from the ideal (see, for example, Hassan 1997). 

Indeed, Meskell argues that the differences between Pagans and academics are so fundamental
that there is little room for fruitful negotiation (Meskell 1999). Of course this realisation should
not promote avoidance of the issues, and as I shall demonstrate, there are various instances
where productive dialogues have flourished. It is interesting to note at this juncture that
Gimbutas was not the first to suggest Goddess interpretations of archaeological data. Hutton
suggests the most obvious precedents were Margaret Murray who, ‘whole-heartedly endorsed
the idea that the prehistoric European and Mediterranean world had worshipped a single
supreme female deity’ (Hutton 1999: 273), and Jacquetta Hawkes who portrayed Neolithic
European communities as living in harmony with the earth and worshipping a single mother-
goddess that personified nature (Hutton 1999: 278–9). Hutton (1999: 280) goes on to point
out that such figure-heading archaeologists as O.G.S. Crawford, Vere Gordon Childe and Glyn
Daniel declared ‘their belief in the veneration of a single female deity by New Stone Age
cultures’ (see, for example, Crawford 1957; Childe 1958; Daniel 1958). Clearly, while some
archaeologists today may do their best to forget it, their predecessors are strange but intimate
bedfellows with neo-shamanic approaches to the past, a past that cannot be ignored because of
its repercussions in the present.

Druidry is a case in point. It is perhaps, after Wicca, the second most popular branch of
contemporary Paganism in Britain today. As is well known, Druids are inspired by the Iron Age
druids and all things ‘Celtic’ that are perceived to relate to them, from medieval and romantic
literature, to archaeology and the legacy of early antiquarians such as William Stukeley, a.k.a.
‘Archdruid Chyndonax’ (Sebastion 1990: 97–8). A number of authors consider the relations
between druids past and Druids present (see, for example, Piggott 1968; Green 1997; Jones
1998), but while Modern Druids endure as an object of ridicule among most archaeologists, the
negative stereotypes are transforming. The idea that Druids claim descent from ancient Iron
Age orders, for instance, is increasingly being replaced – among both Druids and academics –
by a recognition that Druidry is very much a tradition situated in the modern era (see, for
example, Harvey 1997). Even so, its antiquity is at least as old as archaeology (Hutton 1997)
and the two are indeed, ‘blood brothers’ (Sebastion 2000). 

Like Wicca and Goddess spirituality, Druidry is markedly influenced by shamanism. This is
particularly evident in the work of John Matthews who interprets the medieval Welsh manu-
scripts attributed to the Bard Taliesin according to shape-shifting and other ‘Celtic’ shamanistic
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metaphors (see, for example, Matthews 1991). These interpretations are controversial (see, for
example, Jones 1998), since the poems’ reliability and chronology is notoriously problematic
(see, for example, Hutton 1991) and juxtaposition of the terms Celtic and Shaman appears
anachronistic. It is neo-shamanic representations of the past such as this, however, that usurp
academic publications in the popular realm. While Matthews claims scholarly objectivity, other
Druids, such as Tim Sebastion of the Secular Order of Druids (SOD), are unashamedly
romantic (see, for example, Sebastion 1990). He is a shield knight of the Loyal Arthurian
Warband and is, like his liege King Arthur Pendragon, ‘accepted as the reincarnation of one of
the Knights of the Round Table’ (Sebastion 2000). The aims of these Druids for the future of
archaeological sites are often highly pragmatic, such as the Solstice Project’s plans to reconstruct
Avebury’s Sanctuary and so employ the local unemployed and detract attention away from
Stonehenge as a festival site (Sebastion 2000). Indeed where ancient sites, especially Stonehenge,
are concerned, the Druids are increasingly being viewed as equals by archaeologists (and the
heritage managers) (see, for example, Bender 1998). 

The presence of neo-shamanism in Druidry is also made clear by my discussions with Philip
‘Greywolf ’ Shallcrass (Joint-Chief of the British Druid Order). Not only does Greywolf claim to
interact with spirits and a spirit world for healing and empowerment (as shamans do), and to
have been ‘chosen’ by them (rather than he choosing to communicate with them, as is typical of
most neo-shamans), but he also reconstructs ‘native British’ sweat lodges (for an archaeological
reconstruction, see Barfield and Hodder 1987) and conducts rituals at ancient sites including
Stonehenge and Avebury (Figure 14.1). He is also heavily involved in negotiations with English
Heritage over access to Stonehenge and, more controversially, the reburial of skeletal remains
likely to be excavated during the Stonehenge Management Plan (Wallis 2000). Such issues may
bring the alternative Other too close for comfort for many conservative archaeologists, but
where such dialogue promotes positive compromise on both sides of the equation, rather than
the violence of previous years (such as the 1985 summer solstice ‘Battle of the Beanfield’ near
Stonehenge in which so-called ‘New Age travellers’ were forced into confrontations with police),
the outcome can only point towards beneficial negotiations in the future. This sort of inter-
action contrasts markedly with the example of ‘Kennewick Man’ in the USA, where debates
have recently raged over a 9,000-year-old skeleton found in Washington state (see, for example,
Radford 1998). Under NAGPRA (Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act
1990), Native Americans demanded the ancestral remains be reburied with appropriate ritual.
Some archaeologists believe that rather than being Native American, the bones may be ancient
European in origin, and have requested time for further analysis. The ‘Asatru Folk Assembly’, a
right-wing Heathen organisation, then argued that if the remains are European then as a
traditional European religion, they should have exclusive rights to the bones. As a result, both
Native Americans and the Asatru Folk Assembly were allowed to conduct ceremonies over the
bones. This situation exemplifies how archaeologists cannot ignore neo-shamanism, cannot
neglect the sensitive political outcomes of their ‘objective’ scientific research.

CASE STUDY 1
Speaking with the Viking dead – Heathen neo-shamanism
The Asatru Folk Assembly is part of – albeit an atypical right-wing aspect that does not typify
the movement as a whole – the third popular branch of paganism known to its practitioners
variously as Heathenism, Heathenry, Odinism, Asatru (‘allegiance to the gods’), or more loosely
the ‘Northern’ tradition. Contemporary Heathens utilise Norse and Icelandic literature and
mythology, Viking and Anglo-Saxon Migration Period history and archaeological sources, and
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Figure 14.1 A large procession of Druids at Avebury Henge. They are led by Greywolf, Joint-Chief of the
British Druid Order.



all things with a Germanic and Heathen theme, to revive and reconstruct a contemporary
religion. In the same vein as other Pagan traditions, Heathenry takes many forms and there are
a variety of functioning groups worldwide. Smaller localised groups known as ‘Hearths’ meet
together and are comparable with a Wiccan ‘Coven’ or Druidic ‘Grove’. Harvey’s (1997)
discussions mark the most comprehensive and erudite survey of Heathenism to date. He
suggests practitioners are steadily growing in numbers and the practices are advancing in
‘coherence’ (Harvey 1997: 53). There is no need for me to replicate what Harvey details, but
there is a great deal of room to explore the shamanistic elements in Heathenry. These, in
similarity with Wicca and Druidry, are mostly only touched on by other ethnographers of the
traditions and are of considerable significance to archaeologists. 

Shamanism permeates Heathenry more than any other contemporary Pagan tradition,
perhaps because more associations between the two have been suggested (whether correctly or
not) in the historic and archaeological record (see, for example, Simek 1993). Numerous aspects
of the god Odin and goddess Freyja for instance, may display aspects of shamanism, particularly
their associations with ‘seidr’. Seidr is an obscure practice of ‘magic’ in the sources that is often
disreputable or related to sorcery, and various academics argue that seidr was a shamanic
technique (see, for example, Ellis Davidson 1993: 137). I have met numerous Heathen
shamanistic and/or seidr practitioners in the UK and USA; for instance ‘Runic’ John, from
Lancashire, whose patron deity is Woden2 and who gives ‘rune readings’ and ‘shamanic healing’.
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Figure 14.2 ‘Runic’ John, Heathen neo-shaman, completing a shamanic healing. John has extracted a malignant
spirit from the patient and is slamming it into the ground where it will be absorbed into Helheim, a Heathen term
for the realm of the Lower World in Nordic cosmology. On the ground in front of him is his shamanic rattle, and
he wears Thor’s hammer around his neck.



When conducting runic divinations for clients, John says that he enters a trance in which
Woden sits behind him and covers his right eye with his hand (in Norse mythology, Odin
sacrifices an eye to gain wisdom). At this point, John knows he has the ‘sight’ to be able to read
the runes. In Figure 14.2 John is seen sending a malignant spirit into the earth where it will be
absorbed and recycled, having just extracted it from a patient. And in Figure 14.3, John is
possessed by Odin during a public ritual, stood rigid and transfixed by the ecstatic inspiration of
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Figure 14.3 ‘Runic’ John is possessed by the spirit of the god Woden, in a public shamanic ritual.



the god. Moments later, John shape-shifted into a wild boar in the spirit world (an experience
he later recounted) and to the surprise of onlookers, fell to hands and knees and charged around
grunting and snorting, nose to the ground, churning up dust. 

John is a highly idiosyncratic Heathen shaman, typical of the individualised and eclectic
nature of neo-shamanism today. A more widely publicised and popular technique is that of seidr
(see, for example, Lindquist 1997) practised by among others, the Hrafnar community in San
Francisco led by Diana Paxson. The best recorded ancient instance of seidr is in the Saga of
Eiríkr the Red (see, for example, Magnus Magnusson and Hermann Pálsson 1965), in which a
seeress or völva performs a ‘seance’ for a Greenlandic community suffering a famine. Many
features of this tale may, according to neo-shamans and academics alike, hint at shamanistic
practices. The völva eats a strange porridge before the ritual, containing the hearts of various
creatures. She wears unusual clothing such as a black lambskin hood lined with cat’s fur and cat
skin gloves. Furthermore, a pouch at her waist contains various (unstated) charms, perhaps
similar to those found in a pouch at the Fyrkat site, Denmark including the bones of birds and
small mammals, and entheogenic henbane seeds (Price, pers. comm.). She also holds a long staff
topped with a brass knob that is studded with stones and she sits on a ritual platform with a
cushion of hen-feathers beneath her. Viewed shamanistically, the items of dress may indicate the
völva’s relationships to her spirit-helpers, and her characteristic staff may act as a connection
with the earth, or it may symbolise the world tree Yggdrasil. However, this view is at variance
with some academic (non-practitioner) interpretations (see Price in press). Thus attired, the
seeress’s seidr proceeds: the verses that enable the spirits to be present are sung or chanted, and
in communication with that realm, the völva prophesies a better future for the community and
for each person who asks her questions. Contemporary seidr-workers use sources such as this to
reconstruct and revive the seidr seance. 

The saga literature is also used by Heathens to reconstruct what may have been Nordic
‘possession’ practices. The impetus for this practice arose, Paxson told me, when a deity first
possessed a völva during a seidr session, an unexpected happening that required some explanation
and contextualisation. Diana researched the historic sources and believes she has found examples
of possession in the Norse texts, particularly the earlier material. A possible example is in the Saga
of King Óláfr Tryggvason (Flateyjarbók 1, see Gudbrandur Vigfússon and Unger 1860–8) in which
an idol of Freyr travels around the country in a wagon, accompanied by his ‘wife’, a priestess
(gydja). The hero of the tale, Gunnar, fights with the idol and takes its place, whereupon the
Swedes are well pleased that the god can now feast and drink, and are even more pleased when his
‘wife’ becomes pregnant! The tale is written from the perspective of the Norwegians, and if read at
face value is a gibe at the gullibility of the heathen Swedes who believe Gunnar’s impersonation of
Freyr to be real. If the saga is approached as a possible example of possession however, as Paxson
would suggest, then it may have been common practice among the Swedes for a person to take on
the form of a deity and let the deity speak through them. In this case Gunnar is the ‘shaman’, or
whoever else was accompanying the gydja, before being usurped by him: Gunnar’s struggle with
Freyr would actually be a fight with the previous shaman.3 Having come across this literature,
Paxson also noticed that traditional shamanic societies often incorporated possession into their
rites (see, for example, Lewis 1989). To build on the fragmentary Nordic evidence with
contemporary possession techniques, Diana studied the increasingly popular practice of
Umbanda, in Brazil. Essentially, she combined an ethnographic analogy with Old Norse sources to
reconstruct a Heathen Possession technique. Whatever misgivings archaeologists and other
academics with interests in the past may have – with a perceived ‘inappropriate’ ‘appropriation’ of
ethnographic analogy and ‘misreading’ of the literary sources – these reconstructions of seidr and
possession are deeply empowering for the contemporary practitioners.
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CASE STUDY 2
Waking prehistoric ancestors – neo-shamanism at ancient sites
Neo-shamanic engagements with the past are most direct at archaeological sites. In many ways
these are explicitly shamanic. The goddess-oriented megalithic gazetteer to Britain by Julian
Cope (1998) for instance, recommends that visitors to Avebury should ‘always hold shamanic
experiments’ (Cope in Thompson 1998: 12). To give some bearing on why and how neo-
shamans are involved with archaeological sites, Greywolf told me:

Druids like to make ritual at ancient stone circles since there is a strong feeling that they are
places where communion with our ancestors may be made more readily than elsewhere . . . I
am drawn to Avebury . . . because it is my heartland . . . the place where I feel most
spiritually ‘at home’.

(Greywolf, pers. comm.)

At Avebury and similar sites, from other Later Neolithic stone circles to Iron Age Hillforts,
Greywolf and his kind make ritual at the eight Pagan festivals that celebrate the wheel of the
year.4 At such events various rituals and festivities occur, including handfasting (marriage), and
child-naming ceremonies (baptism). Increasing numbers of people like Greywolf make
pilgrimages to ancient places each year. A Bournemouth University survey of Avebury’s visitors
recorded that 16 per cent of them expressed spiritual motivation as their reason for visiting
(Calver 1998). This number surges to represent a clear majority around the Pagan festivals.
Such intimate relationships with Neolithic remains have resulted in certain management,
presentation and conservation issues for the site curators.

A good, recent example (besides the better-known problems at Stonehenge), concerns the
events surrounding the excavation of ‘Seahenge’, a small Bronze Age timber circle discovered in
1999 at Holme-Next-The-Sea on the east coast of England. The expropriation of such
monuments, ownership of and management of the past, and rights of access, involves many
interest groups, from archaeologists (including academic archaeologists, field archaeologists,
museum workers and site managers) and anthropologists, to students of religion and history,
local groups, and even politicians and the police. Yet neo-shamans and their peers are not
addressed seriously in site management strategies, and furthermore, the political nature of site
presentation has not been adequately examined. The situation at the timber ring at Holme-
Next-The-Sea is exemplary of the increasingly activist positions neo-shamans are assuming in
relation to archaeological sites. It also shows how the aims of the interest groups can be
successfully negotiated. 

Perplexed by the ‘meaning’ of this idiosyncratic monument, a neo-shaman says she ‘didn’t
feel any particular energy coming from it’, and wonders, ‘maybe it’ll come to me in a dream?’
(Brown 1998: 15). Meanwhile, the national archaeological agency English Heritage initially
determined to record the circle and then allow it to be eroded by the sea; it was thought too
expensive to be preserved. A campaign was co-ordinated by local people, archaeologists and
neo-shamanic persons (including Clare Prout of the mostly Pagan organisation Save Our Sacred
Sites) to excavate and remove the henge from the threats of the sea, preserve it, and then place it
on display. Owing to destructive conditions and the close proximity of flocks of wading birds,
the display could not be in situ; indeed, the original location of the monument would have been
some 30 miles inland. Local people were also concerned the display would end up too far from
Holme, with a subsequent loss of their heritage, and therefore tourism. English Heritage’s
dendrochronological tests then followed, involving use of a chainsaw, a process that greatly
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upset the groups wanting to preserve the henge. The Times reported that protesters turned up to
halt the excavations (documented by the popular British television programme Time Team);
Druids claimed that the henge’s location on a ley line meant that it should not be moved lest its
spiritual essence be lost (Morrison 1999: 20). In the early hours of a June morning English
Heritage came to finish the job – with bulldozers – in what was called a ‘Dawn Raid’ (Sacred
Hoop News 1999 25: 8), only to face protesting Druids and others prepared to stand their
ground. One sat on the central upturned tree (suggested by some to be a shamanic sky burial
site) playing a didgeridu. This confrontation ‘sent shock waves across the pagan and shamanic
communities not only in Britain but also the US’ (Sacred Hoop News 1999 25: 8). As with the
example of Stonehenge, archaeologists are viewed very negatively at such times, ‘as manifest-
ations of imperialism’ and ‘an uncaring discipline, typical of a dominant elitist society’ (Ucko
1990: xv). In the end, ‘Seahenge’ was excavated and ‘preserved’, and Time Team made a recon-
struction of the monument. By and large, the Time Team programme demonstrated that the
Druidic perspective was marginalised. Simply put, their claims on the monument were not
taken seriously (cf. Plouviez 2000).

The happenings at this most recently discovered and probably highly significant ancient site
– (interpretations range from shamanic sky burial site to fish trap) – exemplify the increasing
tension that exists between site custodians and groups opposing their protocols, including local
people and neo-shamans.5 New situations seem to be emerging all the time: from the recent
disagreements between Pagans, heritage managers and Christians over the erecting of a new
monolith at Mayburgh stone circle in north-west England, to successful neo-shamanic and local
objections to the planned removal of two standing stones in the Avebury region in Wiltshire (as
discussed on the Stones and Nature Religions Scholars email discussion lists). Indeed, there
appear to be increasing tensions amongst archaeologists too. A recent article in British
Archaeology, by its editor Simon Denison, expresses discontent about the way ‘Seahenge’ was
‘yanked out of the sands’: ‘The excavation . . . was destruction, nothing short of vandalism’
(Denison 2000: 28. See also ‘Letters’ in British Archaeology 53: 24–5). Holme-Next-The-Sea
compares with Stonehenge as a site of serious political contestation between heritage managers
and alternative interest groups. However, the situation is most certainly not just doom and
gloom, as I next discuss.

SEEING TOWARDS ‘EXTRA PAY’ FOR SHAMANISMS, PRESENT AND PAST

Neo-shamanic approaches to various aspects of the past, from Druidic and Viking reconstruc-
tions to engagements with archaeological sites, should clearly be of considerable interest to
archaeologists and other academics with concerns over how the past is approached and
represented. This interest should not only be of ‘concern’, however, since there are some
distinctly positive neo-shamanic interactions with the past that give what Harvey (1997:
chapter 7) calls ‘extra pay’6 to shamanisms past and present. A first example is where neo-
shamans actively and positively engage in archaeological site management processes. At ‘Seahenge’,
Clare Prout joined David Miles (Chief Archaeologist, English Heritage), Druid protestors,
archaeologists and other interest groups in a discussion on how to address the tense situation.
She claims that through this dialogue ‘we got a fabulous result’ (pers. comm.),7 though of
course there will always be people who disagree: where Prout and English Heritage wanted to
excavate and preserve the monument, other Druids demanded it be left in situ. Despite the
conflicts, the example of ‘Seahenge’ shows how disputes can, largely, be resolved. For the most
part, respectful and diplomatic negotiations between the interest groups appear to reap positive
results, ‘perhaps to the extent that Seahenge will be the last disturbance of a sacred site without
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prior consultation and compromise’ (Bannister 2000: 13). Interestingly, by the end of the
dispute, many of the archaeologists who initially wrote off the Druids stated that in retrospect
they wished they had got them on board. By getting involved in protest and negotiation, and by
thereby challenging the negative stereotypes of themselves, neo-shamans are, I argue, giving
‘extra pay’ to shamanism, since it is used as a force for change and social critique, rather than a
trendy word and bandwagon. In so doing, they are also giving extra pay to the archaeological
sites they spiritually respect.

The issue of seidr in Heathenism provides a second example of ‘extra pay’, when its
practitioners undergo experiences that challenge Western worldviews. Some Heathen neo-
shamans in Britain and North America, in contrast to being ‘safe’ and ‘Westernised’,8 confront
and challenge conservatism both in Heathenism and wider society. Heathenry writ large is a
conservative new religion with moral, ethical and spiritual values adhering to ‘middle’ England
and America. ‘Traditional’ family values are sacred and the issue of same-sex relations remains
controversial. Associations with nationalism, racism and homophobia do not typify
Heathenism,9 but the unfortunate history of associations between Viking religions and Nazism
this century is seized upon by contemporary groups motivated by far-right politics. They, in
turn, are picked out by the tabloid press so that the liberal attitudes of others are eclipsed. Seidr
practices among liberal-minded Heathens are not always regarded favourably by the rest of the
Heathen community because many of them find notions of ‘spirits’ and practices involving
direct communications with deities and the ancestors to be extremely dubious, verging on the
blasphemous (Blain pers. comm.; see also Blain and Wallis 2000). Nevertheless, Diana Paxson
of the Hrafnar community told me that seidr is becoming increasingly popular. 

At the time of the Icelandic Sagas, seidr was a disreputable practice (with an obvious knock-
on effect today among the Heathens who use these Old Norse sources), and the working of
magic was generally held to be antisocial behaviour. Ergi is an enigmatic term used in the myths
and sagas to describe a male seidr-worker or seidmadr. Loki the Trickster deity, for instance, calls
Odin (a warrior god) ergi when he practises seidr techniques he learned from the goddess Freyja
(Lokasenna 24, in The Poetic Edda ed. and tr. Dronke 1997: 338). Ergi may refer to an
‘effeminate man’ or to being ‘unmanly’, and as widespread academic opinion has it, to passive
male homosexuality, reflecting the pejorative sentiments surrounding a man or god who
practises ‘women’s magic’. Seidr and ergi contrast significantly to the sort of ‘strong warrior’ male
role model deemed conventional and desirable during the unpredictable and uncertain times of
Viking migration and conflict. 

Their shamanic experiences have led many contemporary seidr-workers to re-appraise the
negative associations of seidr and ergi. They suggest that in earlier times, certainly before
Christian prejudice, seidr may have been a more acceptable practice. Nordic society may have
been more ‘shamanistic’ and the status of a seidmadr and his ergi might even compare with the
shaman berdache in some Native American societies (for discussions of berdache see, for
example, Roscoe 1991; Whitehead 1993). In similarity to seidr and ergi, berdache is a loaded
term, a colonial construction that imposed Eurocentric understandings of gender and sexual
relations onto indigenous cultures. In contrast to Western values, berdache-type shamans (see,
for example, Czaplicka 1914), gender-crossing priests such as some Hindu hijras (see, for
example, Nanda 1993a, 1993b), multiple gender conceptions (see, for example, Herdt 1996),
and same-sex relations (see, for example, Sparkes 1998), are cross-culturally consistent. This
consistency deconstructs the simplistic Western conflation of gender and sex. Rather than the
binary ‘two-spirited people’ (see, for example, papers in Jacobs et al. 1997), ‘changing ones’
(Roscoe 1998) may be the most applicable replacement for ‘berdache’. As evidence for changing
ones in ancient northern Europe, Heathens may cite Saxo Grammaticus who remarks on the
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berdache-type priests or ‘wives’ of Freyr (a male ‘fertility’ god) at Uppsala in Sweden. Saxo
describes the hero Starkadr as being ‘disgusted with the womanish body movements’ of the
priests of Freyr, and the ‘soft tinkling of bells’ (Gesta Danorum, Book 6, tr. Ellis Davidson and
Fisher 1998: 172). Elsewhere, Tacitus (Germania 43) describes Germanic priests dressed in
women’s clothing. Furthermore, some burial evidence may point towards changing ones in
Anglo-Saxon society (Wilson 1992: 96–7; Clark-Mazo 1997: 11), although it is of course
imperative that Western conceptions of gender are not imposed on artefact assemblages.

Simply by practising seidr today then, neo-shamans engage in a dissonant act that receives
prejudice from within their own spiritual community and from wider culture. Paxson suggested
the ‘opening up’ of oneself psychically to be successful in seidr can be regarded as a female
ability rather than a male one, and only certain men generally want to be involved with seidr
because of this, these most often being gay men. The high proportion of gay men in the
Hrafnar community is quite unrepresentative of Heathenry in general, so the combination of
gay men and seidr places Hrafnar further into a marginal category in Heathenry, perhaps
reflective of its geographical location in liberal San Francisco. Being gay and practising seidr
presents a significant challenge to conventional Heathenry and the normative West. Not all men
practising seidr however, are gay. Over time, Diana says more ‘straights’ have begun to practice
seidr. For heterosexual male seidr-workers, experiences with seidr also challenge conventional
classifications of gender with a domino effect for other masculist Western attitudes. Bil is a
seidr-worker in New Mexico who works with the dying to ease their spiritual transition and has
various ‘ghosts’ as spirit-helpers. He points out that:

My sexuality is heterosexual. I was never approached by the ghosts who follow me to change
that in any way. I was, however, severely ‘lambasted’ for carrying too much of a ‘macho
attitude’ and was forced to make changes in that area – so much so, that folks often wonder,
now, if I am homosexual or not. They usually figure it out soon enough when they meet my
family and friends. My eccentricity doesn’t stem from sexuality or sexual preference but
mainly from the fact that I have no emotional reactions any longer (I have emotions; I just
don’t demonstrate reaction with them, that’s all). 

(Blain and Wallis 2000)

And, Jordsvin has clearly been deeply affected by seidr when he argues:

The concept of sexual orientation per se is a modern one. There do seem to be references in
the lore connecting men who do seidr with men who have sex with men, more specifically,
men who are in the receptive role during such activities. Obviously, this should not be an
excuse for bigotry against gay people today. Gay men and women seem often to show a
knack for seidr, but heterosexual men can and do learn it and do it quite well.

(Blain and Wallis 2000)

In a similar vein, ‘James’, a newcomer to seidr practices living in Britain, has experiences that
challenge various normative Western sensory and ideological perceptions. He says:

Ergi mainly fits with my rituals with Freyja, rituals of possession . . . I think many people
(especially men) would find seidr disturbing because of how it makes them feel (apart from
the radical change into shamanic consciousness), going beyond stereotypes of male, female,
gay, etc. For me, seidr with Freyja allows an integrating understanding of what it is to be
male, female and other multiple possibilities. That is empowering and affects how I live with
my reality, world, local and spiritual communities. It changes who I am. 

(Blain and Wallis 2000)
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Harvey (1997: 122; see also 1998) asserts that working in environmental education comprises
one example of how neo-shamanism embodies a postmodern critique of society and thereby
gives ‘extra pay’. I agree, and argue that seidr-work and its subsequent disputing and altering of
normative Western stereotypes similarly represents a significant disruption of, and protest to,
modernity. Dowson argues ‘the very practice of archaeology provides the foundations of social
and epistemological privilege by authorizing a heterosexual history of humanity’ (1998: 4).
Conservative Heathens follow this line and cultivate their perceived closeness to their ancestors
by assuming ancient Heathen communities consisted of heterosexual family units as we largely
have them today. In direct contrast, the seidr-workers I have discussed use their experiences to
provide an alternative history of seidr that challenges conventional understandings of the past.
Where many archaeologists unconsciously underwrite homophobia in their reification of
familial units and heterosexual relations, gay and straight seidr-workers disrupt these biases,
interpreting the past in ways beyond normative archaeology. They ‘actively challenge the
manner in which epistemological privilege is negotiated in archaeology’ (Dowson 1998: 4). In
their engagements with shamanic practice, they also challenge both the atheistic stance of
contemporary society and the aversion to interactions with spirits in their Heathen
communities. 

These seidr-workers are not simply going on shamanic trips for fun or profit, as the critics
of neo-shamanism largely suggest, but are radically reorienting their worldviews. In terms of
consciousness alterations, gender conceptions, sexual orientation and community
interactions, these neo-shamans are more like some indigenous shamans. I argue rather than
‘appropriating’ aspects of indigenous shamanisms, or shamanism in the past, these neo-
shamans give significant ‘extra pay’ to shamanisms past and present. They accord with
Taussig’s (1987) astute understanding of shamanism as being embedded in an intrinsically
socio-political process that destroys any belief – neo-shamanic or academic – in shamanism
solely as a safe or benevolent phenomenon. Taussig argues the shamanic career and its rituals
are open-ended, there is always a tension in the air, an aura of unpredictability. Rather than
there being a strictly followed narrative pattern and a cathartic shamanic ‘healing’, the nature
of shamanism is consistently undetermined and without certain or known outcomes, as
Western observers would like to see. The ritual may be unsuccessful, disputes may not be
resolved, the shaman’s spirits may depart and the career end abruptly. This ongoing nature of
unpredictability waxes and wanes alongside the desired catharsis and constancy all people and
their societies want, just as shamans themselves often struggle with malevolent and
benevolent spirits, sorcery and healing. Where shamanic vocations are culturally constituted,
the shamanic world itself is also intrinsically political and in perpetual change. Recognising
the uncertainty of the shamanic office allows Taussig to deconstruct the ‘classic’ Western
model of shamanism in which shamans are perceived to be largely male, dominating figures
who control social relations and charismatically master their communities. The intrinsic
uncertainty of shamanism suggests this image is a fabrication by Western observers imposing
their masculist ideals inappropriately. The same image is also reified by those neo-shamans
who portray shamanism as being safe, controllable and desirable. Seidr neo-shamanism, in
sharp contrast, typifies Taussig’s assertion that shamanism is a deeply political phenomenon,
with the potential for ‘dismantling all fixed notions of identity’ (Taussig 1989: 57). As
changing ones, seidr-workers give extra pay to shamanism by permeating the perceived
academic boundaries between ‘shamanism’ and ‘neo-shamanism’, by being more like
indigenous shamans. They also positively give extra pay to neo-shamanism itself, empowering
the term and associated practices in ways beyond the negative stereotypes critics impose on
them.
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CONCLUSION

Any discussions of neo-shamanism must inevitably consider issues of the invention of tradition
and the authenticity of reconstructions of the past. In this chapter I have tried to demonstrate
that neo-shamans are not somehow misinterpreting the past where archaeologists ‘know best’.
While some neo-shamans may be ‘inventing’ some rather outlandish interpretations, such as the
Asatru Folk Assembly’s claims on Kennewick Man, accusing these and other neo-shamans of
‘inventing’ tradition is deeply problematic. As Herzfeld states:

such terms as the ‘invention of tradition’ . . . suggest the possibility of an ultimately
knowable historic past. Although traditions are invented, the implicit argument suggests,
there ought to be something else that represents the ‘real’ past. But if any history is invented,
all history is invented. We should not view one kind of history as more invented than others,
although its bearers may be more powerful and therefore more capable of enforcing its
reproduction among disenfranchised classes. 

(Herzfeld 1991: 12)

Moreover, to assume these practitioners are merely ‘pretending’ when they reconstruct these
religions would be naïve and would not take their beliefs seriously (see, for example,
Salomonsen 1999). Re-enactors of the past are often very passionate about the authenticity of
their reconstructions, but in contrast neo-shamans are reconstructing the past in and for the
present, for personal and communal spiritual empowerment. The authenticity of the
reconstruction is not the main issue, merely its relevance and pragmatism for the practitioners.
Of course the question is inappropriate anyway: ‘authentic in relation to what?’ – archaeological
interpretations, that are themselves ever-changing, transient, subject to fashions and fads? 

Archaeologists may be custodians of the past, those most often with direct access to its
remains and whose interpretations of it are perceived publicly to be scientific fact. But
archaeologists are not owners of the past and do not have exclusivity to the market of ideas that
interpret it. This is made blatantly clear by the multitude of books on Celtic shamanism, seidr
magic, and so on, that far outsell academic publications. As Hutton argues, 

It is a classic case of a situation in which the experts are feeding the public with information
while leaving it free to make such imaginative reconstructions as it wishes…Druids [and
other neo-shamans] are well placed to take advantage of it…indeed, it is almost a duty on
their part to do so, for the more people who are involved in the work, and the broader the
range of plausible pictures imagined, the healthier the situation.

(Hutton 1996: 23) 

If this bookish equation alone does not encourage archaeologists to engage with neo-shamans,
then where neo-shamans are prominent in direct action at ancient sites, archaeologists are under
an even greater obligation to engage with them. To quote Hutton again, where he specifically
remarks on Tim Sebastion’s SOD:

[W]hether or not outsiders may approve of the politics of SOD, God and Law, they have to
be taken seriously. Their campaign has posed valid questions about the control and
responsibility of the Nation’s past, which eventually provoked a major debate among
archaeologists. By 1992, 25 of the latter, many of them celebrities, were prepared to write a
letter to the Guardian condemning the policy of English Heritage. . . . Between them they
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have made a distinctive contribution to the history of religion and magical culture in Britain,
and another to the history of politics. It is an impressive dual achievement, in such a few
years, for movements which so clearly address problems specific to modernity, yet do so in
terms of images drawn from the remote past.

(Sebastion 2000)

Rather idiosyncratically, my role as an autoarchaeologist spans both these worlds of archae-
ology and neo-shamanism. I aim to have negotiated these worlds in this chapter, and promoted
a dialogue between ‘orthodox’ and ‘alternative’ interest groups that is positive, tolerant and
reciprocal. Only by pursuing an open-minded exploration of neo-shamanism is it possible to
appreciate that beyond engaging with archaeology in an ‘eccentric’ and confrontational way,
there are neo-shamans that are actively engaging in positive dialogues with archaeologists and
heritage managers. There are others who, in contrast to many neo-shamans, avoid romanticising
and appropriating indigenous shamanism, and who are well aware of the sensitivities of their
practices, so embedding them in specific social relations. According to Dowson’s ‘elements of
shamanism’, they are shamans. These considerations of neo-shamanism are pertinent but
controversial in current archaeology and anthropology. I hope this discussion makes plain to the
various interest groups that neo-shamanism has very much to do with us. Such a strategy,
alongside my advocating ‘an archaeology of neo-shamanism’, seems timely. If neo-shamanism
continues to be side-lined as insignificant, then as archaeologists of shamanism we will be
reifying academic exclusivity, ignoring the central role of neo-shamanism in influencing our
understandings of shamanism. But most of all, we will be neglecting our responsibilities as
autoarchaeologists. That is, being explicit about our own socio-political motivations for
undertaking an archaeology of shamanism in the first place. 

NOTES

1 As an aside, in his definitive historical work on ‘Modern Pagan Witchcraft’ Hutton mentions a
nineteenth-century Welsh cunning man who may have got the idea for his costume from accounts
from ‘Siberian tribal shamans’ (Hutton 1999: 90).

2 Odin has linguistic variations including: ON Ódinn, OE Woden, OF Wodan OHG Wutan, Wuotan.
3 On the other hand, or in addition – for each interpretation is not mutually exclusive – Blain

(pers.comm.) suggests the possibility that a ‘spirit-marriage’ is described, similar to the Siberian
shamanic examples (Czaplicka 1914), with the wife as the ‘shaman’: she has a spirit-spouse, Freyr, and
a human-spouse, Gunnar, which is customary for the Swedes but is incomprehensible to the
Norwegians who assume Gunnar must be impersonating Freyr. And if Freyr is said to speak, this must
‘really’ be Gunnar speaking, rather that the gydja relaying Freyr’s messages.

4 The eight Pagan festivals mark and celebrate the seasonal changes seen in nature during the ever-
turning ‘wheel of the year’. There is an emphasis on the agricultural cycle and adherents use these
times to connect with the land, reflect on how the changes in nature reflect changes in self and
community, observe long-term patterns of stability and change, and to make ritual and celebration.
The following dates are somewhat arbitrary since they may depend on planetary alignments, the
proximity of sunrise and sunset, and the festivals tend to last for some days. In order: Samhain
(Halloween) 31 October, Yule (Winter solstice) 21 December, Imbolc 2 February, Spring equinox 21
March, Beltane (May Day) 1 May, Summer solstice 21 June, Lammas 31 July, Autumnal equinox 21
September. For full discussion of their meanings, see Harvey 1997.

5 It is germane to note how the English Heritage view of the Holme-Next-The-Sea affair differs from
that of neo-shamans. In Heritage Today (Issue 47, September 1999) the glossy magazine for English
Heritage members, English Heritage are presented as having a common-sense approach (excavating
the timbers as quickly as possible for preservation) in contrast to the rather hysterical responses of
Druids and other neo-shamans. In their favour though, it is encouraging to see David Miles (English
Heritage Chief Archaeologist) responding to the interests of alternative groups with an open mind. He
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was keen to put the point to me, when we met at the European Association of Archaeologists’ annual
meeting, that English Heritage’s aim is not the museumification of the landscape. Rather, they have
the difficult job of balancing the needs of preservation with the promotion of public interaction. 

6 The term Harvey chooses to employ hints at a fiscal return from neo-shamans to indigenous shamans.
In reality this is not solely the case, indeed there are many ways neo-shamans give extra pay to
shamanism that have nothing to do with money. Despite the connotations of capitalism and a
patronising ‘pat on the back’ of indigenous shamans that may be perceived in the term ‘extra pay’, I
can think of no better way of describing the process in operation, so have chosen to continue using
the term here. There are numerous ways neo-shamans can be seen to be returning benefits to
shamanism, such as using the term sensitively, raising awareness of the injustices faced by indigenous
communities, and undergoing experiences that are acutely comparable to indigenous shamanism.

7 Similar ‘fabulous results’ have emerged at Stonehenge, which was open to all for the 2000 summer
solstice.

8 Elsewhere I (Wallis In press), among others (see, for example, Harvey 1997; Jakobsen 1999), have
pointed out certain problems with aspects of neo-shamanism, such as its universalising of shamanism
in a fashion typical of occidental homogeneity, and reducing of shamanic experience to psychological
archetypes, both of which avoid what Brown (1989) calls the ‘dark side of the shaman’. 

9 Certain groups however, such as the Odinic Rite and Hammarens Ordens Sallskap in Britain, and the
Asatru Folk Assembly in the USA, are ostensibly concerned with ‘blood and soil’ issues though they
try to avoid being explicitly racist, nationalist (British and/or European) and homophobic. 
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